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SocIAJ INDICATORS AND OPTD00:: RECREATION:

Tur VORCoTTEN SRI,'riR1

John D. Peine
Pobert W. Marans
Charles C. Harris`

Abstract.--Following a brief historical overview of the
social indicators movement, outdoor recreation measures Widch
C:111 he considered Ni,; hot iill indicators are discussed; SUCH

indicators are largely derived from social surveys. 1116Stra-',

live data from 51 such surveys arc presented. Despite the
availability of such data, there have been few attempts _to
AciAiyt them as established indicators in the outdoor recreation
field. Reasons for not considering the data as indicator-r- are

suggested. Finally, a number of parameters which might he
used aS ~octal indicators in outdoor recreation in the 19SO's
are outlined.

VIH%1 ARC 5nrIAL INnicAToR7

Although policy makers and plannJrs are
laminar wiLJ the concept of "social
indicators." th,,re is little consensus
among them as to what constitutes a social
indicator and how indicators are intended to
be used. The ambiguity associatedwiththe
ceneept in part reflects the evolutionary
nature 03 what. has been referred to for_more
than a decade as a movement. The social

indicators movement, however is not that

DOW, In the late 1920's; President Hoover
appointed a commission to report on_the
changing social conditions taking place in
the United States. The results of that
commission's efforts were published in 1933
and described social trends reflecting
vArious aspects Of life in the United States.
In addition to the report, 13 separate
monographs were produced, covering topics
taiWiog _from nutrition and health to recrea-

tion and leiiiiire;

-------
I oper presented ro the National Outdoor

Recreation- Trends Symposium. Durham N11, April

20-21, 1980:
2 John D. Peine is a planner with Heritage

Conservation and Recreation Service. U.S;
Department of the interior. Robert W. Martins

is a program director at The University of
Institute for Social_Research and a

Professor in the College of Architecture and
Urban Planning, while Charles C. Harris is a
graduate- student in the University's School of
Natiiral Resources; All are based in Ann Arbor,

The movement; however, received its label
in the mid-1960's with the publication of
Raymond Rauer's widely publicized book;,Soctoj
lodie,tors The focus of Buoer's edited volume
was on the development and US(' of SOC irii mea-
sures in assessing the state of society in
relation to national goals. One influential
chapter covered social systems accounting and
cailed for the development of cewrehensive
models describing the structures of entire
social systems.

In part as a response to the Bauer
cation, the federal government issued Towaril
A Social Report in the_late1960's.Thc report,
prepared by HEW; detailed the_need_ for social

indicators as a way of aSSeSSing_the_ 'ogress

the country was making toward achieving ,cie-

tol gools. One part of the report focus. oii
the eompilation_of descriptive statistics .n
a format such that they could he aggregated
for summary purposes or disoggregated_to allow
for detailed analysis of sub-areas and sub-
populations-of the country. Another theme
considered the collection of direct measures
of welfare and -the need_to contrast them with
the more readily available meriscres of govern-
ment expenditures or other types of inputs:
Implicit in this theme is the notion that
meaStires of welfare should be expressed in
this of outputs and herein lies one_ofthe
central issues facing the social indicator
movement today: that is, just how do we mea-

sure output?

This issue is brought home_when reviewing
the two government volumes, Social Indicators,



1971 and Soclal Intlicitors, 1n76. In the
first volume, measures of welfare are ex-
pressed in terms of various statistics de-
scribing conditions of Ame.aican life.
Measures of longevity, mental retardation,
crime, educational attainment and income
obtained from various governmental records
are typical of the material reported in the
volume. It is not difficult to understand_ _

why there is a lack of consensus about social
indicators when one considers these types of
measures. On the one hand, they can he
viewed as the direct measures of weLfare
called for in Toward a Social Report; on the
other hand, they might be viewed as inputs
by some who would argue that they do not
present 0 complete picture of what is happen-
ing in the country.

In So-cial Indicotors, 1976, the descrip-
rive eaaires are presented once again, but
also there is greater attention given to
public perceptions of social conditions. In
the social indicator movement, the distinc-
tion is made between these two tvp.as of
indicators: one deals with the objective
conditions of society while the other
covers peoples' responses to these condi-
tions. The distinction between objective
and_ subjective indicators is reflected In
muidi of the qiia/ity of life research con
ducted over the past decade. Some studies
describe quality of life in a particular
place in terms of its crime rate, its level
of unemployment or the amount of air pollii-
tiult; while others describe quality of life
by the way people experience it and as re-
flected by their attitudes and behaViors.
Thus, social indicators can he talked about
in terms of social accounting. ways of moni-
toring social change and reporting social_
conditions or measuring the quality of life
as people experience it.

While there is some agreement that
social indicators however described are
needed, the question of how indicators are
and should he used is far from clear.
Ideally; indicators in the form of social
statistics could be used to guide decision
makers in their deliberations. However, a
systematic study of the use of Social
Indivotors;.1973 by federal bureaucrats
Shows that few make direct use of such data
(Caplan and Barton 1978)

AVAILABIF OUTDOOR RECREATION INDICATORS

Voluminous data are available on all
facets of outdoor recreation. Providers of
outdoor recreation opportunity have collected
data on_facilities, lands; programs and equip-
ment sales. Additionally, information has
been solicited from participants in outdoor

recreation activities and the general public.
Typical data from social surveys have included
participation rates, use pattern descriptions,
preferences for participation and constraints
to participation. This paper_focuses primar-
ily on information solicited from such surveys.

BY the 1970's, surveys dealing with out-
door recreation had become an integral part
of the planning functions for tat seven fedora/
land managing agencies and all Statewide Com-
prehensive Outdoor Recreation Plans. A study
of recreation surveys was conducted for the
years 1970,.77 as_part__of an unpublished
analysis of the 1977 National Ourdoor Recrea-
tion Surveys. It revealed that various federal
agencies and the majority of state governments,
as well as commercial researchers, had con-
ducted 65 major surveys oriented specifically
to outdoor recreation. Approximately 650.000
people have participated in these surveys
which carry a price tag in excess of 6 million
dollars. Dozens more smaII-scale surveys have
also been carried out. In total, these survey
efforts have produced a wealth of information
on outdoor recreation.

The national outdoor recreation surveys

Research in outdoor recreation came to
the forefront early in the 1960's at a time
when the concept of social indicators was
gaining visibility. The Outdoor Recreation
Resource Review commission (ORRRC) produced a
series of reports which are, even today, un-
precedented in their scope and comprehensive-
ness. Recreation data were presented on fi-
nancing, behaviors, attitudes, management, and
existing and potential resource supply. Un-
fortunately, these data have never been fully
utilized as bench marks for establishing social
trends.

In 1965, while the perspectives of ORRRC
were still fresh; the newly formed Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation (BOR) sponsored a national
recreation survey which was a close approxima-
tion of the 1960 survey conducted for the
ORRRC.- According to its enabling legislation,
the BOR was intended to be the federal focal
point for recreation research and the collection
of trend data. Hopes were high that the gen
eration of social indicators for outdoor
recreation was an established fact.

Unfortunately, the 1965 BOB survey never
lived up to its research expectations. The
data were never fully analyzed and only a small
portion of the findings have beeapublished.
Data from this and the. earlier-ORRRC survey
were soon lost and with them the opportunity
to establish a trend line for outdoor recrea-
tion indicators. The 1965 survey experience
had established a trend of sorts; In that
subsequent national recreation surveys were

1
e_



;Ponsored hv RGR/HCKS in 1970, 1971, 1972, and
1977: (RoR was renamed the HeritaeConserva7
Lion and Rectearien SerVice In 1977) Nithe of

these surveys have been thoroughly analyzed,
very little has been ptiblished, and until
recently; some of the data were unavailable.

An additional problem in establishing
trends is that the comparability of those
surveys is limited. A methodological summary
Ot the fiUir most coMparable Surveys sponsored
by the ROR/HCRS is shown in Table 1; Parti-
cipation rates shown in Table 2 ilinstrate
the difficulty in comparing these survey
results over time. That difficulty stems
fr.,M VAriation in SAMpling technic-0os;

u:Imes, length of recall for parti-
cipation, and the circumstances of the par-
ticipation (sum._r olly, during type of
trip; or year around). The 1972 survey pro-
vided an underestimate of activitv_participa-
Lion relative ,o findings of the 1960 and

,A11-VOVS according to an analysis of
the methodology of toe first five national
outdoor recreation citizen surveys
(Stoell 1975). On thC other hand, PartiCipa-
Lion in the 1977 survey was an Apparent
overstatement for several activities in
comparison tit Other CenteMpartirc national
surveys. This discrepancy WaS probably dile
to a shift to data collection by telephone.
Thus; although a series of national surveys
WOS nViSirified AS probiding trend_daL from
which social indicatOrs WOhld eyolve it did

not happen.

other fed-ralle collected
outdoor recreation data

Federal involvement in outdoor recrea-
tion research hos been considerable. During
the Seareh for data comparable to the 1977
Naihonal Outdebr Re-creation SiirVev. COnt:ICE
with 16 agencies representing six depart-
monts of the federal government uncovered
41 surveys conducted in the previous five

This momentum for federal recreation
surveys eontintieS to lidild since aIl AC!VOil
federal land managing agencies are presently
planning or conducting new surveys.

Table 3 diSpliVS descriptive comparisons
among A sample of federal siirVeyS SOme

surveys were conducted on site while others
were of regional or national scope. A

or liar been asked and
mancAurvey techniques _were applied: Thb

opportunity to identify common data for
several time reference points is limited,
Hilt On the Other hand many Itiestions_have
been asked more than once. Federal land
managing agencies also have a wealth of
descrintive data covering their resource
areas. SOC3.11 indicators on recreation
opportiniitieS provided by the federal govern-

mint could he compiled easily if reporting
standards for descriptive inventories were

applied. Such standards have recently been
adopted -for reporting visitation to federal
recreation areas (Federal Recreation Fee
Program, 1978). The trouble with using
federal visitation figures as a social indi-
cator is that it_is difficult and expensive
to accurately collect them. As a result,
reported visitation figures invariably are
viewed with considerable skepticism.

State collected outdoor recreation data

The_greatestvolume of dataconcerning
outdoor recreation behavior has been collected
through_surveys sponsored by state governments.
Statewide surveys have been conducted by 43
states since 1970, including at least one
during_everyyearofthatdecade, These sur-
veys are conducted as part of theStatewide
Comprehensive- Outdoor_Recreation Plans which
are required by ROR/HCRS for state partiCipa-

thehand and Water Conservation Fund.
No attempt_has_everbeenmadebyBOR/HCRS
to encourage standardization of some key ele-
ments of these state surveys_in_order to
expedite regional market analysis or suggeSt
nationaltrends. Unfortunately, the utiliza-
tion of statewide surveys to help establish
outdoor recreation trends has never been
explored. More opportunity for coordination
continues tobelost as18state governments
are now in the process of planning or con-
ducting new outdoor recreation surveys.
....able 4 illiistrates descriptive comparisons
among 25 statewide outdoor recreation surveys.
in every state the primary theme is the es-
tablishment_Of participation rates which are
in turn applied to some demand - supply -needs
analysis. As is the case with the BOR/HCRS
surveys, most of the time spent with the
respondents has been devoted to obtaining_____
information for the establishment of participa-
tion rates. After all this effort, no con-
sensus exists as to whether these rates are
accurate_orwhetherwhen collected over time.
they represent_trends. The paradox is having
the public sector collect latch a formidable
mountain of data without being able to describe
basic behavioral trends. It is out of thiS
kind of sheer frustration that this conference
is being held here today.

The state governments tvpicalIV maintain
extensive inventories of recreation related
facilities, lands and programs_allowing definl-
tive analyses of_geographic distribution and
accessibility. On the other hand; the derail
ofinformationcollected and reporting methods
are variable and thereby hinder regional analy-
sis and make national analysis virtually im-

possible Encouraging progress in coordinating
the_collectionand analysis of statewide sur-
vevs and inventory data has been initiated in
the northwestern; northeastern. and southeastern



sections of the country (Recreation Data Sub-
committee, 1975). if this trend toward
consolidation of methodology continues, the
potentidl for utilizing such information to
ostdblish trend data is most promiSing.

CcunmcreIiii y col OC_Led outdoor recreation data

Unquestionably, the best trend data in
outdoor recreation activity available today
is provided by the commercial sector. De-
sciptions of some commercial sector surveys
are presented Table 5. These surveys are
generally restricted '0 reporting incidents
of activity participation. The Neilsen
company has replicated its_1973 outdoor re-
creation surve: twice (able 6): the result-
ing trend data are probably the most
accurate available.

Similarle, manufacturers of outdoor
recreation equipment keep records of unit
sales. Such data reflect public interest
and involvement in many recreation activi-
ties. For example; manufacturers were the
first to report that_the_boom in tennis_and
bicycling had tapered off and that the boom
in snow skiing is still strong.

COMM: LIMITATIONS TO ESALL1SHINC INDICATORS

Problems arise in attempting to compare
results among surveys which-are conducted
Ivr differen[ purposes and therefore are not
exact replications of each other. For

instance. the "universe" or population upon
which the surveys are based varies con-
sidrably according to each survey's purpose:
Somo surveys sample a cross section of all
people within a geographic boundary situ
as a park: a state, or a region of the coun-
try: others may focus_on the population of
the etire nation. Additionally, sun surveys
may focus only on certain segments of the
poptikition such as those people participat-
ing in specific activities such as boating,
hunting, camping, or fishing:

Sampling methodologies reflect vastly
different study purposes and circumstances
of time. money; personnel and expertise.
Onestionnaires art administered in person
via telephone or by mail. CombinatiOns of
techniques such as the handout, mail back
format are becoming more common. Rarely are
rigorous tests made od the effect specific
techniques have on the accuracy of the
sample drawn. Sample size also varies
ranging from 600 to over 20,000 respondents.
ltdta gathered from most surveys are weighted
using artons schemes to correct for sampl-
ing bias. Often these procedures are com-
plicated and not well Jocumented, making
data manipulation potentially more difficult

as time passes and as familiarity with the
process fades.

Common themes are followed in virtually
all outdoor recreation surveys, hut it is rare
to find qucstions relating to those themes
phrased in the same manner. For example, the
number -of recreational activity names included
in various surveys ranges from 10 to more than
40. What appears as a single activity in one
survey may he divided into two, three, or even
four activities in another; Definitions_of
activities also vary among surveys: for in-
stance, is "camping by tent" the same as
"primitive camping?"

Another difficulty concerns the variations
in time frames used in different surveys to
determine from the respondent whether or not
participation has taken place. For example:
"Have you been camping in the last tseven days.
three months. year)" " - The longer the recall
period, the less likely the response will be
ac,urate.

Data are reported in a variety of formats.
Survey reports vary from simple frequency counts
on response to the publication of computer
printouts of cross tabulations with many sta-
tistical tests. Activity participation may be
expressed as a simple percentage -of the total
population, or as specific activity days or
participation occasions, all of which may be
presented within varying categories of fre-

quency of participation. Tremendous variation
also occurs in the way - standard socioeconomic
factors are categorized. Income, for instance,
may be grouped anywhere from three to ten
categories.

Limitations associated with comparisons
among recreation inventory data sets stem from
similar concerns: lack of standard definitions,
levels of- detail in dataciwteription, and
fragmented reporting of data.

USES OF EXISTINC OUTDOOR RECREATION DATA

Despite the previously stated difficulties
in data comparison, there is enormous potential
represented by the wealth o' cnminded data
which have been collected.

As the result of the Iarge number of sur-
veys and a large variety of questions asked.
most tonics of inquiry have been covered
in the work. The meat obvious example of
opportunity for comparative data analysis is
activity participation rates. All state and
commercial surveys include some type of par-
ticipation data as do several of the federal
surveys. Such a comparative analysis of
activity partidipation rates has recently
been published by Dr. Malcolm Bevios of Cie



University .1 Vermont who devised trend lin
Ior portielporion in several activities ovu,
time.

other broad brush trends in outdoor
recreation participation can also be por-
trayed. Trends in Chu demographic descrip-
tions of «ereation participants can hi'
derived showing shifts over time in whu is
inyolved_in each activity (O'Leary and Peine
1q80I. Examples of other catuguries of
questions commonly asked arc portrayed in
Tobies I, t, aad An example of the type
of information gleaned from similar ques-
tions is portrayed in Table 7 which displays
question: on the ettect on recreation of
gasoline pric, and availability which have
been included in six surveys since the
g:isoliiic shortage of lq71.

In order for existing data to be more
actively utilized in the policy arena, two
conditions most liv_met. First, the data
must he more readily available_ for analysis
and, second, researchers must become more..
involved in data interpretation for specific
policy issues, Significant progress on the
accessibility front has been made by the
establishment of the National Leisure
Archive at the Institute of Soctal Research,
rnivorsitv of Michigan. To date, 311 data

sets from questionnaire type surveys on
outdoor recreation; sponsored by federal
and state agencies, are on file and most_
new surveys in the planning stages will be
entered when the data are available. On

the ,nterpretation front; the active use of
data from the HCRS national outdour recrea-
tion surveys by researchers at 80 univer-
sities around the country constitutes a
hr,ak[hrungh in analysis. It is hoped
policy makers will More actively seek out
the research community to interpret exist-
ing data in terms of specific topical
issues on outdoor recreation.

POTENTIAL SOCIAL INDICATORS
FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION

Still rincither, ani_perhaps.the most
significant rcai.on indicators for outdoor
recreation have not been establ iAhed in the
past is that therc is no simple, agr,:,d
Open way. of measuring the social benefits
derived from outdoor_recrerition. Such
benefits from participation, for instance;
could stem from personal rewards such as
satisfaction from mastering a physical skill,
grouter physical ritness; relief from stress,
a sons,: of adventure, improved self concept;
greater worker productivity, greater family
solidarity, change of pace in daily routine,
or communing with nature. Obviously, the

list could go on.

From this myriad of potential candidates
for social parameters in outdoor recreation,
which would be the most useful to monitor
over time?_ This diffictilt_question_hits at
th, crux of the dilemma. It is doubtful that._
social scientists and public policy makers will
over find an answer to such a question through
consensus of opinion.

This next section of the paper briefly
reviews selected parameters in terms of how
extensively data have been gathered on then"
how they have been applied to policy formula-
tion, and an opinion as to their future utility
in the rapidly changing world of outdoor recrea-
tion. This is by no means meant to be an all
inclusive listing but rather examples of useful
parameters.

Societ:A changes affecting outdoor recrea-
tion include an_Increase_in_discretionary time;
changing attitudes toward the work ethic and
leisure activity, changing family structures,
emerging outdoor recreation participation by
women and racial minorities, constraints on
participants due to high inflation and energy
limitations and the growing constraints on
public providers of outdoor recreation oppor-
tunity.

Indicators we have
eon-siderable experience_ mernsn rink;

Considerable data are available for the
following outdoor recreation parameters:

Rac'tiy.iption rates. As indicated earLier,
participation rates Inc the most commonly
collected- outdoor recreation parameter and rat,
comparability among surveys is severely limited
by variations in survey methedology, activity
names; lengths cf recall, unit of measure and
context of participation. There is corsidernble
popular interest In participation rates. A

commonl.,. asked question is "How many Americans

are campers, etc.?" Unfortunately, since
participation rates usaially are very general
in context_and_their accuracy questionable,
their utility in the.policy arena is quite
limited. Aunting, fishing and camping, for
ex male, are frequently used activity names
which are not tied to any particular resource
circumstance. _Also; participation rates are
frequently it ::interpreted.- Maiiy_planners have

equated the .e rates with recreation "demand"
in the context of a planning demand-supply-
needs analysis. Participation rates are simply
a description_of consumption which may reflect

suprI- more than public preference. _Also;
many have attempted to generate predictive
"demand" models incorporating resource supply
and demographics to predict participation, but
the reliabiiity.of such models is highly
questionable. As a result, participation rates
are much more likely to be found in the intro-



dtory remarks of outdoor recreation plans
than in discussions at meetings on outdoor
recreation policy. Measurement of porticipa-
tionrates will most likely endure in the
future due to .continuing public curiosity
about them. Melt- interpretation may be
most useful when tied to socioeconomic fac-
tors to show shifts in outdoor recreation
interest across age; sex, education; race and
income parameters.

v a n(f ut i I t i on .

Most recreation studies and plans incorporate
invehrories of available resources. Federal,
state and local land Managing agencies main-
tain resource Inventories. Much effort in
most outdoor recreation studies is devoted
to the compilation of such information. Also;
outdoor recreation viSitotton records at land
manogement units are usually kept. More and
more agency managers are expanding the scope
of such hiformotion to include more specific
information on visitor_use patterns; prefer-
ences And dissatisfactions. The format of
such data bases is quite complicated and the
list of areas extensive, Also, a variety of
units of measurement are applied. As such;
the hiformation is not easily translated
into detinable parameters of resource avail-
ability. The usual application of such
material is to portray the geographic dis-
tribution and diversity of resource opportu-
nity. While it may be doubtful that a
universal method of accounting for resource
supply will ever he adopted nationally,
efforts are being made by_federal land
man:-aging agencies to develop and adopt a
mutually agreed upon system for inventorying
and classifying recreation resources. Such
systems are needed for state_; local and pri-
vote !mods as welt. Until these_systems
are developed, the portrayal of "Supply" as
a social indicator will continue to be limit-
ed to a rather locali:ted perspective.

If the growth Of park systems continues
to decline as the population becomes more
concentrated and travel more restricted, more
will have to be learned about the maximum
recreational utility of close to home re,-
sources. MOre emphasis will surely be placed
here in the 1980's.

Pecreotjenol_trovel, As portrayed in
Tables 1, 3, ond_4, several recent_suryeys
hove lc-eluded infolmotion on travel to parti-
cipate in recreation activities. Distance
traveled, mode of transportation; nature of
the trip and expenses incurred have all been
repeatedly asked. If nationol indicators
on travel were to evolve, they would most
likely be generated by the U.S. Travel. Bureau
utilicfn4_their repeored recreatfon_trovel
study. If energy shortages and Inflation
continue and thpre persists a dramatic drop

6

in National Park attendance and the sales of
recreation vehicles, this parameter may be
one of the most important to monitor in the
1980s.

to__Ely. Recreation benefits
have been estimated by measuring professed
willingness to pay for_access to particular
faCilities or areas. Out of pocket expenses
to pursue activities hove also been monitored
in surveys and equated to estimates of the
public good. The unit of treasure in these
instances is the almighty donor, the most
universally accepted measure of public good.
The degree to which willingness to pay ques-
tions can really predict future behavior is
debatable as is the_appropriateness of money
to represent the multifaceted public good
generated from outdoor recreation. However,
given today's constraints on public providecs
of outdoor recreatioa opportunity. the impor-
tance of such Information is obvious. Pay
as you go recreation will probably become a
more prominent principle of public policy in
the 1980s, More data on this topic will sure
be collected.

Satisfaction with experiences. Several
surveys have measured people's satisfa( _ions
with their recreational experiences. This
approach to_measuring social good has been_
more effective at identifying the usually low
percentage of malcontents than differentiating
the subtleties of degrees and types of satis-
faction, Interpretation of such findings are
usually abstract, subjective. and not a par-
ticularly compelling argument in the police
arena. However, research linking subjective
reports of satisfaction with various social,
environmental and management elements of the
recreation experience would aid managers in
their planning efforts. Perhaps morn impor-
tantly, subjectively reported satisfactions
need to he linked to chjectivelv_determined
social benefits of recreation. More research
is needed before activity satisfaction can be
described in convincing terms to the practitioner.

Constraints to porti(Lipotion. Some sur-
veys attempt to identify constraints to part',
cipotion through direct questioning. Although
results provide greater insight into needs, the
questions usually afford such general response
that_the need is_at best obscure. For example;
the 1977 national outdoor recreation sur.tey in-
cluded such a question (see Table 8). As vogue
as the results may be, this is the type of
question which is more likely to reflect a more
comprehensive perception of Bevil than_conlol
Over be y..rnernted simply by a study of parti-
cipation rates. In the future, this line of
questioning will have to evelve so Chat needs
as perceived ay the pubitc can he more fully
understood.
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I t iie:asuring

The following outdoor reereotliin pOtO-
Mq-ers would provide valuable insight for

the fiitaei, but; as yet.,-w have little ex=

porienco collecting liilorMation.

Comet expectation-s--f lor-TifrrAellmqon.
Tenpin frequently have preconceived expecta-
tions about recreation activity or areas
which ma: relate to any one htifillier of

things such as scenery, wildlif6, clennli-
.0iidition or typo of facilities or

type of fellow recreators. _As conditions
C(1.11Wk. at parks and reereiitlein Are.O the

clientele nsiug the areas moVchange as Well,
Increased crowding or a change in the type

0I PooPl-e using an area; for instance, may

go bcvond the social teileeance of some peo-
ple Who then no longer visit the park.
Their experience expectations were not met
by conditions at the area

Measuring such a parameter IS iiinSt

difficult. Attempts at asking point blank
questions on unmet expectations has_tended
to vield superficial results which most
likely do not reflect the depth of_respnn-
dent opinion, but the concept sheiiild by
pursued in order to assess the preferences
of both participants and non-participnnts.

Ilcurco=ic-s fram_pareicIjiatiiiii. If the

constraints nn publicagenciescontinue ifi
the In50s; outdoor recreation will he in

greater competition with other social ser-
vices for public ffindS lii smell an environ-

ment, the ability to articulate the vnrictv

of benefits derived from outdoorrecreation
activity made poSSible by the public sector
would be most advantOgeOUS. As previously
discussed, much effort has gone into etiti,
Mating recreation benefits. ?fang approaches

have been utilized but the results arefre-
quently challenged. Benefit analyses hove
focused on quantitative parameters sUCh as
3 visitor occasions or dollars expended.

A Challenge to the research community Is

to define Siibleetivo parameters which
address both the more personal rewards of
participation and the community -wide bene-
fits afforded by recreation oppOrtunitY.
If such Subjectively hosed parameters were
adopted and measured -over time; powerful
indicators would he likely to evolve.

Subistitiatiocitivitv environs. If

in the 1980s, the mobility of the population
continues to decrease while the interest in
outdoor recreation continues to expand; the
need will grow for developing StilaStitUte
environments for the outdoor recreation
netiVities which today require substantial
mobility for participation. Such insight

would necessitate some_appreciatton for dimen:

slons of satisfaction derIv from participa-
tion andonossessment of whether or not those
dimensinns are transferable from one physicA
environment to another. Although substitutinn
of recreation environments has not received
muchottentIon in the research commnity, there
arc indications that It will receive trotter

attention In the I980s.

Role:46f the public and private sectors.
As the decade begins, providers Of recreational

opportunities from the, public and private sec-
tors are approaching the issue from different

perspectives. The public sector; on the one
_

handi_isfnced with an ever increasing fiscal
constraint and_thinkingand planning smaller:
The leisure industryi. on ehe_other hand, is

picked to be one of the major- growth sectors
ofthe19/10s and is thinking big. Equipment
manufacturers,recreation facility deVeIopers;
and near-home tourist attractions are in an
expansionary mode. Such a situation would
suggest that a shift Some roles will occur
between the public and the private sectors.
The monitoring_pver_time_of such shifts
Pis -a-v IS facility and program inventories
could prove to be useful in the policy arena.

ESTAWSIIINGSOCIAL INDICATORS
IN OUTDOOR RECREATION

One most admit that the picture painted
here is n sobering one at hest. We have Con-

eluded that despite the_collectfon of an
immense amount of data over the last two de-
cades, there is no clearly Identified set of

indicatorsin the outdoor recreation field.
Circumstances which have contributed to ehiS
situation include the lack of consistent pro-
cedureS arid types of data cnllection over time,
inadequatereportIng of survey results; the
difficultiesinaccessing existing data SetS,
and the limitations of past efforts to inter-
Peet ii-ntn in terms of kev policy issues.
Furthermore. the broad perspective of potential
human benefits derived from outdoor recreation
experiences makes it most difficult to deter-
Mine an all-Inclusive set of measures covering

this social good.

_
While identifying the problems that l=ave

impeded the development of an appropriate Set

of social indicators has been fairly straight-

forward, making meaningful suggestions for es-
teiblishing_usefulindicators Of Ciiitdelbe reerea-

tinn may be more difficult. As a way of expe-

diting the establishment of such_indicators,
we offer the f011owing suggestions:

Data Standardi-za-t4-014

Stondardization_should he introduced into
recreational data colletted by the public sector.



Collecting a Standard set of core data as
part of inventories and surveys would aid in
making comparisons between studies and among
studies over time. Appropriate cal,didates
for standardization might include the names
of recreational activities and facilities
and specific demographic characteristics of
respondents (participants and nonparticipants).
For survevs, an index of commonly asked ques-
tions and how they have been phrased would be
most helpful. Steps toward implementing
such a goal have heen initiated by a task
force within the U.S, Department_of_the
Interior charged with the establishing
standard data elements for outdoor recrea-
tion surveys.

Until ArCeSti

Recreation data Fhould be made more
accessible. As mentiooed earlier, such an
effort has been established for recreation
surveys through tilt development of the
National LeiFiure Archive at the University
of Michigan's Institute for Social Research.
To date, 30 date sets have been comp'led in
the archive. These sets have_been made
available by agencies of the federal govern-
ment and various state governments. The
data archive at the Institute is part of an
inter-university consortium_which has 240
meMber institutions world wide: these insti-
tutions have free access to the data.
sioliar type or mechanism needs to be insti-
tuted for recreation inventory dita.

Data interpretation

Federal and state outdoor recreation
policy Makers_should exert less energy on
developing major reports on recreation
studieN and surveys and place greater empha-
sis on the interpretation of existing data
vis-a-vis specific policy issues. The aca-
demic and research community should be called
upon more often to contribute their expertise
to this process. If policy makers begin to
actively seek out information from existing
recreation data; the most useful parameters
co the policy arena will_eventually surface.
This process must take plaice if usable re
creation indicators are to emerge. There is
obviously no simple mechanism to realize such
a goal. so the orocess will most likely
evolve at nn_undetermined rate through the
concerted efforts of inspired individuals.

Defineyoncutua) framework

The research community should address
the problem of developing a conceptual frame-
work for categorizing social Indicators and
for evaluating- their importance. Recreation
researchers and practitioners come from_ many
disciplines and organizations. Although this

diversity has enriched the field, it has
contributed to a lack of organizing principle
for developing either a unified body of know-
ledge of social indicator measures or a method7
ologv for collecting data. Development of such
a framework would provide a focal point for
future research efforts.

Identify key indicators now

At this time, we feel it is appropriate to
offer a challenge to participants of this
conference. We believe a special effort can
be made_to identify one or_two key_social indi-
cators for outdoor recreation which would be
systematically monitored in the future. Very
specifically, we suggest that members of this
conference "take the bull by the horns" and
identify one or two line_items_for the
"Mid-Decade" census and forward such recommen-
dations for consideration by the Bureau of
Census. At the very least, such an initiate
will awaken those in the social indicator
movement as well dS ourselves to the fact
recreation and leisure are important aspects
of life which are influenced by public policy
and which need to be understood over time.
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Key to Tables 1, 3 and 4

Date - Year data was gathered
Agency (Table 3 only) - Federal agency sponsoring survey

RLM - Bureau of Land Management
BLS - Bureau of Labor Statistics
BOC - Bureau of the Census
COE - U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
DOT - Department of Transportation
FWS - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NPS - National Park Service
TVA - Tennessee Valley Authority
USCG- U.S. Coast Guard
USFS- U.S. Forest Service

Administration (Tables 3 and 4 only) -
I - Work conducted in-house
C - Work contracted to a consulting firm

Universe Sampled(Tahles 3 and 4 only) -
N - Nationwide sample of general population
O - On-site sample for a resource area
R - Regional sample of general population
S - Statewide sample of general population
T - Tourist sampled from out-of-state

Cost - Estimated cost to conduCt survey.
Sample Size - Number of persons responding to the survey
Sample Techniques -

D - Diary questionnaire
H - Household interview
M - Mail questionnaire
P - Personal interview (face to Face)
T - Telephone interview

Subject (Table 3 only) - Key words of subject covered or of the resource
area name.

Age Range (Table 1 only) - Minimum age of respondent
Response Rate (Table 1 only) - of people contacted that participated

in the survey.
Geo. HeIiabiIity - Geographie reIiahility

C - data stratified by county
R - data stratified hy region
S - data for statewide only, not stratified

0 Adtiyitie8 - Number of- recreational activities included in the
questions asked.

Length of Recall - Length of past time respondent is askea to recall
activity participation.

Period Conducted (Tables -1 and 4 only) - months that dat,1 was collected.
Question Content - AMOCnt of survey instrument devoted to subject area:

n - not incluaed in survey
1 - briefly referred to in survey
2 - subject referenced hy at least 2 questions
3 - subject major emphasis of survey
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TABLE 1
NATIONAL OUTDOOR RECREATION SURVEYS UTILIZED

IN THE NATIONWIDE PLANNING PROCESS

Date 1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1977 1977*.

Sample Siite 3;817 7,194 26,450 3,258 4,029 4;029 13;729

Sample Technique P P N P T T P

Age Range 12+ 12+ 9+ 10+ 12+ 12+ 12+

Response Rate 89Z 91Z 78Z 81% 54Z 544 954

?eriod CondUcted Sept. Sept.- Nov.- Oct.- Sept.- rune Feb.-

OCE; Dec; Nov. Oct. Nov.

0 Of Attivities 20 28 14 11 31 30 30

of Activities Strictly
Comparable to 1977 15 20 5 5 13

of Activities Roughly
Comparable to 1977 5

Length of Retail Summer Summer 1 yr.

Question Content:

Activity ?articipation 3 3

Satisfaction

Location of Participation

Transportation 1 1

Length of Stay 1

S spent 1 0

Recreation Equipment 1 0

Deterence

?olicy 0 0

Demographics

0

1 yr.
except
vg cation

12

1 yr.

c 1

1

0

2 2

1 yr. 1 yr.

3 3

3 3

3 3

0

0

3

2 2

* National Outdoor Recreation Survey of the general population

" National Outdoor Recreation Survey of recreation on Federal lands

Sour-Q.-2: npubltshed Report on the 1977 National Outdoor Recreation Sur,>y
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TARLE 2 ACTIVITY PARTICIPATION RATES FROM NATIONAL OUTDOOR
SURVEYS (PERCFNT PARTICIPATION)

Summer_Eates
Activity 1960 1965

RECREATION

AnnUaI
1972 1977*

Picnicking 53 57 47 72
Driving for pleasure 52 55 34 69
Sightseeing 42 49 37 62
Swimming - Pool 45 4R 18 63

Other 34 46
Walking for pleasure 33 48 34
Playing outdoor games or sports 30 38 22 56

Golf 9 5 16

Tennis 6 ' 33
Fishing 29 30 24 53
Attending outdoor snorts events 24 30 12 61
Other boating 22 24 15 34
Ricycling 41 16 10 50
Nature walks 14** 14 17

Rird watching 5 4

Wildlife and bird photography 2 2

Attending outdoor concerts, plays 9 11 7 41
Camping - Developed 8 10 11 30

Wilderness 5 21
Horseback riding 6 8 5 15

Hiking 6 7 5 * ** 28
Water skiing 6 6 5 16

Canoeing 2 3 3 11

Sailing 2 3 3

Mountain climbing 1 1

visiting zoos, fairs, amusement parks 24 73

Off-road driving (motorcycles/other vehicles) 5/2 26
Other activities category 5 24

* 1977 National Outdoor Recreation Survey by telephone
** Includes bird watching and photography

*** Includes mountain climbing

Source: Stowell, 1875, p. 104, for summer rates.
Unpublished Report on the 1977 National Outdoor Recreation Surveys
for annual rates.
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TOLE. 1 - OTHER FEDERAL
SURVEYS RELATED TO OUTDOOR RECREATION

COI COE CPCI
NPS NPS

DC.

Administration

Coat 'X loon)

Suh ect

----- -

Universe Samoled

Rample Site (X mon)

Sampterechni3up

Ouestion Content:

Activity

Partici ation

Satisfaction

Li rat. inn of

Participation

Transportation

Length of Stay

$ Spent

Pecrimtnn

Equirrt

Opt/Twice

Policy

RemoOranheFi

197.2-

477

0 3

1500

Vacati on

Nine

Site__

1976

Al

McClellan

Np USCG

1976, 1975 1975 191;

Sequoia taad__

Urban Access Hunters Smoky kings_ Between1111

21

Yosemite Wilderness Capers

M11111111111
RPMINN

INI

11111111

11111111 11111111111111111 0 1111111116%. MIME ,

NMI
0

0
0 0

2

0

0

Source: Unpublished report on the 7q77 National Outdoor Recreation Survey!
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TABLE S - COMMERCIAL OUTDOOR RECREATION SURVEYS OF THE 1970's

4 c
.- o w
a ...,4 w

m ,
....c

" m
G m. w

" a o c..) 6.

co

.-.. 3. _,,-, c 11 = c c
o ac-, -N C W a ...4 a
... 0 W a W -0 0 A4 a ....' 0

... 4.1 a a +.1 a *1 .0 ....1

0 U . ..i, VI -C1 C 0
a c 0 c 0
z N VI = I-..

-,C .... ..... ..4

Z C Z Z to Z

Date 1970 1972 1973 1973 1976 1977 1979

Universe N N N N N N N

Sample Size 944 1,015 692 9,600 9,600 4;616 4600

Sample Techniq"e P M P T T T T

Length of Recall 1 yea- 1 year Last From Ft6th LASf. From

month time time week time

to to to

time time time

Number of Activities 5 15 12 23 27 28 30

ScnirC.e: Unpublished Report on the 1477 National Outdoor Recreation Surveys.
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TASLE F - Participation Trends From Neilson Surveys

(RP4KING OF POPULARITY OF PARTICIPATI7N IN SPORTS MEASURED
1979 vs l'io vs 1373 Sper:s Participation Surveys)

projected % change projected_ % cnalge projected_
_individual_ in projected individual in prOjlcted individual
participants participants participants particiants particiPantS

Rank Sport (000) 1979 vs 1976 (000) 1976 vs 1973 (n00)

1979 1976 1973

Swirnin3 105,441 +2% 103;503 -3% 107;191

2 Bicycling 69;810 -7% 75;015 +14% 65;613

3 Camping 60,300 +4% 58;102 +7% 54;435

4 Fishing 59,275 -7% 63;901 +4% 61;263

5 Bowling 43,330 -2% 44,434 +16% 38;218

6 Boating 37,920 +8% 35,230 +8% 32;629

7 Jogging/Running 35,727 * * * *

8 Tennis 32,271 +10% 29,201 +45% 20;158

9 POO1/BilliardS 31,937 -11% 35,805 +9% 32;920

10 SOftball 28,458 +4% 27,268 +3% 26,362

11 Tabld Tennis 26,908 -16% 32,215 -4% 33,501

12 Rolltr Skating 25,359 * * * *

13 Batketball 24,048 -7% 25,818 +171; 22,129

14 HUnting 19,711 -4% 20,e80 +2% 19,997

15 1de SkWhg 18;924 -26% 25,772 44% 24,875

16 Water Skiing 16;922 +15% 14,681 +5% 14,021

17 Golf 15;897_ -4% 16,568 -3% 17,025

IS Snow Skiing 15;397
t

+40% 10,999 +42% 7,721

19 Baseball 15;039 -4% 15,670 +3% 15,216

20 Football 14'000 -4% 14;911 +5% 14,247

21 Racquetball 10,654 +283% 2,784 * *

22 Motorbiking 10;511 +8% 9;734 -14% 11,339

23 Sailing 8;652 +19% 7;271 +4% 6;978

24 Snowmobiling 8;628 -6% 9;204 +19% 7;753

25 Soccer 6,530 * * * *

25 Handball 5,578 +1Z 5;546. :: *

27 Archer/ 5,529 +1% 5,477 -6% 5;847

26 vaddie rennIs 2;431 -6% 2;577 * *

29 1tt Hotkty 1,668 -384 2,669 -18% 3,263

30 Platform Tennis 405 +120% 184 *

Total U. -5. Poculati-cin 214,9E8 4-2T 210,017 +2'w' 2111S -P-77-,

Not measured in 1973/1976,

ar-1 c-ncs-country

Source: News Release Ry The Neilson Con:oaf-1Y
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TA3LE 7 - COMPARISON AMONG SUAVEYS OF THE EFFECT THAT GASOLINE
PRICES HAVE HAD ON OUTDOOR RECREATION

Yeat SUtVev and Question Percent

1974 State of Ohio
How important is the cost of gasoline
in your participation in outdoor
recreation?

1975 COE at McClellan Kerr site
How has the price of gasoline (shortage)
affected your recreation related travel
plans? (1975 compared to 1974)

1976 State of Indiana
Has energy or economic changes during the
previous year affected Your_ outdoor
recreation involvement? How?

1977 State of Arizona
(Has) the increase in price of- gasoline
over the past several years affected
how much your family use (gasoline
consuming) equipment for recreational
purposes?

1977 HCRS General Population Survey
Has the present price of gasoline caused
You to take shorter trips for outdoor
recreation activities?

1978 State of Maryland
Has the present price Of gasoline caused
you to take shorter trips than you
normally would for outdoor recreation
activities?

47% very important

29% fewer trips
28% shorter trips

3871 yes and of
those...
59% fewer trips
away from home
32% closer to home
29% stopped
participating in
some activities

44% much or a__
little less use

49% yes

42% yes

source: Unpublisheri Report on th, 1R77 National ;:nitMoor Recreation

Survey
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TAhLE 8 - REASONS PREVENrING USE OF PARKS OR RECREATION AREAS

(percent)

Federat Percent:.
General Estate Point

Rea-son -
-Y-Pe-

1/
Ponftlarion PopulA-t-iern Offfer-;,

Lack of time P 52 52 0

Area too crowded A 43 40 3

Lack of money P 37 24 13

Lack of information A or P 32 12 20

Recreate at residence P 30 4 26

Area not convenient A 29 10 19

Area polluted ,.. 25 8 17

Lack of interest P 22 4 18

Personal health P 21 6 15

Area poorly maintained A 20 10 10

Lack of transportation e 20 8 12

Area safety problems A 19 4 15

Note: 1/ P = Personal situation
A = condition perceived for Area

c:oor.7e: '/npuhlishea report On the 1977 National Outdoor RecreatiOn Sqrve-Y
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THE ROLE OF FUTURES FORECASTS IN RECREATION:

SOME APPLICATIONS IN THE THIRD NATIONL'TDE

1OUTDOOR RECREATION PLAN

Meg Maluire and Dana R. Younger2

Abstract. -- This paper provides a quick glimpse into
the theoretical applicability and importance of futures
forecasting techniques in recreation policy planning.
The paper also details contemporary socioeconomic trends
affecting recreation, current recreation participation
patterns and anticipated social changes which will alter
public recreation experiences as developed in the Third
Nationwide Outdoor Recreation Plan.

OVERVIEW OF FUTURES FORECASTING
TECHNIQUES AND RECREATION

One of the best ways of discerning meaning-
ful trends in recreation is through use of
the techniques collectively %flown as futures
research. '_rend anaylysis Specifically and
futures research generally are important
instruments to make policymakers aware of
change and which ultimately help us deal
creatively with change. However, the value
to be derived from application of a futures
prospective to recreation will depend on the
degree to which it is possible to anticipate
future events and also, the extent to which
it is possible to respond to new circum-
stances. If a society can riearly map out
the future, but cannot plan for or react
to that_future's environment, then it is
debatable whether information about the
future is of mlch value.

Where there is a slow rate of change be-
tween the past and_the future. society _

can maintain relatively rigid mechanisms

1 Paper presented at_the National Outdoor
Recreation_ Trends Symposium, Durham, NN,
April 20-23, 1980;
Meg Maguire is Associate Director for
Recreation Programs, USDI, Heritage Con-
servation and Recreation Service, Washing-
ton, D.C. and Dana Younger is_an Outdoor
Recreation Planner in the Division of
Nationwide Recreation Planning, USDI,
Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service, Washington D.C.
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and can largely ignore the future.
In such situations, dislocation costs
can be spread over a lengthy period
of adjustment. As wa enter the 1980's,
we find ourselves ina situation where
the rate of political, technological
and cultural change in the world is
quickening, and the_futire i5 placing
its assertive demands on the present.
We arc entering a period of profound
social change which affects recreation
as well as the rest of the fabric of
American society._ The present recrea-
tion picture is changing rapidly and __
future patterns are likely to be equally
divergent. The ability of our society
to adapt to meet these new social needs
hinges_nOt so much on sophisticated
technological innovation as on insti-
tutional and societal innovation.



In order for futures research in parks and
recreation to have any impact, it must
succeed in re-orienting decisionmakers away
from short-term, reactive planning. Most
decisionmakers place highest priority on
those factors which relate to the immediate
consequences of their actions while ignoring
long-term consequences. Herbert Kahn (1967),
perhaps the dean of futurists, suggests that
the objectives of futures research should be,
'!..,to put policy - makers in a position to
deal with Whatever future actually arises;
to be ahl to alleviate the bad and exploit
the good.

White we may not agree with Epicurus that
"No means of predicting the future really
exists," we must recognize that our tools
of prediction are crude at best. Neverthe-
IeSS, the challenge of planning for the
future is sch that we must proceed regard-
less of the limitations of our current tech-
niques. We must also recognize, as many
futurists_already_have. that futures te7
search and trend forecasting are more of
an art than a science. As Solomon, Marst-
rand and Page (1975) point out in their
lively book, The Art of Anticipation,
"Forcasting is an uncertain exercise.
plagued with fallacies, uncertainties and
ignorance. It cannot aspire to be called
a science and it must avoid the dangers
of pseudo-science. It requires an imagi-
native synthesis between what is known and
what is indefinite. This is properly de-
scribed as an Art or a craft."

TO summarize, the art of future specu-
lation can offer glimpses of symptoms
of the future which can alter the pre-
spective of decisionmakers -- to
encourage_them_to invest in decisions
which will deal with future conditions
as well as present or past conditions.
This preparedness for future events has
become more relevant now than it was in
the past, due to the current rate of _
coange which increases the need to make
decisions about diverse conditions and
increases the costs of bad decisions and
non-decisions for society. The park and
recreation movement is a vital part of
society and includes people who believe
in improving the quality of life. To

believe in this concept and to operat-
ionaIize it requires that individuals
bring flexibility into existing institu-
tions.

APPLICABILITY OF FUTURES FORECAST
IN HCRS RECREATION POLICY PLANNING

The creation of the Heritage Conserve-
tion and Recreation Service (HCRS) in
1978 reflected such a commitment on the
part of the Carter Administration to
improve the making -of public policy for
recreation, natural resource protection
and historic preservation. Advocacy of
the_National Heritage Policy Act; pro-
tection of Barrier Islands; improved
adMinistration of both Federal and State
sides of the Land and Water Conservation
Fund; implementation of the Urban Park
and Recreation Recovery program; and
preparation of the Third Nationwide_49ut-
door Recreation Plan all indicate HCRS'S
attempts to anticipate future needs.

However, futures forecasting has differ-
ent meanings and operates toward differ-
ent goals depending on the level at which
it is developed. Obviously, the fore-
casting needs of an individual park
manager are very different from those
of an administrator responsible for over-
seeing many varied facets of park and
recreation planning. Strategic long-
range planning and policymaking in HCRS's
business requires Some indication about
what conditions will prevail several
years hence.

The most important requirement of such
long-range futures forecastS is that they
capture the unexpected. Many things
will certainly continue in rather pre-
dictable patterns. However, it is the
unexpected development, often produced
by the interaction of predictable exist-
ing patterns that is most elusive. The
value of these more speculative types
of Iong-range futures forecasting_is
that they attempt to predict the "un-
predictable" types of events which have
sweeping effects on established trends.
The techniques used in these exercises
are usually based on more imaginative.
subjective processes as opposed to
structured, quantitative ones.

It is difficult to know how to recognize
a valid forecast amidst the many wild
guesses. However, the main value of
long-range forecasts is not in their
accuracy. There are simply tot many
intervening events to be able to describe



with any great degree of precision what,
for example, the nature and use of nat-
ional parks_will be in twenty-five years.
The value of long -range forecasts and
studies of recreation trends lies in
their ability to sensitize planners and
policymakers to the ranges of possibil-
itiet that await them just_beyond the
horizon of what can be predicted or fore-
seen. Although accuracy in terms of
timing and magnitude of =vents is desir-
able, the prime objective of long-range
futures forecasting Is to reveal the
full spectrum of possibilities that might
be realities in five ten, twenty or thirty
years.

This is particularly relevant to those of
us in the Federal government who are guar-
dians of the public trust in administering
public Iands for park and recreation pur-
poses. We have the responsibility to ensure
that the public values presently preserved
and_enhanced on these lands survive to be
used and enJoyed by future generations._
Forecasting is also important because the
development of a single park, from first
conception, through land acquisition, to
eventual recreation development may take up
to twenty years to complete. Long-range
forecasting will become even more relevant
to park planners and managers in years
ahead as fiscal compression increases, as
our nation's natural environments are
depleted and transformed, and as alI basic
land use decisions take on still greater
importance.

Keeping in Mind that each Of us will Spend
the rest of our lives in the future, many
of us actively shaping recreation policy,
we would like to share with you some of
the insights and accomplishments of_our
new Nationwide Recreation Planning Process,
which culminated on December 11, 1979 with
the President's transmission of the Third
Nationwide Outdoor Recreation Plan to the
Congress. Within the limits of existing
information, this Plan's Assessment sought
to discern many trends in contemporary
recreationi and to anticipate future trends.
The PIan't Action Program developed respon-
sive policy options to date the transition
of recreation into the future in America.

Before proceeding -with a discussion of the
findings of the PIWA AttettMent, At is
important to say a word about the data
sources used in this document, as well as
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about the general limitations on_data in
the park and recreation field. Inconsistent
or nonexistent data bases place real limits
on the degree of accuracy that is possible
in trend analysis.

As you are perhaps all well aware, data
collection and evaluation in the park and
recreation field are not as strong as they
should be. At the national level-, data
is incomplete, out of date, or simply
unavailable. There is also wide variation
between agencies and recreation profess-
ionals over what quantitative and qualit-
ative measures are most appropriate as
indicators in the recreation field. The
long-standing debate over qualitative
recreation output measures epitomizes this
problem. 3 Therefore, the production of
accurate, Longitudinal data on recreation
and its relation to important national con-
cerns is a critical long-range need.

Variability in available data bases and
their aggregation made the preparation of
forecasts for the Assessment somewhat pro-
blematic. Nevertheless, in the relatively
short time frame of two years, a compila-
tion of the best available information was
made. We were forced to rely heavily on
non - park -and recreation sources for key
trend information. First and foremost,
however, we used data from the latest
Nationwide-Outdoor Recreation Survey, com-
pleted in 1977. The data collected during
the survey thew the relationship between

3 In the area of quantitative measures,
while agreerient now exists among Federal
recreation agencies to use_"recreation
visitor days" or "visitor hours" as the
basic unit of recreation output measure-
menti there is still no standardization
Of data collection techniques._ In the
area of qualitative measures, there is
considerable disagreement as to how Et)
measure the quality and cost-effective-
neSs of recreation outputs. While some
qualitative values can be_measured in
economic terms, noneconoMic benefits pose
difficult measurement problems. These
and other related problems were discussed
at a recent "Workshop on Recreation Output
Measures" held December 11 - 14 at_Harper's
Ferry, W. Va. The workshop proceedings
will be published sometime during 1980.
ipersonal communication, Beverly L. Driver,
USDA- Forest Service Experiment Station,
Ft. Collins, Colo.]
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certain socio-demographic variables such as
Age; sek; education; income._ etc, and rates
of participation in selected outdoor recrea-
tion activities. One component of the sur-
vey involved a subsample of 14,000 inter-
views with visitors onsite at 155 Federal
recreation areas; Many of you may be inter-
ested in the findings which compare public
recreation use between the different recrea-
tion-providing Federal agencies.

In addition to survey data whiCh was analy-
zed and interpreted, significant trend in-
formation was distilled from various reports
prepared by the U.S. Census Bureau on such
parameters as pOpeIatiOn prOjectiOnS; geo-
graphic mobility, family size, etc. Planning
studies, research reports and data provided
by the key recreation-ding Federal
agencies were studied for evidence contri7.
buting to trend analysis. Reports and policy
doc'zrnents from other Federal agencies were
also scrutinized. Significant recent find-
ings of the Departments of Labor; Healthi
EduCation and 1.16Ifard TranSportatiOht
Agriculture; Commerce; and others were
included.

in the next few years HCRS will seek to
improve still further the collection and
analysis of meaningful data on national
recreation trends. While improved data
collection will dleerIy_benefit many in the
park and recreation field, at IdaSt part
of the argument for more refined data is
based on a somewhat selfish motive. If we
assume that more decisions will_ be subjected
to powerful public and political scrutiny,
then we need refinements in the policy
planning information base in order to help
withstand criticism.

CURRENT TRENDS IN RECREATION

The number of pfrticipants in outdoor
recreation has grown substantially; and
their demographic make -up hat Changed
to include people with significantly
different social and economic back
grounds than those of recreationists in
years past. The qualitative changes
in the recreating population reflect
more than just a higher standard of
living and expanded leisure time; they
can aIbo be Attributed to a redefini7.
tion of society's values, new economic
forces, and advanced technology.
Recreation managers and policy makers
must be aware of these evolutionary
cultural changes if they hope to grasp
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the nature of contemporary recreation
trends and their implications for the
future.

Numerous changes in the number, loca-
tion, character, and recreation inter-
ests of Amerlca's recreationistsare_
occurring and will be likely to_continue
for the next ten years. The 1977 NdtiOff-
wIde-Cutdoor-Recreation Survey reveals
that recreation continues to be an act-
ivity of_great importance to_most Amer-
icans. Eighty-bix percent of Americans
surveyed indicated that recreation
remains one of their mostimportantin-
terests. Other surveys show_that some
90 million adult Americans engage in
recreation activities on a regular basis.

The latest available figures also show
that recreation is of tremendous import-
ance to the national economy. Recreation
expenditures now account for nearly $200
billion. This amount dwarfs the five
to seven_billion dollars of Federal,
State and local public expenditures_ __

spent annually on recreation. Nearly $1
out of every $8 spentbyconsumers went
for recreation. In addition to its burge7_
ening economic impacts at both national and
regional IeveIt, recreation contributes _
significantly to maintaining the physical
and mental health of Americans. This
contribution is only beginning to be ade-
quately appreciated.

The sharpest changes in recreation partic-
ipation in the future are due to broader__
Underlying demographic trends. _Our nation's
populatibn is aging steadily and future
recreation planning must adapt to meet new
demands. The medianage_of Americans will
rise steadily over_the next twenty to thirty
years as the post-World War II "baby boom"
age cohorts move into maturity. The median
age will top 30 years in 1980 and reach 35.5
by the year 2000. All of this_willbring____
iffiportant changes in recreation. Birth rates
are expected to remain 16w, so that the
lumbers of those in so-called "prime recrea-
Aonal years" from 12 to 25 will continue
to decline through the year 2000. However,
the IncreaSing emphasis On physical_ fitness
will likely extend the life cycle of popu-
larity for many activities even past the
traditional ages of declination.

Inevitably, recreation planners will face
the needs of an older population which is



healthier, interested in recreation, re-
tiring earlier, living longer, and one with
more_available income than its predecessors.
The Census Bureau reports that 65 year olds
now exceed 23 million and projections indicate
that this age group will increase by one-
half million individuals per year over the
next decade. _While_the recreation market
for the elderly will sharply increase, many
cities are still having difficulty providing
adequate senior citizen recreation programs.
More outreach and special transportation
services are especially needed.

Recreation planning must also respond to
changes in the population's location. The
Censils Bureau has documented the shift in
population from older, industrialized areas
of the Northeast and Midwest to Sunbelt
States. These areas are expected to grow
twice as fast as the Northeast and North
Central States in the next twenty years.
There is also a perceptible "back to the
city movement" in many urban core areas,
and more Americans_ than ever before, some
72 percent, make tieir homes in urbanized
areas. This trend will continue to put
pressure on park and recreation systems
to expand their land and facilities in new,
growing areas and to maintain existing land
and facilities through innovative measures
in declining areas.

Other important socioeconomic_trends affect-
ing recreation include the following. The
average household size is declining, divorce
rates and the number of unmarried couples
continue_to grow simultaneously, all impact-
ing the family unit, traditionally the molder
of an individual's recreation participation.
Today, there is a greater need than ever be-
fore for recreation to play a stabilizing
role, to provide a sense of community and
family for those lacking this structure.

There are also substantial increases u.
the pursuit of high-risk recreation act-
ivities among young adults. Sports agt
ivities such as rock cIiMbing, hang gliding,
scuba diving and off-road vehicle use are
examples of this trend. Sociologists'
attribute these tendencies to technological
innovation in recreation equipment and the
psychological benerits accruing to partic-
ipants, such as relief from stress and
boredom.

Sex-related differences in recreation
participation are rapidly diminishing. More
women than men are now starting many recrea-
tion activities. This sex-based equality
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is particularly evident among the young
where women are actively participating in
many sports traditionally dominated by men.
Women's participation in high school and
college athletics is also showing steady
growth spurred by Title IX. This trend
will likely boost still further the sales
of recreation equipment, particularly for
those products directed to women's markets.

Other factors likely to affect recreation
in the years ahead are income levels. Rising
amounts of disposable income have fueled
the current leisure industry boom and there
is good evidence that expenditures for
recreation and leisure activities are rising
even faster tl.an consumer_spending as a_whole.
Although real income levels may taper off
due to inflation and stagnant productivity,
a countervailing trend is the growth of dual
income households.

Americans also have more leisure time now
than ever before, and are better educated
than at any previous time in our nation's
history. Much of this additional leisure
time is being devoted to recreation and
there is a clear correlation between higher
educational levels and greater recreation
participation._ Americans now have larger
blocks of holidays and vacations in part
due to smaller families, a shorter work
week, and time-saving technological inno-
vations. There has also been a continuing
decrease in the proportion_of an individual's
lire spent at work, a trend supported by
extended schooling periods, earlier retire-
ments and shorter working hours. Results
from the_ 1977_ Nationwide OutOoor Recreation
Survey show that participation in recreation
activities will continue to diversify and
grow. According to data on new starts, the
ten activities showing the fastest growth
are: crosscountry skiing, downhill skiing,
tennis, sailing, snowmobiIing, water skiing,
canoeing/kayaking, golf, off-road vehicle
use, and horseback riding. Similarly, those
with the highest potential for growth are:
downhill skiing; tennis; water skiing,
horseback riding, cross-country skiing,
tennis, primitive area camping, sailing,
golf, snowmobiling and canoeing/ kayaking.

Our colleagues in the USDA-Forest Service
(1980) have come up with projections of
recreation participation stretching out to
the year 2030 which show that while recrea-
tion will grow substantially, snow-based
recreation activities will grow the fast-
est, followed by water and then land-based
activities. Factors such as the antic-
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ipated growth in population, income, and
edildatteh aII contribute to the projected
increases in outdoor recreation participa-
tion. However, these increases will not
be as great as the extremely large growth
in_participation experienced during the
1960'S. several factors which may further
dampen these growth rates are! the pepu.,
lati,,n'schanging age structure and rising
energy costs.

Our analySia in the 1977 Survey of Federal
estate visitation to national parks, fereStS,
wildlife refuges, recreation areas, histor-
ical sitesi Corps of Engineers lakes and
reservoirs, and other Federal resource lands,
clearly shows that users of Federal recrea-
tionareas are not a representative cross-
section of the general population. Users
Of the Federal estate have higher level's
of income and edUdatiOh, and are consider-
ably o2der than their average counterparts
in the general population. This disparity
IS most e-ident for_visitors to National
Park System Sites (HCRS; 1980).

Also, since most Federal recreation areas
are located more_than 100 miles from the
majority of the American_populationi a
significant percentage OE Americans cannot
easily reach Federal recreation areas re-
gardless of whether the areas are located
in the West or the East. The 1977 Survey
shows that thete traVeI distances_varY
dramatically among the ten Federal regions.
The Survey also shows that recreation on
the Federal estate is largely a group
activity; and that most groups contain
children. In addition. the Larger a group
is, the more likely it is to stay at the
site for an extended visit.

The reasons visitors Choose particular_Fed-
eral areas vary draMALidany. Cdtpa of
Engineers' visitors cite the availability
of good facilities; Forest Service users
cite scenic beauty and National Park System
visitors are most likely to cite a desire
to visit new areas. The most popular
activities at Federal recreation areas are
CIOS6Iy related to natural features of the
landscape, with sightseeing and camping
topping the list.

Users of the Federal estate share a similar
concern with the general population over
lack of time and crowded Conditions as the

_
t_ participa-

tion.

key constraints or deterrents to
Of those expressing dissatisfaction

With the Federal estatei half of all compl-
aints centered on faCiIities. Many of the
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unmet expectations expressed by visitors,
such as low water levels in reservoirs or
inability to view wildlife, cannot be read-
ily corrected by agency managers.

While many of the projections for recrea-
tion point to increasing- although moderate
growthi recent developments concerning____
energy costs cast doubt on these forecasts.
Recent oil price increases, last summer's
spot shortages, and the prospect of still
higher prices, inflation, and intermittent
shortages for the foreseeable future lessen
the chances for sharp growth ihereases_in
outdoor reccreation. Although verified
quantitative relationships have not yet been
fully establishedi economic analysis of fuel
costs and the amount of travel undertaken
indicates that a negative or inverse relation-
ship exists (Goeldneret al. 1975). Since
most Federal and regional_destination recrea-
tion areas are oriented to visitors traveling
by private car, use levels will continue
to resiondto gas pricesand supply effecta.
The best current evidence suggests that
future increases in recreation participation
will be determined; as_many other_ items in
the consumer budget will be by the relative
price and income elasticities of household
energy and travel_expenditures. Fnergy
problems will also affect public park and
recreation management.

While personal mobility increased tremend-
ously in the past three decades, the 1980's
loom as a_period of adjustment to scarcity
of available energy resources and pose the _

imperative to utilize energy more efficiently.
Other key trends in recreation as a result
Of energy_ instabilities include the follow7
ing. FddI costs will rise_and supplies will
tighten still further. All facets of
recreational travel willbecomemore expen-
sive. The public will take_fewer and shorter
recreation_trips._ More recreation will_take
place at alternative its cIese7t0-home.
Lower and middle-income groups will be
affected most severely by higher prices and
reduced mobility._ Demand for alternative
transportation modes to recreation opport-
unities will increase, particularly fer
transportation to remote recreation areas.

RedUCtiehn in visitor use of more remote__
national parks, national forests and other
congressionally deSignated recreation areas
is particularly_likely.___Adverseeffectswill
also occur at those parks or recreation areas
that feature energy-intensive forms of
recreation. The economic effect of such
use reductions will strongly affect the



travel and recreation industries. Conver-
sely, substitution effects will increase
visitor pressure_and public demand at large
urban or regional parks as well AS at those
recreation areas which are within 100-300
miles of major metropolitan areas.

The ptihIid is also likely to take more
group-type vacations. There will be in-
creased recreation planning attention for
those who cannot afford cars; and increased
deVeIopteht of; and consumer investment
in, more efficient recreation vehicles and
automobiles. Experts also expect a return
to destination -type recreation facilities
and a consequential concentration of travel
patterhs.

It is probable that the national search
for_new energy sources will degrade_the
quality of some recreation areas and increase
pressure to allow energy resource explora-
tion and development in wilderness areas,
national parks and other protected lands.
Park and recreation agency involvement with
energy conservation and alternative energy
resources to help meet operating needs will
also increase.

While all of the Assessment's trend data
cannot he summarized in this limited paper,
other important trends affecting recreation
as analyzed in the Assessment are also briefly
developed. Ih the area of goVerhMeht park
and recreation services, fiscal constraints
will cause reductions in staff and curtail-
ment of programs. The price of prime recrea-
tion land will continue to rise and_funds
available to purchase lands will fall short
of demand, particularly in urban areas.
There will be increased development of more
innovative less-than-fee land protection
and acqUiSitioh techniques as well as
greater imposition of recreation fees. Pro-
vision of economic incentives to motivate
land owners to open lands for public recrea-
tion will grow_and innovative urban recrea-
tion spaces will be UtiIiied increasingly;
for example, waterfront redevelopment, in-
dustrial area reclamation, and redesign of
deteriorating parks. There will be growing
recognition of interdependence between private
and public sectors, prorLidirig a rethinking
of traditional business relationships, in-
cluding changes in concessions policies, and
increased reliance on government use of
contractual §ervice§; COO§ttaCtiOti of new
facilities which lack long-term operations
and maintenance commitments will probably
decline; while better techniques of fiscal
management in recreation administration
rapidly develop.
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For natural resource management, the future
looms as a time of better understanding of
ecological factors affecting resource-based
recreation areas. _There will_be_greater
reliance on park, forest and land inventorieS
to grasp resource management challenges.
Resource manugers_will be better trained
in_integrated manageMent to help cope with
multiple use COnfliOts and carrying capacity
limits. However, there will be increased
control over public recreation usage in
natural_and developed_ recreation_ resource
areas through time and space rationing._
Greater conflicts between recreation and
non-recreation Uses of lands, and heightened
conflicts between different types pf recrea-
tion osers_are also like/y. Some decline
in the quality of recreation experiences due
to congestion and over - crowding will probably
occur although public recreation activities
such as noncohsUMptive uses of wildlife will
continue to grow.

Several changes in plIblic_participation in
park and recreation_agencies are also likely.
Institutionalization of improved public_par
ticipation proceSseS will occur at the local
level. There will be greater involvement
by private non-profit groups inthe_provisior
of public recreation services through_con-
tractual arrangements. Involvement of
volunteers, the handicapped, the elderly,
and minorities in the design of- recreation
services and the management of services_will
gro,;4; There will also he greater informa-
tion dissemination to the public and the
institution of new public input mechanisms
in the Statewide_ComPrehensive Outdoor
Recreation Planning Process.

The growing diversity in public recreation
demands caused by market diversification,
specialization; and segmentation will affect
the private sector in years to come. The
private sector is iikely to play a still
greater role in meeting new recreation
demands. The private sector will increase
technological innovation in recreation equip-
ment to conserve energy and raw_ materials
while simultaneouly enhancing the public's
recreation experiences. Foreign tourism will
grow even more due to favorable exchange
rates and the range Of America's scenic,
recreational and historical attractions.
There will also be an increase in industrial
recreation or opportunities_ at the work7_
place due to recreation's positive effects
on productivity.



CONCLUSION

While all the trends and issues described
in the Third Nationwide Outdoor Recreation
Plan's Assessment are not repeated here,
it is clear that more precise information
about the future is still needed. Accurate
Iong-range forcasting will require avail-
ability of adequate time and resources to_
do the job conscientiously, and managerial
commitment to the use of forecasting as a
means of keeping sensitized to the need for
changes. While we are beginning to get a
better grasp on many of the structural trends
unfolding in recreation, more information
is still needed. There is a great need for
better "User-needs"_assessments_to reveal
latent public demands. Better data on
regional recreation differences is also
needed so as to anticipate the spatial dis-
tribution of new recreation demand.

Despite many pessimistic projections, these
are dynamic times for recreation and creat-
ivity is essential to galvanize future
actions to strengthen and support recrea-
tion. Recreation has increased stature in
public policy discussions due to the growing
use of recreation and park development to
meet economic objectives, community revital-
ization and health promotion needs, among
others. Even though Epicurus was right
when he said "No means of predicting the
future really exists," futures forecasts
are one important tool to help illuminate
future trends and possibilities for policy-
makers. The projections of recreation's
importance in the 1980's, developed for the
Third Nationwide Outdoor Recreation Plan-
leave one with reason for optimism despite
the difficult challenges they pose for
public recreation agencies.
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TREND INDICATORS NEEDED FOR EFFECTIVE RECREATION

PLANNING -A STATISTICAL BLUEPRINT FOR THE 80'S I/

H. Fred Kaiser and George H. Moeller 2/

Abstract.--Here we outline important elements in recreation
planning and describe how the process in changing, using Federal
land management agencies as our example. We outline some factors
that will impact on planning in the 80's, encourage establishment
of a system to monitor trends in key factors that influence
recreation behavior.

THE CHANGING PLANNING PROCESS

More than ever before, future outdoor
recreation planning decisions will require
reliable. up7todate_trend information not
only about what the American people are do-
ing, or not doing, for recreation, but what
they plan to do and the factors that will
influence what they plan to do. In the past.
application of outdoor recreation planning
concepts to on-the-ground management has been
largely informal and ,ntuitive. particularly
in cases where conflicts over resource alloca
Lion have not_been intensive. For many years.
the success of judgmental_or subjective plan-
ning methods were measured by continuing
political support and relative lack of
controversy over land use policies.

But the- situation has changed as pres-
sures mounted in recent years. Protests_ and

court suits have increased as resources have
become more scarce. The environmental move-
ment of the.1960's and early 1970's led to
Federal legislation, regulations. and execu-
tive orders that required increased attention
to the environmental consequences of Federal
actions. including those resulting from
management of natural_resources. Legislation,
such as the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 with its requirements for environ-
mental assessments and impact statements,
generated new needs for information on
participation in outdoor recreation.

IPaper presented at the National
Outdoor Recreation Trends Symposium, Durham.
NH, April 20-23, 1980.

_ 7H. Fred Kaiser. Economist. Resources
Planning & ASsessment Staff;_and George H.
Moeller, Forest Environment Research Staff,
Forest Service, Washington. D.C.
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A more recent demand has come from Fed-
eral legislation requiring_renewable_natural
resource appraisals to guide national poli-
cies and programs, as well as accelerated
planning for management of Federal lands. In

1974, the Congress enacted the Forest and
Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning At
(RPA) This legislation authorized the Forest
Service to conduct periodic assessments of the
renewable resources on all of the Nation's
forest and rangelands and to identify manage-
ment needs._opportunities and alternative
programs. The Nat,onal Forest Management
Act of 1976 requires that land and resource
management planning be completed on

all National Forests by 1985; thus generating
an additional major need for outdoor recrea-
tion information. The Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976 requires the Bureau of
Land Management to develop multiple use man-
agement plans for lands_ under its administra-
tion and to Inventory the resource_values of
the public lands in order to identify changes
and emerging resource needs. Under the provi-
sions of the Soil and Water Resources Conser-
vation Act of 1977; the Soil_Conservation -

Service is conducting periodic appraisals of
the soil. water, and related resources of the
Nation. The purpose of this appraisal is to
assure that the Department of Agriculture's
programs for management of soil, water, and
related natural resources address long term
needs.

The effects of these legislative devel-
opments has been to stimulate a major need
for outdoor recreation information. For
instance, in the National Forest System.
local and regional land and_resource plans
are being prepared to establish long range
outdoor recreation priorities. To satisfy
RPA requirements, Regions must compile out-
door recreation information for the National
Assessment and Program. appropriate RPA program



targets for outdoor recreation_toindividual
National Forests, and coordinate these plan -
ning activities with State and other agencies.

The relationship hetween the RPA Recom-
mended Program and land management planning
and the_annuai_bildgeting process is now guided
by Section 6 of the Nat .onal Forest Management
Act of 1976. That section requires formula-
tion of a detailed planning system for program
coordination. In essence, what was required
was refinement of a process that has heen
ev.ilvIng within Ehe Forest Service for many
years. Some key characteristics of this
system are:

Allocation of resource production tar-
gets based on resource capahility of
.ach administrative unit and on rela-
tive efficiency of production.

o Reglonal Foresters utilizing assess-
ment findings and the National RPA
Program to prepare regional plans.
These plans will show.how.outdoor rec-
reation targets are distrihuted among
National Forests within each Region.

o Using the assigned target_ range and
local information on capabilities, each
National Forest prepares a plan for
accomplishing assigned targets. Speci-
fic aspects of this formulation are:

(I) Development of a 4-decade program
for outdoor recreation outputs for each
rational Forest based on the RPA Recom-
mended Program.

(2) Development of a 10-yrar_outdoor
recreation activity program for each
National Forest based on the RPA Recom-
mended Program. including appropriate
National Forest-wide administrative
support. transportation. resource pro-
tection and puhlic safety activities.

(3) Identification of land units at
the - National Forest level; from which
outdoor recreation outputs or combina-
tions of outputs could be pruduced, and
of the appropriate activities and in-
vf2stments necessary for production of
these outputs. This identification
will come from the inventory informa-
tion base for each National Forest; and

(4) Conduct environmental and henefit-
cost analyses of the relative effi-
ciency of production from each resource
unit or group of resource units with
similar characteristics.
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(5) Identify major outdOor recrea-
tion issues and demonstrate program
responsiveness to these issues.

As other agencies have found out asses-
sing the demmtids for outdoor recreation in
order to plan for future programs is a complex
undertaking. Outdoor recreation covers a wide
range of_activities and the use of diverse
comhinations of natural resources, management,
and facilties. In addition. recreationists'
tastes are known to change with technology,
availahility of leisure time and economic
conditions, among other factors.

In the past, the Heritage Conservation
and Recreation Service and its predecessor.
the_Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. have evalu-
ated the demands for outdoor recreation by
conducting national surveys of outdoor recrea-
tion participation. States have also con-
ducted surveys patterned largely after these
national surveys. _Two_basic types of informa-
tion were collected: data on participation in
various recreational activities; and socioeco-
nomic data ahout the people participating in
these activities.

For a variety of reasons, however. such
surveys_have involved no systematic approach
to the collection of data over time. There-
fore, trend analysis has been difficult or
impossible. Similarly; at a more local level,
recreation use data has heen often limited to
yearly_ estimates or counts of participation
for individual sites. As a consequence. it
has been difficult to determine whether_trends
developed from this data reflect real demand
responses, or supply responses. or a combina-
tion of both. Therefore, analysis and plan-
aing for outdoor recreation has often not
competed effectiveIy_with other values such
as urban and industrial development. timber
harvest programs, and water resource and
energy development. National policies and
program decisions on these competing outputs
will he strengthened by_availability of
increasingly comprehensive information bases
and analytic systems to evaluate future
demands. If comprehensive, comparable infor-
mation is_not developed for outdoor recrea-
tion, outdoor recreation prohahly will not
receive adequate consideration in the plan-
ning process relative to other resource
programs. Provision of this information base
presents_a major challenge to all of us
concerned with outdoor recreation.



TRENDS FOR THE 80'S

Fasters that influence recreation parti-
cipation are cnmplox and intorrelated, and the
complexity is growing. Past experience is no
longer_useful as ra single input to planning.
Even the old standby indicatOrs,population
growth, leisure time. income, and mobility-
are no longer as useful for planning as they
once were. These were useful indices when
demands for all leisure services were snaring
and people were participating in as much
recreation as they_ could. Under these condi-
tions. more was always better, and the plan-
ner with the most grandiose plan was usually
closest to fulfilling demand.

sot tomorrow will be much different. New
factors will influence the shape of future
demand, and the influence of old standby indi-
cators will change. Energy availability. ur7
hanication. technology and other factors will
he of as much or more importance in determin-
ing demand; in the 80's as the old standby
predictors wore during the 60's and_70's,
These shifts will necessitate a whole new
approach to planning. n need to develop new
understanding of the factors that influence
demand, and a now system for monitoring trends
in key indicators that infleence demand. Some
of the factors that we feel will be important
in shaping recreation demand in the 80's are
discussed below. They are organized into five
categories: Demand Generating Factors; Chang-
ing Patterns of Participation; Characteristics
and Availability of Supply; Technological
Change; and Energy.

DEMAND GENERATING FACTORS

Population characteristics

An obvious determinant of recreation_
demand is population size. The more people,
the greater the demand. In the U.S.. the
current population is about 221 million and
it is_2xpected to grow to an estimated
232-234 million by the year 1985. and to
250-300 million by 2000. But the population
growth rate has decreased sharply in recent
years. in the absence of major changes in
birth or death rates. this decline in the rate
of growth seems likely to continue. Thus,
while the total size of the population will
continue as an indicator of future demand for
recreation, it may not be as important an
Indicator as it has been in the past.

Rather. population structure will play a
bigger role in determining the kinds of rec-
reation activities and experiences_ demanded.
As population structure changes. shifts occur
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in recreation demand patterns. The age struc-
ture of the population provides an example.
Past fluctuations in birth rates--decreasing
during the depressed 30's, increasing drama-
tically during the 40's and 50's, and the cur-
rent sharp decline--have produced age bulges
in_the population distribution. Because these
bulges reoccur_periodicaIly through time,
social, economic, and other institutional ser-
vices, including recreation services, will
have to be adjusted up -and down through dyna-
mic planning._ In the longer_term, the mean
age of the U.S. population will continue to
increase due to better health services and
reduced birth rates, and demand for physically
active forms of outdoor recreation are likely
to decrease,

Relat p s -bet-we-ea eirul

A second major demand-related factor that
will significantly influence recreation con-
sumption in the 80's is the patterning of work
and leisure throughout society. In most in-
dustrialized societies, time devoted to work_
activity has decreased steadily over the past
100 years.

_Factors_ unrelated to work have also added
to the_growth in available leisure time.
Technological innovation has_allowe_d for the_
more efficient use of time. TO the home, tech-
ology has reduced time required for subsis-
tence tasks. More_efficient transportation
systems have significantly reduced travel
time. and, as a result. provided more at home
leisure time.

Whether or not the trend in available
leisure continues upward is the subject of
considerable debate. Few comparable studies
have been done to determine trends in leisure
time. It may very well be that we are
approaching a limit to the upward trend in
leisure time. in fact. leisure cuss may
actually ;tart to decline because of off-
setting rends in increased time needed to
commute and additional time shifted to non-
recreational pursuits such as home mainte- _

nonce and community services. Individual and
social attitudes toward use of leisure is also
likely to he more important.

Changing_ sociaI/cuItural roles

Another important group of variables
that will influence future recreation plan-
ning relate to the changing role of indivi-
duals in society. While work-Ieisure patterns
influe ce the frequency of participation.
"experiential" factors. such as expectations.
satisfactions; and participant attitudes.
Influence the type of recreation experience
demanded.



First among these factors is the chang-
ing nature of children's experiences. Child-
hood experience has been found to Influence
adult recreation behavior. This is particu-
larly true for major forest-oriented recrea-
tion activities like fishing. caffiping, and
hunting. As the trend toward urbanization
continues, children growing up in cities may
have limited opportunity to engage in leisure
activities that depend on natural §ueeoiihd-
ings. At the same time, they will have more
opportunity to learn about alternative forms_
of leisure activities--activities that do not
require natural environments.

A second experiential factordealswith
what might he termed perception of aging.
While the process of aging_involves a decline
in outdoor recreation partiCipatidh. the
future rate of this decline maydepend on
society's perception of the elderly, and.
Oven more; on_the_way elderly people view
themselves. Until the mid - sixties; it was
felt that people began to disengage thegi-
selves From the mainstream of society after
they reached retirement age. But, as the
mean age of the population_bas increased; a
new concept has emerged. Older people now
maintain a higher level of activity than they
did a few years ago. The new emphasis on
activity is keeping elderly people more
active; while improvements in health care
systeMS help to keep th8ni in better physical
condition. The implications for fiitnre

planning are obvious.

- Another facet of the- changing role of the
indiVidiiala dUring the 80'S is the nature of
the individual's role as a Member Of a faMilY.
People are marrying later, having fewer chil-
dren. and many married couples_are not having
children. rurthermore, married individuals
are increasingly pursuing careers independent
of their nurriage. These trends in marital
relationshias are drastically altering the
role of woman in today's society. The chang-
ing role of .women may have a greater impact
op recreation consumption than all other faC-
tors combined. Women are now making incur-
sions into heretofore predminantly male
recreation activities. This trend merits
close observation if we are to plan realis-
tically to meet future recreation demarid.

Liyinl_enyieohMetitS

Throughout the 70's, late on any Friday
afternoon. a steady-stream of cars could be
seen leaving major U.S. cities. The cars
returned on Sunday evening after their occu-
pants had experienced a weekend of recreatiOh
in the rural countryside. This mass-weekend
exodus. although facilitated by cheap fuel;

could be attributed in part to a need for
temporary escape from the rigors of urban
living; The degree to which stress-producing
aspects Of urban liVing Can be reduced will
strongly influence the need to escape cities
in the future, and, correspondinglY, affect_
demand for rural recreation. _If sheer -popu-
lation density is the Cause of urban stress,
then there may be no real solUtiOn and the
weekend migration will continue. Bilt

studies indicate that crowding alone is not
sufficient to produce such stress. If high-
denaity living is not a source of urban
stress, then it may be possible to solve some
pressing urban problems. If cities of tomor-
row can he provided with sufficient amenity
Vablea._recreation behavior of urban resi-
dents will be altered Significantly. Attrac-

tive urban environments will reduce demands
on rural recreation resources. Conversely_
if such urban environments are not modified,
deMandS on IItal recreation resources will
increase substantially. But, under conditions
of energy scarcity, there may be no alterha-
tive Co revitalizing cities.

Another urban- related factor that will
have strong influence on future demand will_
he the movement away from single-family reSi-
derices. The trend toward apartment living,
CoridOMihiUMs. and multi-unit dwellings_is__
likely to continue as prices continue to in-
crease and developable urban space deCreases:
As energy scarcity grows._ urban areas are

likely to reach a geographic liffiit_based_on
availahility of public transportation. There
will he little alternative but to Move Coward
more concentrated populations. This movement

will mean that backyard snace, once available
to single -home unit_dwellers. will_no_longer
be available riiir will easy aCCess to the

countryside. The result will be an ihteriai
fication of demand for recreation faCilitieS
in and very near urban centers.

Economi -c- onv-ironments

Much of Cie past growth in outdoor rec-
reation consumption has been fosteredhyoasy
access to inexpensive forms Of recreation.
Not only has participation been relatively
inexpensive, incomes have been growing,
thereby providing the ability to participate
in recrention and purchase consumer items.
The relative price of recreation in comparison
tn prices of other goods and services has been
relatively low. Few can argue that at the
outset of the 80!s: gains in income are often
offset by inflation and by the -§odeiog costs
for basic necessitiesfood, housing.
clothing. and energy.
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As we plan for leisure services during
the 80's. we must monitor relationships
between mnr%ets that most impact on recrea-
tion and on relative price relationships.
The 80's may demonstrate how really_ important
recreation participation is_to the American
puhltc--as shown by how willing people are to
pav for a higher proportion of costs in rela-
tion to other demands on their increasingly
scarce financial resources._ The same rela-
tionships will 'Iola for public expenditures
for providing recreation in relation to
growing costs for other public services.

C-HANGING -PATTERNS- -C/FPARICIPAT LON

The cumulative effect of rapid change in
the factors previously discussed is that rec-
reation behavior patterns will be subject to
at short- and long-run change. These
changes underscore the need to document, on a
continuing basis, the outdoor recreation par-
ticipation rates and patterns of the popula-
tion as a whole and for various segments
within the population. Only in this way can
we begin to identify meaningful trends and
Shifts in participation and to develop plans
that are rsponsive to Changing demand.

Many loisare activities are substitut-
able, and the individual can freely inter-
change among them. Similnrly. some activities
are complementaryas demand for omit goes up

tire demand for others goes down. While there
is little known abort these relationships. we
sbocld recognize that as major factors that
underlie recreation behavior- change. people
Will adjU,:t their patterns of leisure behav-
ior through substitution and complementary
deci-;ions about the activities they select.

Futhermory, we need to understand motiva-
tional determinants of leisure behavior, i.e.,
forces that underlie recreation behavior pat-
trns and choice. These motivational forces
provide a hnSia for understanding current rec-
reation behavior and may serve as n guide to
predict how people are likely to substitute
among alternative recreation activities.

CHARACTERISTICS AND-AVAILABILITY OF SUPPLY

Supply factors also influence participa-
tion patterns. One supply-related factor is
the changing pattern of land ownership._
Today, most forest land and open space in or
near large metropolitan areas is in small

LEq held by private owners. These owners_
have exhibited 3 growing tendency to restrict
public access to their land. The degree to
which these privately owned lands can he used
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for puhlic_recreation will depend largely on
the public's willingness to reimburse owners
for such use. Land zoning, recreational ease-
ments, transfer payments, and other land use
control devices can he employed to increase
the_amount of recreation land readtly_acces-
sible to urban populations. Or, public agen-
cies can purchase these lands. Measures are
needed to index the change in distribution
and relative accessibility of such resources
so that appropriate supply responses can he
developed through planning.

Other indices are also needed to eval-
uate how suppIy_can he altered_to meet recrea-
tion demands. For example, indices are needed
to evaluate how existing facilities can be
expanded to their full site capacities, or
adapted to the needs of special populations.
This information will make it easier to make
policy decisions to influence recreation con-
sumdtion hy changing any combination of the
following: The quality of recreation experi-
ence provided; methods of management; site
capacity; and accessibility and availability
of recreation facilities. Scarce and unique
resources present a special problem. Here.
use must he_closely monitored in relation to
site capability so that plans can he made to
control and regulate use within resource
capabilities.

Finally. it wilt not be sufficient to
know where .supply exists and to understand
its changing capability without understanding
how accessible_it_is_to various population
segments. What is accessihle to an urban
slum resident is not the same as what is
accessihle to an upper middle class person
living in an adjoining neighborhood. Supply-
related trend indicators. therefore, need to
be evaluated in terms of their relationship
to various population segments before su=b
indices can he made usefill for planning
decisions.

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

By introducing new types of recreation
equipment. technology provides a continual
change in the composition of available leisure
activities. For example. the recent develop-
ment of electronic games has provided new
forms of home-oriented indoor leisure pur7
suits. _Development of_snowmohiles_and other
recreational vehicles has created demands on
outdoor recreation resources that were not
even dreamed of when plans for recreation
facilities that serve these activities were
developed. Estimates of the impact of tech-
nology on recreation demand can only be very
roughly estimated. but it is certain that



technology, -both directly related to_provid-
ing new kinds of leisure pursuits and to
factors that influence recreation demand, will
shape the future of recreation behavior. The
impact of technology on planning. is obvious.
Systems need to be set up to_monitor_tech-
nology and to evaluate the kinds of impacts
that are likely to occur.

EN_FRGY

We conclude this review of major factors
that need to be monitored with a discussion of
tho factor that has had as much impact on
starting the surge in demand for recreation as
anything else- -Energy. Few would argue that
availability of inexpensive energy, coupled
with torrelated_improvements in transporta-_
tinn methods and systems. contributed greatly
to past growth in recreation consumption.
Once it was believed that this abundance
would continue; but as gasoline lines grow
and prices skyrocket, the future seems much
less predictahle.

If energy costs remain low or if tech-
nology crtates ways for more efficient uses
of available energy, current rates of recrea-
tion consumption can be sustained. But, if
these things do not occur, major shifts in
recreation demand patterns are likely to
occur._ For example, during the recent gaso-
line shortage. U.S. recreation travel patterns
:hanged significantly. As gasoline becomes
more scarce and costly, people will have to
make choices about how they will either a,o-
cate scarce gasoline (if rationing occurs) or
how they will allocate income (if gasoline
prices continue to rise) among competing
needs. How recreation fares in these deci-
sions will have a big impact on recreation
demand, These decisions moat be of central
concern to recreation planners.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have briefly reviewed
tie planning process in relation to the kinds
of trend data that will be_needed to plan for
niture recreation needs. We have identified
some of the kinds of trend indices that we
feel will be important in the future and tried
to indicate why we feel they will be impor-
tant: We have not, however, addressed how
data on these indices should be collected; nor
have we commented-on the research needed to
determine relationships between trend indica-
tions_and future demands; nor have we dis-
cussed the development of_modeIing techniques
needed to make demand projections and assess-
ments. Hopefully these will be major topics
for consideration during this conference.
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The best of all possible situations
would he to design a monitoring system to
track all trend indices needed for planning.
Of course. this is not feasihle because it
would he inefficient and impractical. There
remains a great deal of work to do to: Deter-
mine which indices are most important; deter-
mine the way in which_the various factors
Influence recreation oehavior; relate indices
to the planning process; design systems to
monitor indices; and divelop models to
evaluate alternati'..^

We have tried to show that as the_70's
differed from the 60's, the 80's will bring
new changes that will influence recreation
consumption_and, consequently; recreation
planning. Among these factors are inflation,
energy. transportation systems, international
relations, urbanization. etc. All of these
factors will have impacts on shifting and
changing the shape_of demand_ for recreation.
The old indices will not_work. _For example;
we can be sure that population will increase,
hut, unless people have access to inexpensive
gasoline, disposable income, and recreation
facilities; they will_not be able to partici-
pate in recreation. Shifts in factors that
influence recreation behavior will necessi-
tate a whole new approach to planning based
on a revised understanding of the factors
that influence demand_ and a new system for
monitoring trends in key indicators.



The Growth of Selected
Leisure Industries'

Elizabeth R. Owen2

Rapidly rising sales of sporting equipment, as well as the
phenomenal growth of receipts from a variety of recreation-
oriented service industries; have contributed_in establish-
ing the recreation market as one of the most dynamic and
fastest expanding sectors of the United states economy.

Please see the full Commerce report for a greater, in-depth
treatment of the subject material. Tennis; boating; camping
and skiing are treated in four individual chapters.
Detailed tahles on expenditures, rates of participation,
etc.; are also included.

OVERVIEW OF LEISURE
INDUSTRIES

Expenditures on leisure activities, espe-
cially outdoor recreation, represent a major
and growing segment of the American economy,
having reached $81.2 billion in 1977,
$20 billion more than in 1974. This spending
represents 7 percent of total personal
consumption expenditures and covers outlays
for a multitude of leisure pursuits ranging
from admission to movies and_sporting events;
to magazine and newspaper subscriptions, and
to purchases of toys and sports equipment.

The $b1.2 billion does not include such
expenditures as transportation and lodging
connected with pleasure travel, vacation
homes, and public recreation. When these and
other related_activitie- are added, the
combined total is much higher and although
precise amounts are not available, one recent
estimate put the grand total of leisure
spending in 1977 at $160 billion.

A rough estimate Of the major components of
leisure activity breaks down the $160
billion total spent on leisure into:

$27 billion for sporting goods purchases
and associated service expenses.

paper extracted from The Growthof--Sel-e-cted
Leisure Industries-, U.S. Department of_
Commerce, May 1979. Available from C.S.
Government Printing Office, Wash., D.C.
Stock No. 003-009-00319-9. 41 pages.
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$58 billion for_television sets, radios,
records, musical instrumentS, reading
material, admissions to sports events.
movies, cultural events, clubs and
fraternal organizations, gardening
materials; and other personal
consumption expenses such as pets;
photography, etc.

$71 billion_for vacation travel, both
domestic and foreign.

$4 billion for vacation cottages
second homes, vacation lots.

The volUme of retail sales generated by
the demand for sports equipment is shown in
table 2 which presents the 10 most popular
categories in 1976, the last year ranking
was available.

Sport equipment categories that are
expected to have the great st growth
potentiel_in the years ahead are soccer,
racquetball, skiing, fishing, camping,
softball, tennis, exercise equipment,
sports apparel, and jogging shoes.
Women'-s team sports equipment and apparel
should also generate sales in the near
future.

2-
Recreation Analyst, Heritage Conservation
and Recreation Service, U.S. Department
of the interior, Wash., D.C.



Table 2.-Retail Sales of Sporting Goods
(millions of dollars)

Category Sales in

Percentage
Change__

1976 1975-1976

Recreation vehicles

Pleasure boats, motors
and accessories

$2,700

2,370

16

15

Firearms and hunting
supplies 1;120 5

Bicycles and supplies

Athletic equipment -

- - - -

team

957 12

sales 719 7

Tennis equipment 666 20

Golf equipment 587 6

Fishing equipment 506 8

Sno%:, Skiing 421 II

Camping 386 7

Source: National Sporting Goods Association.

3
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Product sales tell only part of the leisure
story. Another part; probably the most
dynamic one, is the services aspect of
the recreation industry. For example, for
skiers there are lift tickets to buy, for
tennis _dayers_ there are court fees, and for
scuba d very there is the cost of refilling
their t nks with oxygen. Other service
activites would include equipment repair
shops, facilities construction, management
consulting firms; and professional sports
instruction. These services are expanding
more than the manufacturing sector, and will
eventually form the heart of the leisure
industry.

Further evidence of the magnitude and growth
of leisure activities is attendance at major
professional sporting_events; which increased
more than 45 percent between 1966 and 1976;
as spending at these events almost tripled,
from $668 million in 1966 to $1.5 billion in
1976.

More Time and Noney for leisure

The two major factors that have encouraged
the explosive development of recreational
markets have been time and money. In the
past two decades, Americans have seen almost
steady imorovement in the amount of their
time and money available for Ieisure
pursuits.

While the 40-hour work week has remained
constant since the end of World War II, the
average worker now gets longer vacations
and more holidays. This means that the
average "leisure year" is 122 days--one-
third of the total year. The expanded
lcisure_year offers significant opportu-
nities for outdoor recreation- -fifty 2-day
week-ends, a vacation period averaging 16
days, and at least five 3-day weekends
associated with Monday national holidays.
Leisure time is not expected to change to
any great extent in the 1980's. While any
decrease in total working hours is likely
to be minimal, it is probable that further
gains will_be made in obtaining longer
blocks of leisure time by reshuffling
w- orking time through such innovations as
the 4-day work week and flexitime.

On the money side, real per capita
disposable income (personal income adjusted
for inflation and taxes) has been climbing
steadily over the years, a fact that has
contributed to the rise in discretionary
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income (money available for spending on
items other than basic necessities). As a
result, the Iong-term trend in recreation
spending as a percentage of personal
consumption expenditures grew from 5.5
percent in 1960 to 6.8 in 1975. This
upward trend has leveled off slightly in
recent years, mainly because of inflation
which takes a larger share of personal
income to cover the higher coEts of housing,
food; utilities; and medical care.

Spectator and Participatory Sports

Both spectator and participatory sports
are contributing to the outdoor recreation
boom. Professional sports leagues now
operate nationwide in baseball, football,
ice hockey; basketball, soccer, volleyball,
.f)ftbaII and tennis. Since 1965;_the
number of major-league teams in an
professional sports has jumped from 57 to
close to 200. Additionally, touring golf,
bowling; and tennis professionals criss-
-cross the country the year round for
weekly tournaments.

Professional sports are thought to be still
in the growth stage- -with good_ opportunities
for further expansion, particularly
internationally. More and more U.S. teams
will be playing in other countries in the
near future; and the possibility of pay
television is expected to have positive
impact on pro sports. The major TV net-
works are increasing their sports coverage
markedly; a fact that_ contributed
tremendously to stimulation of interest._
Spectator attendance at the 18 most popular
major sporting events increased from 217
million in 1966 to 314 million in 1976.

The enormous growth in participatory
sports has been even greater than that for
spectator sports. There has been a
greater_popularization of sports activity
among all classes and ages. Tennis,
sailing, and squash were once the sports
of the rich. Bicycling
and rope jumping were_formerly limited
mostly to children. Camping, jogging
and weight training were once considered
only the idiosyncrasies of nature and
physical fitness_ aficionados. All these
sterotypes have disappeared now.

The recent surge in sports participation
is the result of years of publicity
about the benefits of exercise and better
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nutrition. Starting in 1975, American
deaths from cardiovascular disease fell for
the first time in a decade. New figures
show that the mortality rate from heart
ailments, long known as the epidemic
disease of this century, has declined by
more than 30 percent since 1950.

So popular has exercising become, that there
are in,w an estimated 3,000 health clubs and
spas around_ the country with several_million
members. The benefits of exercise also are
being increasingly recognized by private
industry which loses each year an estimated
52 million workdays to heart disease and
$1 billion to common backaChes. Many
businesses are providing facilities and
organized physical fitness programs for
their employees, varying from a single
goftball field to million dollar exercise
facilities run by professional staffs.

This increased interest in physical fitness
and its physiological payoffs do not appear
to be spread equally among the population.
Results of studies indicate that most of the
exercising is being done by the young, the
better educated; and the affluent, by men
more than women, and mostly by those in the
Northeast and Far West.

Manufacturing, Distribution,

Scarcity of market data and occasional
over-estimation of demand are partly
rooted in the structure of the industries
providing sporting goods and equipment.
At the manufacturing level, only a few
firms qualify as "powerhouses," with
thousands more small firms in existence.
Additionally, there are many small manu-
facturers who drop-ship directly to
dealers, avoiding the traditional whole-
sale distribution system. This direct
factory-to-dealer relationship is more
extensive in the sporting goods industry
than in most other consumer goods_lines.
Only the firearms and fishing tackle
industries have substantially organized
wholesale distribution.

Because of a lack of truly national sport-
ng goodsgoods chains, the retail sporting

goods industry is as fragmented as the
manufacturing side. If more national
chains ,tisted; more_ standardization of
products would probably occur, although
favorable customer reaction to fewer,

more standardized products in sports is
somewhat doubtful_since players seem to
demand higher quality and more customized
equipment as they become more ski-II(3 in
their sports.

Following the_ trend of -many other retail
operations, the size of sporting goods
stores in the future will tend to be
either small and very specialized, or very
large and general. Large stores, many of
which are discount operations; are_
expected to increase their share of the
total market from 15 to 25 percent by the
mid-1980's, and will become involved in the
service end of sports,_such as repairing
the equipment they sell, renting equipment,
offering lessons, or sponsoring clinics or
trips.

A more specialized, but growing aspect of
sporting goods retailing is mail order
sales of sporting goods and recreation
equipment. Reflecting a growing belief
that mail order purchasing is a more
convenient and more budget-conscious way
to buy, sales for 1975 are estimated to
be about $113 million. Some acquisitive
interest on the part of a number of
conglomerates has also been reported in
recent years.

Full-time and part-time employment
opportunities in recreation Are plentiful
and are expanding rapidly. For instance,
there is a growing demand for professional
sports instruction, with tennis as the
best example of this trend. Additionally,
professional opportunities exist in sales
and management of retail operations, man-
agement and maintenance of sports
facilities, equipment repair, and consulting
services for the development and management
of sport facilities and sports programs.

Private sector employment opportunities are
expanding and_appear to offer the greatest
potential. The U.S. Department of Labor in
its Occupational Outlook Handbook predicts
good employment opportunities in recreation
in the 1980's. Estimates are that the
private sector provides approximately 5
million jobs in recreation or leisure
industries.

Public sector employment is smaller but
gtiII significant. An estimated 801000_
to 85,000 people are employed in Federal,
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State and municipal public recreation
programs. These jobS are with parks, camp-
grounds, swimming pools and beaches, ski
areas, arts and crafts programs, tennis
facilities; and urban playground and recre-
ation program centers. All of these
activities require managers, planners,
instructors, and maintenance professionals.

Various development assistance agencies:, such
as the Small Business Administration, the
Economic Development Administration of the
U.S. Department of Commerce, and the U.S.
Department of Labor under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act, are including
construction of recreation facilities among
their grants to stimulate employment. Some
examples of_where this funding is going are:
a multi-million dollar grant for the refur-
bishing and building of sports facilities
for 1980 Winter Olympics which will be held
at Lake Placid,,_New York; construction of a
freshwater Iakelreservoir in_Illinois also
including designs for multiple recreation
use; and grants to various localities for the
construction of tennis courts, inner city
recreation centers, and bicycle trails over
abandoned railroad track beds.

Recreation-end-Travel

Few industries have as many areas of
mutual interest and benefit as the recre-
ation and travel industries. In effect,
many recreation activities could not occur
without the services of the travel industry.
Conversely, a good portion of the travel
industry is totally recreation-oriented,
such as resort hotels, destination resorts,
and ocean cruises. Resorts and carriers
provide the reans and destination activities
that induce people to travel and attract
them to a particular place, while the manu-
facturers of leisure-time pro,'Icts provide
the tool; of play.

A further benefit that results from this
symbiotic relationship is the removal of the
"fad" aspect from sports. Patronage of a
resort for a particular sport in effect
institutionalizes that sport. Permanent
facilities--ski slopes, golf courses,
tennis courts, marinas, bike paths, and
pro shopsinduce return business. Orga-

nized participation practically
guarantees not only repeat equipment
buyers-. but also repeat resort customers.
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The love affair with the "active life" has
brought a radical attitudinal change to
many Americans' approach to leisure.
Leisure time has become just as important to
them as their work lives. As with their
Careers; they are frequently setting goals
for their leisure time, such as becoming_a
ranked tennis player, getting rid of a slice
in their golf game, or training for the
Boston Marathon running classic. In addi-
tion, more people are taking vacations_with
an athletic purpose. For example, in 1975
some 12 million people played golf, tennis,
or skied while on vacation or in the course
Of taking trips. Of these 12 million, half
took a trip for the primary purpose of engag-
ing in one of these sports. Added to this
group are uncounted millions who took a trip
for the purpose of fishing, boating and
other water sports. Assumptions are that
vacations or trips whose primary purpose is
to take part in a sport will increase in the
future.

Tremendous opportunity for growth for the
hotel/motel industry exists in the pleasure
travel market. Many operators are bygin-
fling to add to their properties such
features as athletic and health club
facilities, tennis and handball courts,
saunas, and tie-in arrangements with nearby
golf courses or ski areas.

Package plans that cover lodging costs and
sports admission fees or equipment rentals
for one price are becoming extremely popu-
lar. Properties_ that are located in winter

areas or indIude golf course, tennis
court or horseback riding facilities have
be2n the most extensive users of such
package plans.

Other factors have encouraged businesses
to concentrate marketing efforts on the
pleasure travel market. The introduction of
new; more_economical types of air charters
in the mid-1970's, the elimination by the
Civil Aeronautics Board of many restrictive
regulations on air charters, and the CAB's
easing of_discount air fares have also
stimulated consumer interest in__travel.
The seemingly unending boom in U.S. travel
by Americans and foreigners will undoubtly
further stimulate new and existing recre-
ation markets;,_while the travel and leisure
industries will cooperate more with area
retailers in joint promotion, such as



packaged sports tours, resort programs of
sports' instruction, and hotel sponsored
weekend skill workshops.

Women's Involvement

Sales of _almost all types of recreational
goods and services to women are an area_of
both current growth and future potential.
Women of all ages and all socio-economic
levels are taking up a variety of sports,
many for the first time. For example, more
women are playing tennis now; one survey by
the National Tennis Foundation reported an
estimated increase of 50 percent from 1973
to 1974. A survey coneuc'Led by the National
Federation Of State Ei!..qh School Associations
showed considerable increases in the number
of girls participating in inter-school golf,
skiing and tennis competition, which is a
Sharp reversal from the situation existing
jilt a few years ago. Then not only inter-
schcol female team competition, but any
fem.31e athletic program, was the exception
rather than the rule.

One major factor adding to growth in women's
sports participation at high school and
college levels has been Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972. Under
Title IX, schools receiving any form of
Federal financial assistance must make ath-
letic equipment, facilities, and opportu-
nities equally available to both sexes.
Since the athletic budget for women at the
collegiate level was only 2 percent of the
men's budget in 1975, a tremendous potential
market_for sporting equipment, footwear,
apparel, and services specifically designed
for women exists. In addition to the growth
of the women's school athletic market, possi-
bilities for a large increase in the number
of wOmen's_athletic teams in industrial or
high school teams.

While in their infancy women's professional
sports are enjoying a healthy and rapid
growth. Women professionals in golf_ and
tennis are competing for purses in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars, up from
just a few thousand dollars in the most
recent years past._ Other sports that are
fielding women professionals and pro teams
are skiing, softball, volleyball and
basketball. Many industry observers feel
that_women's professional basketball will
develop into a major spectator sport in
the next few years.

By far the greater increase in women's
sport participation has been on the
individual_ level. Apart from tennis that
has enjoyed the greatest growth in popu-
larity among women, a 1976 Nielsen survey
indicated that 21 million American women
participate in fishing, up from 9 million
in 1970, slightly over one and one-half
million women go in for hunting, up from
869,000 in 1970, and 20 percent of the
Nation's scuba divers are women, up from
5 percent in 1970. There are now several
fishing, hunting, and outdoor groups
specifically organized for women's member-
ship; these groups have helped promote
interest among women in these traditionally
maIe-dominated sports.

This positive projection of the women's
market for recreational goods and services
is underscored by current trends in the
employment and income levels of women.
For the first time in history, a majority
of_women between 18 and 64 are employed,
and_demographers feet that this_percentage
will increase from the present 52 percent
to 65 percent in 1987. Female purchasing
power is also increasing not only in terms
of the number of women who earn independent
incomes but in Ineir wage and salary
levels as well. These economic factors
greatly enhance the potential of the
women's side of the leisure market.

Future Developments

The surge in the young adult population
which will_continue for the next -few years
is favorable for most segments of the
recreation industry, especially for those
selling equipment for active sports and
outdoor activities. Headed by men and
women of ages 25 to 34, this group is
more than 50 percent larger than a decade
ago and should increase by another
35 percent over the next decade. But
even in the areas of less active sports,
greater longevity, improved health care,
and increasing numbers of people on
adequate retirement plans strongly suggest
a sturdy market for the relatively less
strenuous type of activity.

Another favorable demographic factor
affecting recreation industries is the
geographic movement of population.
Already a definite shift Of the U.S.
population to the South and to the West has
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Occurred. During the next decade, the South
Is expected to increase its population by
20 percent, the Mountain States by
24 percent, the Southwest by 25 percent and
the West by 18 percent, while at the same
time large population centers in the East
and Midwest will decline.

To understand the factors that have
contributed to boom times for the recre-
ation industry in general and for outdoor
sports in particular, please see my full

study. The sections on tennis, camping,
boating; and skiing will analyze their
current market performance_and try to
project their future growth.



TRENDS IN FINANCING AND AVAILABILITY OF CAP1TALI

Danald C. Schink2

AbStraet;--The past; present and future of recreation
enterprise financing is developed in this paper. Develop-

ers need to utilize all available methods of financing
sound projects._ The long-term solution to the problems de-
pend on better information, improved educational programs;
and a loan program tailored to the needs of this industry.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Early travelers utilized small hotels,
roadside cabins, restuarants, taverns and
other service facilities for their needs.
They often camped at the side of the road.
Sportsmen generally felt that all public and
tiettc land was available to them for hunt-
ing and fishing.

The resort industry in many states got
its start as hunting and fishing camps. These
consisted Of Crude cabins with outdoor plumb-
ing and a row boat.

From these beginnings, the recreation-
tourism industry gradually evolved into what
we know today. Included are resorts that
cater to visitors during all four seasons,
attractions -that provide entertainment to
large numbers of people; motels, restaurants,
golf courses; ski hiiIS; and all of the sup-
port enterprises.

The commercial recreation sector has been
enhanced by the development of many national;
state, county and city parks and recreation
programs.

Recreation enterprises have generally
been small, faMily owned businesses; -often
located in remote locatidna. They ofteh haVe
been under financed and having managers with
tittle training or experience. The recreation

IPaper presented at the National Outdoor_
Recreation 'Trends Symposium, Durham NH, April

20-23; 1980

21Wereation BUsineSs Specialist & Direc-
tor, Recreation Resources Center, UniVersity
of Wisconsin-Extension, 1815 University Ave.
Madison; Wisconsin 53706.
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industry is plagued with short seasons, un7
predictable weather, government regulations
and governmental competition.

- In 19654__we held a public policy forum
in Fifield, WiSCOnSin on the topic of "Fi-
nancing for the Recreation Industry." It

was attended by_leadersfrom local govern-
ment; the resort industry and bankers. The

Meeting was toned because of the problem
of securing loans to upgrade and expand
resorts and other recreational enterprises.
It was the conclusion of the leaders at-
tending that:

1. There was a need for educational
programs to improve the management of
,nterprises.

2. New governmental programs were
needed to provide long term loans to rec-
reational enterprises.

It would be interesting to_repeat the
Fifield conference of northern Wisconsin
leaders at this time Their recommenda-
tions might be_aboutthe same in1980as_
they were in 1965. Our basic problems re-
main.

The cost of_capital_has_varied some-
what over the years but always seems to
gradually ifiereaSe. DUring_the 50's and
early 60's, interest rates for commercial
loans were in the 5 to 6 percent range.
From the mid 60's through the mid 70's the
interest rates generally increasecito the 8
to 9 percent range. IS the Into 70's; we
saw a sapid escalation of interest rates
with prime interest rates reaching as high
as 15.5 percent.

Recent higher Interest rates have been
accompanied by shortages in the money mar-



ket. Only the most profitable enterprises re-
ceive loans in times_of high interest rates
and tight money supplies. Recreation enter-
prises with their traditional low profitabil-
ity end up on the bottom of the priority "ist.

Most financial discussions center around
the availability of mortgage loans needed to
finance recreation developments. We are also
concerned with the amount_of equity that must
be invested by the owner/developer. In many
cases this limits the size of projects that
can be developed and contributes to the pro-
ject's security.

ANALYSIS OF LENDING SOURCES

_ Commercial recreation enterprises have
relatively low sources of mortgage financing
for new or expanded businesses. They gen-
erally are banks, the Small Business Admin-
istration and the Farmer's Home Administra-
tion. In some instances, the Economic De-
velopment AdMinistration has provided mort-
gage funds.

Banks

The prime sources of funding for small
businesses has been their local banks. They
have the capability of making loans on the
real estate, equipment, and operating capi-
tal. Banks generally have lending limita-
tions to individual borrowers of approxi-
mately 20- percent of their capital and re-
serves. They also have a total tending limi-
tation. Innovative bankers have provided
mortgage dollars to clients by utilizing
cot-respondent banks; by syndicating loans
with other tenders and by utilizing SBA or
FmHA guarantees.

Sn-a-i. 1-Bus i-ness- t ion (SRA)

_ The SBA wa:. established by Congress to
aid, counsel and protect the interest of
small business concerns in order to pre
serve the nation's free enterprise system.
SBATrovides loans or loan guarantees for
land, bUildings, equipment, inventory and
working capital. Generally, money is pro-
vided by a participating bank with SBA
guaranteeing up to 90 percent of the loan.
Loans do not exceed $350,000.

The scope of the SBA loan program in
1976 was provided in a paper prepared by Dr.
Malcolm Bevins (Table 1). Similar informa-
tion for 1977, 197 and 1979 was provided
dirertly by SBA.
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INDllS1RY OL5C81P11:6
-

Eating Places 1.981
atO,T,mrlet Courts .`.18

Casollne Service Stations 482
Drinking Places 286
Miscellaneous Recreation -6 Amusement IC
Sporting Gooda_aud Bicycle -Shops-- 304
Aircraft. Cu -Cart, Motorry. le 'wale,
Alit. Souvenir. Novelty Shops 182
Boat Dealer. 51

Sporting-And-Athletic-Good,. Mfg,
TrAiler Parks and C4mpsite. 4:

'Nailer and Mobile Duelling Mfg.
Camel.--and - Photo Supply Store 49 54
lioat-lio-ilding-mnd-keseirtng 24 46
Arrangements for Transport 16 28
Sporting ane Rec.-v.11ton :o

Publtc_C.If .Co..rses 7 21

Smell Arms Mfg.

%pm!,
TOT
2.620_

280

587
30o

201

307
llY
224
80
11

Snu7cel MrlKIChar4_P. Le 14. Olsr,l,r,_Scpnris.Managemel
Small /Mines.. Ad Inl.trAilon. Washington, D.C.

2.119 2.066
144 124
517 565
110 275
223 200
311 300
ini 98
265
22 70
41

64

1: 11

48
43 46
41 60

14

17 II

1 1

_01v1olon._
rh. 6, 1980.

Table 1 (con.d),--SBA loan Approval. (Total C.S.)

-
IN DDSTNy 111:SC81P-110N

VALUE -117-115 5- Million. 1_
1976 1977 1978 1979

Latina Places 5151
Hntels, Motels and Tourist COUTIS 5 36
Casollnr Service Stations 5 14
Drinking Hare* Ili
Miscellaneous X tlnn 6 Amusement 5 16

Sporting Goods and Bicycle Shope 5 16
Al rcreft._13c,Carl4_Motorrycle Ooaler. S

cii.t._s,,usouir. Novelty Shnps 5

Mat Dealers 5

Sporting and Athletic Good. Mtg.
Trailer Parks_And_Campslte,
Traitor and-Mobile Welling Mtg.
Camera and Photo Supply Store

Sol tiling and lirpeldng
Arrougementa for - Transport 5 2

Sporting And-RecreatInn 5 2
Public Coll Courses 5 1

Small Arms Mfg.

244.8 $242.5
56,6 74.7

33.1 5 39.9
23.1 $ 24.3
10.6 5 24.7
22.1 5 21.2
9.0 5 0.5
9.5 5 12.1
9.1 5 7.1

7.4 4 6.8
7.4 5 10.0
1.7 $ 2.1

2.7 5 1.0

5.8 S 0.0
1.1 5 1.5
2.1 5 2.4
4,4 5 3.7

1.1 $ 0,5

$311.1
0 61.3
5 11,7
$ 20.0
$ 31.5
S :5.9
5 0.4

12,1

5 6.8
9,0

5 7.8

$ 1.6

1 1.7
6.:
1.2

5 3

5 1.7

$ 0.1

Source. Mr. Richard P. Leuls,_0Irector. Reports Management Division.
Small Busing. AdmInlstration. Washington. D.C.. PO,. 6, 1980.

Farmelicaie-Administration

The Farmer's Home_Administration of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture has the author-
ity to make loans for oucdoor recreation.
They make loans under 1) Business and Indus-
try, 2) Recreation Facility loans to farmers
and 3) Community and Non-Profit Loans program.
Commercial recreation enterprises can apply
for Business and Industry loans. Under this
program, the FmHA would guarantee up to 90
percent of the loan. Generally; FmHA makes
loans of over $350,000. They cannot make
loans in or near metropolitan areas over
50,000 population).

_ _ Dr. Bevins reported the number_and_amount
of loans made for recreation in 1972 and 1976;
they are listed in Table 2.

Table :.--(AnAo.-1.0 Assiut ..... ....tended to-tia -Nocrea.lon
Seetr (Total U.S.) by !h. Farmers Mono. Administration,
usnA.

n

1972 and 1976.

--_-_-___ -------
nmva TriLUM

Businers-4-industry
(RerrentInn Loan 0 64 0 $17,858,026
Corentee)

Reeret Inn Facility
Loom. to Farmers_ 40 IA 51.007.020 1.772,080

c°77::T4,".7""' 9 17 N/I. Lmm.ow

.Source-: D,a .uppllyd by Farmers Ilea.. Adminialr.l ion, Augur, 1977.
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In comparison; Wisconsin's FmHA loans
fOr recreation during the past five years is
A:4 CallOWS:

Total Loaned

NOnprOfit Corporation $ _96;000

Municipality 340;000
Individual Recreation

(Farmers) 96 2,789,000

PrOfit GOrporations
(Guaranteed) 7 8;193;000

Economic Development Admiaist-rat

The EDA has authority to Make loans for
recreation enterprises in EDA deSighated
areas, These generally are areas of high
unemployment, However; most of their dollars
are allocated to public works projects. It

is difficult lor commercial recreation enter-
prises to qualify for EDA funding because
most are not labor intensive.

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO
FINANCING RECREATION PROJECTS

We are in an era of tight money; fluctu-
ating interest rates (generallY higher),
searing_construction costs, and shifting mar-
kets; Yet there are recreation projects that
need to be built; and enterprises that should
expand. Financial adviSerS Will deed to help
prospective businesspersons, and developers
utilize_the financial tools available to
theft; Following is_a_review of some of the
finanCe systems used by financial managers.

Industrial Revenue Bonds

Many states haVe a program to assist_new
industries to get started the COMMUnitieS,
Cenerall_y the municipality will authorize a
municiple revenue bond issue so_thatthey can
be SOld CO investors as tax-free municiple
bonds. however, in most cases the toes'
municipality does not guarantee the boads.
The bonds are sold to banks, individual in-
VeStOrS or mutual funds. The advantage is
that new mortgage d011arS are brought_into
the community and the borrower has a favor-
able interest rate. The bond rating is based
00 the individual project and the developer.

In some states, outdoor recreation -and
tourism related developments are eligible to
utilize_the industrial revenue bonding pro -_

grafi', in other states; they are excluded or
there are liMitationS Oft its use: New or
amended legislation may be required in sev-
eralstates to make this program applicable
to the recreation enterprise.

MxIncremental Financing (TIF)

A now program for Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa, California,_ Oregon and perhaps other
states is the utilization of Tax Incremental
Financing to assist new developments. It has

been used initially to revitalize blighted
areas, but has potential use for some recrea-

tion developments. Basically in the Tax In-_
cremental District (TID) created, the Miiiiiti-

panty uses taxes accruing from the increased
value_of the property in the district to amor-
tize loans used_for all or part_of the improve-
ments. It has financed land write-down, cost
of providing city _services, and in some cases
construction costs. This program_wouldseem_
to have the most potential_ in urban areas but
with some application in the more rural com-
munities.

Joint Venture Capital

A joint venture is generally when two or
more parties gamble together on the success or
failure of an investment. In the past; it has
been a group of two or more investing a_com-_
bination of land resource, expertise and equi-
ty to secure traditional mortgage financing to
build a business. Many of the mortgage bank-
ers and insurance companies_now want to be
included as a limited or full partner :n the
business. The advantage to the developer
comes,in the early years_because_she/he is not
locked into rigid debt service payments. Each
investor receives a percentage of the profits.
The advantage to the lender comes in the fOrM
of early_years_tax_creditsandlosses,a share
of the appreciating value of the business and
a continuing share of business profits. A

Joint venture in and of itself does nor create
any legal_relationship between the partieS.
This is done through formation_ofacorpora-
tiOn or a limited or general partnership.

Limi-tedRartnerships

A limited partnership is a legal business
entity that provides a vehicle for_developers
to put together equity from several inVesrors.
In_this arrangement, there is a general part-
ner who provides all of the management -with/
without some equity dollars and a number of
limited partners providing most of the equity
investment. The limited partners offset pro-

losse_s andtaxcreditsofthe partner-
ship directly against other income. _Limited
partner investors generally have_financial
exposure only tr the extent of their itiVOSt-
ment_proviqedtheydo not enter into the man-
agement. They trade the right_ to_ participate
in Management decisions for the security of
limited exposure.
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Condominium Financi-mg

Some recreation related projects ate fi-
nanced by the user. This is usually done
through the condominium vehicle. In this de-
velopment strategy,_ apartments, campsites,
boat slips, etc. are sold to the recreational
user. In some cases, purchases are made by
investors with the prospect of rental income.
in condominium projects the developer/manager
does not have the burden of capital -costs to
amortize out of operating income. This type
of development was observed first in areas of
high recreation demand and generally high
land costs. There were condominium apart-
ments and/or town houses on the ocean front
in Florida and in the ski resorts of Colo-
rado, condominium campgrounds in California
and Michigan and condominium marinas on the
Great Lakes. A variation of the theme is -the
use of Interval Time Share Condominium Sales.
In this scenario, users purchase the use of
the condominium unit for a specific period.
For example, a user might purchase the use of
the condominium for the first_two weeks in
Jury and would have the use of it every year
during this period.

CornornLions

Equity capital can be accumulated -for
recreation developments through the Sale of
stock to investors. This allows for larger
scale enterprises than might be possible by
an individual with limited resources. It

also spreads the investment risk to a number
of individuals. Stotk sale is used by hOtli
profit and nonprofit corporations.

The nonprofit corporation is a popular
way of financing; and operating maay_outdoor
recreation enterprises. Mbst notable are
golf and country clubs, hunting and fishingY ,

clubs, swimming clubs and tennis_or racket -
ball clubs. In this mode of development; the
users are the owners and fees are set to cov
er costs of operation.

Public/Private Coorperative Ventures

A combination Of public /private iiiVeSt-
mentshave been used in a limited degreein
the past. Generally, it occurs_whenstate
or federal parks lease land or provide land_
for recreation development; Examples are the
western ski areas where the ski slopesand
trails are generally part of the National
Forest and resorts and campgrounds leased to
private operators by the U.S. Park Service;

Many rural communities with limited popu-
lation will need to be innovative and get co-
operation from all possible sources if they
hope to provide the recreational opportunities
enjoyed by more metropolitan areas. Think for
a moment_about the_swimming_cIub_(fienprefit)
and the high school that joined forces to
build an indoor q,iimming pool in Madison,Wis-
consin. This same concept could be used by
snaller communities for_a_number of activities
heeding expensive facilitieS;

For exampl,,, an indoor tennis club re-
ruires 100 players (members) per court to have

r,rofitable club; However; if the Iotal
scl!ool system needs additional physical educa-
tion space and the facility were located_prop-
erly it could be used by the school during the
day. The tennis club could use the facility
during the late afternoon and evening hours.
ll.ach would have the use of the facilityduring
their prime time. Ry cooperating in a ven-
ture; small communities could provide more
recreational opportunities to their people.

LONG TERM SOLUTIONS

The problems of financing and the avail-
abi. of capital are not unique to the field
of_recreation, _Over_the years we have ob7
served all other sectors experiencing similar
prObleina and to some degree solving their fi-
hanCial Orablems.

The recreation sector has its special
prohlems. They relate to the seasonality of
Mn0 recreation bUallibaSeS. low level of Man-
a!erial abilities in many small businesses
and generally_low profits_in the industry.
The state of the economy and the fuel situa-
tion creates ddditiehal uncertainties.

If the recreation sector is to compete
fat scarce equity and mortgage -cillers, we
must have the necessary tools. Information
(facts) on the recreation sector is often
sadly lacking. Without_this information; it
is difficult to prove the feasibility of new
be expanded enterprises.

If we are to secure financing, research-
ers_need to provide current; reliable infor-
mation related to

1. Supply of recreation facilities.

2; User studies giving profiles, de-
mands, trends and expenditures.

3. Threshold studies showing the number
of- people required to support spe-
cific enterprises.



4. Investment cc-tits for each type of
recreation development.

5. Impact and costs of recreation /vis-
itor spending.

6 TypicaI_operating statements (stan-
dards) for the several recreation
enterprises.

Eduction

Critical to the solution of financing
problems is the delivery of research and in-
formation to decision-makers. This function
is being carried out to varying degrees -in
the several states by University Extension
Programs, the Vocational-Technical schools,
colleges and universities and by individunl
consultants. One of the larger educational
efforts in recreation is in University of _

Wisconsin-Extension. In Wisconsin a team of
nine specialists (7.2 FTE) at the Recreation
Resources Center work with some 50_county and
area agents to provide research and informa-
tion to recreation managers through workshops
and individual assistance.

Information more than anything_eise will
help solve our finance problems. This cur-
rent, reliable information must be in the
hands of the owner /manager /developer of rec-
reation facilities It must also be under-
stood by the lenders. A knowledgeable de-
veloper dealing with an informed lender has
the best chance of success.

Local people in a community often do not
participate in the financial transaction.
However, their understanding and support of
projects can be critical to the projects suc-
cess:__ We need_to provide information en the
benefits and the costs to the community of
new or expanded enterprises.

Legislation

The recreation sector has long argued
for financing programs that are tailored to
meet their needs. Features desired would be:

I. Long term mertgates.

2. Modest equity requirement.

3 Fair interest rates (comparable to
other good investments).

4. Repayment schedules designed to cor-
respond with peak income months.

5. An agency that is informed and
knowledgeable regarding recreation.

6; A minimum of paperwork.
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7. Decisions in a reasonably short time.

. A recreation sector program that will
not need to compete with manufactur-
ing, agriculture, retail and other
service businesses for available
financing.



TRENDS IN PRIVATE AND CO0ThtERCIAL RECREATION

197I 9

Arlin F. Epperson

Although there has been substantial growth in the supply
of outdoor recreation resources, there is no existing system
or program to track annual changes in private and commercial
facilities or enterprises._

This paper traces efforts to assess the supply of private
recreation resources and provides the reader with information
on where to look for data on the private sector.

INTRODUCTION

Few serious students of trends in_recre-
atiou would not agree that recreation has in-
creased in the recent past by almost any mea-
sure. The problem has_been to accurately
assess the amount of the increases.

once of the problems in these assessment
efforts has -been inconsistent definition of
measures. For pNrposes of this_paper_"Demand"
will he defined as the amount of participation,
as measured by visitor days, participation
days; contact days, activity days, or the
dollars spent_on recreation and leisure pur-.
suits. "Supply" will be Used to categorize the
nu-0,er of facilities, number of acres, or other
rleastires of the physical facilities themselves
rather than those who use them.

Several previous efforts to measure demand
and supply are worthy of mention.

ORRRC REPORT

The first nationally recognized efforts to
assess the demand and supply of private and
commercial recreation was the Outdoor Recre-
ration Resources Review Commission's report;
"outdoor Recreation for America," Volumes 1-27,
published by the Federal Government in 1962.
One entire volume "The Private Sector Study of
Outdoor Recreation Enterprises" was given to_
the demand and supply of private and commercial
recreation.

in reporting demand, the Private Sector

1Paper presented at the National Outdoor_
Recreation Trends Symposium, Durham NH, April
20-23i 1980.

2-Former Director, Missouri State Parks
Jefferson City, MO

study found that recreation areas and facilities
provided by private individuals, nonprofit organ-
izations; and businesses attracted some two bil-
lion visits annually. Three-fifths of these
visits were made to commercial profit making
enterprises.

White this_early study of recreation par
ticipation by 17,342 households in 1960; and later
followed up by personal interview surveys of 4,029
randomly selected households in 1972 have been the
most widely used and quoted re.lource information
in the recreation and_park Hell; it may now be
outdated as more sophisticated and accurate data
have been accumulated by such private organiza-
tions as A.C. Nielsen studies, which will be dis-
cussed later.

Another assessment of private outdoor rec-
reation enterprises was done for the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation in 1965, covering privately
owned and operated enterprises -in the continental
United States which were in existence in the sum-
mer of 1965 (Chilton 1966). The inventory was
assessed on the basis of a stratified random
sample by counties and geographic locations
within counties. Oticdoor_recreation enterprises
were identified in pre - selected portions of ran-
domly selected counties and total :.ample size
of 2;102 was investigated. Facilities offering
the following activities were inventoried:
bicycling; boating and boat rentals; camping --
for instance tent, trailer, group residence, and
day; caves; drama and concerts; drive-in movies;

driving and sightseeing; lodging; mountain climb-
ing; nature study; Oicnickingl_shooting ranges;
skiing -- water and snow; field traiIS:_fishing;
salt, cold and warm fresh water; golf; hiking
and walking; horseback riding; hunting -- big
and small game and waterfowl; ice skating; spec-
tator sports; sports and play fields -7 such as
archery, tennis or softball; swimming beaches
and pools; vacation farms; winter sports.
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Because of the small sample size -such an
assessment can ooly_be an estimate and can
vary as much as 7000 enterprises, (one stan-
dard deviation of sampling tolerance) in the
total numbers projected. However this was
the first attempt by anyone to project an est-
imated number Of enterprises and the study
does not purport to be 100 percent accurate.

Table 1.--Private outdoor recreation
enterprises

Number Percent

MnItipl.. water-oriented
enterprises

SwimminR
Boating
FigiiiiiR

iota! water-oriented
Multiple land-oriented
_ enterprises
Lodgings
Camping(overnight and day)
Hunting
Active participation games

or- activities 25;991 20
Passive spectator and
miscellaneous
total. Land-oriented

Total number of enter-
prises investigated 131,849 100

7,856 6

22;195 17

4,449 3

10,138 8

(44,638) (34)

8;128 6

17,577 13
6,273 5

13,651 10

15,591 12

(87;211) (66)

It can readily be seen that the assess-__
ment is tar from_compIete, and many of the wide
range of activities and facilities that were
surveyed do not contain complete information;
however, it was a beginning and called atten-
tion to the magnitude of this aspect of the
recreation estate.

A further effort to assess the public and
private recreation estate was done by -the
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in its "Outdoor
Recreation, A Legacy for Atherica" in 1973.
That report indicated that at the time the
private sector owned or operated as much acre-
age as the public sector and involved more_
people and much wider variety of organizations
and interests as well as activities. More
than 50 percent of all recreation opportunities
are directly attributed to the private sector.

A quick review of these supply data on
recreation enterprises will suggest three major
categories. (a) Commercial, (b) Private Mem-
bership, (c) Private - nonprofit, open to the
public._ A comparison of these_hoIdings and
enterprises In relation to public areas is
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2.--Number, acreage, and one year's
attendance of public and private outdoor

recreation areas

Sites Aeres Attendance

number thousands

Federal 2;127 446,616 537;065
State 18,614 39,701 420,468
County 4,048 2,977 194,317
Municipal 40,030 2;004 1;562;101
- Total public 65;219 491;298 2;713;951
Private(profit) 131;626 30,025 1;251,876
Private

(nonprofit) 1,000,000 467;000 800;000

An estimated 85,000 commercial enterprises
on 131,000 sites with over 30 million acres pro-
vided over one billion outdoor recreation oppor-
tunities. These range from dude ranches, and
resorts to hunting guides, and outfitting ser-
vices, charter fishing boats, golf courses,
shooting nreserves and commercial campgrounds.
Another 2000 enterprises provide_ outdoor recre-
ation facilities and services relating to amuse-
ment and spectator sports activities,

More than one million individual enterprises
provided outdoor recreation opportunities to the
American people without a profit motive. It is
estimated that they control over 467 million
acres of land, and receive about 800 million
visits a year. Of this number there were at the
time of the study an estimated 47;000 private
and quasi-private nonprofit organizations and an
estimated 32,000 membership clubs in this group.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CONSERVATION DISTRICTS'
STUDY

In 1973 the BOR initiated a program to in-
ventory_ail of the private recreation businesses
in the U.S. Cooperation was obtained from the
National Association of Conservation Districts,
The Association requested the assistance of the
Soil and Water Conservation ServicP through their
county_Conservationists which cover. over 96 per-
cent of the nation's area, through 29,000 soil
conservation districts. The local district con-
servationists enlisted the help of the state
departments_of conservation; extension special-
ists and others to inventory and categorize each
outdoor recreation enterprise in each county.



Table 3.--National Association of Con-
servation Districts private sector
recreation inventory--number of enter-

prises

Enterprises Profit
Non-
profit Total

Campgrounds 11,619 6,087 17,706

Field sports _ 742 2;805 3;547
Fishing waters 6;931 2;892 9;823

Golfing facilities 5,395 3,765 9,160
Historical/Archaeo-

logical site 351 938 1,289

Hiulting areas 2;231 3,861 6,092

Natural scenic 346 838 1,184

Picnic areas 528 1,277 1,805

Race tracks 998 243 1,241

Recreation 5,550 306 5,856
RoAhounding 85 _17 102

Rodeo,zoo,amusements 2,469 894 3,363

Shooting preserves 793 1,192 1,985

Show ski areas 510 105 615

Trails 2,103 672 2,775

Vacation farms 909 65 974

Water sports 7__ -697 -2 729 10,426
49;251 28;686 77,943

Number of states included=47

The Soil_Conservation Service had pre-
viously been involved in efforts to assess
the private recreation potential in the var-
ious counties in the nation. In 1962 the
initial portion of a three phase plan was
begun. Each county was to be inventoried
concerning the private recreation enterprise
in that county. Because of lack of emphasis
by some states the inventory was never com-
pleted or published.

In 1970 additional efforts were made to
complete the inventory and to do a county -
by- county assessment of the potential for
private outdoor_recreation development to
provide a tool for potential areas or Sites
for recreat-Jn business, a very noteworthy
purpose. However this study has not yet been
completed either, and few know of its exist-
ence. It is unfortunate that such efforts,
although well-intended and adequately con-
ceived, have not received sufficient emphasis
or priority from top administrators to result
in their completion.

A comparison of the total number of
enterprises reflected in the 1965 BOR inven-
tory and the totals above from the NACD study
Show some differences. There is no question
that the NACD figures are by far the most
accurate because of the total inventory
attempted; and because of the limitations of

the 1965 BOR study previously mentioned.

Table 4.--National Association of
Conservation Districts, private
sector recreation inventory--types
of activities offered by enterprises

Activity Number of Enterprises

Profit Nonprofit :'oral

Camping-canoe 213 _ _99 312

Camping-day 829 1;108 1;937

Camping-pack 288 259 547

Camping-resident- 2,413 2,094 4,507

Camping- transient 3;228 403 3;631

Camping-vacation 6,792 843 7;635

Archery 888 1,536 2,424

Shooting range 1,082 2,052 3,134

Tennis 1;756 2;332 4,088

Fish-ponds/lakes 7,256 3;721 10,977

Fishing enterprises 5,924 934 6;858

Golf-driving 1,783 780 2,563

Golf- executive 337 110 447

Golf-miniature 1;284 91 1,375

Golf-par 3 528 - 184 _ 715

Golf regulations 3,538 2,903 6;441

Historical/
archeological 543 976 1,519

Hunting total area 2;616 3;636 6,252

Hunting 4,123 5,600 9;723

Natural scenic 1,273 1,219 2;492

Picnicking 2,777 6,321 9,908

Racing-viewing 1,131 179 1,310

Recreation resort 3;047 164 3,211

Rockhounding 234 52 286

Rodeo;zooipark 2,511 956 3,467

Shooting7preserve 506 934 1,440

Snow skiing 1;212 275 1,487

Trails total 3,317 I ;812 5;129

Bicycle trails 549 182 731

Hiking trails 2,650 2,248 4,898

Horse trails 3,002 583 3,540

Off-road vehicles 472 161 633

Snowmobiling 821 460 1;281

Vacation farm 561 8 569

Vacation ranch 430 16 446

Boating-nonmetor 5;344 1;126 6,470

Boating-motor 4,665 339 5,004

Boating-launch,
storage 10,479 2,163 12,642

Swimming 11,251 6,883 18,084

An example of an individual state inven-
tory as part of the NACD study is given for
later comparisons with other inventories yet
to be discussed.
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Table 5.--NACD Private
Inventory. state summary

Missouri

Sector Recreation
of enterprises

Non-
Profit Total

McLellan is probably the most comprehensive des-
cription of the_private recreation estate for
outdoor recreation to date. The study is act-
ually a summary of three other studies done pre-
viously.

The first source of data in this study is
the Nationwide Survey of Private Landowners and
Managers (by the U.S. Forest Service and _.thers,
1977). The survey was begun in late 1976 and
samples non-corporate and corporate forest and
range landowners concerning their land, the pur-
poses and sty1.2s of management exercised, and
the public recreational use policies in effect.
The study focuses primarily on land use; and
sheds little light on the numbers or purposes of
the main commercial or private recreation enter-
prises for profit. It does however shed valuable
light on areas that might he available in the
future for recreation from private sources.

The second source of data in the study is
the Inventory of Private Recreation facilities
compiled in 1974 -75 by the National Association
of Conservation Districts, discussed previously.
The data describe the developed recreation site
opportunities provided by the private sector, by
regions; according to the following classes of
activities; and reports them it per capita sup-

Primary
Facility Profit

iampgroulA
Field sports
Fishing waters
Golfing fac,
Hist/ArCh Site
Hunting areas
Natural scenic
Picnic areas
Race track
Recreation res
Rnckhounding
Rodeo.zoo,amus
Shooting pros
Trails
Vacation farms
Water sports

State totals

343
30

467
128
26
37

22

13

35

429
2

118

9

41

3

197

185
54

76

14;

44
130

39
31

7

68

18

74
---

884

528
84

543
271

70

167

37
52

66
436

2

186

9

59

3

271

1,900 2,784

STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM(SIC)

The U.S. Department of Commerce and the
Bureau of Census have produced a much over7
looked source of valuable information relat-
ing to categories of recreation supply. Tn-
tormat ion is given on a number of categories
of enterprises, total number of establish-
ments, an total number of employees. These
categories include: hotels, motels, tourist
camps; trailer parks; sporting and recreat-
ional camps; motion pictures and services;
cultural events; bowling alleys, oilliards,
pool establishments;_other amusements such as
dance halls; commercial sports, haseball,
football, etc.; racetrack operations; golf
courses; skating rinks; amusement parks;
carnivals, circuses; other commercial ree-
reat ion and amusements.

In most cases however, quasi-public
agencies are not included. Tt also can
readily_heseen that many of the_categories
do not lend_ themselves to strictly outdoor
recreation facilities, nor to categories
consistent with other agencies or organiz-
ations interested In trend data.

THE PRIVATE OUTDOOR RECREATION ESTATE STUDY

A report submitted to the Heritage Con-
servation and Recreation Service (previonsIN,
BOR) for the Nationwide Outdoor Recreation
Plan in August, 1978 by Cordell, Legg and

ply and units per million population.
Class I: high density facilitii:s, such as

swimming pools, golf courses,
miniature golf; driving ranges;
racetracks, zoos, parks and
playgrounds.

Class II: camping sites, shooting preser-
ves and hunting areas; natural
scenic areas, picnic tables;
resorts, geological parks, snow
skiing, trails, ORV areas, and
vacation farms and ranches.

Class ITT: water oriented sites and facil-
ities._

Class IV: historic sites.

The third source of data included in the
study is a previous study of recreational prop-
erties:, subdivisions, and vacation hOmest com-
piled by Richard Ragatz Associates, inc.

While the summary study for HCRS does add
a considerable amount of accurate data to the
recreation supply, a vailable data on recre-
ational land use, it lacks much in answer-
ing the questions of trends for landowner use
or numbers and types of private and commercial
recreation enterprises which is so very much

1

Ragatz, Richard L. Associates, Inc. 1977.

Private seasonal _recreational property__develop-
ment, unpublished report done for the U.S. Dept.
Agric. For. Serv., Southeastern For. Exp. Stn.,
Clemson, S.C.
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Table 6.--NACD Private Sector Recreation Inventory
81,4souri state summary of activities and enterprises providing activities

Activity Amount of measured units Eficeepeib Total
PROF N/P TOT

Special 16 16

Camping-canoe 473 areas 23 4 27

Camping-day 12652 acres 20149 guests 28 55 83

Camping-paek 79 areas 4 _2 __6

Camping-resident 9882 acres 11150 guests 27 58 85

Camping-transient 7450 acres 5835 veh-sites 19142 tent-sites 123 14 137

Cmping-vacation 15741 acres 7227 veh-sites 6520 tent-sites 128 20 148

Archery _56 ranges 287 positions 16 27 43
Shooting range 879 positions 31 53 84

Tennis 363 courts 29 80 109

Fish-ponds/lakes 10467 acres 891 pond/lake 275 122 397

Fish enterprises 3234 acres 966 enterprises 208 6 214

Golf-driving 472 acres 924 Positions 38 10 48

Golf-executive 428 acres 81 [tines 4 3 -7

Golf- miniature 124 acres 997 holes 51 51

Gol f -par 3 97 acres 54 holes 4 1 5

Golf-.regulation 17124 acres 2256 holes 67 113 180

HistiAreheological 3091 acres 119 sites 32 41 73

Hunt total area 50744 acres 20 71 91

Hunting 25828 8/C -acres 28126 S/C -acres 13615 W/F-acres 59 132 191

Natural/scenic 13511 acres IS road miles 33 30 63

Picnicking 4538 acres 5310 tables 194 113 307

2201 acres 131265 spectators 830 track miles 39 30 69

Roc resort 10143 acres 23505 guests 356 8 364

Roekhounding 7 acres 230 guests 1 1 2

Rodeo;zoo;park 8532 acres 132 69 201

Shooting-preserve 3361 acres It I 12

Snow skiing 40 acres 2200 pers/hr
Trails total 569 miles 44 32 76

Bicycling trail 19 miles ' 106 rentals 10 2 12

Hiking trails 449 miles 56 57 113

Horse trails 630 miles 1208 rentals 1209 boarded 73 21 94

Off-road veh 9304 acres 83 miles 7 3 10

Stimanobiling 10 acres 1 mile_ 1

Vacation-form 3 acres 4 guests 1 1

Vacation-ranch 2785 acres 5092 guests ±_3 3

Boating-non motor 2201 canoes 44 sail 1178 other 294 26 320

Boating-motor 124 charter 2104 rentals 354 6 360

Boot launch/storage 3906 boats 578 ramps/lanes 5881 boat slips 490 23 513

SQtmming 104807 beach Tin. 128[3 pond-acres 1088263 pool sq ft _411 _171 582

3694 1405 5099
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Table 7.--Total number of SIC establishments, relating to outdoor recreation

SIC Kind of Business Total
1954

Number of Establishments
1958 1963 1967 1972

791 bilitzied pool establiShillehtS 12701 13916 15927 15497 14320
7932 Billiard and pool establishments 7639 7045 7069 xx 5847
7911 Bowling alleys 5062 6871 8858 xx 8454

79:792:1 Oth6t :itiii800-166t and recreation services 30532 42913 49244 52834 xx
791 Dance hallS, studios, schools 2265 6869 7301 xx xx

Public dance halls or ballrooms xx 875 869 xx xx

Dance schools, incl. childrens, pro. xx 5994 6432 xx xx

79,I,7u4s COmmercial sports 2517 6028 6488 xx xx

Baseball, football clubs, etc., promoters 672 752 445 xx xx
baseball clubs 271 200 158 xx xx
football clubs 25 20 41 xx xx
other pro athletic clubs 376 448 246 xx xx

managers and promoters 376 448 246 xx xx

7948 Racetrack operation, including racing stables 1845 5276 6043 xx xx

automobile racing 454 578 458 'xx XX

dog race tracks xx xx _55 xx xx

thoroughbred horse race tracks xx xx 235 xx xx

standardbred horse race tracks xx xx 235 xx xx

dog and horse racing stables xx xx 5295 xx xx

792 Public golf courses 1014 851 1047 xx xx

79Y Skating rinks 1799 2254 1274 xx NA

7946 Amusement parkS(intl. kiddie; theffie parks) 2488 3682 997 xx xx

7943 Coin operated amusement devices 6045 5264 5038 xx xx

79:i9 CotiCOS3ioh operators of amusement devices _xx__ xx- 2776 xx xx

carnivals, circuses 1090 801 _363 xx xx

fairs 1090 320 1257 xx xx

other commercial recreation and amusements 13314 16844 22703 xx xx
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heeded._ it may however provide_basic data
OH which to measure future trends.

STATE SCORP PLANS

Part of the requirements for states to he
eligible for federal funds under the Land and
Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965 requires
that a State Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP)
be done periodically by each state. A number
of states have addressed this requirement
differently; however in most cases, there is
some private and commercial data available.
Unfortunately there is little consistency
het worn states on what was inventoried; or
how it was Inventoried, thus making state by
state comparisons, or totals impossible from
this source.

The SCORP for Missouri last done in 1975
included both a demand study as well as a
supply inventory. The Missouri SCORP -is dis-
cussed here only as an exampie_of what may be
found in other states and for later c,mpar-
isous with other studies yet to be mentioned.

The Missouri SCORP did not isolate par-
ticipation in private or commercial enter-
prises. The supply inventory however did in-
clude one "Type of Control" category shown in
Table 10 as"other" which included facilities
of the following agencies; organizations and
institutions: church, civic, community, club,
institution, employee organization, private
or parochial school, private for profit, and
private not for profit.

Unfortunately the following areas were
not included: outdoor movie theatres, horse
racetracks; miniature golf courses, auto race-
tracks, trampoline parks, go kart tracks, pro-
fessional and semiprofessional football and
baseball fields, and some university and col-
lege athletic facilities.

While the figures be1ow may be meaning-
less in term:: of comparison with other data,
they are included for example purposes part-
ially to show the need for consistent method-
ology to measure trends.

The inventory lists 1,608 agencies, bus-
inesses or institutions controlling 96,822
acres of- recreational -land. Apparently there
was no effort to fOrther scrutinize the data
for additional information on private and
commercial enterprises.

The 1979 SCORP_for Missouri includes_a
more comprehensive inventory of public and
private recreation opportunities.

Table 8.- -Total acreage by type of control
Missouri SCORP; 1975

Number Acres

Federal
State
County
Municipal-
School
Other

170

719
96

1162

1293
1600

1;744,490
455,613
11,642

38;500
_7;396
96,822

ThiS reflects a more indepth effort to _

consider the facilities that are private/profit.

A summary of the figures from the three
Missouri studies brings to _focus the problems
we have been discussing. While the 1979 SCORP
does not have numbers of facilities, the data
is available to retrieve such information and
it may_be_included_ln the final document which
is still in draft fem.

Table 9.--Summary of enterprises

Non-
Profit Profit Acres Total

NACD 1,900 885 2;784
1975 SCORP 1,608 96,822 1,608

1979 SCORP 214,568

When compared with the NACadata; the_dif-
feren:es are still significant; however, the
methodology and accuracy are probably much more
reliable in these two surveys than in the 1975
SCORP study.

SURVEY OF PRIVATE ASSOCIATIONS 1979

Realizing the Inconsistency of data in_
government funded studies, whether nationwide
or state by state, an attempt was made to con-
tact a number of industry association groups
fOr supply data. Those contacted fell into the
following categories. (See Table 11.)

Questionnaires were sent to each of the
agencies_asking for any kind of participation
or facility data that woetd indicate trends.
A second letter was sent thirty days after the
first to those who had not responded. Of the
133 questionnaires sent; responses were received
from 40 and data was received from 19. While
all of the agencies contacted do not relate to
"outdoor recreation", they were included be-
cause of their close association to outdoor
recreation and for other purposes not within
the scope of this paper.
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Table 10.--Statewide totals for each facility by type of ownership

Unit Federal at County Municipal. School Other Private

Profit

Total

Total aNa Acres 1,992,262 442,181 940,680 81,322 35,226 65,401 214,548 3;771;620
Water-lake Acres 139,413 3,608,713 743 8;652 59 3;576 911;423 4;672;579

Water-wetland Acres 55,016 7;328 0 _ _23 3 _ .35 3;288 65;693

Water-stream Mites .61 6;397 2 3;131 0 2,688 3,638 16,117

Water-rivet NHS 403 8;042 20 108 0 130 39,265 47,968

Marina (Covered) Spaces 3,374 249 454 422 6 196 6,737 11;438

Docks (uncovered) Spaces 118 .44 532 .0 583 2;353 4;200

Access/boat ramps Lanes 508 170 75 .92 16 32 481 1;374

Fast hoat Acres 83,204 360 51 690 0 3,749 2,220 90,274

Slow boat kre'S 81,273 3,606 1,380 5,916 0 5,115 4,590 101,880

Water Ski Acres 126,190 360 65 645 0 3;749 2;300 133;309

Canoe/kavak/raft/tobing Acres 1510 1;750 470 3;284 41 4;492 5;883 170;215

Acres 153;291 1;261 1;367 1;852 19 4,176 3,328 165,294

Pool unheated Lighted 59,070 7,110 8,658 942,585 17,100 391,215 1,014,120 2,439,858

NO IL* 8,721 15,294 24,880 109,225 5,625 75,840 382,484 22.;09.

Pool heated Lighted 1,253 .0 20 32;823 78;320 53;383 191;928 357;727

Beach area Acres 1;008 41 0 2 0 0 35 1;107

Regular If course HOles 0 18 36 495 72 388 1,161 2,170

Par 3 golf course Holes 0 0 0
.0 .0

9 18 27

Driving range Tees .0 O 20 35 136 448 639

Fishing docks/piers Number 22 12 6 28 4 15 190 277

Rivers/streams-fishing Miles 173 13;355 3 50 0 331 137 14,049

Rivers/streams-hunting MileS 131 181 12 0 0 30 2 356

Lakes/impound-fiShing Acres 177,158 9,762 23,025 10,471 48 3;671 12,004 236,139

Lakes/impound-hunting Acres 51;01 7;477 31 1;805 0 . 350 65;649 126;773

Ice fishing Acres 500 _2,047 62 1,655 0 I;534 241 .6;039

Lands open to hunting Acres 1;533;778 322,115 574 642 4,833 32,399 1,894,341

General SiteS Sites 5,946 2,387 846 223

.0

25 480 7,407 17,314

Acres 931 6,080 810 922 324 905 9;981

Tent on'y Sites 171 147 19 0 78 3;547 4;088

Acres . 5 40 0 20 9 115 189

Racquet-handball out Light-ed 0 4 0 11 26 9 3 53

No light 0 0 7 _O 100

Tennis courts/outdoor Lighted 9 4 14 735 165 65 159 1;151

No light 7 3 54 329 453 56 171 1;073

Basketball crt/outdoor Lighted 0 110 89 18 9 227

NO light 0 5 19 220 1,100 75 58 1,477

Archery ranges outdoor Points 15 158 167 68 114 100

Firearm-skeetltrap. points 0 30 .0 175 102 794 331 1;432

Firearm7pistol/rifIc Points 4 51 45 30 999 466 13 1;608

Hang glidihg ACreS 0 0 3 1 8 14



Table I0,-- continued

Ballooulu

Wel plaue

Desiy sites-sheltered

Des4, sites-unsholt,

qed/tX6.,,,jn/inbing

It skdt ins;-uatimil

lye skat*-artificial

Ski slopes

Zoos

Wildlife view, area

Interpretive center

Hist/Arch sites

Sined vistas

Amphit lieii re-developc,1

Spiliws-developed

Caves-developed

Horse arena/iodi3O

Fair ejounds

Calving_

Picnicking

Nike /walk

PhY area

Wildlife watchin.4

Rock.c1imb/rappollhi4

Trailer/camper

Backpackin sit'oi

Croup sites

Group camps

Bicycle

Horse

Hikik/foot/backpacking

Nature/interpret, walk

Nature/iuterpret, drive

Motorbike/motorcycle

Unit

Acres

Acres

Tables

Shelters

Tables

Acres

Acres

Acres

Acres

Arrrs

Acres

SINS

centtrs

Sites

Numbe:

Sent ti

Number

Number

Niimber

Number

Acres

Acres

Acres

ACreS

Acres

Acres

Sites

Acres

Sites

Acres

Acres

NnttibOt

Number

Mi trail

Mi.lane

Miles

Miles

Miles

Miles

Miles

Acres

Frdetal SEW COnnt School Otliot Primo

Prgit

TOtAl

0

0

209

38

900

298

3

500

0

0

9
.

9

16

.8

11

875

32

2

2

0

2.1

45;418

157;966

15,108

128,804

0

1;577

1

49

0

199

2

0

0

. .0

137

247

28

0

9

63;960

1

5

764

223

1,754

323

112

529

0

0

0

30

12

26

2

6,216

6

2

78

15

27:4 09845

11;109

3;434

15,148

71

258

_0

26

666

297

_69

314

4

0

44

182

31

12

10

1

0

10

494

125

2;595

656

40

936

0

1

0

25

10

40

18

640

13

42

0

0

16,434

26;546

98;046

541

99,900

5

272

0

2,148

7,042

42

12

33

2

0

201

284

36

62

. 100

6 ;258

32

1,121

116

3;020

636

6

20

0

0

143

11

8

,.,
3.

5

160

1

5

10

19

80

432

1;172

1,391

2,552

0

450

0

0

0

129

79

65

15

8,625

_81

156

24

12

2

50

51

5,307

1,050

5;71.1.

1;472

338

148

0

0

85

8

11

144

28

28,561

23

.1

58

25

495

2,791

3;893

5,370

2,067

0

356

1

0

0

147!

48

38

55

l7

18

55

45

13

14

3

0

0

147

24

939

16

23

5

0

0

0

3

1

3

0

101

3

4

12

3

.0

715

_ 751

1;654

163

0

1;381

0

0

0

30

0

0

1

0

1

10

7

0

I

0

10

0

1,192

618

3;452

317

53

40

0

_.5

564

14

7

11

1

197

24

18

34

3

1,363

810

8;264

376

12,675

2

5,617

94

0

8,005

50

32

24

2

0

57

258

46

4

50

1

11

98

9,234

2,194

18;17 1

:,751177858

0

__6

794

100

65

284

65

36,750

102

74

194

65

20,887

83,797

281;201

27;876

261,309

158

9,911

2 ;223;2

15,713

876

242

474

79

7398.12

1;192

237

103

1.79.
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Table 10.--continned

Facility Unit !Went State County Munii:10-al

Fitness trails Mlles 0 3 9 12

Water Imsed trail Miles 4 0 0 3

Qff road :1-wheel drive Miles 0 108 0 3

Off toad 4-wheel drive Miles 0 . ..45 0 0

A-cre-S 0 6;257 0 0

X-country ski/snowshoe Miles 0 8 li 83

Snowmobile Miles 0 0 2 0

Apparatus area Acres 10918 48 3 506

Tot kit Acres 10 6 0 19

Multiple use courts Lighted 12 13 2 112

No light 0 20 2 210

Nultipft use area Acres 10;126 140 78 764

Baseball/softball field Wilted 4 _2 15 546

NO light 4 15 53 597

Football/soccer Lighted 1 98 1 57

No light 2 0 23 158

SHi661

18

0

2

Q

0

0

0

714

5

6,085

18,488

3,263

. 334

1;261

197

309

Other Prit-e

Profit

Tdbl

I 14 57

3 20 30

25 54 192

20 30 . _95

0 0 6;257

0 0 102

0 20 22

51 887

9 7

37 59 6;320

45 36 18,801

566 307 15,244

.94 25 1,020

159 51 7;140

3 4 361

20 7 519



Table 11.--Tndustry Association sur..2y

Amusements-fairs
paeking

Bicycle
Billiards
Boating
Bowling
Camping

Canoeing
Conventions
Cultural
Varm-dude ranch
Golf
Hockey

Motorcycles
Planning
Restaurant
Skating-roller
Skating-ice
Skiing-water
Skiing-snow
Snowmobiles
Swimming
Tennis
Travel
TOTALS

1

9

7

5

6

5

2

Returned
Responses Trends

3

3

9

3

9

14 4

4

1

14

3

7

11

133

9 9

TicT

The response was disappointing to say the
least. A majority of those who did return
trend data only had information on a region
or other fraction of the total industry it-
self. A problem with industry data is that
it is industry produced. While the integ-
rity of the various industries is not being
questioned, the consistency of the reliabil-
ity and validity 'leaves questions in the minds
of many. The temptation tiny be too great for
some. Several have their own outside fund''
foundations for education and research stir..
;18 the golf and tennis foundations. Even in
reporting the statistics these do not fully
describe the methodology of their research.

PUBLiC SOURCES

Those desiring information on trends in
private and commercial facilities and parti-
cipation may be_left to rely on occasional
articles found in the news media, or_those
offered for a fee from primate organizations.
Several articles of note in recent times in-
clude the following:

SCherman, Tony, "The Thrill of It All,"
Family Weekly, Novemher II, 1979.
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"Summertime and the Spending -Ts Easy;"
U.S. News and WOrld Report, July 31, 1978;
pages 16-17.

"How Americans Pursue Happiness ;" U.S.

News and World Report, May 23, 1979, pages 60-
76.

"Leisure Boom-Biggest Ever and Still Crow-
ing," M.S. News and World Report, April 17;

1972, page 42.

These furnish tidbits of information on
participation, facilities, and spending_of
Americans on a variety of sports and 12Isure
activities, although there appears not to he
any consistency in the activities chosen.

The most comprehensive source of these
isolated pieces of information on existing
participation, spending and facilities is
probably__Epperson's book "Private and Com-
mercial Recreation" (1977) pages 74 -80. How-
eer It too is a collection Of statistics from
a variety of sources, some of th,-, highly
questionable; and the data is now three years
oli.

Other limited sources have included studies
done by government agencies but not published
Such as "The Importance of Recreation to the
Economy" (Beaver 1978).

Data from private sources for a fee include
the Travel Pulse, a research publication based
on 5;000 indepth home interviews annually.

Another excellent source on sports and
leisure participation in the private sector is
the Nielsen studies. These have received very
little attention in the public sector.

These studies are based on telephone inter-
views with some 3000 households and represent-
ing_over 8,500 individuals; and a study of thirty
different sports. They provide trend and demo-
graphic information on individual participants
as well as households and also include data on
equipment purchases for most sports. They also
10elude special- tabulations covering a variety
of topics for specific sports. Sports covered
in the survey include: archery; baseball(hard-
ball); basketball; indoor and outdoor; bicycling;
Boating; bowling; camping fishing; football;
golf; handball; hunting;_ ice hockey;_ice skating;
jegging/bicycling; motorbiking; paddle tennis;
platform tennis; pool/billiards; raquetball;
roller skating; sailing; snowmobiling; snow
skiing; soccer; softball; swimming; indoor and
outdoor; table tennis; tennis, indoor and out-
door; and water skiing.

Many sports equipment manufacturers and mar-
ket analysts use the reports, available for a fee
from the company. it appears that private enter-



prise has again accomplished something that
public institutions have not.

SUMMARY

It is evident that there is no existing
system or program either public or private
that can track annual changes in private an6
commercial facilities or enterprises. There
has been substantial growth in programs to
track_changes_in participation_of selected
activities. However because this data has
been produced by private enterprise, there
is a substantial cost involved in obtaining
the statistics. The economic feasibility
will no doubt determine in the future which
additional sports and activities are re-
searched.

Thu only other alternative for the future;
in terms of complete trend data, is to en-
courage the various industries themselves in
groups to do so. This might be done through
such_organizations as the_American Recreation
Coalition, recently formed through the Dis-
cover America Travel Organization in response
to gasoline allocations and possible ration-
ing._ This organization; a group of 48 agencies
and industries relating to recreation, have
met several times and perhaps could provide
a vehicle for possible trend data collection.
The limitations of industry produced statis-
tics would still be present.

Another possibility is for the group such
as the Travel and Tourism Industry Advisory
Council, appointed by the Senate Committee on
Commerce; Science_and Transportation_as an
advisory arm to the Subcommittee on Merchant
Marine and Tourism, to put this as a high
priority item. While their first meeting was
in July; and their agenda and minutes are not
open to the public, there are a number of
nationally known persons active in recreation,
travel and tourism on the Committee.

it may he unlikely however that any gov,-
ernmental vehicle can be used to produce such
a product because of the changing nature of
politics, policies, regional differences in
procedures and time required to accomplish
the task. A recent effort at providing input
into the National Recreation Plan for HCRS by
a task Force on private recreation is an
example. Description of the problem is not
important At this point; but those involved
can attest to the problems with such studies
and reports through traditional governmental
agencies.

What is the answer? This author isrit
sure. Perhaps this conference will help find
some answers.
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TRAVEL TRENDS AND ENERGY

Paper presented at the National Outdoor Recreation Trends Sympos
Durham NH; April 20-23; 1980

m,

Thomas M. Corsi, Assistant Professor of Transportation, University of Maryland, College Park, MD
Milton E. Harvey, Professor of Geography; Kent State University; Kent, Ohio

Abstract.--This paper utilizes available data sources
to construct a picture of adjustment patterns in vacation/
recreation travel. with respect to both past and prospective
fuel price/availability developments. Tne increases in
fuel prices coupled with supply uncertainties that have
occurred during the 1970's_have strained the traditional
vacation patterns of many American households._ Changes in
the location of outdoor rec,eation centers will follow as
A consequence of the new travel patterns.

INTRODUCTION

A geographer, Prof. Wilbur Zelinsky; in-
cisively suggested that ono of the four major
attributes of the American ethos was excessive
mobility. This mobility consists of many com-
ponents including the uhiquitous .journey to
work; the journey for vacation and recreation
and residential relocation. It should be
noted, however, that when Zelinsky wrote his
book, Americans had not experienced the trauma
of the 1973 OPEC oil embargo; nor was the na-
tion under the constant spectre of Increasing
fuel prices. and the ever pervasive gloomy
forecasts, by various organizations, of im-
pending shortages. Rasiealiy, therefore,
the environment within which American mobility
patterns are generated has changed from an
almost frictionless space to a constrained
high-friction space. The resultant spatial
patterns have to he different. The aim of
:his paper is Co briefly identify recent
changes in recreation travel within the
United States and the socio-economic founda-
tions of those changes.

CONCEPTUALIZATION OF CONSTRAINED
RECREATION TRAVEL

The present pattern of recreation travel
is constrained at two interrelated levels:
the national availability of gasoline and the
financial reallocations by individual house-
holds. The national availability of gasoline
has affected travel behavior by intermittent
shortages due to supply cut-offs and by more
effective control over the quantity available.
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White the latter has caused a gradual rise
in the price of fuel, the former has occa-
sionally created rapid price increases from
which the general trends in fuel prices
never completely recover. The impact of
fuel price increases over a period of time
has led to a change in attitudes. Gradually,
more and more Americans now heliove that the
fuel crisis is real indeed and that techno-
logical solutions arc many yen's from frui-
tion. This attitude change has necessitated
the search by families for ways of adjusting
to these higher financial demands on the
family budget.

The income of the average American fam-
ily has beun_inereasing at a_rate that_is
below that of general inflation as well as
fuel price increases. Consequently, since
budgetary reallocations have not been suffi-
cient to alleviate the financial burdens
incurred by families because of these fuel
price increases, many households have had,
and will in the future have, to make spatial
adjustments in their travel. Basically; the
types of adjustments fall into _four broad
categories: activity_ space reduction;
o-e*icelty mode cAllittLe. fr-clumm-cy

reduction, and activity type- change. Natu7
rally; the combinations of the adjustment
packages which an individual household
adopts vary by the stage in the life cycle,
the socio-economic statics, the region of
residence; and the changes in the price of
fuel. In this paper, we will attempt to
discuss the changes in vacation/recreation
travel behavior using these four types of
adjustments as our framework. The specific
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research questions that emerge from these dis-
cussions e,nstitute our research loci: (a)

What in the trends in the changes in the
rereation actiVitV space?: (b) What ire the

trends in mode shifts for recreation?;_(c)
What are the trend:: in the trequencv ot
partieipation?; and (d) What ere the shifts
in the typos of activities? Together these
cover the broader topic of travel trends and

THE DATA

One of the most trustrating things for
researchers without the funds to collect their
own data is the availability of the 'right'
data. In such instances, the researcher has
ti. iisr the heSt available darn and in many
instances such data may not be quite adequate
It the s,pecific questions under invstiga-
tion, As .a result, conclusions may be tenuous
and ma.,; lark OMparability of scale and geo-
gtaphv, in spite of this, the findings may
be useful for the identification of basic
t rends.

In our search for data; the authors__
many data sonrcos, and finally

decided that they would use information from
the following sources:

1 . Data from the 1975 Southeastern
Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SRWRPC)
Energy use Trave-l_ Survey in which tiro authors
Were iUVOlved, That questionnaire was devel-
oped to determine how shortages and higher
prices of gasoline have. in the past, influ-
enced and may, in the_ future, influence the
travel habits and patterns of_households.
The q t onna i re was mailed to 0 random
samploof9,881 indiViduals in the Southeast-
fcn Wisconsin region during November 1975,
Over 1;401 or 14.8 percent usable returns
Were reeeived (Corsi and Harvey, 1978, 1979).

Data from the 1977 Nationwide Outdoor
Recreation .Survey's General Population Survey
on outdoor recreation were .-115o used. These

data hosed Oh a national sample of 4,029
households surveyed by telephone in anne 1977.
For this paner,weare interested in the
questions dealing with the impact_ofprosent

prieos on the number of trips, the
lngcli of the trip, the fregnency of trips;
the mode used for outdoor recreation activi-
ties and the effect of possible gasoline
price doubling in the next six months on the
number of trips, The survey was conducted
he Opinion Research Corporation of Princeton.
Nee .le under contract with the Heritage
Conservation and Recreation Service (formerly
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the Bureau of Outdoor Recrentioa)I

d. Data (chit; the 1977 Nationwide Outdoor
Recreation's Federal Estate Survey Were alSO
used. This survey, whichfocussed on some of
the questions in the National General Popula-
tion Survey, was COndfleted at selected rec-
reation areas within the Federal E,tite
(i.e. all federally-owned land managed at
least_in part for public outdoor recreation
activity) during the winter; summer and fall
months of 1977 by the Heritage Conservation
and Recreation Service (BCRS). A total of
13,729 interviews werc completed.

4. The authors employed data from
the National Travel Surve]. one Component Of
the Census of Trant,portation conducted by
the U.S. Bureau of tie Census. Its purpose_
is Lo provide Statis.:ical_datn on the volume
and charactristics if all non - committing
trips_totalling100 niles or more from
origin LO destinatioi, All- surveyed house-
holds provided information on the trips
taken (such ns mode of travel, trip purpose;
trip expenditures, etc.) by every member
of the household during the relevant year
as well as on the general socio- economic
characteristiCS of the household. The

results from the three stirvevs conducted thus
fiir for the years 1967, 1972, and 1977 are
now available (U.S. Furenu of the Censtis,

1977; 1979),

5. Data from a survey Of holigehOldS

in six metropolitancenters(Chicago,Dallas-
Fort Worth; Los Angeles, New York City.
Phoenix, and SaIt_Lake City) conducted in
April and May 1979 was used:- Approximately
1500 randomly- selected householdS received
the survey in the mail.- -After follow-up
effort~; the response rate was 23.1 percent.
The dire-et fifefiS Of the survey was on

actual and potential changes in recreation
travel in response to the availability and
price of fuel (Burke and Williams, 1979).

6. The MiithOrS considered a sampling
of1500residents in the State of New York
during November 1979. The survey assessed

both the General Population Survey and
the Federal Estate Survey are components of
the 1977 Nationwide OutdoorRecreation Survey.
The 1977 Survey is the sixth in a series of
national household surveys conducted by the
Heritage Conservation and ReereatiOn sett/lee
and its predecessors, the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation and the Outdoor Recreation Resour-
ces ReVIOW_Commission. The primary purpose
of the 1977 Survey was to provide background
information for the Third Nationwide Outdoor
Recreation Ilan of which it is an appendix.
The Plan's_ will be_published by the MRS. U.S.
Dept. of the Interior in early 1980.



actual travel behavior response to the huge
increases in fuel prices and supply inter-
roptiens experienced during the summer of
1979 and anticipated changes in response to
aduittonal fuel price increases and supply
restrictions. Although the survey emphasis
was not specifically on recreation travel, it
was included as an important travel category.2

THE. ANALYSIS - TRENDS IN ACTIVITY SPACE

Although the SEWRPC survey was restricted
ti' Milwaukee, Its results concerning activity
space reduction recreate a backdrop for
analyzing the trends in this process. Else-
whele, and using the SEWRIT data, we observed
that the number of households who said they
would either cancel vacat ion plans or take
a vacation of shorter distance increases as
t:av were iatestiimed ahnut their perspective
responses to Inc.'tasingly higher fuel prices.

Since 1975, the price of fuel has contin-
ued to rise, and if the intended adjustment
patterns reported by Corsi_and Harvey hold,
the proportioa of thi population who have
effected some molifications in their recrea-
tion space should he increasing. The 1977
Nationwide Outdoor Recreation'~ General Popu-
lation_Survey of 1977; reported that 49 per-
cent of the sample populatien said that the
price cf gasoline at that time had caused them
to make shorter trips for outdoor recreation
activities- In- contrast 47 percent said it
did not. The 49 percent positive response
indicates that a reduction in the activity
space for outdoor recreation is increasing.
From present data we cannot accurately deter-
mine the rate of spatial shrinkage in this
activity space. However, i.e do have infor-
mation ;Mont regional and scio-economic
variations in this process. Basically, the
data indicate that:

i. The percent of the sample population,
in each of the ten Federal regions, who said
they made shorter trips than normal hecause
of the gasoline prices at the time of_the
survey, was higher than 44 percent. Overall,
the high ratios of people who took shorter
trips is encouraging indeed; It indicates the
consistent reduction in the activity space.

-Mr._Davis THartgen, Director of_the
Planning Research Unit, New York State Depart-
ment of Transportation, made the results
of the 1500 household survey available to
the authors for this analysis. This assistance
was greatly appreciated.
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ii. Regarding income, the data reveal-
ed that although all income categories
exhibit appreciable percentage of people
who took_shorter distances; lower-;Ind
Tower - middle income families, with incomes
of up to $15,000, showed a greater tendency
to take shorter trips than families with
higher_incomes. For_example; while 56 per-
cent of the households with incomes between
$6,000 and $10,000 said they took shorter
outdoor recreation trips as a result of fuel
prices at -the time of the surveyc the _

corresponding figure .among households in
the $25,001 to $50,000 income range was
only 33 percent.

_iii: The above pattern is.reinforced
by the data for various occupational groups.
While under 50 percent of the households in
the professional, managerial and clerical
(sales) groups took_shorter trips for out-
door recreation activities, the proportion
was considerably higher for the other occu-
pations.

iv. Reinforcing the dichotomy between
higher and lower status families in activity
space modification is the tendency for a
higher percentage of those with under 12
years of education to take shorter trips in
response to fuel prices than of those with
more than 12 years of education. The
respective percentages are 57 (among those
with between 9 and 11 years of education)
and 39 (among those with 17 years or more
of education).

v. Other interesting results form that
survey include_the greater tendency_for_
people in rural areas, households with lar-
ger families and non-whites to take shorter
trips because of the price of gasoline.

_Although_the exact yes/no ratios wele
consistently lower, the above general ten-
dencies emerged from the Federal Estate
Survey conducted in the same year.

Comparison of results from the 1972 atid
1977 National Travel Surveys indicate con-
vincingly the increasing importance of
shorter-distance trips in the travel patterns
of American households as the country moved
away from an era of inexpensive fuel and
abundant supplies (1972) to an era of higher
prices and supply uncertainties (1977).

Iii 1972 trips (for aII purposes, includ-
ing vacation, recreation, business, etc.)
with a round trip distance of between 200
and 399 miles accounted for 39.59 percent
of all trips, while the comparable figure



.011977 watt 4(:.D1 percent -- an increase of
9.92 percentag points. _Trips_in all mileage

t ego r .ts greater than 399 mi les accounted
kir a smaller percentage of total trips in
1977 than in 1972.

The results are 0Yed ittOr Striking when
the locus is outdoor recreation trips
exclusively. In 1972 trips between 200 and
399 miles made up 47.8 percent of all outdoor
recreation trips; while the comparable per-
centag 01 1977 Was 60:4 percent ati in-
crease of 12.6 percentage points. Trips in
the 420 to 599 mile category fell by 3.43
porcentage points from 20.99 percent of out-
ditr reerati1111 trips id 1972 tit 17;56 pet-Cent
in 1977. In all other mileage categories,
there were a smaller percentage of the total
trips in 1977 than in 1972 (Table 1).

The tbove patterns are repented when
either vacation trips or weekend trips are
analyzed. As opposed to the Milwaukee data or
the Outdoor Recreation Survey; the National
Travel Stireey datn givs tile' Only Concrete
evidence of the actual reduction in mileage
driven by Americans for various trip purposes.

In a itioe(=? general Way; the Stirvoy Of six
metrOnOlititi nreag during the spring of 1979
indicated that the substantial price increases
as well as supply restrictions that occurred
in that year further Influenced trip distances
for eneatiOn/reerentiOn travel. In ndditiOn,
ti,_ results suggested that further adverse
cnanges in price and supply of fuel would
exacerbate the trend toward shorter vacation/
recreation trips.

Table 2 shows the relationship between_
varying fuel price levels/supply restriction
prograMS and V,,,Jtiod travel distances. About
one halt- pit the respondents who had traeol
plans at the time of the survey Said they
would not travel if fuel prices increased
dramatically and/or restrictions were placed nn
supplies. Of choke continuing 0, trneel; d
higher percentage would take shorter as Opposed
CO longer trips. At currently pricing levels,
0.1, percent of the respondents said that their
VdeatiOn trips involved loss than 100_miles.
However, if gasoline prices rose Iii $2;00 a
gallon or rationing OCCtirred; the corresponding
percentages would I 12.1 and 11.2, rspectivlY,
including the approximately 50 percent who
would stop traveling. Thus, among the
travelers; the percentage of all trips acoountd
for by those under 100 miles would be opprox-
i7atelv twice the 12.1 and 11.2 figures cited
dhow. In contrast, at current pricing levels,
21:2 pet-Cent of the respondents have vaeation
pians involving trips Of 2000 MileS Or More:
However, that figure drops to 4 percent as
gasoline prices rise to $2.00 a gallon nnd
;.iiiit finder a rationing plan. Again, these
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figures would approximately double if non-
travelers were excluded.

Finally, the New York State survey,
taken in the immediate aftermath of a period
in which gasoline prices rose 35 cents per
gallon_and_sopply shortfolls reached 13
percent for limited periods, showed a
Willingness among households to respond by
taking shorter vacation trips. Approximately
16 percent of the houf4eholdssa_i_d that in
response to the 1979 sit osituation f price
increases/supply interruptions they had
moved their vacation destinations closer to
home. Households were then asked what their
response would be -to gasoline_prices of
$1,50 per gallon and a 20 percent supply
redUct on (but no formal rationing program).
In response to tne higher price situation
raid in response to the supply shortfall,
percent of the households said they would
Vacation c loser to home.

Although these latter percentages are
somewhat lower than responses given -to
Siniilar questions in the 1977 Nationwide
OntdOor Recreation survey, we might make
two observations. First, the New York st:ire
restC.ts may not be representative of the
response. Second,_between1977 (the date
Of the Nationwide_Outdoor Recreation
survey) and 1979 (the date of the New York
State survey) a number of households had
already shortened their_vacation distances.
As a result;- the percentage able and will-
ing to make turther reductions_would_be
lessened. Unfortunately, the lack Of com-
parability among data sets makes more
definitive statements impossible.

From the available evidence, w( Can
tentatively and very cautiously conchtde
that the rising price in gasolinehasre7

in the substitution of nearby places
for far away places for outdoor recreation.
This reduction in the activity space lor
vacation /recreation trips reflects, con-
ceptually, the increasing patronization of
inti!i%./oning ooporttinizh-es and the gr.-Idna

evolution ot a vaeation/recreation activity
space characterized by extreme distance
friction. With continued gasoline price
idcr:ies_we expect this shrinking Co con-
tinu, at least, for the ..ext few years.
This statement needs claritication. Present
trends in technelogvas manil'estod in mot,
fuel efficient automobiles and the possibil-
ity of more abundant alternative fuels
would, to a limited extent, conntora. t the

influence of rising gasoline prices. Con-

sequently; we belioye that, overtime,_the
interaction of all rhese forces would pro-
duce 'optimally' compact outdoor recreation
activity spores. However, more C'onurete
research is needed before more concrete



rn, i .111v-hosed con,. Ito; ions :ire possible.

4NALY:-;1:1-TRENDS IN ACTIVITY MODE CHANt1II

One cA the most persistent tendencies in
studies ot mode chongo is the genern1 unwill-
ingness by the majority .0 Americans to give
up the tomilv Automobile for recreation activ-
ities. The flexibility, privncv nnd comfort
to t1. outomobil over ether modes exploins,
in port, this persistency. After the 0pEC
mhnrge, all the studies on mode change con-
firmed this persisting tendency. HCRS's 1977
surveys (the Federal Estate Survey and tlb

PopulAtion Survey) indicate that
nIthou.,11 the

-
proportions of the population in

yatiou, gogrnphic ond socio-economic group!;
thAt incredsd their use of public' transport.-
ti-in iiir Autdeor recrention are high, the
shifts .ire not as dromntie ns in the case of
nctivity spice reduction.

The results or tin- General Pepulatien
survey showed Hint only IS percent of those
surveyed said thnt the price of gasoline nr
the time Af the survey hnd caused them to use
publ is t rAnsport tit ion tor outdoor recrent ion
in cont rnst to t =,7 percont who made shorter
trips. However, such variables os income,
inmilv, nnd rot e seem tA influence the propen-
sity to utiliz e public tratp4portation more
trquntiv. Individuals in the lewost
brAciiers werermre likely than those in the
higher income brockets to utilize public
t r. wspo rrit i on tor Du r roc reat ion t ravel .

tiiil 22 percent of ind'vidunls with family
incomes under $6,000 said they used public
r.in.4p,,rt inn more frequent ty as a resole of

hi,ihr prices, the matching tiger, among those
with Ine,Me hOtwn $25,001 mid s5n,000 was
only percent. lit :biditi iii, while only 12
percent of those in family units of two mem-
bers said they used public trnnsportation
mere freqoentiv the compnrnble figure among
those in tomily units iii seven or more members

27 percent. . FinAlly, while oniv 12 percent
et the white respondents said they used pub-
lic trAnsportAtien, the matching flgere for
blacks wns il percent.

Ifesul t s trim t be 1972 and 1977 Not Tonal
FrAvel surveys reinforce the Arament that
fuel price increases/supply uncertninties
hAve not ,ii.parited Americans trim their auto-
mobiles. In 1972, 94 porcent of 311 outdoor
rocrention trips wore iv the ants -trock mode.

177; this percentage hod shown only 1
slight decline to 91 piconf. This change
wns nccounted tor bv slight gains be the bus.
train, anti Airolone modes. In 1972 those

were involved in 1,8, 0.1, and 1.2
por.nt, re.pectiyely, of the outdoor recre-
ti,,n trips. 1977, these percentages
increased to 1.6, 0.2, and 1.9 percent.
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respectively. The doubling in the percentage
ut outdoor recreation trips Accounted For
by the bus and train modes. while or
importance, Are small in magnitu de compared
to total travel. The unmistokable evrall
conclusion from 'The ttd surveys is that
through 1977 Americons preference for the
automobile for vncation/recroation travel
reinlined firm.

Results from the survey of households
in six metropolitnn areas during 1979 sup-
port.; the propesition thot the automehile/
recreation vehicle is the dominant mode for
vacntion/rocreation travel. Table 3 clearly
shows that Additional fuel price increases
ahove the current levels it the time of the
sAirvey would bring About major changes in
the decision of houshelds to travel and
only modest increases in the use of public
transportation. Thus, the use of airplanes
uncrosses- from 19.9 percent of the re:;pen-
dents with the level Of gasoline prices nt
the time of the survey to 23.9 percent with
gasoline at $2.00 per gallon. At current
gasoline price levels, 2 percent- of the
respondent use trains for vAcAtion_travol,
according to survey results. This figure
increases to 3.3 perient ruin the price of
gasoline increases to $2.00 per gallon.
Somewhat surprisingly. data in Table 1
shows no increase in the percentage of
respondents utilizing the bus for vocation
travel is the fuel prices increase to the
1112.00 per notion level. Those results
confirm the contention that pablitt trans-
portation modes will receive only m6dest
increases in use as fuel pr ices increase
with respondents preferring to cancel plans
rather than to adopt alternative modes.

The questionnaire for those in the six
metropolitan areas also examined the in-
fluence of higher fuel prices accompanied
by general rntiening program limiting

vehiele to 40 gallons per month. The
effects on mode choice for vacation travel
reinforce the patterns observed in response
to the price increases _without a rationing
program. The naabir differnces are that
tle decision tiff entice! vacation plans is
selected by a higher percentage of the
respondents and that the decline in the rise
of recreation vehicles is oven moro pro-
necoced than the deeline in nutomohile
use. Indeed, with a rationing program and
!112.00 per gallon gasoline prices the por-
cent-Age of respondents using_pickup eamPers
motor homes. And travel trnilers declines
to 0.0, O. i, and 0.7 percent, respectively.
These findings have special significance
to th. recreational vehiclo Hulustry.

Finally, the New York State study showed
flint modorare percentage of respondents



would utilize public transportation modes
Diu' vacations in view of recent and prospec-
tive tuel price increases and supple uncer-
tainties. Thus, 15 percent of the respon-
dents indicated that they used public
transportation for vocal ions under current
conditions at the time (if the survey. It is

important to note that the question did not
indicate what percentage of these respon-
dents would have utilized public transporta-
tion modes for yacntion regardless of the
energy picture. Nevertheless, the percentage
suggesting they would use public transporta-
tion for vacations increased to 22 percent
under .A :situation of $1;50 gasoline prices
and tIP separate situation of a 20 percent
shoritall. These percentages seem to he in
tiny with results obtained in the 1977
Nationwide Outdoor Recreation survey.

In iioimmary, the evidence indicates that
while many households may be willing to
change from d large to a small compact car,
or to reduce the use of_recreation vehicles,
the majority are not willing to sacrifice the
flexibility, privacy and comfort of the
individual automobile. It appears that they
prefer the alternative of cancelling the trip.
This trend should continue in the foreseeable

ANALYSIS - ACTIVITY FREQUENCY REDUCTION

In 1975, the study by Peskin and his co-
werkiirs in the upper income suhurhs of Chicago
observed that the gasoline_shortage during.
the OPEC emhargo caused trips co .be reduced
in frequency. They nlso observed a tendency
for trips to he linked into multi-stop
journeys. Expectedly, the rising price of
fuel since the embargo has continued_to cause
many households ti. institute such trip mod-
ifications. This conclusion is supported by
rh, (;onet:1 Population Survey which indicates
thnt in 1977; about 47 percent 11h05,5

Intel-Viewed reduced the number of their out-
door recreation trips. Tne geographic and
secio-economic variations in the patterns of
activity frequency reduction is similar to
that alieussod for activity space reduction.

people with higher than average
reduced participntion rates tend to he males,
>enerally between 25-44 years of age, with
0 family income of $15;000 or loss;_ and with
less thnn 13 years of education. _Furthermore,
they tend to be craftsmen (operatives),
farmers, service-laborers and housewives.
Geographically, they reside in rural areas.
:Ind tend to be non-white.

Some idea of intended reductions in the
frequency of outdoor recreation activity can
be interpolated_from the responses given by
the sample population in the General Population
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Survey to the following question: "If the
price of- gasoline doubled within the next
six months, would this be likely 10 liffiit
of curtail the number of trips you might
take by automobile for outdoor recreation
activities?" _Overall; 80 percent said they
would. For all regions and socio-economic_
group._ at least 65 percent said they would
either limit or curtail the frequency of
trips; an increase of 32 percent over the
situation in 1977, _These_changes are also
evident from the Federal Estate Survey.

The survey of individuals in the six
Major metropolitan areas also establishes
the rather dramatic effects th.it additional;
substantinl fuel price increases by them-
selves or combined with an overall ration-
ing program w-ill have on the frequency of
vacation /recreation travel, Table 3_
revealed that among respondents who had
vacation plans, if fuel prices remained
at the existing levels (Spring 1979),
approximately 15 percent- said they would
not cancel those plans if fuel prices rose
to $1.00 per gallon. The matching percen-
tages in the face of fuel prices at $1.25
per gallon and $2,00 per gallon were 32.7
and 48.4, respectively:

The combination of higher fuel prices
and a rationing program would produce even
more dramatic effects on travel decisions.
Indeed, with the introdnution_of_a ration-
in program and no change in fuel price
levels, 20 percent of the respondents would
cancel their vacation plans. As fuel
prices increase_to a 'el of $1.25 per
gallon and $2:00 P, on, the correspond-
ing percentages 6 44.4 and 55,5;
respectively. I: dider a general
rationing program; ;_alviduals noted a
preference for using their fuel supplies
for work travel rather than saving them for
vacations. Over 63 percent of the respi-
dents said they would utilize their supplies
for work travel rather than for recreation
travel, while only 28 percent said they
would not use their limited supply in that
fashion. Nnfortunately, the survey did not
question respondents about the existence
of alternatives for using their limited
supplies for the journey to work. We might
hypothesize that a higher percentage of
those with alternatives would save fuel for
recreation travels than of those with no
alternatives.

The New York State survey revealed that
16 percent of the respondents said that
cancellp-ions of vacation plans was one
change tl.ev had made in response to the
fuel price increases during 1979. The
percentage indicating that they would
cancel vacation plans remained at 16 percent



in the event of fuel prices at $1.50 per
gollon And incrsosed to only 18 percent in
the .'vent ,0 a 20 percent supply reduction.

Again. these results dirter somewhat
from those presented in the six metropolitan
ora survey. Indeed, the percentage noting
An intei .ion iii Cancel vaCatihn plans in
Now York State is quite a bit than the
percentoge of respondents in the six metropol-
itn Areas giving such an indidation. Yet.

betWOeil the SpriiaC, Of 1979 (when the six
motor metropolitan area survey was token)
inc: October of 1979, $1.00 per gallon fuel
prices became a reality. As a result, in
.ctober 1979 gasoline prices did not

arostic as they might have in Ma-
luio. Inde...d. the ditierences may reflect
Ht. ro I tendency for it st.ho Ids I ; he
tiler, likely te_indicate changes in response
to hvfiethefirat higher gasoline prices
than to actuollv make Change.; When

the higher prices become a reality. In

addition, the differences may he due to the
differences between New york_State residents
and those in the sit.; metropolitan Areas.

The above discussion indicates that we
would 0>tpert with future increases in the
priee Of ga-SAline and/Or with the adoption of
rationing programs, that nctiyiry frequency
reduction would continue, although the specific
magnitude of the reduction has not been

OStlah 1 islied many urban
ares, such rednetiOns. Si)' heCeSSitatC.t more
pressure on utln Forest resources and urban
neighborhood parks.

ANALYSIS - ACTIVITY TYPE CHANGE

Activity substitution usually occurs
either beelinS0 Of changes in the life cycle
or because of economic factors such as cost
of-the equipment, cost of transportation and
cost of participation. It can also occur
becouso of char.es_in occupation or residen-
tial reloCatiod FOr the tOpie tinder study,
cost of tronsportAtion, which directly im-
ports on other- costs, is the primary consid-
eration. Because of the increasing gasoline

et.:00rt nil_ increase in the number
of people who 1Lav CINing ed their tultdoor
recreation activity set. th,wever, very little
data oreavailnOle on this very important
topic. The following paragraphs summarize
some iif the factS that haV been established.

Table 4 presents darn from the Nationhl
Travel Surveys regarding mode selected for
Ontdoet in 1972 and 1977. The

data indicate that a substantially lower
percentage of such trips involved an auto/
truck with camping equipment in 1977 titan in
1972; This mode accounted for 30.09 percent
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of the trips in 1972, hot only 17.85 in.
1977 - n decline of 12.24 percentage points.
The decline in significance of the auto/
crock mode with camping equipment, largely
OfIset in the growth of the auto/truck mode
without camping equipment, might he
explained in part-by-the increasing
importance of Shorter trips fur outdoor
recreation In 1977 over 1972. Perhaps,
with reduced trip distance there was a
lessened tendem:ytohringrampIng equipment
Along. Unfortunately, more definitive__
Statements aholit the significance of these
findings concerning Changing typos of re-
reotion activities Is imposttible given the
data limitations.

A second fact concerniiig changing types
of recreation activities in rospose to
higher fuel prices/uncertninaupplies is
the decline in recreation vehicle sales in
response to dramatic shifts in the price/
avoilabiltry picture. Thos. in the
immediate post7emhargo days. the sale of
recreation vehicles fell by 4(1 percent

(1972 vs. 1974 sales). Although sales
gradually increased in 1974/1975; it was
until 1976 that they reached pre-embargo
levels. The sam shock waveshirthe in-
dustry during the early part of 1979 as
fuel pr lees increased sharplv_nnd spot
shortages developed. Sales plummented 50
percent in 1979 over the 1978 period:
Although there are nrojectIons of_slight
sales increases during 1980,_it appears
that the rebound proregs will he slow
and dependent upon the avoidance of
additional shock waves.

not

Yet. this scant data does not directly
address the important question Of how
individuals have changedtheiractiyity pat-
terns in response to recent events. This
remains a major research gap as yet Ili-
addressed in the existing literature

CONCLUSIONS

During the 1970's. the nation faced two
traumatic e:.:periences with respecttofuel
prices_nnd_avallability. First, during the
Fall of 1973 and Winter Of 1974 in the
aftermath of the Arab oil emL,rgo, gasoline
prices nearly doubled and lines di. eloped
as significant supply shortfalls occurred.
Then, during the Spring and Summer of 1979:

3Patti on recreation vehidl and

forecasts taken rom: "Marketing Report,"

Recreatten Vohiclo_Industrv_Associntion.
Chantilly, Va 1979; Mr. 8,8: (lrpow pro-

vided .1 ropy ot the rep,rt to the ;int h,

!, l'ear LIa roc resit ion

vchiclo industry were also most informative.
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The ability to forecast trends in rec-
reation/vacation travel it response to
higher fuel prices and/or supply uncer-
tain,ies is hamper.d by limited data
,Jourees. Although certain trends emerge,
many questions at. .left unanswered. Thus.
,urvev respondents have bcen consistently
stating that their vacation/recreation trip
distance:- are decreases in response to furl
jie, increases. indeed. the Census of
Traisportation showed that a substantially
higher percentage of the recreation trips
in 1977 than in 1972 were for shorter
distances. Yet. the data give no picture
of the specifics of the shorter trips. Are

households focusing their recreation/
trip, oh regional/metropolitan

sites exclusively? Alternatively, are they
eliminating only the yearly trip to a
national site. but -.raveling the same amount
during the re,:t 0C the year? Do the changes
in distance traveled tor vacation/recrea-
tion travel mean a change in Activities
engaged in as well?

At pre:Jent. although data sources have
r,,vidvd us with some basic information on
tt ip s Lances trip requene , and 117,,,I0

11,1 ice not enable n. to ,inswer the

above questions. Yet, effective recreation
Planning during the 1980's requires Answers
to such detailed questions. To .-Jdequatelv

answer such inquiries. data needs to he
gat hered about vacat ion 1,1 I terns over time
from the sins household's. in the absence
of such detailed information. many of the
planning assumptions and resource alloca
tion5 maY he intppropriate.

Amorieans place a high value on out-
door recreation. Results from the 1977
.:ationwide Outdoor Recreati,n Survey showed
that 57 percent -ot the respondents.vieed
outdoor recr, mion as very important while
An Additional 29 percent viewed it as
somet..'hA t imp.,rt .ra t . However, t he ne rt,ISCS
III 1 lutt pr ,1111,1e,! Wi ...Wm, Iv r-.
tainti., that heve occurred Maria[: the 197(1's
have :.trainod the traditional vacation
Patterns ot many American households.
Alleviuion or mitigation of 511.11 strains
Jequires o(fective planning based lipon data
jjiat is .urrentiv not available. Until
::n,!1 data y",p, Jr, t 10S,d. SOUCCOS

.F111"-I be utilized to the extent possible to
give indications of likely respon,es to
ontinhed f 1i, l pr 1, 11n:1,:iS .11111 SUN)
uncertainties.

Mr. Dana Yohnger. ohtdoor Recreation
!'loan. r, Divi,ion 4,1 Nationwide Recreation
Planning is greatly appreciated for hi.
Assistanc,..
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Table 1.--Outdoor Recreation Trips, Distance Traveled. 1972 QS: 1977:

Emind Trip
Distan,..v

of
Trips

1977 1977 Difference 77 vs 72

200 [0 199 mL 47.80 60.40 +12.60

/,00 to 599 mi. 20.99 17.56 -3.43

o00 to 799 mi. 10.60 6.23 -4.37

800 to 899 10. 4.84 2:82 -2.02

1,000 to 1,999 mi. 6.82 5.35 -1.47

2;000 Mi, and riliive 4.31 3.86 -0.45

Outside U.S. -64 3.78 -0.86

Sourcco U.S. Bureau o; Census, 1977, 1979.
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2.--8elation.hip Between Fuel Price Levels/Supply Rr8tri,t100 ProStdmo

and L.Gat1on Traocl Distances - Major Metropolitan Areas Survey.

Lvv'1./SMMOYA.11k.52l/B

Cort:it
I'1 Icing

SI.Oh 51.25/
gallon gallon

51.50/
gallon

52.00/
gallon

None
vehicle; Avallable.
month on Weekend

-

1. than IOU ml. 8.6.* 8.5 7.6 8.5 12.1 11.2

9.5 12.9 0.9 6.7 7.1 9.4 9.4

21.1 18.8 16.1 13.4 10.7 13.8 12.5

1 - 18.1 17.0 14.7 9.4 6.7 6.0 7.2

Whitt 12.7 10.7 6.1 4.9 2.7 1.6 4.0

i an, - 14,1 11. 11.6 7.: 4.0 1.11 1.8 1.8 1.1

11.1 8.9 2.1 1.2 I. ' 2.7

9.9 8.0 6.0 1.6 2.2 2.2

yet 0.0 8.0 11.3 50.9 47.0

_ .... .... ,

.oe.. respondents who had travel plans at time of the ',Irv., included.

,vmhorc indi,at per,ent of hous .01d, respoad!ne lc the given cate4or tes.

' Burl, Willias., 1979.

1-0.1e 1.--Relit ionshlp Between Fuel Price Levels and Mode Cholt, for

VflootIon Travel - Major Metropolitan Areas Survey.

Vu101 lylds

Mode Choice* Current glm/
Levels Callon

$1.252 51.502
Gallon Gallon

52.00/
Callon

Automobile 60.5.. 48.4 11.4 20.4 16.:

Plckon Camper 4.9 4.6 1.1 1.3 1.0

Motor 11.,1, ..2 1.9 2.9 1.1 1.3

11.121 Ironer 5.2 4.6 2.6 1.6 1.1

Motor,,le 1.0 1.9 2:6 2.1 2. 3

ha". 19.9 18.1 21.9 21.'r 2 3.9

Bo. 2. 1 1.1 2.3 2.1, 2.1

1 t i in 2.0 2.1 2.9 2.9 1.3

0., (ravel 0.0 14.7 32.7 44.1 48.4

+Only respondents who had travel plans al ilme of the survey were included.

Nnsthr indicate percent of households responding in too Oven categories.

Burke and Williams, 1979.
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Table 4.--Outdoor Recreation Trips, Mode Selected, 1972 vs. 1977.

Mode o
I r .1ns po r tat Ion

I of Tr jus

Difference
1972 191. 1977 vs. 72

Auto/Truck w/o Camping Equip. 63.96 73.31 +9.15

Auto/Truck w Camping Equip. 30.09 17.85 -12.24

Nus 1.82 3.59 +1.77

Ica in 0.10 0.21 +0.11

Airplane 3.17 3.91 +0.76

Other 0.80 1.11 +0.25

.... ...
In 1477 tries in which litereni modes wore used going and coming ',v.'

categorlied separately. procedure WAN not utilized In 1972. As a

lesult. for co/var./611ft, in were eooluded from tabular presentation.

U.S. Boreal t renuo, 1477, 1979.

Table 5.--Casoline Prices/AvailabIllty and Outdoor Recreation Activities -

The Future.

type of Adl. I ent
PI. keg/. Attribute Present Future

I. Activity Space Shape Shrinking Optimal Compact
Reduction: Shape

Tendency Intervening ,[ante Delay
Opportunities

General National/Regional Regionolaocal
Pattern Sites Sites

Mode Increa4Ing_Impof-
Effieieney tance of Fuel-

Efficient Cars

A.AlvIty Mode Bum
Chong.:

Carpooling

Trace

FIfrIber_Inkreaseb
In Fuel-El f lc lent

Cars/ TechnologiL al
Breakthroughs

Moderate Increase.
Primarily _Ammo
Lower-Incme

4110scholds

Slight Increase Some Apprec table
Int eerie

Train Trace Trace

Air Slight Increase Moderate_tntroasee _
Restritted to Nigher-
Income Ijousholds

Rec rat ion
Vehicles

Decline Further Dec !Ines

1. A.tivitv Fre- Periodicity Deirease
quencv Reduction/

Duration of Slight Change
Activity

AttIvIty Tvee
Chang,:

Further De. reasc

Inc ryas/.

Muitt -Step Tr 1 4 Inc reaming More future Iro reaves

----

Rate

Ten/len/1:

Iner easing More Fist ore Inc rases

Determine? by Partly Determined h.
Interest Availability Nearby
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TRENDS IN STATE OUTDOOR RECREATION FROM PERIODIC

TO PROCESS PLANNING: THE MINNESOTA EXAMPLE1

William H. Becker and

After a ne.cade of trial; a change in

federal nlanning philosophy is forcing many
state recreation Planning nrograms to

change. Ten years of showed
that, plans produced periodically -- every
five_years -- grew stale and failed to

ornvido this rIekibiIitV necessary to _meet

changing recreation markets and environ-
mental problems. Recognizing these

ProhlemS; the Heritage Conservation and

Reereatinn Service redrafted its Planning
guddelinen to encourage eitigeing Planning
nropPnnes, rather than static plans. This

:..h!ftin emphasis, designed to give statns

tte f/oxihititv__ necessary to coordinate
e!TeCtiv.? eXPehditUreS of__Land__and Water

,:d-;.nn Fund (LAWCON) dollars, haA

,,hang(.1 in the ways many states
.1_1Pir comprehensive recreation

bilenie&

Under the neriodic planning approach;

states_cnuld receive up to five Years'
eligibility to use _LAWCON funds. As new

plahn dUe; states woiil.d reassess the

public's rate of PartiCipation in outdoor
recreation activities, rPinventory the

existing recreation facilitiesiseekpuhlic
nn- recreation _issues; and determine

acoUiSitieh and deYelbrtent needS for the

next five years of action. Budgets and

n,aff f recreation Planning expanded and

coct-,,pd on a five-year cycle like

acoordiehn;

In the Phh of the Cycle, little staff
power exist-1 foe data analysis anddirec7
tiOti, channels of public involvement
closed, and da'a and Proposed actions grew
stale. At the hp- of the cv,,le, staff
!-imp ,/as ocr,uni.4 by the intense demands of

comprobenlicr and _ cnmmunicating the

for the_ next five

periodic approach

Pro-1'1,Pd Plans, hut moved planners awnv

from _a role an continuous advisn-s to

dflCiSinc-makers;

prscuted at thi:. National-outdoor
Smp,v;ium, Durham Eli, AOril

!usu.

Volt; and Manager,
ihnE.:,;(qa De-

it Natr:11 Rcq.urce, St. Paul, Minn.
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George Orning2

The nrocess approach seekg to level.

this_cycle. By so doing, the planning
staffs should _be_availableto listen to

concerned citizens; monitor resource

acquisitions and deveIoPMent; give _advice

on fast7breaking issues, participation
trendsi__maintaincurrent inventories on

recreation facility supplies and; most

importantly, help decision-makers on a

continuous basis.

Unfortunately, unless planners

redesign_ their approach to planning_;

Process Planning will require a constant

amount of budget and staff equivalent to

the height of the five-vRar cycle. Only E.

H. Porter's Poll.,apol could foresee nuhlic

financial Aupport for a new cadre of Per-

manent planners in state bureau-cradles.
Therefore; for Process Planning to come to

fruition in state outdoor recreation

Planning, e'.'ery OnSSible economy must he

used.

The prtmary economv_possible is

increasing_ efficiency in data collection

and avoiding large-scale data collection_

for planning purposes that are not Cart of

ongoing agencyonerations. This will free

time for a more active role by planners in

day-to-dav decisiOn-mnking.

Though the specific methods of

implementation may differ from state to

State, the general -areas in which_ to look

for economy hold trite across _all_states;_
these areas are in the colleetibh of
resourcei_facilityand user data, and in

the collection of public input. Data

inventories need to he collected on a

continuous basis, must he computerized; and

must be tied to the ongoing record keeping

functions of state agencies and to the

courthouse records of local governments.
Public input processes mliSt he designed as

nart of the ongoing innut thto more COMPre-

hensive decision structures such as state

agency long-range olans; legislative com-

tittee_crocesses and regional Plans. With

the Shift to bredess Planning, efficiency

in data delivery becomes important. Ii

oublication format that ancommndates

continuous revision must be developed.
States must develop and implement _computer7
ized management information VStems that

can quickly process planning data fn..



day-to-dav decision-making. But last and
most important; states must train, employ
and retain nualified staff; who _will move
toward a data liaison and a consulting role.

EFFICIENCY IN RESOURCE DATA COLLECTION

The essence of economical information
gathering is the 1198 of secondary sources
and ongoing, to -place data input channels.

Many secondary sources exist for
resource data: state as well as U.S.
Forest Service inventories of vegetative
cover, Soil Conservation Servica Soils
Surveys and.U.S. Geological Survey maps all
broVide reRdv data sets for planners. If
the recreation planner can locate a

central, preferably computerized, clearing-
house for these data; the_hulk of resource
data oollection is complete. In Minnesota,
the State Planning Agency operates Just
such a clearinghouse, the Land Management
Information. Center (LMIC). _LMIC_ stores
resource data on a comruteri7ed grid system
tied to the land survey and courthouse
records, allowing data maiming _and the
creation_of_new, more useful variables- -NOM
the original data set. For example, if we
wa,m to produce a map of scenically attrac-
tiv,3 areas using Minnesota's topography,
Corer -over and nearness to water as

independent variables, we can. All we must
do is decide the data classes, determine
proper scale and design man symbols And
patterns for automated map production.
Figure 1 shows a scenically attractive area
map produced in just this way.

In addition to the more traditional
resource data listed above, the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resource has created
a_public land ownership data set that is
LMIC system comoatible; Unlike physical
resource data, this cultural data changes
often and must be continuously updated.
Here is where ongoing, in-place channels of
communication come into play. By redirect-
ing_the land ownership paper snuffle to
include a key-punching step, land ownership
records can he continuously updated. Thus,
wtth_minimal extra effort. quality data is

maintained on an ongoing basis.

If the situation dictates, other types
of data can be added to the system. For
example; if mineral leasing in Minnesota
accelerates to the point it might
threaten recreation options, mineral leas-
ing records will be added to the system.

The_state recreation planner; shifting
from periOdic to process planning, win be
hard pressed to find a good secondary
facility data source. In fact, state

Figure One
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recreation Planning staffs nsualA, "re., the

orimnry dnta set. The key to -cc,cav ;'ere

is making sure the primnry der, l st. keens

nnce_with ohanges_in the facility makeup.
Keening pace eliminates the need fOr
massive, costly reinventories. Again,
ongoing, in-olnce systems provide the
efficient mechanism for updating facility
inta.

By tanoing field facility inventories and
eneuditure records; facility can he kept
uo to rinte, In Minnesota; for ex:irritate. the

DiViSion of Parks and Rebreation and the
Commissioner's specinl Trails and Waterways
Unit have onerations sections that admin-
ister r.AWON and matching state funds _and
1(7gAtr7, levelhn nod manage these facili-
ties. These field neople know where the

state -owned facilities are located, when a

IOW f-teilltV to huilt and when an old

fncilitv is ah,ndoned. Figure_ two shows a

valuation form now hetnR Heveloned fcir the
continuous inventory of the public access
nrogram.

Local LAWCON recreation funding Programs
say alsn he tanned for continunus data
innut. Pv °lugging into_ the LAWCON ploer
work, continuous Iodating of a malor
portion of the facility Hata is achieved.
Other recreation runding Programs can also
provide_data: Fnr example;_ in_ Minnesota
many miles of recreational _trail_ are
annually added through the front-in-Aid
Trail program. The recnrds of funded

Grant-in-Aid trails are now funneled to the

SCORP inventory for - updating ourposes. and

are 6Sel as the Offthial "000frIO of the

trails ooeration unit. In addition, the

computer manoing canahilitv will useH to

nuhlish trail moos nuhlic information.

Collecting facility Hats r..om nriNate

ant federal sectors noses more nroblems
because their develoornent and acquisition
orOgrnms lie outside direct atnte control.
TherefOre, facilitV inventory systems
should he designed to expedite updating the

orivate an'' federal sectors through mailed

quentionnairen and interagency agreements.
In MinneSota the faCiIttv information_ is

programmed to produre custom questiOnnaires
for the administrator/owner of each

inventoried facility, showing what we

currently record as their flcilities. When
the nrvate sector's Mailing list is

undated through oublic health records, a

complete survey ij easily produced nn n

biennial- hosts, Finally became only

rhanges to the rinta base are entered; the

',orklond is reduced substantially.
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EFFIfIENCY IN USER DATA COLLECTION
AND PuBLir. INPUT

User data is an area where many record

keeping systems exist for the most impor-

tant recreation activities. By redesigning

syStems for hunting, fishing and hoat

licenses and foe Park camping permits, user
onoulations do not need to he surveyed as

often; The flow of licenses becomes a

continuous flow or user information. A few

simple questions added to each license or

Permit application Yield significant
dividends for planning and management. For

example, the current SCORP work Program in

Minnesota includ,-s adding to hnat IiConse

applications questions on what lakes and

lake areas are most often used by boaters.

BY continuously monitoring the distribution
of summer water use we can better Predict

changes in boating patterns and utiIite

this information in our planning efforts.

Many recreation activities are free of

licenses or permits; but in general these

activities each hold only a small share of

the recreation market. Where this is not

the case, special data collection efforts

should he undertaken. By narrowing the

objectiv,_Rn :of these investigations cost can
he held tb a minimum.

In the shift from periodic to process
planning; public innut can increase the
workload and attendant expenses. __If the

Process Planner is dedicated to addressing
fast-breaking issues and problems, person-
ally meeting with the Proper Public to gain
their advice will overburden and threaten
the effeCtiveness of a small_ Staff.. .1-low-

ever, the democratic process is founded on
public inout. As a result, many ongoing,
in -place public input mechanisms can be
tapped. In Minnesota _ the recreation
Planning staff does net hOld many public
meetings to gain public input. Instead,
potential actions are reviewed through
existing public forums, These includo_ the

RegtOnai Development_ Commissions; each of
which is charged with develoning a compre-
hensive regional nlnn, the Legislative
Commission on Minnesota Resources. which is

hi-nartisanbodv made uo of kev legisla-
tors specializing in _ natural resource
Issues, and the OUtdoor Recreation Advisory
rnmmittee, which represents elected local
government officials from each development
region.

Public input through existinR forums is

used on the primary yearly comoonent of
SrORP - The Annual Action Program. We



deliver a draft to the legislature Prior to

the appropriations session. It is made
available as one of the primary information
sources legislators use to understand what
ohlic good recreation expenditures are

supposed to accomplish. Reviewing the

draft with constituents provides public
input on upcoming _recreation acquisition
and development. When the legislators
actually appropriate dollars to carry out
the action plan, they assure that planned
actions will he realized.

During the course of legislative
debate, advice and support are provided by

Regional Commissions which have reviewed
the draft action plan with _local units of
government and interested citizens in_ their
regions. In addition, the Outdoor Recrea-
tion Advisory Committee provides input from
the nerspo,ctive of regional Policy makers.

Finally, the state recreation planning
staff is availahle to answer specific ques-
tions and give advice on recreation issues
to legislators and local government offi-

cials.

EFFICIENCY IN DATA DELIVERY

The change from periodie to process Plann-
ing not onIV proy!des for__ morn flexibility
hilt also lemandS more efficiency. In

delivery flexihtlitv means efficiency. ThP

0"0,!eSS approach; with its dynamic data
base; makes expensive Printed data volumes
less iMportant. Meeting reouireMents of
efficient, flexihle planning necessitates a

change in the format of State Comprehensive
Outdoor Recreation Plans from typeset;
hound; profPssionaliv printed reports to

lhose leaf data sets. The planning staff
then can sYstematically update the are of
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the plan where change occurs quiCkIv.. This
approach assures that SCORP is continually
current.

Distribution_of a SCORP Report Series
efficiently Provides raw data and maps for
state, regional and local planning efforts
and for analysis of current issues. SCORP
Report- Series maps are _Provided at the
sta level: one example is a state MD of
Public land ownership. Also, each Regional
Development Commission has been supplied
with an atlas Mar) series to be used as an
aid by them in development of their compre-
hensive regional plans. The raw data

reports Provide information such as
region-to-region recreation occasion flows

and detailed responses from specialized
surveys.

Efficient Planning must include the
development_ of state _recreation Planning
staff capable of assisting all planners in
the state concerned with recreation. This
lie .-on role is vital to carrying the

process planning approach to the local
levels, where _much of the recreation
facility provision takes place. Staff must
have the ahilitv to clearly explain the

Process approach. They must he ahle to
sort through _ideas provided by recreation
planners, understand their objectives and

the problems they confront, and prvapose

solutions. Finally, they must 'IP able to

direct planners in utilizirm the wide-
ranging set of computerized data; analyzing
it and drawing conclusions. Th short, for

the process Planning approach to sucoeed,
state planning staffs must attain a high

level of competence in rep parch and

analysis of recreationreIatel iota; led he

able to utilize the latest computer model-
ing and mapping techniques.
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This validation ryport

iS iiitendil ta lb? Mailed to the field where
I t rcyid and, li nyeded, corrvetvd.
Corrections are Idritten directly an ih
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validation torm field personnel. The

returned form is then uscdto unter cor-
recle0 data limo thecompliter. Tht. yntry

ts made directly to the data_hase through
an on-line connection or by batch pro-
cessin4.
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TRENDS IN LAND AND WATER
AVAILABLE FOR OUTDOOR RECREATION

LLOYD C._IRLAND
Maine Bureau of Public Lands

THOMAS RUMPF
Maine Forest Service

Maine Department of Conservation
State House, Station #22

Augusta;__Maine_04333
(20.7) 289-3061

Abstract.--A data base for assessing the avail-
ability of land for outdoor recreation does_not exist.
Information on related issues such as vandalism,
easements; and land posting is scanty. Construction
Of 0 data base fot assessing land availability should
be a high priority for USFS and HCRS, and for SCORP's
and the RPA and RCA assessments.

Outdoor recreationis_hy defin-
ition a land-using activity. The
intensity of use may vz.ry from a
fe%. visitors per acre per year in
the far corners of the North Cas-
cades to- thousands per acre per
year at Coney Island. It is of
obvious interest, then, to review
the current and likely future trends
in land available for outdoor re-
creation- Completeness requires -

that land and water be considered
together.

_In this paper we outline the
problems that must be considered
in assessing and influencing re-
creational land availability in
local areas.

To define the availability
of land for outdoor recreation,
we must_classify land acreage by
the following variables:

1. Physical characteristics
(ponds, beaches, rapids,
mountain

2. Ownership (state, federal,
private)

3. Management policies of the
owners
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4. Requirements of the activity

5. Accessibility - boat ramps,
rights of way roads, fencing.

No data base of this sort now exists.
Creating such a data base should he
one of the principal concerns of HCE
research; the SCORP nrocess, and the
U.S. Forest Service and Soil Conserv-
ation resource inventory and assess-
ment processes now underway.

In this paper, we summarize bits
of existing data to suggest how the
problem may more fruitfully be studied.
We think that our review loads to im-
oortant nolicy implications. In search-
ing for raw material, we queried
administrators in state agencies
responsible for narks, wildlife;
and forestry, and federal land man-
aging agenri-+s. We received many
helpful rcspolses. We also reviewed
a hefty saLl'ling_of recent state.
SCORPs. The written record reflects
that inadequate attention is being
devoted to the strateaic long-term
issues which we were asked to discuss



ere. We suspect that much of the
ros,,Irch and inventory activity
..1dresSing_tand supply and ::ccess
is not well deCUMented yet:

We make no :ffort toconstruct
new data base for this paper.

InStead; we_roview the broad bacl.<7
dreund trends in land ownership that
affect recreation. We then discuss
the problems of defining effective
access to laud for recreation and
some ie factors that determine
efFe,:l access. Finally, we note
four major policy issues: should
publie subsidies be tied to access
pOlieie what is the fUtUre role
of government in providing laridfer
recreation?: how can the private__
sector role be promoted?: and; what
are th issues in land accuasition?

MANOR TRENDS

To characterize the major econ-
omic trends affecting the availability
of land and water for recreation is
perhaps more useful than attempting
to .add up all the numbers. General__
data are shown Table 1. _Major forces
at work in the past auarter century
iheldde:

The reversal of rural out-
migration and revived
settlement and construction
in remote regions. This_
revival includes residential
settlement;_which directly
chi tiqeS land use and Often
produces posting. A far
greater_acreage,_however;
has been affected by specu-
lative "recreational Sub-
divisions" catering to spec-
ulators and well7to7dourban-
ites. Such deYelopments now
payer triiIIons of acres Of
rural land, often blocking
access to 1....ter and to major
public reservations as eeIl

In preparing this paper; we have
found virtually no_trend material on
vandalism, other than thb Alfano and
Madilb (1976) Symposium. We suggest__
that state and federal crime statisticS;
and the USE'S RIM system; might be_ worth
soarehirg for this purpose. We alSO do
not treat specialized issues regarding
access to federal such_as range
land fencing and coal development in the
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CEO 1976: Payne,
Gannon & Irland; 1975).___
Develonment trends on_our
nation's coasts haVb led
coastal zone planners to
identify public access_to___
the coast as a nrimc policy
issue.

The significant growth in
aereagpdevotedto recrea-
tion through increased
pUblic ownership and Yeas-
ina.

The orowth in recreation
activities which prOdUce
substantial disamenity haS
expanded some recreational
opportunities_and reduced
otherS: FeW lakes and -

forests are now havens for
neaceablestralling, out
of range of the noise of
ttailbikes, waterskiers
and :,nowmcibilers.

Sizable regions on the
ether :hind, ho' ,' been do-
.rotod to back country
activities, often with
notarized and developed
taan rtUnities excluded.:
Tne potential exclusion
of motorized rctivity has
orten been Lilo most loudly.



contested question in Wild-
erness area debates. Our
informal survey found that
a number of states have
established wilderness
areas on state-owned lands.2

Public agencies and private
groups have made major
progr,ass in maintaining
pUblit nocess through
agreements with landowners--
acquiring easements, leaSing
and similar measures. The
ilassic example, of course;
is the Apnalathiah Ttail

environmenal impac-... The
prospects_for increa.inq
numbers of such develo:iment,
in the nett fow_decadcs are
low. (Anon.,1975).

nEPTNIWEFEECTIVE ACCESS

Ih many respect:; comprehensive
data on land bWriershinr, were it_ayail-
able; would not tell the true -story

about the availability of landS and _

waters for recreational use. __The total
supply available is not the most import-
ant factor controlling public avail-_

(Furch, 1979). Snowmobiling, ability. We need to define effedtive

!hinting and fishing have_also access" With respect to each land and

been, major areas of activity water unit.
Si;ch steps have not yet been it
at.pciars to us, widely applied to _ A comparable problem has been

nehgaMe_wildlifb;. day hiking
and cross-country skiing.

fated by timber resource suryeyexperts
in estimating the supply of privately

Private enterprises have held timber available for harvest._

expanded the supply Ofmany Methods_used in that field should he

recreation opoortunitiesi revieWed for applicability_ t0_ assessing

including camping, boat access effective access for recreation.

and services, ledgihg and in
other traditional fields.
Other specialized activities
such as trout farms; cross -
country ski areas, and the
like have as yet notachieved
a large role in their res-
pective fields; Much more
could be done to apply the
capabilities of private enter -
:.rises to recreation supply.

Recroation developmentS re-
qi_irinci massive construction
now face declining prospects
for acceptance in _the nation's
nigh mountains arid in vulner-
able coastal areas. These
developments usually serve
high income clienteles; cause
major local social disruption
and can cause significant

2_
EXaMpleS culled from our survey of the
States: Hawaii,93,009A. of Natural
arcas:J:. Virginia, "geveral_areas";
Massachusetts; A areas; Michigan,
53_;000A; PeririSylVania, 224,0007,
of primitive and wild aeas; Maine,
20,000 acres in Allagash Wilderness
Waterway pin!,_200;000A of trust lands in
Baxter State
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Effective access is controlled
Pti:AtilV by_the ability of recrea-
tion;StS to "get there:" A unit_Of__
land or water ig of little recreation7
al value if the pUblic is unable to get
to it in the first place. In many
areas, particularly in larger puYJic_
and private holdingS, effective access
has_been in-creased since

World Vat )T thruugh_accelerated nriv-
ate and public road building programs.

As an example, the large nriyate
landholdings which constitute the
major portion of_the northern halt

of the State of Maino;_were accessible
only by float plahe and/Or canoe Prior
to World War II. Since that time;
this area has become laced with a
compteheriSiVe network of private woods
roads, open to the public -on a
regulated has;;. In the fUtiite; road
building will continue to open uo more
areas to recreation; but at a_declining
rate. According to some, of course4
this increased access is a trend for

the worse; since_it acids to fishing
and hunting pressure and reduces the
wilderness atmosphere:

Closely linked to the impact of
road building into previously unread-ea



areas, is the changirj technology -

of recreational transportation. The
use of snowmobiles and other off-
road vehicles (ORi/s) in conjunction
with expanding road systems has_open-
ed up many areas previously limited
in access. Increasing fuel costs
will_ most likely stabilize the use
of this access too' in the future.

Effective access may be iimited
in the more traditional physical
souse -as wail; Lack -of boat ramps
can close off otherwise "public"
waters. Strip development along
roadways has effectively closed off
largo blocks of_public and private
land since World War II. This trend
is likeiy to continue into the future
in areas of high population density
and economic growth;

Conflicts between mutually ex-
clusive recreation user groups can
effectively limit accessibility On
o unit of land or water for a given
recreational user. User group
conflicts have escalated considerably
since World War II and_wiII continue
to intensify (Bryan; 1979). In the
future these conflicts can be most
effectively reduced by zoning
recreational lands to separate
conflicting users either in time or
in space. This technicrie will not
elimin-,te the problem completely,
and us.r group__ conflicts will
continue. _In Maine, improved co-
Aeration betwec x-c skiers and
snowmobilers is reported. Such
cooperation should be encouraged;

In parts of the country,
a traditional package of social,
cultural and historical use of lands
and waters may effectively preclude
exclusion from private ownerships.
This phenomenon serves to highlight
the dichotomy between the explicit
and implicit availability of Lands
and waters. Explicit availability
is determined by specific legal
provisions for accessibility. The
most common approach for obtaining
explicit availability is through
public ownership. Implicit
availability, on the other hand,
Usually does not stem from any lenal
provisions, but rather from histor-
ical patterns of use; For example,
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the woods of northern Maine have been
used_by residents for_hunting and_fish-
ing for generations, despite the fact
that they are almost entirely priv-
ately owned, and accessible only by
private_roads; Efforts -by some owners
to regulate access to these lands in
the last 10 years have met with strong
resistance from local residents (For
case studies, see Pengsbach, 1970;
Stewart, 1963);

In some cases, implicit avail:7
ability may be incorporated into nro-
visions of state law, as with flie
various Great Ponds Acts common in New
England, which were enacted in Colonial
times; These law... commonly hold that_
on Great Ponds the public has the right
to fish, fowl, cut ice, swim and boat
(Smith, 1950). In some cases, this
historical--ordinance provides for
access to Great Ponds over private
land. As population pressures increase,
and as community cohesion weakens in
our mobile society,- implicit access
to private land will erode in the future.

LAND POSTING

The postina of private land again-
st use by others has disturbed those
concerned with outdoor recreation,
especiaIly_hunting and fishing,. for_
decades. Tne ORRRC reports on hunting
and fishing it the early 60's reported
that access to private land was a major
future priority for_expandina_the__
supply of -these activities. Yet their_
reports did not offer extensive analysis
of alternative policies to promote
such areas. (ORRPC, 1962a,. 1962h).
Nor; disanoointingIy, does the Third
Nationwide Plan emphasize. the issue.

Considerable private land remains
open to Public use The Third- Nation-
wide Plan estimates that 32% of the non-
corporate land acreage is open to the
public (217 million acres) and 54%
of the corporate land is open_ (40
million acres). Most of the ?and
owned by forest products comnanies
is open to the nublic. Ih the So,ith, acreage
of forest industry land open_to the Public
for recreation rose from 19.5 million acres
in 1962.to almost 25 million acres in 1974
(Convery, 1979, p.29; Cordell And Maddock,
1969; and Patrick, 1969);

Land postig results from social
change and social ,:onflict. In the



past, rural landowners in many
regions accepted the right of
Others to cross their property
for the purpose of hunting, fish-
ing and travel. When the people
doing so were neighbors, and when
the owner himself expected to
enjoy the same right elsewhere;
a supportive social consensus
favoring public access to private
land could exist. Today, the users
are increasingly strangers from a
distance. They at times damage
roads with four-wheel drive vehicles,
hot-rod snowmobiles, or hunt birds
in the backyards of persons who
disapprove of hunting. The con-
sensus supporting public use wrinkles.
When fences are broken and build-
ings vandalized, it collapses.
The increased development of rural
regions means that residents are
closer together; but even neighbors
are often strangers.

Our survey of recreation agencies
and perusal of SCORP's yielded little
comparative data on posting trends
over time. In a Michigan study
comparing 1929 to 1960i a sample o
Upper Peninsula_counties saw land
posting rise 600%, whle a
lower peninsula sample rose more
than threefold IORRRC, 1962b,
p. 97-98). This is the only study of

1,11,1,1 1912-73-

0,h,rs
of Land

Hi h re

1 aF ownr,
Law,

Tahle 2. AtivItves Perm
Selected Northo,-.

4/

posting trends we were able to _

locate. As an example of currently
available data, results of several
U.S. Forest Service studies are
summarized in_Table 2. They
display considerable variation
in landowner reactions to different
public uses of their land.

The importance of these landowner
preferences cannot be overemphasized.
A change of 10 percentage points in
the proportion of owner-7p allowing a
given activity can nullify the state-
wide effect of millions of dollars
of outlays on land acquisition,
leaving the general public no better
off than before.

Posting is likely to continue -to
increase-, -based on the social trends
now visible in rural America. To
preserve access to land and water in
the face of changing land owner
attitudes will require that the major
conflicts be addressed. User groups
and public agencies will have to assure
land owners that varialism, -litt ring
and noise will be controlled. Owners
may have to he paid for allowing
recreational uses. Users will have to
accept "corridoring" along designated

-Privato-ta,ds,
State, 1979's

All

25 17. 42

37 10 40

17 SI

24 9

46 13 22

49 37

sa 2G 44

60 61.
59

01
11 65.

4.4 m11119" acres

P millInn

11 am ,

r7 mill:mn acres

h,. P. F1Hqs177y, The Fi';;T4-L-andn....sers. nE Sout,rn re, V001aruE 1'1a,T. Sr;,.
9,-,60ree hulletln NE-41, 1976.
N . al H, Ki,qsley and-Thomas W. Direh___The_rnrent,-Land (-wrier, or Ha,pshire asd

l',.rmont. USDA Forest Service, Psource Pulletin un-51, 1977.
3/ Thomas W. Pirch and-Douo139.S.rooell, The_Foramt-Land Owners of Fent-del./. Uitt.

Forest. Servien, POSOUrC4, 1970,

4/ ThOMA, NHi rch_and Neal_P-Fin001ey The Rorost-Land nt.ners oC Nost Viroinia.
USDA Forest Service, Rosource Bulletin NE-58, 1970,
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:It or t I ai I .read ha. t 1:: 1

p;1 1 ,1 .111, to eoitts..,
;rortsmen, wh-ise ..c,:es on

it ! u I 1 (lbl,y :are

;11 1!1 1.ti'd i'i'. it-dms of
1,,:, I sit len , .:ilc1Iif. and fish

tt 1 It , .111.1 rosirirtill. This is
t I .tr of I.-tivirieti on t.11i(-11
1. trd rier.11 ,to..rtiment s are

1 :.: 111v 11:1.. i I in!! to spend g!gier.11
11 I :; (1.1tca 11 tha a Uhl 101'

r. 0 LAWCM., t marl ill., 1 :-; -Of f!.;11()I-t-

r,-.,111.!: and motor! oat fuel taiffs. )

je in,etors In intim
ecration_such as

it I:: -eaif have beeh modest-
1:11 -ect-iving government
t otms r use right's on

I: ; nn of _roads,
i !t asst for bOildihOS ,and

f!,t1 ficilities, and
p r nm o t ion,_ Put

chang i no : The oppos-
:l%ironmental groups and

nits, financial
gt l t ho complex i ties or
rermit piocesses are no
ors Affecting future

:r if this kind.

t, t./.ted by government in
;to management of its

! opportunities For
miror-: rtcrearionsqnply exist on

evil, sr.:te and locally omied lands.
ex ir'!,10, sOtnifitrant undeveloped
Hit t:: of-fist on sonic 3 dozen

s e rnitheersreseryoirs in New
1H.ft:, Congress:. 1(17'0= N,11Ch

lahc! haS the Mgior
1 ein,: to thr, major

rnmenr_iffeers recreational
Htl-, profetuvily through the

ix tr.,!;-m over the years, millions
!. 11 land hive been preserved

! li t, e by 'private Charity.
::Itient in '-esrertrpt such donations
ton or-tyisinns or federal
trL tix__1 concerning chnrit-

Thus government,
th_ :t !- P.-find has s qn-

7Th! 1. F.remoted land supply for
er rit ion.

overnment sets the rules_of_.
I . landotners ancLrec rea-'Ia,; one-sIck.d views of thiS

Problem-can. fail tn understand the
iSSUOU iii their (1611 complexity.
But cledrly, on both puhlic and
private. land; the allocation_of
liability appears as a significant
rele of government.

As an arhiter and definer of
Shifting public consensus on the
content of property rights, government
affects the right of the public to use
privately_owned land. Covernment
is the only available .instrument for
expressing changing nuhlic attitudes
about this problem. Unfortunately,
it is lici7y that attitudes of small
owners arc changinn away from alIoWiho
inihlic Uses of their land. Larne
owners still anpear to accept a res-
ponsibility for nuhlic recreation
access.

State and federal novernments
must play a major role in natherinn
and interpreting information, in
deyelbning and evaluating hotter

. management nolicies, and in hasic
research. A rood Hart of the effort
now invested in meaningless demand
nrolections could nrofitablY he
diverted to studies of the costs and
benefits or alternative policies for
expanding the supply of recreation
onportunity. The first sten is a _

better data base on current effective
land sunnly.
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_Public noencies_have_heen_crinoled
in the vast by underfunded workloads
in management, acquistion and enforce-
ment. They have been unable to take
active roles; except_in a f rases.
in promc ing the apblication of p:ivate
initiative to these nrohlems. -umerous
success stories exist. Tn our °morning
era of financial strf:Iricv; wo must
look more and more to promoting eur
objectives by rely ag on th. user
groups themselves to organize and
arrange for their needs.

The difficulty will he to emPlov
private initiative in a manner that
al:ows fair access to the Ur- 'oral ouhlic.

sionificant innortunAties_for
hUhtihn aril engrossed by indiVidlialS
and private club ,. l.:sing or owning
land.1 Ofiten the members are more

There is ;:o_good_national data or the

extent Of privatelv leased land laid
hunting .:lut'rf. Tn Alabama alhne, some
2.5 million acres were leased_by hunting
clans in the- early 70's (Alabama Scnitr,
Vol. 20; p. 92).



attlaenl than mo ey have sloceed-
Cd, however, iii ing their own
eareal ion opport H:.. and in man-

aging open spaces in a ocuerally
beneficial manner. But to remove
the PPPOrtunity for exclAiSiVit,,'
dilutes the incentive for private
action.

Ernmotin(ith-c-Picivdt-c--Sector

Far more effort should be
devoted Co Increasing the unto of
protit-making enterpriscsin supplying
outdoor recreation. In th, tg 7

NAcb inyentory 44;7'56 0,1 a

t,d of 71;481 enterprises were
o,rated fhr profit. (Natibril
A.-ls'n of Conservation Districts,
1477). This base of successful
enterprises should_be used to expand
in existing areas like camping, and
could be an innovative source of
supply for less traditional fields
now_handIed by the public and non-
prinfit sectors. The Task Force
Rport (tid) prepared on thissub:ect
for the 1978 Nationwide Plan at least
identified major_ issues; though it

was flawed Ly sell-serving argument
and undocumented assertions._
Serious research a:-,1 case studies
are needed to dev,Inp ttipro,ed _

policies fbr promot nq an exnanded
pri'.ite role in providing reereatLon.

)rle key obstacle in promotlno
pr, i:0 recreation car .mrise
is he OiOdic f recreation

prices Lelow cost,
question is a compl!x and serious
one; it appears to US that public
recreation pricing nalciesshould
recognize thisconcern to a greater
clog r. than is now l*e case: The
enduring belief in- "Davy CroCkett
E,oneMiCS" -- hunting and fishino
free of harge -- is a serious
obstacle to hrogress.

In summary, the most important
contributions that government can
mnke_to_the_supply of land for
recreation arc:

1. Develop more fullytheJatent
opportunities _on its own
ownerships. Examples:

( a ) better access and land
use at existing -eser.:(aiL-s

8,)

(b) effective access for
winter recreation;

(c) opportunities snecific-
ally for day use and
Short walks.

Use owned properties as cores
for - regional networks of water
trails and land trails.

Promote self-help by' organ-
ized_private user groups and
local governments. Perhaps
the best examnle is the
Anpalachian Trial.

4. EffeCtivelv address- the t,ril is

issues raised by public ii of

private land.

Promote develoomon by the
private sector.

Land -:icecnI, Hon

The SCOPPs and most traditional
reviews have rlaced their primary
emphasis on government acguisition
of interests in land: Such interests
have ranged from foe simple isition,
to casements and other limiteb rights, to
short-term leaseholds. l"hile dramatic
progress haS been Made in the east half
century, much obre needs to he deine.
Because of the steady nressure of
development; which consoles '-hree million
acr,.S per ?eat; we can be confident
that our current best efforts to aogi,lre
sore land for public purposes ',ill he
appreciated by our descendants.

At the inc time; rOi-

:acguisition or recreation en:c nterS
severe obstacles --

-- local opposition to removing
land ernm tax rolls;

sentiment against.governmen'
agait-t_ Single-

Purno,:e land uses;

the rataidIv_oscalating co-: or
t:...Ch.Sirci land.

These problecs i. i i crinnl c eutnre
/and acguisition pre rains. To adapt,
it Will be necessary t :atirsne a mix
or strate,..i s. These will r. :v in-
creasin(lv n less than fee methods
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taurist centers combine to produce t-all
bikes; 010..s. snowmobiles and other mechan7

diversions for their well-paid! hi3hly
dnIled lithe Cellar and lin-SineSS. Clientele.
"11,3,11uvnt Iv. some interest hog rhetol [cal

111 I en :es ore emerging.
pre....ses its indii.tdiat ion at "el It IS who would
"lock 61," wildIands fries -the enjoyment of or-
dinary On comprs. While conservative mem -
hers of the old wealth must hold their noses
oil ;Hu with some unwashed remnants of the

aos.: old. new loft ; ns t hey seek to ban motor
i: ,l i es, to nal lire iul the borkyards of
t he t ,.hilt st es.

in !n

11ew st,n, laws and regulations;
throogh duly 1976

new m:ws -

l'0,-$ 5 1 12 1 13 13 0
1, '. 1 1 1 0 1 P I

1:.'1 6 11 11 -4 1
9

III:2 3 q ll II 6 , 9 4 2

1 t ,
l5 10 1 9 2 I

1 11 "3 9 0 2 0

17 :" , 11 25 2 17 I I

11 5 I ,
-. i 3 6 1

14 0 0
3 3 0 0

_5 (

!k h 13 9 3 0

o'; 12 51 14 5 II 1 0

1 51. '0 10 4 9 2 5

5 96 43 .36 12 1 12 1

lots: 1d7, 0 .1.5 /I 5 1 5 3 0 2

!1ME THEOFIFTIC" ISSCES

Pwer in Americo is exerted in a vari'!Iv
few very wealth,: families, some

e1..1 e-otionic units is the Fortune
.r3.onit ions and in -v.- labor un_,olls such

116: l,-S -isters, Idrge govern7,ent boreau-
, ... : .-311 as HEW ,r) forth. Yet , these

leneuts of t-r 1 ife

create and are dependent upon 1 great variety of
volnn. try nssociations. Arnold Rose (1954) sug-
gests that such associations are Important ele-
ments of democratic sys.:ems. _de_identifies_three
major functions of such associations - -(1) they
distribute power over a wide range of social
life; ,(2) they provide a sense of satisfaction
With democratic proesses;_end_(3)_they arc
social mechaniSms for continually instituting
social change.

The following table Indicates the large
number and_range of voluntary_associations.
Trade, business and enmmercial organizations
furnish, by far, the largest number of such
organizations and though the number has grown,
they have a small?r proportion relative tc.
other organtzations. Cultural, health, ...duca-
t:ion:11, scientific and religious organizations
had relatively high proportions of the total
number of organizations In 1973.

Yet, when we look at membership rather
than the sheer number of organizations the
hierarchy of organizations changes. Church
affiliated groups are by far the largest; with
sports groups, labor unions and school groups
such as PTAs being the next most popular. Of

course; membership numbers do not measure eff-
ectiveness of action by on organization. In

general, the most effective organizations are
sthose mot closely related to our culture's. .

central accluisitive goals. hhistrial and
rode associations seek favor.1 le protection

and minimal regulation from thc government.
labor unions seek protection ay.. Improvements
In the wages and working conditions of their
members. Profesnional associations seek to
protect and incre.tse their monopolization of
part it .filar esoteric skills. Minority and
ethnic groups seek reform and enhancement of
opportuni:ies for their members. In one sense
all of these groups are struggling over a
larger share of reasonably finite resources of
wealth. Consequently, their interest in_out-
door recreation locales and environmental mat-
ters h. merely a continuation of their basic
struggles; though with ;t different setting.

Still. In spite of a large number 6f vol-
untary associations, some legislative and ad-
ministrative victories; and considerable media
attention, the -basic issues raised by mntd,or
enthusiasts nd environmental fists; ha.. low

priority. Mattio..s of war, energy, crime, econ-
omic growth, airports, highways, public Ilealth,
housinrt investments and,oceasionally, racial
or student troubl:r continue to assume greater
importance at those nodes vt:ore way social
decisions are made.

.D-lbert Miller's (197rI study of the
VISibl dotision-makers 'Hs found
that 0?:r interest in environmentid r..-oblems

was lo He reports that "6 percent of their



Table 2.--Selected national
(Covers nonprofit organizations

1968

organ:zations,
of aarional

by type
scope)

Number-
1970 1971

-7Pert.,

1468
: l,Istriburioti,-

1970 1973

Fetal o 1,734 12,628 100.0 100.0 100.0

Trade, business, commercial 7..895 2;922 27.5 27.0 21;1
Aericulture ; 508 509 4.8 4.7 4.8
(,,,verniiiel,..11, pnl 11 ,,im in i St rat ion,

militArv, legal 101 146 407 2.0 3.2 3.2
S.:1'utifiY. "livino=ring; technical 488
Edna-it)' 1;246

548
b 1.

1,441
818
869

4.7

12 -5
-6

51
1259

6:5
6.9

Cal t ur.,
.1,

(") 1,197 ( ) ( ) 9.5
II io9 475 753 't.8 4.4 6.0

Iledl(L. 791 830 1;090 7.7 7:7 8:6
Tublic 44( 498 792 4-.3 46 6-.3

Fraternal . ! .reigc interest,
nationalito, ethnic 640 610 485 6.2 5.7 3.8

Religious 794 806 727 7:7 7:5 5.8
V.01,o-ans, heredifory, parr-loch- !:-'7 198 219 1.9 1.8 1.7
Hobby, avocational 423 444 608 4.1 4.1 4.8
Athletic, sports 318 336 448 1.t 3.1 3.5
Labor unions 237 226 240 2.3 2.1 1.9
(h.mlders of Cdmmerre 126 110 109 1.2 1.0 ;9
creek lorter societies 351 334 333 3.4 1.1 2.6
Other, not sp.cified 139 187 --- 1.8 1.7 ---

a
IL, ludes associdtions not shown soparately.

b :

Cnizoral inclu,cd wIth eitwa, lona'.
'Nat 1,11.11, binat ional, and int, rid iii) .

Table i.--Memhdrship in Vii inns granps and organ i:,.11 -,115

r,-pe f ,tr,p or organ izat ion

197, 1975

.-Li
_Ii. ratal

Total
t. spond-

hip

(thous.)

Number
of

members
Percent
of total

Total! .

respord-
ing

(thous.)

. _

Number
of

members

Fr-terndl_gronps 1;462 203 14 1,463 16C 11

Service clubs 1,461 132 9 1,461 124
Vcteracs' groups 1,464 132 9 1,464 .14 3

11,,1 itical clubs 1464 66 5 l;460
Lab. r unions 1;465 241 16 1;459 216 16

Sports iroup-: 1,464 262 18 1,464 278 19
Youth group:: 1,46o 153 10 1,46:: 144 10
School So...ice it:oups 1,462 259 lr 1;461 206 14

pahby or garden a b; 1;462 143 10 .,456 124 9
Sehd61 fraterniii's 3.- sororities 1,462 69 5 1,459 64 4

Nationality groups 1,462 52 4 1;454 37 3

FAr!,1 organizations 1:,..,62 63 4 1;459 61 4

Literarv.art.d1scission or study groups 1;461 137 9 1,45,/ 133 '2

Frotessional or a, ademic societies 1,462 193 13 1,461 174 12

chnr-ii-affiliated groups 1,475 621 42 1,465 588 40
Anv other g-ouns 1,451 151 10 1;450 126 9

93

9



interests aro in Air pollotiot, 3 percent in

water polluti n, percent it; solid wastes,

And percent in p, inning, zonini. and preser-
vation of open !an--a total of 11 rer ent."
Selznick (196ol, Harlin (1961), t

196011), Cooley (1,161A and others nave
strated how, in the V,S. laws aod

designed to protect And conserve ecosystems
tend to become c,,pt, I by the relevant cir-
cles of power. TI., consequence
is that coitsrwitin ten tends to acc-
elrate env i ronmen ,1 t lorat whi le

conservationists ha', 1.,o found therit way

into the interorgani_. ,t_fofal which de-
picts the structure iduring community
powpr," (Perrucci Pilisok, 1970:1044).
This failure may reflect tho peculiarities
or pewer organization the conserv-
ation cemmunity itself.

Eor example, pArks, forests, wilderhss
areas, campgreunds, lak-A, seashores and other
physical locales are ha.itc elements of the
foari a indnstry. Yet; Professional managers
at tiles, locales seldom recotnize or accept_
that they are prima ily in the people (tour(,-;t)
set- ing buninoss. Iniu_ed, the real nature of
the these professionals provide is
n. eilike that provided by the Disney-type
theme park prefeAsionaIs.

Part of the reason for seeing the conn-
ection between outdoor recreation services and
other tourist services IS that most profess-7
ionals come from biologically oriented discip-
lines and are unwilling to leave the trees and
see how they ca:, pnconra rather than re-strict

oso of their faciliti,s. Consequently; these
ke-pers of our sacred groves often fail t. dote

t he connect ion between the i r careers and r,,,V-
ernment. responses Lo cners;v 3hortaiws. 1r the

l 97 o i 1 erdi rito crisis, ill. v.0,..:rnment dec r-
,d that tourist: '.'pon7.ossencial" industry.

The Ca`-ter administration has :.ouv,11t to elim-
inat.. .lie .S. Travel ServIce it
iflaCV foreign tourists end their hard currency
to visit ,ur parks an . ildlands), Isis major
plans to curtail the recreational use o Auto-

111. 1, Ins, pie 'sure boats and recreat lona' eh-
i,

Oho lodk.1 in viin f:,r.the_park and Forest
manazers wb, have protested this blow to their
r, .ationat clientele. Ynt, 0. a tne
ohser:cr can n.lt, that en weeken:s most tin 's
have tw, or met, people in them, wh:le on t.vek-
days they seldam -ort.iln more than ode Person
in the homper-to-bomper parade. laned, cho
aiohest, most c.nis,,rvative aid ,1cicie
use of criohiles is likely. to be as a ,;.vise
;if eta ilumr re-c. rind tlo no:door
recreation pro'ssion'. have not participated.
the tooi.ist industry hzs streggled to protect
ieisip-o-time travel. Tiev tire hist now entcr-
inc; not f icti to dem"nSt foie the IN! Irt :ince and

social value of their industry. As they note
(ASTA, 1980%39):

It nos been said tlna the forte of real
events jilt 1M:1101y d in InduAt ry o-

t Ile right decisions, whatever the
countervailitip, ar,uments for inaction
May he. The events witnessed by the
tourism industry in the past few yoars
should have demonstrated that the time
is more than ripe for a decision to put
in place N St rung travel industr% cdu-;
cational program dedicated to the en-
lipjitenment of ppvernmnt officiai!, and
the general public, stressinii the import-
ant beneficial role of tourism in our
nation's economic and social strueture,
It is time to replace alarmed innocence
with sophisticated realisim. The tonri.sm

rte` ars -h- e-se r vat ion

must develop 0 strong peliticai constitu-
eny. (Z.,'nderlininn in original quote.)

it appears that the tourism industry is
goini;_to try and joist the oil. chemical, auto,
clething, shoe-and other Industries
strating the linkage between It's health tutu
Lh inirvival of the nation. FOr the most part,
outdoor recreation and nature conservation are
intimately cenneeted to the success, of the
touriSm campaign. . Therefore it may he of value
to explore some ide:is on the mitnre of our
nation's polit'cal structure.

There have ben two major theeretic per -

spectives in the study of Social power-0 _itist
and pluralist. Each has a distinctive method-
ology, tradition and ideological tinge. Elit-

ists soil as G. Wilham Donhoff C.M.

Mills (1c1(i); rlovd Hunter (1959) and %11.
Bottiumlro (1964) hay. tended Co use some_versien
of the repotational 'Icithod to discover Che power
behind the visible decision makers, Pluralists
soon as Arnold Rose (1967) or Hobert_Dahl (1958,
1961) to focus upon the relevant leaders
,oncerucd with a spit (fir issue and find a dif-
fuse shifting power it nature which varies from

Co !;!-Me Milk.r's (1970) study of dec-
isle making_and power in megalopolis regarding
environmental quality problems is more

rail IL Ion.

John alien (1966) has argued that_ there
. re not on_ or coA. two I vpos of pewer st runt Ores
hat four- -pvramidal, faccion-1, coalitional, and
imorphous. Perrhcci ut t

Piiisuk (1970) sm,.gef,c

that n hotter moans lc .ocamining the power

Atrueture is Chrorgh 'ling the introrvani-
z.'tional basis of pot t. ace argue one

pertion comiTland!: all t reS- Inter stuff is tent for

i,111100,-ing or intimidating others to toe things

his wa... Persons who influence decision-makii,
and are !Ito.-- called powerfhl (whetile. in ono

is,ne or .1, r,,,o; n,NCy issues), title-I lle re rfsrc r,,'.7

r urie;.: of ot rs I as Lite In Wan
ir order to exercise the' pe cr.' (Ferrite, i and

9.



Thee than formulate a
thcoreticil stotement .fluent, "...a locnS of

111,r111,. Whiyh both el it istS

plurolists nay subscribe: i.e., chi. resour-
ces . 1,..:Ant A-0 (H7 cilit,nc0 of power are
dispersed ond rioside in the interorgonixotiouol
connections thot mov be mobilized in specific
sitoot ions, porticulorl deoling with olio, -
o t ion of scare.. (Perrucciond Pilisuk
I910:10'. '71). 10 their study of 0_smoll mid

thoy find A power elite Which is
n .d or III'.1veii iii eve ry coniiiiiiiiity

decision. Yet, in major policy conflicts only
this elite is able to mobilize the .actual
bower; common interests; acid social ties which_
,-,,-;ur.A An "outcoMe Favorable to its interest`;."

Ihir dis,:nssion, as Wilton's (1966) 'den -
titi,otion of for types of power structures,

thAt power in itulor '.ti societies is
less a vciii4 f individital racteristiCs
tlioaof croup ond community Iorocteristirs.

labor anions And ,..crnMent bureau -
crocies are more likely to t::;ume and use a

rYrA!!!idAl form of power. oi re flee :iii in -

te r,:st in tn.!) i i;. con t over the scarce

reSou roc Si c ia well " The factional
pottern would be most c'.1 ceristic of elected
offiCiaIS :site int:et-OS[0d In con -

trollinc in SATce feSC.P. es of social power.
:bile the Imo rphous pot , would he most char -

1.terist. ic repr. rom they world of
irt 11111 1 it the ,f in form,:ii: ion where
the tir imo re content . over the dist r Hutt ion

t oc III d ti cruet oil it i . I patterns :son I d

When one or more of those sectors fire
involved in a p.lrt h'Ul.lr issue. I am; of

r , ire iif t .r, 0 of Mt i-dopoodetwe
in t. rcr sotorS, businessmen and politicians
icb1 one tr,,Lhor AS both need SOme validation

o r r, t i m from the realm of deference.
it wonld seem_tIcit outdor ._treat and

nnit,il affit.; Will MOSt oliiSely follow
l it ionol patterns.

it I ; there .1 need for Fume f COML., ork

us to note how oi0;1 iono I pat -

t 1 mliit develop and to identi"y lie set of
1.! i t ions under witch cert:i in pat terns of power

relevant iileo of social c ircles as
n'tied S I 1711:i0 9')5 e Y. par ded
:hi:. Ilelriii, "068) rind SerthiS I ke I y

, 1:1 ; tai ti t ii ox.olin,It ion . (no dote:

-noroctcrices the circle osapro;:o-
: ,f_ informal interaction systems which has
three definite, chorocteristis:

"I. :Ic..1)rs of rt i re le ore I Inked to each
Cher i 1 : LI rough face to face n-

10: I.:I !71.1 V 110 I inked through third
port

I. n, etwork exiStk beO0S6 it fillfIllS

I c.o.! e. s members77because thev share
so o mim,u h trest whl-h may be political or
sltn,

cirele iS not forMOI. Thor is,

there it- A it lear leader:. :although there

May he central figures :. 1) there rice no clearly
defined goals, though Circles almost alWoyS hhvo
on implicit function.,c)thereorenodefinitc
rules hich determine modes of interaction,_
[hough there are oft ca customary relatiOnShipS;
and there are fib distinct. critetiO of Metither-
ship."

Kodushin (no dite:6) then goes on to indi-
cate lit' the tii-151. circle theory OAft be applied
in the study Of 06Wer and inflitence. Iii thiS

study thereorethreeformalgnestionsinvolved:
"I. The degree to which elites form one
or more circles:
2. The degree to which the circles hOVO
tight or ioosein'ernal connectililiS;

1. The degree co which the various cir-
cles (if there ire more than one) in var-
long Sectors such as science; busic2ss
and prilities, are linked together inth ii
'super-c1rcle',"

Until recently_ (at least in the U.S.); the
basic strategy of the Conservation movement has
existed within the frame of social circles. The
interests of themovementhavebeendevoted to
issues of open space and natural esthetics, Such
interests are somewhat Ain to support of the
arts, good government and other actiVitceS WhiCh
serve to validate thatthchildren of new
wealth" have "earned" deference for their taste
and sensitivity: The_issues of arts; aesthetics
and parklands have geldOM touched Che deepeSt
concerns of an expanding s7ill7capitalist soc-
iety. In the early stages of the movement, .,f-
fending industrial groups were seldom power corn-
ponies, railways, auto monufa'.:turers and so_
forth, hut tended to be rel0tiVely deCentralized
Industries such as the lumber industry. Further,
the socialization of land took place in- sparsely
Settled and relatively impoverished colonial
states--Oregriii Montana, Kenya and so forth. _

Consequently, it has been fAirly easy to eStliblilOi
a National Park 11 theStateof Washington bot
nearly impossible in th. State of New York or
COntieCtietit; thotigh_elwillv desirable tracts of
open space are available in the latter two states.
Thus the main thrust of the traditional, old-
line conservation communityhosbeenthe pro-
tection of sacred wildlond spaces and wild an-

Such issues :Ire no longer central in the new

eCOliiltilniI concern but touch the most sensitive
and ErOdition-bOlind orcas-,procreation; capito17
ist organlzation, democrOtiC federalism, economio
growth :Inc' so forth; And thesi newerconcerns
confront 0 quite different system of organized
power: Thus in the post; persons could chair
large corporations whose pollution flowed Un-
checked, while they devoted their civic talents
to Lincoln Centers, MetropolItalmuseums, nat-
ional parks. zoologieal gArdeng ond the Audubon
SOciety. AS noted earlier; it_is difficult to
imagine how these eagy separations coil continue
when the crucial decisions ore no longer "out
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fhte."

In the past, outdoor reTctt Ion and en-
vironmental protection could leseenassome-
thing "nice" to do by public benefactors and
relatively weak government agencies. They _

were given huliks of unwonted land and minimal
budgets to manage them. Today the growth in
acquisition is nearing completion with_only
the diffiCillt; Unending, increasingly expen-
siyeand politically unrewarding maintenance
demands stretching into the future. As Table
4 indicotes, the oldest park systems--in our
alties--are spending the bulk of their money
on maintetianCe; While the younger federal_abd
state program' are likely to enter n SiMilar

- rn in rite late 1980's. Con-
,c,pp_. .11v; oice:or rpoieation is no longer

i fro, n nut is an important part of
,hie ( the table on pet-capita state
lituren).

Table 4.--Federal government expenditures
for outdoor renreation

1971 1972
Est.

1973

Capital Expenditures, Total
land_Acquisition
Development F. Othor

Opetatien 3 Maintenance
xpenditeres, "rectal
Solaris A Wages
Other

Total Expendituresa

$228 $290

161

94 129

$280
117

172

grazing privileges at goncei,aionary rates.
The pricing decisions of the major corpor-
ations which exercise substantial power over
their market amount to stilt loss super-_
vised creations of new property ii; the shape
of excess profit."

Table 5.--State government eXpenditures for
outdoor recreation
(in millionn of .i111,,rs)

Est.
1973

Capital Expenditures; Total $271 $338 $352

Land ACtiniSition 81 138 134

Development & Other 190 200 218

Operation E. Maintenance
F..,penditures,_Total 257 276 309

Salaries & Wages 172 191 212

Other 85 85 97

Total Expendituresa 52n 614 661

'Liable based on reports received frOM indiVid-
uals, a!-.,ncies administering recreation lands
within each_governmental jurisdiction. Data
includes only dollars ptlmarily_used for public
outdoor recreation purposes. The inventory in-
cludes all State agenc:es. Data adjusted fbt
nonreported values.

220 273 I'.

156 175 1;9

64 98 105 Table 6.--Local govt lment expetiditilreft
for outdoor recreation

448 503 573 (in millions of dollars)

!able based on reports received from ii.divid-
ifil ai;OnCies administering recreation lands
with, eo'h governmental jiitiSlietiOn; Data_

iaa dollarsptimarily used for public

out creation purposes. Federal -.1ta was

tpotted by the National Park Service; Bureau
of Land Mona)Siieht; Biireaii of Sr.L'rt Fisheries
and Wildlife, Bureau of Reclamati6h, FOrest
Servic, Corps of Engineers, and Tennessee
Valley Authority. Federal land acquisition_

41S0 include those of the__Rureab
of (iutoloor Recreation fit the RedWO 3 Na' -tonal

Pork.

in in era_ef 'stink and

fixed 1 els of
will he n.iyea t:otbetrod-- eon-

gome and game_ species, :e,

air .y Jtandords oid fuel eoonol,,y. Out7__

door receatidd edterA_t politics that 12,;'-,rt

fel:ochmon (1973t78) calls:
"a coverthuntfornewprivilege and gov-
ernment-created ptoperty,anavidfearch
inr ftatiehfses, airline routes; televis-
ion chanhelS, acreage a.. )motents, tax
advantages, Ingenious subsidies, and
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1971 1972
Est.
1973

,;api.al EXpenditures,total
Land Acquisition
Develepment & Other

Opi4raLinn Maintenance
Expenditures; __total

Salaries & Wages
Other

752 883 1;216

299 312 430
453 '-71 786

1;000 1,108 1,239

207 781 870
293 327 369

Total Expenditures° 1,752 1,991 2,455

alable based on reports received fro'h individual
agencies administering_recreation lands within
each governmental jurisdiction. Data include
only dollars primarily used for public outdoor
ret._gationpurposes. The inventory included all
counties, cities with over 5,000 population,
townships with greater than_25,000 population,
nark rn' recreation_districts_and regional citirm-_
ills. with lesS than.S;000 population and
townshipLAitboless than 25,0G0 were sampled and
expnnded to reflectthetotal universe. Both
sampled 'lOs nonsampled data were adjusted for
nonreportfd values.



Table 7.--Per capita expenditure on_local parks and recreation:
by state. Per capita amounts of selected Items of state and
local government finances: (Direct general expenditure)

1965-66

-------

U.S. Average
Median State

1'375-76

6.05
4.35

U.S. Average
Median State

18:00
14.07

District of Columbia 19.37 Nevada 45.46
Hawaii 16.56 Hawaii 36:62
Nevada 15.44 District of Columbia 13.02
California 10:89 Maryland 32.60
North Dakota 10.19 Colorado 30.42
New York 9.17 California ',9.40
Wis consin 8.92 Minnesota 28:88
Florida 8.49 Washington 27.15
Illinois 8:41 Arizona 24.20
Minnesota 8.22 Florida 22.75
Maryland 7.46 New.York 21:81
Washington 7.46 IlliiiiiiS 21.58
Colorado 6:44 Wisconsin 20.14
New Jersey 6.26 Oregon 19.63
Michigan 5.94 New Jersey 19.58
Arizona 5.89 Michigan 18:87
Utah 5;76 Misnonri 18.01
Connectient 5.71 Utah 17.21
Missouri
Oregon

5.65
5.37

Alaska 17.02
16:85

South Dakota 5.32 Iowa 15:72
Georgia 5:08 Nebraska 14.90
Louisiana 4.80 Tennessee 14.45
Massachnsetts 4.65 Alabama 14.27
Oklahoma 4.56 Oklahoma 14:15
Nebraska 4:35 Virginia 14.08
Texas 4.31 Louisiana 14.03
Pennsylvania 4.26 North Dakota 13.93
Iowa 4.23 Massachusetts 13.65
Ohio 4.23 Texas 13:41
Rhode Island 4:14 Pennsylvania 13.19
Indiana 3.50 New Mexico 13.06
Tennessee 3.43 Ohio 12.57
New Hampshire 3.36 Wyoming 11:40
Virginia 3.28 Montana 11:11
Kansas 3.26 Delaware 10.63
Alaska 3.23 South Dakota 10.60
Delaware 3.09 Kansas 10.42
Idaho 2.90 Georgia 9:71
Montana 2:86 North Carolina 9.71
Wyoming 2.71 Rhode Island 9.66
Alabama 2.60 Indiana 9.37
West Virginia 2.35 Idaho 9.06
New Mexico 2:15 Maine 8:46
MATHe _ 1:89 West Virginia 7.34
North Carolina 1.80 New Hampshire 7.18
South Carolina 1.72 Vermont_ 6.68
Kentucky 1.54 South Carolina 6;63
Arkansas 1:45 Kentucky 5.92
Vermont 1.33 Arkansas 5.34
Mississippi 1.08 Mississippi 5.16
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SPECULATING ON SOME 1RENDS

The environmental and outdoor recreation
organizations had their biggest membership
booms in the 1965-1971 period. After that,
as Denton Morrison (1980:8) observes, there
was:

"...a slowed membership growth, steady-
stLte, and in some instances, the re-
versal of the previous growth trends.
There was much shaking out_of the vol-
untary groups. Particularly groups
organized independently at local and
state levels and those that had most
of their support base in the youngest
part of the population _(e.g., students)
tended to falter in viability, to de-
cline, and in some cases to disappear.
The larger, older, nationally based
groups and a very few of the newer nat-
tonal groups (e.g., Friends of the Earth,
Environmental Action) managed to consol-
idate gains and substantially to main-
tain memberships,_ even though their rapid
growth .of membership_around_Earth Day
leveled visibly. A few such groups (e.g.,
Zero Population Growth) experienced dra-
matic drops in chapters_and in member-
ship and then,_apparently; achieved_a
somewhat fragile stability at a much more
modcst level."

An example of these changes can be seen in
comparing the patterns of growth represented by
the Wilderness Society and the Audubon Society.
The Wilderness Society is a single issue, pur-
ist ideological group without major land hold-
ings. The Audubon Society is a_multi7issue
organization with a middle of the road or
"balanced" ideology group with substantial larid
holdings. The Wilderness Society is experienc-
ing a stabilization and decline in membership
growth at around 60,000 while the Audubon Soc-
iety continues to expand its position in the
middle of the outdoor recreation-environmental
protection spectrum far beyond the 400,000
mark.

Our analysis of trends in subscriptions to
journals of various outdoor recreation inter-
ests indicates there is a fairly rapid peaking
of subscriptions within a relatively short_time
period. Then there is considerable stabilila-
tion with some mainline journals continuing
while a number tend to die off after the init-
ial flush of_the activity. Motorcycle and rec
reational vehicle journals seemed to have esp-
ecially high proliferation rates and equally
high mortality rates. One suspects these jour-
nals follow the natural law of industrial con-
centration. This is 7/here an innovation is
introduced, such as the automobile or snowmo-
bile, whose relatively open and large market
encourages a large number of manufacturers;
then tb3 initial period of proliferation is
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follownd by high rates of firm mortality, judic-
ious coalitions and saturation of the market un-
til only one or two major manufacturers remain.

There seems an equal trend in which at first
a few enthusiasts actively participate in a new
sport._At_this stage, there is a good deal of
esoteric love and high accident rates. Then
there is the formation of organizations to en-
sure access to necessary resources and to police
the behavior and image of participants. This
then evolves to the stage where organized and
later televised competition emerges with the
active involvement, guidance and funding of
manufacturers. Consequently hot rodders, dirt
bikers and snowmobilers gradually ;And them-
selves in the position of spectators and persons
who are expected to model themselies on the per-
formance of manufactured heroes and heroines.
These patterns are not a'6 frequently found in
the less mechanized outdoor activities. Partly
this is because many of the: activities do not
s easily lend themselves to spectacle. How-

ever; mountain climhing, cross country skiing,
sailing and river running suggest a similar
pattern.

The mingling of those who have an economic
stake_in the_perpetuation, increase and security
of a locale for an outdoor activity with those
who are hard core activitists (and consumers)
is an association not often found in other com-
mercial transactions of our society. However,
the use of technology_to make an activity easier
and therefore expand its use more widely among
the population seems to be a characteristic of
all industrial activities. The conver-
sion of_ participatory activities into spectator
activities to increase consumption is well known
among those with a financial stake LI commercial
sport. Yet, in all cases the prosletizing for a
particular activity soon reaches a point of sat-
uration and stability._ There are_only so many
consumers for high technology backpacks, ex.)tic
sports cars, fast dirt bikes and fans of hockey
or indoor soccer. Consequently, outdoor organ-
izations and activities tend to assume a pyra-
midal structure as discussed_by_Walton. Some
organizations emerge as the dominant ones in a
oPrticular activity an;} some activities assume
dominance over others.

Bevins and Wilcox's (1979) comparison
of camping trends and sales trends in tents
and RV shipments emphasiies the new_domin-
ation of the RV. Their trend data (Figur:.
2) further illustrate the "hierarchy" of
certain outdoor activities over others
(see Figure 3 and_Table 8).__It is essen-
tial to note the basic stability in the
ranking of preferred activities and the
generally low appeal of most outdoor act-
ivities to most Americans.
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The stable ranking of activities suggests
somthtng of the potential for trends in out-
door recreation organization memberships and
lobbying. An organization that can combine
several activity interests And I ink thesr to
economic torsos is more likely to grow than
a single interest, non-economic organization.
And of the overall potential for outdoor rec-
reation membership growth is stabilizing and/
or being challenged by other interests then
lobbying will be Increased. Our remaining
time will be spent lookinr at those social
forces influencing membership and lobbying
t rends.

THE FUTURE

It _would seem that two forces which
wonld a:feet potential growth of outdoor or-
ganiation are population growth and dispos-
able income. Figure 4 illustrates that pop-
ulation growth is consistently declining. If

present patterns of reproductive behavior con-
hen. it would seem that there will he fewer

and fewer persons available as potential mem-
bers for outdoor activities and organizations.
flits seems especially so when we consider
Figure a "II personal consumption expenditure
since 194(n. The high economic growth of the
post se and world war period has permitted a
gradual rise in recreation expenditures. How-
ever, the post OPEC period suggests that higher
and higher proportions of disposable income
will go for food, housing and transportation
with recroation_. education and personal bus-
iness showing sharp declines. So the combin-

' at ion of de-clining population and disposable
income would suggest a marked slowdown in in-
terest and financial ability to participate.

Figare 6.--Rare of change in population and
labor orce. Tv s.v. 1753-55 to 19F5 i').

I U
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Fizure.5.--Personal consumption expenditures; by
type of product and service: 1946 - 1974

This projection undoubtably represents cer-
tain basic trends. However, people do not live
by bread alone. Indeed; a substantial economic
depression increases non-work time and increases
the demand upon open spaces and parks. Further,
participation in voluntary organizations is not
tandomly_distributed over the population. As

John Robinson's study of time budgets illustrates,
the most active volunteers tend to be better
educated, younger and female. As Table 9 indi-
cates, the trend from 1965-1975 is for increased
time to be spent upon volunteer time.

This is particularly interesting when we
consider Robert Mitchell's (1979) post Proposition
13 national survey that found strong continuing
support by all classes and social groups for
environmental protection. Yet, of most_ interest
are the factors associated with membership in
environmental organizations. Even though only
eight percent of the population were members,
white male, post graduates earning over $30,000
per year, with independent party affiliation and
Liberal ideology were characteristics overrepre-
sented among the joiners. In short, the new
professional classes are significant f..ctors in
carrying the environmental quality banner which
has the strong support of most American:. AS

Table 11 on trends in occupations suggests, this
is precisely the occupational group with the most
consistent pattern of growth. So_the future
trends are mixed bet suggest considerable poten-
tial for the growth of some mainline outdoor
recreation organizations.

One feels that the. strong support for en-
vironmental protection by the public at large
reflects the still amorphous nature of the issue.
Public health is certain to be at the front of



1.--overage hours per week spent In major types of activity by selected urban
population groups, by race and by age-1965 and 1975.

black

Act iv it y White
and 18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65

other years years years years years

-!'mom
age

1965 URBAN SAMPLE

of sample (number)

Total tima (hours)

1,030

168

Sleep_ 53.4

work- for p.tv 31.9

l'amily care 26.0

Personal care 71:8
Leisure tire' (total) 34.9

Orgaui,:at ions 2.8

Mcdia 14.8

Social life 9.3

Reereat ion 1.1

Other leisure 6.9

1975 URBAN SAMPLE

Si:!, of sample (num16. 680

Total time (hours) 168

Sleep 54:5

Work for pay 0.0
Family care 21.1

Personal care. 22.1

Leisure time (total) 40:3

Organizations 4:4

Media_ 18.7

SOCial life 8.2

Recreation 1.5

Other leisure 7.5
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168

50.9
16.6
23.6
19:9
36:9
3.0
15.7

9.1

:6

8.4

77

168

54:8
30:0
17.6

21.0
44.6
4:9
19.6
9.8
_.4

9:9

200 121 306 252 156

168 168 168 168 168

54.1 52.5 51:1 53:9 53.0

32.6 29.2 33.1 33.5 35.9

21.2 30.4 25.4 24.9 20.4

20.9 20.1 22.5 22.4 20.9

19:1 15:6 33:8 33:4 37.1

4.8 3.0 3.0 2:0 2:9

11.9 14.6 14.5 13.3 17.3

11.3 10.1 8.4 8.6 8.1

:8 1:2 _.8 .6 1.2

8.1 6:5 7:1 6:9 7.6

149 234 150 141

168 168 168 168 168

55.4 93.9 54.7 55.4 56.0

27:0 31.4 34:4 31.0 20.4

15.3 21.6 20.4 21:2 73 :2

20.1 20.8 21.1 23.1 26.6

50.0 38.4 17.1 35.2 41.8

8:4 4:2 _3.1 3.1 3.2

18.5 17:2 18:3 18:8 22.6

10.7 8.7 7.8 5.4 6:2

2.6 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.3

9:8 7.0 6.9 6.6 8.5

such concern; so air and water pollution, traf-
fic jams, urban slums, industrial safety and
carcinogens in dearly everything are likely to
be more curcial motives than the protection of
a hunting area of funds to maintain a declin-
ing park system. Still the issues of parks,
playgrounds and open space can feed_from_the_
general concern for creating a quality of life
that matches our touted wealth.

In sum,_ the_ potential_threats from with7
out and within the recreation movement seem _to
he leading to a series of social circles and
shifting coalitions or "interorganizational
cennectionsu_as Perrucci and Pilisuk (1970)
would call them. Many of the 'larger preser-
vation organizations have handed together in
a Natural Resources Council of America to pre-
sent a united front. Another coalition of
arts, urban open space and historic preser-

tot

vat ion called Partners for Liveable Places has
been formed. These two groups are likely to
confront.a group of some fifty organizations
more dedicated to active recreation, who have
formed the American Recreation Coalition.
Finally, there is the rapid growth in trained
recreation specialists loosely joined in the
National Recreation and Parks_Associarion who
distribute themselves among the'three major
circles (see Figare 6).

These three social circles have implicitly
different lobbying agendas. The Natural Res-
ources Council is basically opposed to develop-
ment and is restrictive in regard to high qual-
ity air and water standards and use of wildlands.
The "Partners" group strongly favors certain_
kinds of urban redevelopment. The AMerican Rec-
reation Coalition has a strong industrial under-
pinning and is likely to stress the need



Table 10.--Trends In U.S. occupatIons-70ercent_of labor fn .,.e in various categories:
1900 - 1975

categories

Number of workers
(in thousands)

Professional F, technical
MAII;WcrS, officials,

pr,priOtOrti
Clerical
sales wotki.rs
craftsmen foremen
op,rativos
:on farm labor
Private household
ServiCe workers
Farmers 4 farm managers
Farm laborers
occupations not reported

Figure 6,--A representation

1975 1970 1960 1950 1940 1930 1920 1910 oon

84183 78627 65778 56225 51742 48686 42206 37291 29030

15:0 14.2 11.4 8.7 7.5 6.8 5:4 4:7 4.3

10.5 10.5 10.7 8.9 7.3 7.4 6.6 6.6 5.8

17.8 17:4 14:8 12:3 9:6 8:9 8:0 5:3 3:0
6.4 6.2 6.4 7.0 6.6 6.3 4.9 4.7 4.5
12.9 12.9 13.0 13.8 11.9 12.8 13.0 11.5 10.5
15.2 17.7 18.2 19.8 18.4 15.8 15.6 14.6 12.8
4.9 4.7 5.4 6.1 9.4 10.9 11.6 12.0 12.5
1.4 2:0 3:0 2:5 4:7 4:1 3:3 5:0 5:4

12:4 10.4 9.2 7.6 7.1 5.6 4.5 4.6 3.6
1.9 2.2 4.2 7.7 10.4 12.3 15.3 16.5 19.9
1.6 1.7 .i.3 4.3 7.0 8.8 11.7 14.4 17.7
--- --... --- 1.3 --- --- --- --- ---

of_likely more

...
liberalfor more active facilities and

social cfreles in environmental and out-
door recreation movements

Utilitarian
Conservationists

Unions
Small Retail Merchants
Manufacturers of RV

and Power Boats
Parks And Recreation

Professionals
"AMerican Recreation

Coalition"

1111-I-Ma
over Old Line Aesthetic

Conservationists
Old Wealth_
Mediciue,_Law and

Scientific
Professions

SPRE
Financial Community
-- Executives
"Natural Resources
-rouncil"

/ ,,\'''' ' (''1.74';76/,,i'--1_

: Minority and Ethnic Reform Groups
Historic and Architectnre
Preservations
Arts and Museum Professionals
Urban Planners
Utba d,rk Advocates_
;'i'n'dices for Liveable Places"
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access by the public to open space. The NRPA,
except for its sub-group; Society of Recreation
Educators, is more likely to favor active over
passive uses of the outdoors. The next decade
should Nee considerable shifting of ground and
a good deal of in-fighting between these various
groups. Y.' may be reasonably confident that
none of these groups will accept the tourism
umbrella organizatior -Discover America Travel
Organiations, Inc.--as their political shelter.
mndeed;_some of these groups assume they are on
a.religious pilgrimage rather than simply enloy-
ing the companiOnshi0 and scenery. 12e may he

equally confident that the Defense Department
will forget more money than these groups will
gain in total public investment for their favor-
ite programs.

CONCLUSION

This paper has attempted to travel over a
vast and dangerous terrain with only the most
diminutive of factual cairns to guide us. We
began by suggesting that the emergenceof.the_
outdoor recreation movement reflect~ the final
transition from the agw of production to the age
of consumption. Unfortunately for the lung run
survival of our society, such a transition may_
have at_ lust the wrong time. Nevertheless;
work is unlikely ever again to assume the kind
of central life purpose that it had for our
puritan ancestors.



We suggested that the conservatior strug-
gle is no longer primarily between commodity
elploitatton and "higher values" as it is a

struggle between different conceptions of the
hest .n,d highest reerval tonal lit it it y. We

than considered how all of this might fit
into the larger trends of American political
structure. We suggested that hierarchies of
recreational_ issues and organizations were
emerging. We concluded that population de-
e) hies and rising inflation were not likely
to have as makcd an influence upon member-
shiP Patterns as were the struggles between
tlue emerging recreation coalitions.

that as it may, for the first time
outdoor recroation is heiug self conscious
thou its political realities. And this can
nly promise an ever cleao rer_consideration
and measurement of those self-evident truths
about the full human value of outdoor recre-
ation resources. Ali confrontations with
reality are painful. Yet only- through them
do we gain hope tor an improved human con-
dition.
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Abstract,- -A brief historical overview of skiing is
presented, followed by a review of factors such as_energy;
population trends, income, sex, occupation and attitudes
which affect the future of skiing. A. C. Neilson's Sports
Participation Surveys show that skiing is the second
fastest growing sport in the country._ Skiing Magazine's
study indicates there are approximately 14 million - active
skiers in the United States. The U.S: Forest Service's
nation-wide study of the skier market indicates there are
another 13 million potential skiers.

Demand is increasing at a much faster rate than
supply is. Regionally the West is experiencing an im-
balance of der:and exceeding supply, while the East and
Midwest_are approaching equilibrium. Without an increase
in supply, skiing may suffer a decrease in popularity.
The paper concludes with a list of future trends.

--------- ------------

INTRODUCTION

1

Historic:11 Overview

Recreational skiing has ancient roots,
with skiing being traced hack to prehistoric
times where man used primitive skis and sleds
to cover vast snow covered areas in the
SeandinaVinti Aethboliikitiii find-

ings have placed skis in Sweden and dated them
by pollen annlvsis at 2,000 B.C. Skiing
provided a means of travel between isolated
communities, provided a technique for the
hunter which aided his survival in snow -hound
regions, and was also used in conducting war
in Norway as early as 1184 A.D. As could he
expected; use of skis led to racing; and

COriteStS Iii lying doWnhill
racing were held during the late 18th Century.

1
Smith,;_ Renard F. Location Analysis of

} {ig}i_G'cluioe Skiing in Western United States;
Xerox University Microfilms, Ann Arher,
Michigan 48106, 1975, pp. 1-55.
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The Norwegians developed steering and
stopping techniques, which eIevated_Alpine
skiing and ski jumping in Sciindinnvia to the
high status it holds todoy. Skiing as a
sport followed the migration of Norwegian
skiers around the world: - Hennes Schneider
from the Arlberg region of Austria developed
techniques emphasizing speed, edging and the
shifting of weight from ski to ski, which made
skiing easier and more attractive for the
average alpine visitor. Si? Henry Lunn.; an

Englishman, is credited with starting the
promotion of wit tourism by inviting some
influential- British -- friends to France for a
winter holiday in 1898.

Skiing was further enhanced by the mili-
tary use of skis and bv the first Winter
Olympics at Chamonix France, in 1924. great
improvements were- made in ski equipment and in
the development of transportation devices to
entry a skier or pull n skier uphillrope
tows; T-bars, trams and chnirs. The first
chair lift in the U.S. was developed in 1938
at Sun Valley and its current popularity is
well-known, as it dominates uphill transportn-



tion. Ski trains became popular in Winter
Park, one of the first ski areas in Colorado,
Inn Lhe .ire,, wa,-; r,acbeo by skiers who came
through the Continental Divide via the Meffat
lunnel.

Licked up in skiing;varlv
ski resorts developed in response to the
desire to ski, particularly at areas near
Lirge urban markets. A f eia ski resorts such
as Sun Valley, were developed far from urban
markets, offering complete lodging; dining and
entertainment at the ski slopes - -very typical
Of today',t destination ski resorts. Eastern
ski areas thrived on skiing's new popularity
and .:ffiLient train service. Consequently;
despite the depression; skiing grew from
part ie t oat 111 :I SIMI I I 11:! rdc,,re group--,'

d coil clubjumper, ts -to a $200
million enterprise prior to World Our II.

Hie post-World 1 1 impact was dra-
matic, ihe skiing Industry capitalized en new
equipment developed, ranging from snow ve-
hicles :_old c I othinr: to inn,roved boots and
skis. members of Cli Tenth Mountain
Division ret.nrued le Lhe mountains whet., they
traind to virtually build a niajor industry.
Appr.)ximately 911 ski areas; primarily with
rope Low installations, were in exiStence in
1947. Niriug the 1950s, the number of ski
Areas to over 200, and this rapid growth
Iii- continued with skiing gaining mass atit)eal.
It is An ':in" thing Lo di,; and leading ski
resorts thrive. Skiing has become not only a
term ot recreaton, ut g usness.
Resorts, ski clothing, ski equipmer.t, Lranspor-
tatin, And real estate have all hecme part
e! _making skiing a major wintei recreation
industry.

During the 1960s aml1970s, skiing has
_re.whed high vol one propertions. The 1960
Winter Olympic :;.uses held at Squaw Valle.,
t:alifernia, received live television coverage
which greatly enhanced the ('.5. public's
interest in skiing. Today we find that. ski
areas in the En1ted. States and Canada arc
catalogued in the White 11o6k ot Ski Areas,
published by InterVi
,;eorgetown stnli. n, Vashington, D.C. 20007.
This hook HSI., Approximately 925 ski areaS
with 725 being in the Enited Slates and 200 in
Canada. The,: acknowledge Lhat there are
additional areas of a small nature, primarily
rope tow; which arc rot listed and which do
not operate consistently from year to vear.

Today, in 1980 we find that skiing closed
out the 1970s with a rush. Recent studies pot
the number of r,s. residents skiing at over 14
Million. In 1970, retail sales of snow and
skiing equipment totaled over $404 million.
The 1977-78 ski season was the hest in history
all across the continent. The industry is
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estimated to be growing at approximately 7.5-9
percent per year. In 1978-79, Colorado led
tht. nation in lift tickets issued, with
7,215,316, Participation in skiing has been
growing at a rapid rate. The A. C. Neilson
Company's Sp-o-rts S-ttr-;y conducted
in 1979 .;hews an overall increase of approi-
mately 41) percent from the numbers in the 1976
study and the 1970 study was up by approximately
the same amount. over the 1973 study.

FACTORS AFFI(C1 I \G rytE ITTERE Or Sr11N(;

There tire certain basic factors that
effect the market for skiing, Since these are
general factors, they alse affect the market
for other outdoor reereation activity to an
almost equal degree. Since our task is to
look at trendA in skiing, we will focus on
these factors from a skiing perspective:
Heeder should recognize Lhey may apply iqually
NS WVII to other forms of outdoor recreation.

Like any other product.; skiing requires
people with income and a willingness to spend
in order Le generate suc.essful markets. Some
of Lhe major factors that affect the market
for skiing are population trends; income; sex;
education, occupation, time, aititudeS,
fashion, custom, habit, tradition, life styles,
end energy. This brief list is illustrative
of major factor.; affecting tourism that the
ski area manager must be concerned

Ropulatilin

It Lakes people to create a skiing market;
and as we all. knew the population in the
Enited States has been increasing rapidly.
Althongh the growl' role has slowed consider-
ably in the last decade, the numbers arc still
increasitig_ard will continue Co do .tie; el

July 1, 1975; the r.s. copulation was esti-
mated to he approximately 214 million. In

1980 it is expected to he 222 million; in

1985; 233 million; in 1992: 1144 million.

These population numbers indicate that the
trend is favorable for future of skiing.
More important to the latarc of skiing than
just: :,:heer population numcers is the mix or
profile of ages.

Age

The age factor is probablV of greater
interest to ski area managers than AM: other
population figure. Here we have both some
plusses and minuses.

IC 011:1y;ti 11 . TIC C WI gt`d popti 1 t

is new declining after record growth in the
1960s. Even so; this group bears close exam:-



nA(ion. ibis is A group from where future
,triers come. While thc total population in
the U.S. is projected Lo grow about 10 percent
during the next ten vearK, there will be
something like a 7 percent decrease_ in the
number of tcenaers. In ,pit, of this decrease,
they will number Around 25 million in
r440, versus Approximately 29 million Lod:'.

the Young Adnit segment. ihe number Of
people 20-14 years old is expected to increase
from About 57 million in 1980 to 62 million by
1985. lhe 20-14 year olds who now comprise
the largest segment of the adult population
is Still he the largest group by 1985 and
will continue to dominate up to 1990. These
tigures make thefuture of skiing very bright
indeed, becareJe this is Lhe heart of the
sI:ring market. ihrs is the group that is

important for ski marketers to get on the
1,; evidence shows that they will

continue to ski until they are approximately
.ears of :0;u:

the 35-49 Segient. The 35-49 year old
group Sill increase over 30 percent to approxi-
dtelv 4; million in the United States by
1987. This is another very important group
tor the future of skiing. This group tends to
heavily populate destination ski resorts and
trdvel by air.

Seo4otrldjizer4 Syement. Another major
population category that deserves to be
..:AtehL1 is the Senior Citizen group. The
number of people over 65 will increase about
10 percent LC 27 Millieh in the 1980s. This
group tends to he the least mohlle of our
population, and tends it to ski. With the
increasing numbers in this segment, perhaps
it deserves more attention than it has re-
deiyd in the past, as the er-60 age group
at Hrea,-; show relatively steady percent-
azes. Ski :urea operators need to examine how
those numbers can be increased.

Buying power is anotner critical factor
affecting the ...emand for The skier
tYpicall Lends to be high scale, .arming
AbOV,' the avera,n: income of the r.s. popula-
t OnI Hit 1977 Nnt ona Survey shows
a direct relationship :etween faMily income
and travel. Families with incomes over
5.25,000 poi' year were heavv travelers, taking
air:ost five_times as many trips as those with
incomes ot less imam S5,00. A similar situd-
tion exists in skiing, where income correldtes
closely with participation in the activity.

Sex

Throughout history; skiing has been
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dominated hy the male sex and it continues to
he. However, the trend that should he observed
is that more and more women are skiing, and
the future will see larger and larger numbers
of women on the slopes. Almost 53 percent of
the adult population aro women, and their
longevity continues to Increase. The women's
movement has dramatically changed the role of
women. During the past five years; Lhe number
of single adult women rose approximately 40
percent to over 8 million; 7] percent arc 20-
34 years old; half of them have incomes of
510;000 or more; almost half have gone to
college; and almost 70 percent are working.
For many women, the home has ceased to be a
full-time occupation. Women have earned
increasing responsibilities In the traditional
work of men; leading to new levels of female
education and economic and social independence.
Consequently, women represent a tremendous
potential for skiing.

1.ducntion

Education has always been a factor which
stimulated travel. It affects skiing the same
way with skiers being a very highly erhicated
group. Trends in education show greater and
greater proportions of the adult population_to
complete additional years of education. The
Gensus_Bureau projects that by 1990; 74 per-
cent of people 25 and over will have four
years of high school, compared to 65 percent
in 1977. In 1977; .7.9 percent of the adult
population had completed_one or more years of
rJollege, white at least 33 percent are ex-
pected to have done so by 1990.

OCcupation

Occupation is a factor that is closely
related_to income and education. There are
also certain life tit es associated with
occupations, and this has an Impact on whether
individuals are likely to ski or not. Studies
have shown that the occupationH classifica-
tion of the household head producing the
greatest number of ski trips were in the
professional, technical and managerial areas.
Thu 49-7-7 -National 4-ravel Survey shows the same
occupational classifications pro lucid the
greatest_number_of_person trips, as well
During 1970 to 1930 there was a 40 percent
increase in combined numbers of professional,
techrical and monger-la] workers--twice the
pecentage increase for the lalmr force as a
whole. This obvtouslY speaks well for the
future of skiing.

however; there are more workers in other
occupational categories: income is growing
more quickly among lower socioeconomic strata.
This group typically has not skied. However,
there is no question that today they are
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moving into Chi as income clsses that
skier,: come from. Market analysis straws that
consumers no longer fit neatly into categories
of income; age; sex; and oceupation. Plumbers;
tor 1, l i mav now have the income of uni-
versity professors, but their spending habits
are quite ditiereut. The potential is there,
li! wever, for this market to emerge as active
skiers.

Attitudes

Attitudes toward leisure and recreation
have changed eve the years. We have moved
trom A Protestant work ethic to a leisure
efbii, length of the work day in the
hilted Sidt, has been compressed frorn about
12 hour, to W; the number of days worked per
Week lie: declined from 7 to 5 or even fewer;
ond population's altitude toward travel,
leisare Arid recreation has shifted from being
A luxury to a necessity. It seems quite clear
th.it iuture generations will view leisure
'Hilt differently than those of the past.
111c': will view it as a right; as one of the
most meaningiul aspects of their lives, and
this Attitude change will greatly enhance
skiing.

Another factor affecting skiing is free
Tiot only does it take money to ski; but

it also Lakes rime. The amount Of free time
or leisure time available to the average
persou in the U.S. will continue to increase,
which will assist in the further growth of
Skiing. The practice of granting paid vacations
and holid-vs will continue to grow, and it
will he these bloeks of free time that will
0,sist the growth of the ski industry. The
Uniform Monday Holidovs Act provided addl.-
tienal blocks of Lime, and it is interesting
ti that for most ski areas, the three-day
weekend in February including President's dav
Lends to be Lint_ peak ski day of the voar.
Christmas, another tYpicaI vacation period
when the family is required to stay home
heoause of ..r1001, is Another major peak time.

dasliton

Fashion is another factor affecting
skiing, as fashion is universal in P.S. market-
ing today. It applies not only to womenTs
clothing, but virtually every product and
service von can mention, including recreation
and transportation. Skiing is a fashionable
activity in_today's society. Ski clothing has
a definite fashion e!ement. It appears that
for the near term, skiing will continue to he
a very fashiouahle and popular activity.
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Ene_r_g_y_

Energy is a factor we have not had to
deal with in skiing until 1974. it is one of
those irregular factors that can come into the
picture and dramatically affect all the usual
factors, such as population, buying power,
etc. There is no question but what today one
would be remiss in not talking about the
energy situation as a major factor affecting
skiing and other forms of outdoor recreation.
The majority of skiers still arrive at the ski
area by automobile. In the study,_ The
Skiinl_Market: A Nation-Wide Study of Skier
Behavior Attitudes and Motivations Among Alpine
and- S-kiers, conducted by opinion Re-
search Corporation for Skiing Magazine in
1978; the personal car is shown as the most
popular means of transportation used by eight
out of ten current skiers. Each or the other
means of transportation- -bus, rental car and
train--ar used by less than four perceni of
skiers. ReeNuse of this; tne_fear of not
being able to buy gasoline will be a major
travel deterrent. Consequently, long-term
trends that mav result from energy problems
are: (I) an increase in package tours and
increased tour groups which are energy effi-
cient and provide transportation security for
the skier; (2) an increase in smaller, less
comfortable, more energy7efficient automo-
biles; (3)_an increase In_travel to ski areas
closer to home: (1) less frequent trips, but
an increased length of stay.

An impact which may have considerable
importanc_ to the sport of skiing is the
restilt of high heating costs in northern
states changing the traditional school year
pattern. There has been _talk of having_vaca-
Hon time during the coldet winter_ months to
save energy and to have four day school weeks
during the winter with the times made up
during milder weather. If these actions take
place; it -would provide additional_ time for
Ski vacations and could be a real boon for
skiing. When it comes to energy priorities,
it is believed that consumers will give up
other activities before relinquishing their
vacation and recreation activities.

Changing Sty-l-e-s

Income:does not ski,:ocupation does not
ski, education does not ski--people ski. The
decision to ski or not to ski involves an
intricate set of wants, needs, desires and
expectations. These belong to people -who are
constantly changing. Tt IS clear that- skiing
remains a major option ror affluent, educated
people to choose to occupy their free time,
but skiing is only of many options avail-
able._ Today more people arc' concerned with
selr-fulfillMent, trying out new life styles,



and searching out new pleasures. In this
environment, skiing has become a competitor,
bidding against other leisure time activities
for the consumer' attention and a share of
hiA tim And del; o's. Today there is a great
llt°r/Jing of recreational life steles, with
little distinction between social classes, AS

of _.people become more financially and
physically mobile. 6:11ile income is still A_
good indicator for marketers, an analysis of
income is no longer A SUre guide to the pat-
terns of recreational usage.

The ski area planner must examine and
keep up with changing life styles. The fact
that young Adults are a growing force In our
,C,I10111V, with their r.ew values and attitudes,
must be analyzed. lake marriage, for example.
The attitude of Young people is quite different
from today's 35-49 year old age group when
they were voung. Today's young people are
getting mriied later, if they get married at
all, and this is creating growing numbers of
single people. In the past five years, the
singles market has grown from 10 million
adults under the age of 35, to 15 million;
This enormous singles market is continuing to
grow. There is also the divorced segment of
the singles market, approximately 11 million
people in the U.S. are divorced or separated.
Recent figures indicated that there was one
divorce for every two marriages. The singles
life style appears to he very compatible with
outdoor recreation activities such as skiing.

number of studios on the industry which pro-
vide valuable insights into t e skier, the
market place, actives, inactives, n nskiers,
and potential skiers.

One ol the benchmarks on the sport of
skiing is provided by the A. C. Neilson Com-
pany with their 1979 Neilson Sports_Particl-
pat_ion Survev_. This survey is the fourth in a
series Of three year measurements designed to
monitor the participation of the public in
major sports activities. Neilson conducted
their first_nat ion -wide sports participation
study in 1970, covering 13 sports categories.
In 1973 they launched their second survey,
making it amuch more comprehensive measuring 25
sports and conducting the survey Via tele-
phone. In 1976, the third survey was con-
ducted with the number of sports covered
increasing to 27, and the project was pat-
terned after the one_in 1973 to enabie trends
in sports participation behavior to be traced.
The 1979 survey follows the same data collec-
tion techniques that were designed in the 1973
and 1976 studies, and it covers 30 sports
categories: The interviewing was performed
during the March-April period, dovetailing the
time of the data collection in the 1976
study. This had the advantage of holding
seasonal variables to a minimum_and being
virtually the ideal time to collect skiing
data. Consequently, Neilson's data provides
an important benchmark from which to explore
skiing.

In any study, it is important to learn
what definitions are used, and the A. C.
Neilson people note that a participant/player

The factors that have been sampled point for -the purposes of their study_is defined_as
out that in the skiing market place it is an individual who participates in an activity
necensar LO recognize that people will change or plays a sport "from time to time" during
in coming dee:ides. Their customs, values and the past year. Neilson's data indicates that
life styles will go through the usual meta- snow skiing is a very popular sport increasing
morphosis of time. if_the ski -area planner is participation at_a very rapid rate. There was
to forecast trends with a prOfitable lerexight, approximately a 40 percent increase in parti-
h must be a student of the factors affecting cipation in skiing in 1979 over 1976, on top
the skiing scene. of an approximately 40 percent increase be-

twoen 1973_and_1976. This has brought current
participation -in this sport Of snow skiing to

SKIING TREND INFORMATION a level of 6.8 percent among individuals,
which projects to approximately 14.6 million

It's time to move from the general to the skiers. This figure is very close to -the-
specific and talk directly about skiing and figures_puhIished by SkiinjZ magazine in their
What has been going on in the sport of skiing. U.S. Skiing Market study and by the Forest
When we talk about skiing, we typically think Service in their Nationwide Skier survey.
of alpine or downhill skiing, but today with Slight differences in totals exist because
the rapid growth of cross - country skiing,_ it different_age groups were included, but when
needs to be included in any analysis of the these differences are accounted for the study
sport, results are remarkably similar.

Just as skiing has come a long way from
its small beginnings,-so has ski research and
information on the Industry. For years,
skiing was plagued by the lack of good infor-
mation, but today we are fortunate to have a

More important than the numbers partici-
pating is the makeup_of those nuMbers. For
example, a beer manufacturer wishes to know
who his light, medium and heavy users aro.
The same should he true in skiing. You want



at.lact the heavy skiers or serious skiers
to Your resort. About 20 percent of the
skiers account for about 60 percent of the
articipati,n. Light skiers skiing 5 days a
...ear or less amount to about 45 percent of the
partteipants and account for about one-eighth
of the participation. Heavy skiers ski twenty
days or more per year.

Important henchmarks to remember are that
of the approxiMately 76 million househOlds in
the United States, 12.4 percent have one or
more family members who ski. This is up from
1970 when the incidence was 8.h percent. 0n
the average, each skiing household contains
1.h memTors who ski.

Highlights show that the average downhill
snow skier haS been skiing for over six years,
and ,ross-country participants have been
skiliLi for about 3.75 years. In 1976 downhill
skiers averaged slightly over Si years of
activity in Skiing. the number of miles
traveled ia order to reach snow ranged from
less than ono mile, Co 1,000 miles or more
with the average one -way trip representing a
distance of slightly over 200 miles; This
compares to a similar average of nearly 20))
miles in 1976. Cross-country skiers do not
travel quite as far7-an average of 83 miles.
the automobile continues to be the primary
mode of transportation used to travel to the
downhill snow skiing area, At 87 percent,
while 7) percent of the cross-country skiers
use !he automobile. Each downhill trip lasts
an average of nearly three days, while cross7
country skiers average about 1.7 days per ski
trip.

Fourteen percent_ of the downhill snow
skiers and 24 percent 01 the cross-co .try

skiers stated that they purchased skis during
the past 12 months. The average price for a
pair e: downhill skis was S170, while the
average price for A pair of cross-country skis
ww; S90.

Another benchmark study was the previous-
ly mentioned b,S. Skiing Market-Serves conducted
!or Skin3.; Magazine by ()pinion Research
Corporation. This study found that almost 10
million adults do some snow skiing earh year,
either Alpine or cross-country or both. In

addition, there are over four million teenaged
snow skiers, for an overall total of almost 14
milli 1 people aged 12 or over who skied
during the 1976-77 season. They found that 58
percent of all adult skiers are male, and 42
percent are female. Skiers who ski alpine
:elusive ly account for 72 percent of all

.:kiers; while II percent engaged in cross-
country onlv; and the remaining. 17 percent
skied both alpine and eross-country.

Skiing enthusiasts are demographically
different from the total U.S. populatinn, as
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has heen shown in man: other studies. For

example; their study showed that males account
for 59 percent of all Alpine skiers, 53 ',err_
cent of all croAs-country skiers, but only 48
percent of total P.S. adult population.
Approximately one-half of all. skiing enthu-
siasts are single, compared to only one in
five U.S. adults who are single. Approxi-
mately seven out of ten adult skiers are under
30, but only three out of 10 adults in the
1'. S. population are under 30. The skier has a
higher level of education; approximately 20
percent of alpine skiers and 30 percent of
cross-country skiers have achieved post-
graduate levels of education; while less than
In percent of adults in the total U.S. popula-
tion have done any post-graduate work. Skiers
also have high income levels compared to the
ii. S. population, with 32 percent of alpine
skiers and 26 percent of cross-country skiers
living in households with S25,000 and over
annual income, while only 16 percent of the
total population live in such households.
Employment dovetails_income, and skiers tend
to hold more pre-1tigions occupations: approxi-
mately 60 percent of skiers are in 0 profes-
sional or managerial capacity while less than
30 percent of employed adults in the r.s. are
in prOfessional/manageriaI occupations.

This survey also covered motivations for
skiing; which it grouped into three major
categories: (I) those related to health/
esthetic factors; (2) activity/sports related
factors; and (3) personal/social factors. The
three types of factors were about equally
important to Alpine skiers while the health/
esthetic factor was by far the Wort- important
to cross-country skiers. Skiing is A SOIA1
activity, and the Sk,Ting magazine survey
points out the importance of this, revealing
that six out of ten skiers were introduced to
skiing by meads and almost four out of ten
by family members.

It is common in ski surveys to ask skiers
to classify themselves according to their
level ,,f cxpi--iontc or abHity. Titts
always an interesting exercise and one wonders
how the rating would compare with an instru,-
for Or a i4ki patrolman's. In any event, in
the magazine survey, 25 percent of the
Alpine skiers classified themselves as be-_
ginners, 25 percent as intermediates, and 50
percent as advanced or expert.

Well over 5D percent of the Alpine- skiers
took overnight skiing trips during the 1976-77
season _and averaged close to eight skiing
trips during the 1976-77 season; while cross-
country skiers averaged over nine trips.
Alpine skiers spent an average of 11 days, and
cross-country skiers approximately 13 !hr.'s, on
skiing trips.. Asmentioned previously,_the
personal car is the_ most_common means of
transportation to the ski area, being ntillzed



per .cot t ases.

three leading stotos for Alpine
rInon NeW York and Colorado;

the throe leading stiles tor cross-
'99tr.: skiers were Vermont, New York and New

11.°P'rhiro. !here were b.5 million skiing
lip_ with one or more adults _during the

season;. Tho average expenditure by
!lou,,holds on ski trips was 8395, for a

oral expenditure of approximately 82.6 bil-
ril11. rranporiotion and lodging each ac7
71teri for 25 percent of the total _household

e-/-P'llditnres on Skiing trips, with fees, lifts
orill rentals accounting for 29 percent; and
1-,"'d, beverage, amusement, etc., accounting

th hJ1,inc ul 21 percent. SiN percent of
tPc 'rkiers feel that the cost of Skiing in the
10'4 iiv, Year:: has increased less titan most
ilirultls th,v bait, while 63 percent feel that it

11;' increosed as much as most things they buy,
ar01._II percent foul that it has Increased more
c,an most things purchased.

rile Skiing Magazine survey also included
iiii_"rm,ttieir on post skiers: They estimated
tiOlt Liner-0 were 7 million past skiersadults
ep" 'skied during the four-year period of 1972
to' I'l7O but did not ski during the 1976-77

ComPdtill/t past skiers to_current
heth ditterenc,s and similaritieses

cp. rhe main differences were in sex,
,LitIls; and age, with past skiers moreal

li"selv female (48 versus 42 percent);
(:i8 versus 42 percent); and over age

30-"7 versus 29 percent). There were no
m7t-i',eble differences in education, income

.11riplovment. The past skier had been
lk't)'!.' in the market _for :approximately six

vr'jr'l, and obont half of them were :it the

hit'rm,dioLc or higher skiing level. Past
.rktees most often cited expense, 43 percent.
aoj 3f! percent; as their reasons for not

Skied last sO:ison. Clo,-;0_ Co Oho-third

of ljlr past skiers reported not haying skied
he ''l, ski conditions were not good enough in
ti' fait' -77 season. Fift-rive percent of the
pa*striers planned to resume their skiing
dirrillg the 1977-78 season.

final area explored was leisure time
actiitis This showed that the skier is a
011."."'!(.:1Ily active person who engaged in numer-

ir,isuro time activities. The most popular
otlwr Activity was swimming, followed by

ond tennis. In comparing the seg-
MO°L' the skiing market; the serious alpine;
Lit`:-1- Alpine and cross-country skiers, n11 of

liver the same Lop five leisure time
ocPitiosi swimming, tennis, bicecting,
i.jrWiu,.. And fishing.

Another benchmark study is the Growth
l'n--Y-11.11:11j of tire_S-k-bey-11-a-r-ket_ by the U.S.

ior"t Service; a nation-vide study of tire
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skier market conducted cooperatively in 1978
by the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station,
U.S. Forest Service, under contract with Sno-
Engineering Inc. and Opinion Research Corpora-
Lion. This telephone survey in the spring 01
1978 provided data from 2,191 active, poten-
tial; and inactive skiers drawn from 7,106
households. This comprehensive examination of
skiing includes regional. descriptions of the
present skiers, former skiers and people who
would like to take up skiing in the future.
It also provides estimates pf the_sixes of the
vz-rou, skier market segments, detailed de-
s, ..otious of public images and attitudes
to,:ard skiing, its cost, attractions, facili-
ties and market needs.

This study essentially verified the
results of the earlier studies regarding the
number of active skiers in the U.S. In 1978,
11.2 million individuals considered themselves
downhill skiers and another 1.7 million stated
they were cross-country skiers, equalling a
total of 12.9 million active skiers 16 years
of age and over.

The inactive skiers were broken down into
two groups: (1) the permanently inactives,
and (2) the temporarily inactiyes. Among the
latter_group there_were identified 6.4 million
downhill skiers and 400,000 cross-country
skiers, for a total of 6.9 million. This
figure is over one-half as large as the active
skier base:

The third major class, tire high potential
skier, was persons 26 years old or younger who
expressed a strong interest in skiing and had
friends who skied. _A total of 7.3 million
persons were identified as having a high
probability of trying either downhill or
cross-country skiing.

COTIettiVely_as many as 27:1 million_
people could be skiing in the future. ThiS
would represent an increase of over 100 per-
cent in the number of currently active skiers.
See Table I.

The mobility of skiers has an important
bearing on the future demand. Based upon the
U.S.F.S. study; skiers in the East and West
tend to Ski within their region. Southern and
Midwestern skiers visit areas out of their own
region. About 80 percent of Southern skiers
skied- -in areas other than the South i 1977-
78: 'Thirty -nine percent_visited_the West and
32 percent skied in the East. Thirty percent
of the Midwestern skiers went out of region to
ski during the 1977-78 season, with 22 percent
skiing in the West and 8 percent visiting the
East. During that season, the West accounted
for 43 percent of all vocation skier visits,
while the East (32 percent) and Midwest (19
percent) hosted the bulk of the remaining

liu



Fable 1. - -k. gional distribution of major
skier market classes and skier
days; 1977-78

----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-___

North
Ilest. Central South Northeast

-

Potential'i 20% 30% 347, 16%

Active
b

31 25 14 30

Inactive 31 25 20 24

Skier Days 38 15 44

I,
High potential only.
Temporarily inactive only.

visits. The implication is that the West is
the iiit highly used ski region of -the country
and .imong potential skiers it is the most fre-
quently mentiohed region in which this class
of skier would like to ski.

SUPPLY OF SKIING

introdsction

As lids fie,211 discussed in the previous
section; the latent or potential demand as
well :is the existing demand for skiing as
expressed by psychographics_is very strong.
Such factors as disposable income, competing
activities, life style changes and ago cohort
shift~ may act as mitigating forces holding
hack -the realization of only the most opti-
mistic projection for skier growth._ However;
the most severe constraint on demand will not
come from the demand side of the equation at
all; but rather from the supply side--the ski
facilirieS being unable. to meet the potential
increase in skier activity. In assessing_the
future grewtl: of skiing, capacity and utiliza-
tion of existing areas must be considered as
well -as the probability of new areas coming
oh lioe with additional capacity.

A ski area is sithilar to an airplane --
once the plane has left the ground, the empty
Scats can't be sold. Likewise, unused capa-
city that existed on a Saturday on a ski hill
can't be saved for Sunday. Ski area capacity
is a function of a multitude of variables:
length of season,_ quality and quantity of
snow, proximity to metropolitan areas, moun7
Lain terrain, capacity, lift capacity, availa-
bility of lodging and weather. All of these
elements cause a downward adjustment of
the design capacity of an area.

Ski area,: are capital intensive facili-
ties that require long lead times for design,
approval and construction. Historical perfor-
mance of ski areas has not been good enough

to promote a strong and active investment
pool for new areas, Energy; environmental
consciousness, lack of_competitively attrac-
tive sites and the higl- cost of capital are
all potential deterrents to new area develop-
ment.

Two questions arise which have a strong
bearing upon the future growth of skiing.
The first, "Does existing capacity meet the
projected demand for skier visits?" Secondly;
"Is the demand great enough to encourage
developers to take the risks necessary to
bring new areas on line?"

Historical Supply

In 1960 there were approximately 24C ski
areas in the U.S. By 1968 the number had
grown to 600; an increase .of 360 areas -or 150
percent in eight years. However, in the next
ten years between 1968 and 1978 only 100 new
areas were built. The 12 percent per annum
growth rate which produced an average -of 45
new areas per year during the early 1960s
leveled off rapidly after 1968 and slowed to
1.5 percent per annum and 10 new areas annually
through 1978.

in 1960 38 percent of the areas were in
the East, 15 percent in the Midwest and 47
percent in the West. By 1968 with the rapid
development of new areas, -52 percent of all
areas were in the East, 17 percent in the
Midwest, and only 31 percent in the West.
Ten years later the percentages remain approxi-
mately the same due in part to the decreased
activity in area development and also to the
greater capacity of the Western areas.

The total number of ski areas expresses
the_ availability_of_opportunity. if the
number.of areas Is defined - geographically; _

tfie relationship between ski areas and popula-
tion centers can be generally related.
However; while the number of new added
over_ time may express the relative interest
in ski development, it does not define the
change that occurs in skier capacity. A more
precise measurement tool is required if we
are to accurately portray the increase in-
capacity as well as the geographic distribu-
tion of that capacity.

The most explicit measurement would come
from the execution of a comfortable carrying
capacity (CCC) analysis of each new area as
well as each expanded area. Unfortunately,
the data base does not exist in sufficient
detail to undertake this approach; whereby
the lift capacity, trait acreage and round
trip interval or the skier are evaluated to
arrive at an area's CCC.



Vertical Transport Feet per Hour (VTFH)-
and total number of lifts installed provide a
measure 0f capacity though not as defiritive
A, CCE. Analysis of lift construction figures
over the past 20 years provides a benchmark
for evaluating the growth in capacity os it
relates to the geographic dispersion of
lifts. Coupled with VTFH, a fairly accurate
picture of the industry's growth Can be

lable 2, Historical Crowell of Ski Lifts;
depicts the IASI: two decades activity of new
ski lift development by region. During the
nine-year period from 1960- 1968;- 1,-140 new
lifts weer built; an average of 143_1iits per
year. huring the next 10 years, only 995
lifts were added, or 100 per year, a decrease
of over 30 percent per vear. The initial
thrust of development activity (1960-1968)
took place in the East where a 10 percent
increase in total share of lifts was realized
ot the expense of the West during the period.
Rc tho ood of 1978 the West's growth had once
again outpaced the Ease's, cis had the Mid-
est's, and the distribution of lifts was
equal East and West, each accounting for 41
pert

Table 2.--Historical growth of ski lifts.

1960 1968 1978

7

Heist 175 36Z 740 46% 1;067 41%

Midwest 75 16 250 15 464 18

West 225 49 625 39 1,079 41

Total 475 1;615 2,610

VTFH is an expression of the quantity of
Uphill eapacity prOVidod by a lift or system
of lifts. 1r therefore is the hest eStittiOte
of the capacity increases that have occurred
over time. From 1969 through 1978, 618,800
V1H wire added to the supply of U.R._skiiug.
Figure 1, Teti Year Criii.-ith SUmmary Of VTFH;

demonstrates the r-to of growth by reition
that has occurred ,:or the 10 -year period.
PUting this period the West has been adding
an avo raiie Of 12 IlfeS per year more than the
East, and as l:::shown in the figure; the WeSt
added 150 percent more VTF during the period.
The average capaciey per new lift in the East
was 579 vITH, while in the West it was 983
Vly_y_s lift.

Vortical transport feetperhour-Zthe_
niamber of skiers who can be transported 1,000
feet. in one hOitt;
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Figure 1.--Ten year growth summary of WITH
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Source: Various Ski Area Marnigement magazines.

The sharp rises and falls of new VFH_
construction by yeardemonstratestheindus-
try has not added capacity at a steady rate
either nationally or regionally. In attempt-
ing to correlate added VTFH/year with new
areas coming on line, it was revealed that
only in a very general way_was_there
eive relationship between the two. When many
new areas were built, the average VTFH per
area tended to be low. On the other hand; in
years when few areas were added (as was the
ease in the middle 1970s) the average VTF}I
per area was much greater. New lifts at _

existing areas as well as replacement of old
lifts diminish_the_total capacity increase as
a result of additional VTFH.

This factor when coupled with the lack
of a smooth growth curve VTFHsuggests that
the supply of skiing has_not been empirically
responsive to demand. Rather exogenous
variables, such as availability of_investment
capital, expansion potential of existing
areas, good snow years Federal and 16Cal
governments; d,;:roval of_new areas and (16-
vetoper interest are factors contributing to
the expansion of capacity.

Figure 2, Ski Area Development 196°-
1978; depicts the growthand distributionof
Ski areas_in the U.S._ _Coupled with Figure 3,
Ski Life IiKedeOry 1960-1978; the picture of
the historical development and current supply



ski facilities in the U.S. is portrayed.

Iinre --Ski area development, 1960-1978.
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Source: Various Ski Are j. Matagement_ issues,
Sno-engineering, and C.S.F.S.

rignre lift inventory, 1960-1978.
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lift Manufacturers, and Sno-engineeing.
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Understanding utilization of facilities
is paramount to determining the need for
additional capacity. It is also extremely
difficiilt 10 define and heenratelV MeOi-nire.
The numherof variablen consideredisgreat__
and-the precision with which_some of them can
be mcasured in no better than judgmental.
one must eons ides: total acreage of ski
terraiii dCiiSitY per acre of skiers by
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ability class, ability of lift !..ystems to
transport skiers; lengtt_of season; length of
day, quality of snow, requirA by
various skill levels of skiers, waiting time
in lift lines, number of down days per season
aad availability or night skiing jusi. to

highlight the list.

The 1'o rest Service has developed a
scheme for estimating daily and seasonal
capacity that is a reasonably good general_
model useful for analyzing the demand supply
relationship. Under the U.S. Forest Service
model, uphill capacity, slope capacity, food
and beverave capacity and parking lot capa-
city are evaluated, calculated, and consensus
daily capacity estimates derived. To arrive
at seasonal capacity the 100 days generally
agreed upon its constituting the "high season"
(the period from December 16, 1978-)larch 25,
1979, for example) is multipled by the daily
rapacity to yield aseasonal_capacity esti-
mate. Within the truncated season are two
time periods which historically exhibit
different use Characteristics--weekdays
comprising 71 percent of the season and
weekends comprising 29 percent of the season.

The truncated season may, in fliet;

represent the entire season in sonic years tor
certain regions of the country such as the
East and Midwest, In other Tarts of the
country; primarily the far West; the true- _

cited season may represent only 60 percent of
the total season. An evaluation of utiliza-
tion of areas during the truncated season by
weekend and weekday as well as a comparison
of the percent of total visits accommodated
during the truncated season to the entire
season produces anistimate of total utiliza-
tion. Discussion of this analysis in light

of future demand_will begin to permit insight
into future supply requirements needed to
yield a balanced supply-demand equation for
downhill skiing.

In Trible 3; AnaItik of TriiriCated SaSbn,
a representative sample of ski areas operating
on U.S. Forest Service land is enumerated
along with the operating charaeterintis_of
the areas during the troncated season: :1

i-IeleCtilni Of th6S6 iireas and their Operating
characteristics are included in Table 4,
U.S.V.S. Ski Area Operating Characteristics,
in order to highlight the key findings of the
Skier visit data.

In the East and Midwest the 29 percent
of the truncated season occurring on weekends
produced an average of 50 percent of_all
skier visits. Those areas With deStiriatiOn
skiing tended to have a lesser proportion of
their skTer vlsitsocerring on weekends.
Weekend ntilizatinn rates in the East fell in

the 55-65 percont_range alid_ weekday utili%t:1-
tibil was iii the mid- to High 30 percent



Val,lc 1.--Anilysis of truncated

Percent ko
Skicr Visits
Occurring on

season.

Percent 61
Skier Visits
Occurring on

Percent of
Total

!m-,ta Of
iotal

Are.' Wool:ell-as- : .l=.1k- Ve-r All -:4- Ft-s Area
- -------------- Weekends Skier V is iti!

").j)°,79" M i chi ga n

Holid.ly Hill 41 89,: Caberfae 487: 95,'
Steyr.' Ranch 48 80 Indianhead 50 85
Kirkwood 46 75 Blackjack 66 93
Nimmoth 44 73 Minnesota
Hyavenly VAlley

wa.silingt on

38 85 Lutsti
CO-I0Tui-o.__.

54 90

AIpental 48 92 Lovelaid 50 63
Crystal Mountain 56 82 Vail 33 86
Ni , Baker 74 83 Aspen 28 89
Ski Acr.-: 47 88 Eldora '+3 73

orogon Rurgatory 41 88
'lc. B..chelor 47 76 Copper MOdilt:iin 39 85
I. Hood 9 91 Montana

M.Itorpor 56 98 Ka Lodge 53 76
Now 11J:111,2,h:re Big Mountain 38 80
Mt.Attitash 4h 100 Big Sky 40 85
Loon 56 98 Wuiiiii9
wAtoevith:. 44 39 Medicine Bow 64 82

di it 52 86 Jackson Hole 42 92
Bretton Woods 52 100 New Mexico
Cannon 48 100 Thos 39 81

_ Gunstock 47 1(10 Red River 43 93
)ii,:. Sierra Blanca 50 87
Sugarloaf 50 93 Arizona.

I'crTn9it Arizona Snow Bowl 44 90
Bromley 46 92 Utah
Mt. Snow 48 96 Brianhead 50 84
Stigarbush 35 98 Alta 40 71
It Mansfield 35 98 . Snowbird 36 71
Killington 42 90 Idaho

________

Sun Valley 32 9I

Tahle 4.--V.S.1.S. ski

P . , t ,n /A r e t

area operating characteristics.

Weekend
Ut I I I ..atiCan

Fool T,Ti;
Truncated
Season

Skier Visits
on Weckcgds

Weekday
Ut 1 11 16I ion

Overall
Utilization

Ea.St

Sugarhinih. VF 35:: 497. 391: 41:' 9,K
In Mountain, MI! 56 69 35 45 98
Sugarloaf; NA_ 50 56 35 45 93
CAnnon !It., NH 48 50 23 31 100
Killington, VT 42 65 39 47 90

Nd&s,c-s-t

Indianheid, NI 50 71 29 42 85
C.i1,,rii,; 11 1 48 66 28 4(1 95
Lutsen, MN 54 86 30 47 90

V.0st......
A,Ten, co 28 56 61 59 89
Vi i I , Co 33 102 87 92 86
Snowbird; IT 36 68 . 53 57 71
NariitiOth, CA 44 88 48 60 73
Hcavenly Valley, CA 38 71 49 55 85
Nt. Baker, WA 74 246 37 10(1 83

r.S.1;5 Prieing Stiidy Printout, August 1979,
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range. OVerall utilization levels were in
the mid-40 percent range. Cenerally, the
East is in a position of having excess skiing
copacity over the entire season with weekday
capacity allowing for more than a doubling in
skier visits. IL apparent that the length
of season in the East generally coincides
with the 100-day trulcated e11:4on and little

opportunity Co acLommodate outside
this time period exists.

the Midwest; weekend ,:,-;e of the areas
WaS aiil the weekday utilization eX-
tremely low. The net effect is that OVeraII
utilization was about the same as experienced
in the Fast during the 1978-79 season. The

c.rcatest oppot'LLinity for accommodating addi-
tional skiers in the region OCCUrred _during
the week when more than a do-tailing of Skier
VI - ;11, can be realized before excessively
hi);11 utilization would result. A secondary
opportinillY fer additional skier visit accom-
modation would he to increase the use of the
shoulder seasons on either end of the trun-
cated season. Based en a rather limited
SaMpl 01 the Midwest areas (only those
operating 'Hider U:S:FS; leaSeS) the supply
of available skiing appears to be adequate to
meet the current and projected demand assuming
a Shift iu demand away from weekend use can
be effected.

The est; as would he expected, is the

MoSt difficult region to asses!-:. The large
geographic diStribit'iOn of ski facilities
coupled with the complex nature of the Skier

enerali7arion of the regions ski
facility analysis inappropriate. Those areas

serving a predominately 1 ,cal day skier
market eNhihited characteristics similar to
those experienced in the East and Midwest--a
large proportion of overall skier visits
occurred oa weekends and weekend utilization

were tits high cis to virtually preclude
additional skier visits On weekends. Several

aI is in Washington, in addition t6 the
example of Ni . Baker, realized greater than
100 percent utilization on weekends. Mane of

ills California areas had mid-80 percent to

low iii) percent utilizatiith Of F.:le:filth:n-1; In

Colorath,, Vail operated at 102 percent week-
end use and most other front range areas
operated above 80 percent on weekends.

Several destinatien areas realized
hi0r midweek utilization and decreased
weekend use This is a result of the desti-
nation skier arriving on the weekend and not
starting skiing until Sunday or Monday. At

areas such as Aspen, weekend skiing accounted
for only 8 percent of the total visits to
the area. The destination areas in the West
achieved better than 60 percent utilization
during the weekday period: These areas will
find it difficult to increase Weekday Skier

visits in the future.

Overall utilizatititi for iiIl_types of
areas in the West was 1enerally feittid to be
greater than 50 percent and at least 15_
percent higher than in the East and Midwest.
The ;jet-Cent Of -Skier visits occurring within
the truncated season was low enough to sug
gest that some limited growth in demand :ould
be accommodated during the shoulder seasons.

Because of the same liSt Of Variables_
enumerated above regarding establishment of
capacity such as snow conditions, equipment
shutdowns; and difficulty of redirecting
skier behavior to go skiing Carly and late
season, 60 to 70 percent utilizatiOn is
generally accepted as full utilization.
Based unon this standard any areas have no
excess capacity for fUtUrn dettottd The ski

areas of the West have reached the situation
where many of them have achieved effectively
full utilization.

This region of the country has _become
the major supplier of skier visits for the
demand created nation4ide. If skier behavior
continues to dietate_Western skiing as the
norm, additional facilitieS Will be required
to meet the future demand. If, on the other
hand; and it seems unlikely, skiers can he
persuaded to ski within their region - -es-
pecially the Midwestern skier;_then in the
short run (3 to 5 years) existing capacity in
the West along with new facilities to be
discussed suhsequently will be adinate to
accommodate the anticipated growth nation-
wide.

New Devi. illpme t

In the next five years; dairy capacity
in the West could increase by 30,000 SkierS
per day through the develnpment of five major
areas and expansion of many existing facili-
ties. If this projected new daily capacity
comes on line, three million additiOnal skier
visits during the truncated season and as
many_as 600;000 skier visits during the
shoulder season Could be realized. The

potential for several other areas presently
in the planning stage- io he developed
exists. However; with the exception of
Bovor Creek near Vail; Colorado; no other
proposed Western area Is a certainty. A

myriad of issues cloud the future development
of skiing in the U.S.

Constraints to Developffient

As has been noted, 1969 marked the
leveling out_ of the rapid growth of ski
faCilitieS; The year the National nviron-



Menial Policv ACC (NEPA) went into effect was
also 1969. This Single piece of Legislation
heraldod a now orainthe P.S. and one that

had significant impact open6 ski area
development in the country. The environ-
mental consciousness that has grown over the
last ten genre: has placed new ski area con-
struction in limbo all over the West. Ques-
tions ar being asled; the answers to which
often Signal tine demise of a now area pro-
posal.

Through the Environmental Impact SL7iC0-
ment Process; proscribed by the NEPA legisla-
tiOn, government agencies (primarily the
C.S.F,S.lare heing_held accountable to the
goneral public for all decisions _regarding
ski area expansion and dew area development.
No longer does an are6 operator sit down with
the forest supervisor and prepare a plan for
his area. The would-be developer since 1969
has had to vilLOt' into 'lie NEPA process and be
pio:,arod to spend five or more years and

;,wards of SI million to reach a "go"

All over the West the last decade has
witnessed major new development proposed only
to see them denied, In California, Sao
c;orgonio, Mineral Kihg and MegeS Maggie haVe
been turned down. Indetiendence Lake is
apparently headed towards the same fate. In

Montana Ski Yellowstone successfully weathered
the protests raised through -the EIS princess
After nearly nine years, only to find the
backers so strung out by the effort the
project is in jeopardy of moving ahead.
Heritage Mountain near Provo; Utah; has --

experienced similar problems in getting Off
Inn ground.

In Colorado the score card stands at one
success and several_ losses with uncertain
outcomes on many othei proposals. Beaver
Creek will open eight years after it was
initially proposed, Little Annie, on the
backside of Aspen Mountain; was first pro,
posed in 1965, After entering into the COldrad6
Joint Review Process in 1978 a decision will
be forthcoming by 1982. The Hospital Building
and Equipment corporation proposed Adam's Rib
near Eagle. CoioradO, in 1973: Six years and
S15 milliOn later the project is at a virtual
standstill. The Aspen Skiing Corporation,
operators of four areas in Colorado, made the
decision that no new areas were,going to he _

approveo in Colorado and began development of
Ear y Winters in Washtngcon. After five
'.ears the project was abandoned and the
company too: the develO:mient dollars to
British Col imhia Where_they wilI open the
first OhaSe of a 14,000 skier per day mountain
in 1980, only four Years after embarking upon
the projec..
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e ten-year effect of the e NEPA legisla-
tion has been to effectively stop ski area
development oil Federai land since 1971. This
has occurred it a time when demand for skiing
has been growing at 8-10 percent per year.

Recently a potentially more restrictive
action was mandated by Congress--Rare II.
Conceptually, Rare II, the Roadiess Area
Review and Evaluation program was based on a
sound premise--inventory and eVaIhate U.S.
Forest Service landS for Wilderness Considera-
tion. Some 46,948,000 acres were evaluated
and now are in a site of "defacto wilderness'
until the management_decisions are completed;
The impact_or Rate haS been to withdraw
millions Of acres of Federal land from con-
sideration for ski area development. The
myriad of conditions necessary for a success-
ful ski_facility hinge upon One Virtually
immutable key elementsuitable terrain.
Sno-engineering has inventoried ski terrain
over the entire U.S. and Canada_for over 25
years and its President; :James Bralith, has
concluded that 1-eSs than 0.1 percent of the
mountainous terrain of the U.S. and Canada is
suitable_for commercially viable ski area
development. Potential new ski SiteS Ate
less likely to be found than new Wilderness
areas. Yet identification of ski potential
was not a charge of the Rare II prograM.
Skiing was treated as a residual considera-
tion in reaching recommendations for land
use, but site inventories were not carried
out as part of the Rare II process.

The NEPA, Rare II and a new-found Con-
sciousness directed towards environmental
preservation has in ten years virtually
brought ski area development to a standstill
in the Western U.S. This has occurred at a
time when strong demand for faciiitieS has
been documented through numerous studies.
Additional demand has been directed towards

region most able to_provide skiing--the
_ The result of the demand_curve's

upslope and the supply curve's flattening has
been overcroWding of existing facilities and
a crushing pent-up demand for new areas.
With 14 million skiers and approximately 701)
ski areas;_at present, there is one area for
every 20,000 Ski-erg.

Future Prospects

Demand has outstripped supply on a_
national basis. The Midwest and East appear
to have sufficient capacity to meet regional
demand for the next three to five years. in
the West the need for Immediate and major new
faCitity development is apparent.

Without new development which If_approved
today could not come on line before 1983-84,



the Etst aril Midwest will be over capacity in
1Cus thitn five years and millions of piten-
tial skiers will have been involuntarily
rechanneled into other leisure time activi-
ties

Ticket: privet; will most likely continue
to increase at least the historical 7.9
percent rate due to the over demand that will
continue to cru increased oper-
ating costs that will be incurred by areas as
a result of over -use and crowding of present
facilities.

gross- country skiing Wilt Increase in
p,polarity in part because of the limited
availability d- downhill facilities and
rising costs. Energy conservation measures
mav spur interest in cross-country skiing
hc.tuse It the ready access of ski touring
terrain in many parts of the country. Empha-
sison U.S.F.S. planning should focus on
winter use of trails; picnic areas and camp-
grounds. Increase conflict between user
grew', primarily snowmobiles and cross-
emnitry skiers will become a major management
Problem in the future. Greater winter facili-
ties and operating budgets will he required
to meet the increased use of the forest!-, by

i tourers.

The concept of winter multiple recrea-
tion Use of federal lands will become in-
crea,inglv important over the next five
years. Planning and budgeting to accommodate
this demand should_have begun five years ago.
A method to investigate the national priority
that should be placed upon downhill ski
development should be devised and implemented
quickly.

HIGHLIGHTS AND TRENDS

.
The piper has covered a great -dent of

information on current trends in the demand
for and supply of skiing. fhis uection
concludes the paper, highlighting some of the
more notable findings and trends.

I. Skiers are demographically different
from the U.S. population. Ski studies
show mates account for about 60 percent
of the skiers_and 48 percent_in _the
adult population; abOut one-half of
skiers are single, but only 20 percent
of U.S. adults are single; about 70
percent of the adult skiers are under
3t), -while only 30.percent of the rflS__
adult population is under 30; about 21)
percent of adult skiers have post-
graduate education,- compared to less
than 10 percent of the U.S._ adult popu-
lation; and about one-third of the
alpine skiers Live in households with
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$25.000 and over annual income, while
only 16 percent of the total population
live in such households.

2. Present population and demographic
trends favor the continued growth of
both downhill and cross-ceuntr: skiing.

3. The dramatic increase in singles will
continue to boost the skiing market.

Women will move_into skiing in greater
and greater numbers.

5. Downhill skiing will continue to grow by
7_to 10 percent per year over the next
five years.

6. The participation rate in the sport of
skiing will continue to rise. The long-
run_growth of the industry will depend
on increasing the participation rate as
there will he a substantial decrease in
the teenage segment of the population
which has been feeding large numbers
into the sport.

7. Cross-country skiing will grow at a
faster rate than downhill skiing. As
new equipment, ciothing,_etc., continue
to develop, the growth of cross-country
skiing will mirror that of downhill
skiing in the l960s. New cross-country
uki_centers_and more abundant supply
will spur this growth.

The fastest growing ski market in the
country is the South.

9. The clOser people live to skiing, the
more likely they are to ski.

10. The automobile will continue Co be the
t.ajor method of transportation to the
ski area; however, energy considerations
will make air become a more important
mode of transportation for the destina-
tion skier. Fly/drive packages will
become more common.

The demand for skiing is outstripping
supply. Utilization of ski areas will
increase until Limitation plans will
have to be dive loped to match capacity
with skiers.

12. Future supply will be conStrained_by
environmental legislation, lack of
capital and government regulation, and
will not keep up with demand.

13. .he West IS the most highly used ski
region in the country and the most
frequently mentioned as the place poten-
tial skiers would like to go. The West
must have expansion if growth in demand



,atistied. 0.

r..e.tern And Midwestern ski areas can
o..commooate limited growth in Activity.

ihr 0,S: socii...tv is MOving from a "work
ethic" to A "leisre ethic." The vouth
of the country arc dcmanding recreation
and leisure as right. Consequently,-

winter recreation ilaiiiitii is necessary
it land IISL. manaement policies are to
he respnsiv, to demand created by all
user groups.
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HUNTING AND FISHING TRENDS IN THE u.5 .1

J. John CharbOnneau and Jat.es R. Lyons

Abstract.--Trends in hunting ant fishing
participation are evaluated on the basis of responser
to a telephone survey of the U.S. population conducted
as a part_Of_the_1975 National Hunting and Fishing
Survey. Probability of participation in hunting
and fishing is a function of the respondent's age,
sex, income, place of residence, and a number of
supply characteristics. The availability of forest.A
acres and total public recreation acres in a
participant's state are also significantly related to
the probability of hunting ind fishing. The probability
of non-participation is also evaluated. The impact_
of future changes in population param..:ters and pertinent
supply characteristics upon hunting and fishing trends
and the related pDlicy implications are discussed.

-int-rodue L ion

This paper wilt review hunting and f_i_Shi _----irecessary for decision making. We must look
partici ation data any trends beyond the trend line to the causal relation-
can be estimated and, to the extent possible, ships and especially those that have some
whit causal iactors influence these trends. degree of_public control. This research area,
In the traditional sense a comprehensive which calls for a multidisciplinary approach,
analysis of hunting and fishing trends ha.2. will be where answers are found to help
not been undertaken. The scarcity of com- decision makers in the management of wildlife
parable time-series data is one probable cause resocrces for the future benefit of society.
for the paucity of trend analyses aionL; with
the small degree of success achieved by those This paper is divided into three sect'ons.
who have tried. Another factor is that the First, a review of the existing data from past
underlying causal relationships which explain recreational surveys and state license data
participation in hunting and fishing for the will be undertaken; second, an analysis of the
nation are just_now being examined in a sys- dart, to determine causal rc'ationships that
tematic way by Keflert at Yale in his stcdy could provide some insights into future trends;
of American AttitUdes Toward Animals. The and third, an analysis of the causal variables
fitting of a line through data points does with conclusions regarding the future participa-
nt get the resource management information Lion rates of hunters and fishermen.

'Paper presentt.d at the National Outdoor__
Recreation TrendS Symposium, Durham NH, April
20-23, 1980.

2-
Economist and biologist,U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, Washington, D.C.
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hunting and Fishing Participation Data

The most complete time series data on hunters
and fishermen are the state license figures.
Excluding saltwater anglers, these numbers are
available on a state by state basis back to
the ;year 1932. However, these figures are
represeucarivp or n11 :1?ortsmen who acquired
a licengp to aalic oi 'Lsa ai L. no not include
those caLn,_,ories of are exempt

Lor nasn" o, Ootn young and old) ,
thosc wfto nunt or ,isa oh tn.Jir own land, etc.
Each of the 50 states has its own laws
pertaining to exemptions from licenses; Fig-
ures t and 2 show the number of fishing and
hunting license holders from 1955 to 1978.
Projecting the number of license holders to
the future would give us an estimate_of parti-
cipation rates but these figures would not
incliide participation by the legally unlicen-
sed group. The actual size of this latter
group has nut been estimatedi but it most
likely varies from state_to state and may
account ior a considerable percent of parti-
cation in some parts of the country. For
purposes of this paper, estimates of illegal
hunting and fishing will not be included as
it is unlikely it could be estimated from
survey data.

A second source of statistics on hunters and
fishermen comes from National Surveys. Since
1955 Hunting and Fishing surveys have been
conducted by the Fish and Wildlife Service at
5 year intervals. Figure _3 shows the estimated
total hunters and fishermen from 1955 to 1975.
These figures represent participation by

ert-smen 12-years of age and older. The up-
ward trend evidenced by both hunting parti-
tipation rates shows that increasing numbers
of people are hunting and fishing. However,
measured as a percent of population, the
increased participation becomes a decreasing
percentage of the U.S. population. This
indicates that the relative popularity of
fishing and hunting are declining. However;
the relative popularity of any recreation is
affected by changing preferences and trends in
complementary activities and therefore may
show up as some form of cyclical behavior over
time The difference between license holder
trends and the national survey figures has not
been completely reconciled. Thu National
Surveys have not been designed in the past for
direct comparability. License figures are a
simple tally of sportsmen while the hunting
and Fishing survey estimates are based on
population samples that are not restricted
to that segment of the population that i
required to have a license to hunt or fish.
Therefore, it is expected that the survey
estimates will be larger than the license
figures. The expected magnitude of difference

Untilis unknown. such time as we fully

1.21.

Figure 1.--Number of fishing license
holders 1955-1978

11444 MI .M

Figure 2. -- Number -of- hunting license
holders 1955-1978

I. I 14..5

YEAR

Figure 3.--Estimated number of fishermen
and hunters in the U.S. 1955-1975

understand what is_being measured by the
National. Surveys there is a reluctance to
predict the future with this data ba:4e. This
conclusion holds for the other national sur-
veys as well.

A third source of hunting and fishing parti-
cipation data comes from a screening survey
used in the 1975 National Survey of Hunting
and Fishing. Using random digit dialing the
population sampled was asked if they hunted
or fished in 1975, and if they had not in
1975 they were asked if they had done so in
1972, 1973, or 1974. Table 1 presents the
findings from a_10 percent sample of the
screening questionnaire.

Table 1

A Comparison of Hunters and Fishermen who discontinued
Hunting and Fishing in 1975

Hunted in Fished in
1972, 1973. 1972. 1973,

Hunted or 1974-but Fished- or 1974 but
In 1975 not In 1975 in 1975 not in 1975

H tad of household 61.9 62.1 41.8 41.8
pouse _9:4 20.6 20.0 27.5

Children 28.7 17.3 38.2 30.7
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111 order to analyze these data the prob-
4biIity of nOt participating was estimated
for both hunting and tishing in 1975. Data
from sportsmen who had participated in the
years 1972, 1973, or 1974 but not in 1975
and those who had participated in 1975 Were
used to estimate the probability that sports7_
Meh would discontinue hunting or fishing. The
inuependent_variables used in the equation
consisted of social; demographic and measures
0: availability of opportunity in the state
that sportsmen lived in. This equation was
estimated with cross-section data using
ordinary Least squares regression. The
eoation, estimated for hunters and fisher-
ment separtely, was:

Non-Participants = f(AGE; ACE ; SEX; INCOME;
+ -

METRO, HEAD, WATER, COAST, FOR, TREC)
- +

Where: Non-participants = 1 for those who did
not go in 1975 but did go in 1972, 1973,
or 1974.

Nun - participants = 0 for those who went
hunting (fishing) in 1975.

AGE, - the respondents age
ACE- the reL-pohdehtS age squared
SEX - the respondents sex, 0=female

1=male
INCOME - the respondents family income

before taxes
METRO - t if the respondent lived in a

metropolitan area
0 if the respondent lived in a
nun- metropolitan area

HEAD - L if the respondent is the head of
the household and 0 otherwise

WATER - the square miles of surface water
in the state

COAST - the_coastal miles in the state of
residence

FOR - the forested acres in the state,
in millions

TREC - total acres of publicly-owned
recreation land in the respondent's
state, in thousands

The a priori expectation on the Signs of the
variables are given below the variables. The
estimated coefficients are in table 21 The
age of maximum probability -of non-participation

for_fishermen. Without the age square
term being significantly different from zero
the ape Of Maximum probability was not computed
fur hunters. Interpreted this means_that with
other factors held- constant a fisherman's
probability of discontinuing fishing decreases
after age 55. The lack of a maximum prebabi-

ror infhters is most likely due to a
greater commitment that .nters included Ln
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the sample may have to their sport: There-
fore, there was not a specilic age group where
roost hunters were discontinuing hunting.

Table 2

L.timAted Nun-Pdrticipation

(1)

L119-S)," ([- value)

lontion% lor ',rating And Fishing

(2)

FILatjrJA (t-value)

Intercept .1980 (12.4) .3538 (9.1)

AGE .0035 (4.2) .0042 (2.2)

Aug -.00003 (3.1) -.00002 (.8)

St% -.0999 (10.7) -.2455 (12.2)

ISCOME -.4410-7 (.2) .3410 7 (.1)

'AEU() .0175 (2.3) .0483 (3.8)

!LEAD .0079 (.7) .0019 (.1)

WATER -.44410-5 (1.2)

COAT -.61410-5 (.3)

FOR -.0014 (2.0 -.0035 (4.6)

TALC .13410-5 (1.9)

F:r4E10 25.9 38.7

r 2
.0190 .0546

11.7.16 5.37.1

The probability_of_discontinuing fishing
(equation (1) -in table 2) indicates the
Alfluence of being male is negative and
10ing in a metropolitan area is positive.
Both of these findings are consistent with
pther_research results. Income and being
head of the household had no apparent
influence on discontinuing participation.
Leeking at the influence of surface water
availability it -is not surprising that
those states with more square miles of
surface water have a lower probability of
non - participation once a fisherman had been
fishing in the past. The influence is not
strong with a relatively high standard
error but nevertheless It is Pre:Sent.
The prosoneo of forested acres also decreased
the probability of non-participation. This
is most likely due to the high correlation
between forest acres and watersheds.

The influence of the social and demographic
variables on the probability of non-partic-
ipation in hunting (equation 2) was somewhat
stronger than -for fiShihg With apprekimately
5:5 portent Of the variation explained. The
influence of residence in a metropolitan area
increased the probability of discontinuing _

hunting_wlth other factors held constant: It

can_be Interpreted that from a cross-Section
of hunters the probability of discontinuing
hunting is increased if the sportman lives
in a metropolitan area. _A likely cause of
this result is that hunting requires more
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travel time and cost for metropolitan regid-
dent, than tor non-metropolitan residents and
threfore Uhuy may !eel less committed to
hunting as the costs rig Otter time;

As a measure of the availability of other
outdoor recreation activities the variable
TREC waS inCioded; Its_positive coefficient
indicates Liu :. hunters from states that have
relilfive abunJnce of public recreation area',
Are more likely to discontinue hunting than
!Witter:4 who_ live in areas where public
recreation lands are le-Sg abundant. _From the
cr,,8 section of hunters in the sample it
ap,ears that income did not influence their
do ision about participation. It must be
remembered that this data SQt contains only
hunters and fishermen and the reSUIES only
pertain to those who are already hunting rir
lishing And the factors that may influence
their decfsion to continue in the future.

Looxing to the future of participation in
hunting and fishing activities the analysis
Shows that tor tishermen the loss of cur-
rentLy available sits s should_ increase. the
probability of non- participation: While
the same is true for hunters, an increase
in public _recreation areas would fgrther
increase the prohabilityof discontinuing
,lunting;

A Model for Determining Trends in Hunting
And Fishing

The traditional models for extrapolating
trend lines to the future do not capture the
underlying relationships that cause trends to

Of particular interest are variables_
subject to policy manipulation by land manage-
ment agencies. Specifically, it winild be

desirable to estimate the relationshipbetween
the availability of hunting and fishing oppor-
tunities and the probability of -the general_
popuLation becoming hunters or fiSherffien. R
do a thorough analysis requiresboth cross -
sectional and time series data on participants
and non-participants; their social and demo-
graphic charatteriStieS; the location of the
hunting or fishing activity and a series of
quantitative and qualitative variablesde-
scribing both the sites used and others avail-
able nearby. Even though such a complete data
base is not thrall-able to test hypotheses con-
cerning determinants of fishing and hunting;
this analysis will give insights into the
practicality of pursuing this area of research.

The telephone screening survey used to deter-
mine participation for the 1975 National
Survey of Hunting, Fishing and Wildlife
Assodiated Recreation contains over 322,000
individda/ observations from 106;000 house -

holds. The screening
and ph Ch.ir.ic i ristirs i)t

participants as_ well as non-participapts_in
hunting and fishing. The sample includes
approximately 2,000 households per State. A

10 percent sub-sample taken randomly from the
telephone screening survey was used to test
a littifted get of hypotheses concerning the
influence of policy variables on the proba-
biLity thatanindividual would participate
in hunting or fishing. Future projections of
the significant_variables in_a probability
equation will give an indication as to the
expected direction of the trend for hunting
and fishing.

The Model.

_
It is hypothesized that the probability of an
individual geing_hunting or_fishing is asso-
ciated with their social and demographic
characteristics and the abundance of the areas
where hunting and fishing take place in the
individual'sstateofresidence. A model for

fishing and hunting is specifiedtoaccount
fiit the difference in hunting and fishing
opportunities. Each equation is given below
with the expected sign of the coefficients
to be estimated.

Fish = [(ACE, AGE , SEX, INC; METRO; HEAD;
+ - + + - +

WATER; COAST; FOR)
+ + +

Hunt = f(AGE, ACE , SEX, INC, METRO; HEAD; TREC;
+ - + + + +

FOR)
+

Where: Fish - the probability of going
fishing in 1975, 1 for
fishermen and 0 for non-
fishermen

hunt - the probability of going
hunting in 1975, 1 for
hunters; and 0 for non-
hiibteS

Thejactors influencing the decision to
either hunt or fish may not be fully captured
by this limited_set of_variables. However,

those variable that have policy significance
(i.e., surface water, forested acres; recrea-
tion acres) are of the most interest from A
management viewpoint, Table 3 contains the
results of the estimation of the hunting and
fishing equations. The equations were estimated
with ordinary least squardS The dichotomous
dependent- variable violates the assumption of
homoskedasticity of theerrorterm ordinary
least squares but the large sample size makes
the cost of estimating the equations with
probit or logit extremely expensive. The large
sample_sizewillminimizethe OLS bias and for
practical purposes the_ coefficients are not
significantly different between OLS and logit
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or prohit. The findings of significance for
the policy variables and the signs of the
Ct,011iViclaS are ol major interest at this
stage in the analysis.

The Probability of

(3)

Fl nhlr (t7value)

8.1 H milt', In

(4)

1975

(t-value)

Inter6ept .096 (31.6) -.067 (10.3)

ACE .00HQ (19.0) .0087 (26.5)

Ac!2
-.00013 (23.2) -.00012 (30.7)

SEX .2204 (25.8) .1886 (43.4)

1I.0 ..2916-6 (2.21 -.14x10 6 (1.5)

06186 (9.1) -.0808 (21.82

HEAD .0155 (2.0) .0758 (13.9)

WATER .00003 (11.9)

COAh1 (8.4)

TRFC (6.8)

FoR (3./1 .0015 (6.2)

32%.4 7:0.5

.0068 .1609

30,0:: 10.072

Age of Maximum
Pro6.4,111ty

The results in table 3 indicate that the
probability of going fishing is at a maximum
at age 33. That is, the probability increases
until age 33 and then decreases as ihditated
by_the negative sign on the age-squared
variable, The probability is increased for
MaIeS and for residents of non-,metropolitan
areas. AlSO, fbe those who inditated they
were the head of the household the probability
of being a fisherman increased. The results
for hunting are the same as for fishing up
to thiS point except the age of ftiMatfiditi prob-
ability is 35. Income had a negative sigh
for both hunters and fishermen. It appears
that from a cross-section of respondents to
the telephone Interview the probability of
going hunting or fishing decreased With
increasing income levels.

The probability of fishing was positively_
related to the square miles of surface water
in the respondents state and the quantity of
forested acres. The forested acres variable
was included a proxy variable for other
outdoor activities that may substitute for
fishing. The positive sign on FOR indicates
that states with a relative abuhdance Of
forest lands have an increased probability__
of fishing activity. The COAST variable was
Significant with a negative sign indicating
that for this cross section of respondents
those from states with considerable coastline
had a lower probability of going_fishing.
Ali other variables held constant; the
probability Of a Rhode island resident going
iishing is higher than for a resident Of

Maine.

interpreting the results for hunting; the
expected positive sign for FOR was statis-
tically significant indicating that Increased
forest acreage increased the probability of
hunting activlties._However, the sign on
TREC Is also positive indicating-that an increase
in public recreation acreage increases the
probability of hunting; This result may be
related to the fact that many areas are managed
for multiple use and the increase in acreage
for_poblic_use may also serve as wildlife
habitat, for_game species thereby increasing
the probability of hunting.

Fishing

The participation rates estimated for 1975
were 31.6 percent of the U.S. population for
fishing and 13.5 percent for hunting. An _

analysis of some of key variables used in the
participation equation will give some insights
to future participation rates. Fventhough
precision is not possible at this time at
least_a determination can be made as to the
direction of the trend for the future: The
Variables used for thiS determination are AG4,
METRO, WATER, FOR, AND TREC.

AGE

The median age of the U.S population is
gradually increasing.__ After the post WWII
baby_boom thebirth rate began to slow down
in the U.S. With increases in life expectancy
the median age of the population in 1975 in-
creased to approximately29years. For each
1 percent increaseinthemedian age of the
population the probability of going fishing
will increase by .865 percent and hunting by
1.99 percent.

M ETRO

In recent years there has been a shift in
the population growth rates of the metro-
politan and non-metropolitan areas. The
metropolitan areas_- have grown at a rate of
3.4 percent from 1970 to_1974 while non..
Metropolitan areas grew 5.5 percent dUting
the same time period. This is a reversal
in trendfromthe 1960's to 1970's that
is expected to continue to the 1980's.
For each 1 percent increase in non-metro-
politan area population the probability
of going fishing will increase by .046
percent and .252 percent for hunting.

WATER

The square miles of surface water for most
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states VarieS only slightly over time.
However, projects such as dams, canals,
reservoirs, and man-made lakes are constantly
being built. Most often such alterations of
the landscape are a trade-off for running
water at only a small net gain_In surface
acreage. For each 1 percent of net gain there
is an increase in_the_probability of partici-
pation of .122 percent.

FOR

The trend in forestedacreaggacross the
country has been fairly constant for the past
10 years. FUture demand for forest products
may cause an increase in timber cutting.
Increase In timber cutting and the shifting
of private forest lands to other types_of_
agritiltUral production may cause a decline
in forested acres in the future. For each
1 percent loss of forest land the probability
of going hunting will decrease Sy .117 percent.
For fishing the probability will decrease by
.047 percent.

TREC

The total acreage in publicly owned recreation
lands which contains figh and game areas and
natural wilderness that provide habitat fet
game species; is increasing overtime.__For
each 1 percent increase in publicly owned
recreation levels the probability of going
hunting increases by .068 percent.

Summary

specific type or quality and forested acres
that are the habitats for specific game species,
perhaps the coefficients would show a larger
impact and affect trends for the future in a
more discernable way.

The usefullness of adding policy variables
that can be affected by resource management
agencies has been shown to be a pi-Ph-aging toot
to aid in predicting the future of hunting and
fishing activities. Further refinement of the
model Specified_and more precise policy variables
awaits the results Of the 1980 National Survey
of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlif6 Associated
Recreation._ The use of 1980 Survey data will
enable us to test the robustness of the model
and any change over time in_the structural
parameters. This study is in the developmental
stage and clearly more work needs to be done
before reliable projections can be made.

Over the next decade the U.S. population
pyramid will show an increase in the number
of LS residents in the age categories where
participaution in hunting or fishing is a
maximum. Also, the population growth of non-
metropolitan areas is expected to continue,
therefore there should be an increase in the
number Of U.S. residents that have the highest
probability of going huhting or fishing. The

factors that ultimately influence the actual
participation are only partially captured by
the changing availability of the activity in
the indiVidhalg State of residence. Such
factors as square miles of surface water, for-
ested acerage and public recreation areas,
which include fish and_game areas and wildncr-
nesg atedS; Will r)ntribute to increasing -the
participation in hooting and fishing in the

future. However, the number of acres or miles
of surface water, forests, or public recreation
areas necessary to augment the_currentstockof
these resources by percent is not likely_to_

have much impact on hunting or fishing over the

next decade. The coefficients on these _variables
ate trends only in an aggregate sense. However,

if the Specificity of these supply variables

could be increased i.e.; surface water of a

1 *-1 t)
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OFF-ROAD VEHICLE. TRENDS

Carrell E. Nicholes

INTRODUCTION

Today I would like to start this part of
my program by_generaIly describing the ve-
hicles; the users; and the current problems.
Later on I will break out specifically motor-
yles and sruumobiles to discuss. When I

was asked, approximately a year ago, to fill
this assignment; I began by telephoning those
I kn,w in public and private ORV management
positions. I sent letters and made many per-
sonal contacts as I traveled around the United
Status. As material arrived at my desk;_I
realized that "surface - trends" research infor-
m oatin, sepa frate rom "in , was grossly
lacking for this form of outdoor recreation.
This paper is my attempt to verbalize the in-
formation we received. I warn you that_what
yon hear me say may not be today's popular
thoughts. With approximately 500,000 miles
of travel in my off-road vehicle business
responsibilities; I have realized that lack
of valid quantity and quality trends infor-
mation has been one factor contributing to
current emotionalism, false concepts, and
gross biases both for and against this act-
ivity. Another problem has been that there
are many who profess understanding in plan-
ning for this reaction because they have some
specialized knowledge that merely relates to
the off-road vehicle. However; in fact; only
a few public and private planners and land
managers, academic types and others know and
understand the vehicle, the land base and the
enthusiast well enough to be credible problem
solvers. Most problem-solving efforts have
beers_ rippled by confusion and misunderstand-
ing trom lack of good problem solution models.
Special interest groups have resorted to pol-
itical infighting.

Let me give you an example of current
research Information which, if pursued in more

Garrell_E. Nicholes Associates; Incor-
porated, The People Planners, is a recreation
planning and implementation consulting firm,
which has worked with federal, state and local
agencies of government; private industry_and
outdoor recreation enthusiasts. Mr. Nicholes'
involvement with off-road vehicle equipment
and its utilization spans over fifteen years
involving most forms of .,,reation vehicles,
e.g. 4 -wheet drives, dune buggies, motor-
cycles and snowmcibileS
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depth, could help solve some ORV problems we
now face: Recreation, in and of itself, is a
personal; multi - dimensional- activity. It is
done during ones leisure time and Iocatcs it-
self on a very broad continuum between the
sharp contrast of furious involvement and con-
tented relaxation. It may be backpacking;
boating; horseback riding; tennis; exploring;_
camping or just eating, etc. As with each of
these activities, motorized vehicle use is a
dimensional extension of the individual that
encompasses his physical performance. It re-
wards the participant for his skin and aptitude
and he is further rewarded sociologically by
his peers for his involvement. Lastly, he gains
his own personal psychological growth as he
reacts successfully to both positive and neg-
ative aspects of the experic..ce.

I think we can sum up this very heavy, but
important, concept by saying that recreation,
and more specifically_;_off-road_vehicle recre-
ation, is different things to different people.
It has to be researched, planned and provided
for with this understanding.

Emotionalism and related problems we see
today break down into three major areas: (I)

a stereotyped image leading to unrealistic
attitudes and actions towards the vehicle and
its operator by_the uninformed; (2)_no standard
bilse of definition, resulting in (3) 000r inter/
inrracommunication. For us to discuss this
phenomenon more effectively, we must achieve a
common level of understandi

As previously mentioned; there are many
kinds of "off-road vehicles" (OPVs): motor-
cycles; 4-wheel drive units, dune buggies,
snowmobiles; etc. ORVs can be specifically
designed for many uses, such as play activity,
pseudo competition, structured competition, and
recreational trail riding. The most common
definition of ORV use implies only unstructured
use of the equipment following no pathway on a
resource. Knowledgeable viewers of the sport
would expand the definition to acknowledge a
substantial additional activity--that of using
a lineal corridor; such as an unpaved; a graded
or ungraded road, or a single wheel or similar
pathway from Point A to Point B. (TheSe def-
initions relate to both the design capabilities
of the vehicle and how the enthusiast uses the
machine.) The Statewide Planning Criteria chart
Will show relationships between machine and
enthusiast for both definitions above. Who is



the euthus:ast? He is:
(I) One -who Is Yearning to (--rate the

vehicle,
(2) One who is engaged in a play and/or

unstructured competition experience
allowing him to use_the_machineto
produce the recreation in and of it-
self, or

(3) One who is involved in structured
competition -which enables him; after
he masters the physical and mental
requirements, to commit totally to
the activity for a remunerative re-
ward of some kind,

(4) One who uses the vehicle also as_a
tool- of transportation to partici-
pate in other recreation activities,
such as camping, picnicking, fish-
ing, photography; cultural sight-
seeing; riding for pleasure; and
many, many more opportunities.

STATEWIDE PLARIEMIG CRITERA

THE PAITTICIPARIT

LEARNING EXPERIENCE

ACtivitiO9

-RECREATI-MIAL
RANSPCRTATIO

As I travel around the United States,
working with federal, state and local agencies
on this phenomenon we call off-road vehicles,
I sometimea wonder if_the representatives of
government bodies don't cringe just a lirtle
at the challenges these vehicles present to
them. I am sure they are hoping that "change"
WiII somehow alleviate the controversy between
ORV users and non-users, and calm the polit-
ical waves that seem to follow this activity.

Gerald Jacobs stated in his writing "Con-
friet in Outdoor Recreation" that

While theories of conflict are varied,
many do share the perception of incom-
patibility as a common concept. In out-
door recreation, this concept suggests_
two factors at work: the perception of
differences among people's lifestyles
and the evaluation that encountering such
differences is undesirable.
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Positive adaption to change when some react in an
unbiased manner to ORVs takes effort; not so_much
"reactive effort" as merely becoming informed.
The "uninformed" often emotionally criticize ORV
activity saying it creates high "impact" and
seriously question it as a form of legitimate
recreation. Even though alive_and flourishing
today, this thinking seems to be academic and
after the fact.

In his April 14, 1971 press release announc-
ing the establishment of an Interior Department
Task Force to study the use of off-road recre-
ation vehicles (ORRV), Secretary of the Interior
Rogers C.B. Morton said: "We recognize that off-
road recreational_vehicle_use is one of the many
legitimate uses of federally-owned lands." _To my
knowledg.:, that philosophy has never been changed.

Stereotypes of ORVs have emerged over the
years and persist in_the minds of a large_portion
of the population. Reason is often overshadowed
with statements that the vehicles "eat land";
"create environmental havoc"; "initiate devastat-
ing effects "; "disrupt animal_Iife"; "impact
moose"; "conflict wits- other human uses of the
land", etc. The vehicles may in some circum-
stances be what the above stereotypes depict them
to be; however; more knowledgeable persons feel
that such_references could be eliminated with
responsible research, planning, and facility
implementation and management. Dr. Stephen
McCool; in a talk before the forty-third North
American Wildlife Conference; said "ORV use
appears to be more a function of intuitive man-
agerial expertise and judgment and political
pressure than a direct result of systematic
problem-driven research."

_John D. Peine, Ph.D., in an_article entit-
led "Land Management for-RecreationaI Use of
Off-Road Vehicles, 1972," said:

ORV owners_are as_diverse as their vehicle
designs. Personal interest and use may
influence land travel patterns and att-
itudes toward the landscape. To the per-
formance-oriented vehicle owner, the ve-
hitle may be an_end in itself; with_its
mechanical development being its major
recreational value. These attitudes are
important to the land manager developing
a plan to provide quality experiences for
the various types of vehicle users. It

appears doubtful that one management pro-
cedure would be adequate for all types of
vehicle users.

Perhaps the definition of vehicles and user
preferences should follow a multi-dimensional
activity reasoning. Dr. Peine lists in priority
activities popular among all off-roaders:
hunting, seeing the countryside; challenging_ _
terrain, camping, fishing, exploring, picnitking,
comparing performance, observing wildlife, taking
photographs; etc.



Dr. McCool; in analyzing the 1977 national
recreation survey, noted a few interesting
facts about ORV users:

"Despite years of research, we really
know very little about the behavior and
needs of ORVers.
*ORVers tend to be much more recreation-
ally active and diverse than_non-ORVers.
*ORVers view outdoor recreation as hav-
ing greater importance than non-parti-
cipants."

Dr. Kerr Nash, in_his research for the
State of Washington, 1979, entitled "Under-
standing and Planning for ORV Recreation,"
summarize d participant communication of prob-
lem perceptions of the activity this way:

"An important feature of the off-road
recreation pclicy debate is the fre-
quency with which participants start-
ing from different premises, talk past
each other. Perceiving the problem
quite differently, they interpret the
relevant data differently."

Dr. Nash clarifies the communication
breakdown between users and non-users this
way:

"The argument is advanced that underlying
the conflict over ORV recreation are very
different, occupation-related attitudes
toward the machine. Itis_suggested that
the rear inconsistency lies -not in -mech-
anically- oriented -by -trade ORVers find-
ing no disjunction between 'using mach-
ine' and 'appreciating nature', but
rather_in attitudes of verbally and
visually oriented 'non-mechanicalg'
(professors, environmentalists, etc.)
who think it all righ.: for themselves
to- bring their 'to is in trade' into
nature_ (books;scientific_instruments;
etc.) but not for the mechanically-
oriented to perform the equivalent act.
The duality between machine and nature
is arguably created in the minds of the
opponents--not a demonstrable 'real
entity'."

In Summary of the Introduction

A vast amount of emotionalism and stereo-
typing of the sport exists due to a lack of
knowledgeable people in planning and manav-
ment for these vehicles. _Basic_definition
information is lacking. The off-road vehicle
enthusiast, by policy, is participating in a
legitimate recreation activity. Past and
Current research has not provided_information
for adequate problem solutions. A communica-
tion breakdown exists among users, as well as
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between users and non-users. The ORV_enthuslast
is looking for social, physical, psychological
recreational experiences, particularly "getting
into nature". He_is significantly more recre-
ationally active in the out-of-doors than nun-
motorized participants, and because of his
"mecLanicaIly-oriented-by-occupation attitudes",
has difficulty communicating with or inderstand-
ing non-machine-oriented resource recreators.

Government

Recently, While gtudying_a number of state
comprehensive outdoor recreation plans, I was _

able to put into words what the concerns of pub-
lic policymakers and resource planners and man-
agers were as they relate to off-road vehicles.
Those thoughts about ORVg; generalized as simply
as possible, are:

*The subject is controversial.
*ORV recreation legitimacy is still debated.
*Noise is a serious problem.
*ORV resource damage is evident.
*Illegal and unmanaged use is a major cause
of_damage to public and private lands.
*Planning to accommodate this recreation
is necessary.
*A need exists for providing opportunities,
but the enthusiasts' needs must be ident-
ified and evaIllated.
*Few public agencies are providing oppor-
tunities, which encourages users to illeg-
ally trespass and overate their machines
in unmanaged_ ways.

environmental_and_social problems
will be compounded by failing to provide
for the needs of ORV enthusiasts.

__ Some other ORV concerns of state public
officials are:

*Involvement of the federal gove. ocnt on
public lands; as required by Execut e

Orders 11644 and 11989 continues to e a

concern.
*Requests Erom special recreation interest
groups for the recreation 6 llar pro-

vide facilities and programs is outpacing
the means to generate the funds.
*Questions of legitimacy of this activity
arise as the availability and cost of rec-
reation energy becomes a tradeoff with
Utilitarian and commerce activities.

Rogers C.A. Morton gave the legitimacy label
to ORVs, but he also announced, in 1971, the est-
ablishment of an Interior Department task force
to study the use of off-road recreation_vehicles:
The need for planned action to reconcile the
competing demands involved in the use of off-
road vehicles is urgent." His charge to the
task force was "to develop; in cooperation with
the states and other federal agencies, conser-
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vAtion threreSt and the industry, a tilanageT
mcot Pito to asur an oprimumofrecreotion
'he Y.'itbamAnimum of cnvironmentol conflict.
Pnfortunately, nine years later, that char;_po
or the most part is unmet.

Energy availability and future costs are_,

another conctrn, not only_of government .suppliers,
hot of non-usrs whc ,eitftuo nb vehicle
use on grounds tnat it may not be classed as a
legitimate recreatiou.

As do.otmented in the 19713 nationwide Estimated motoriIted rue re: fiiel
recroation plan, tosk force report_ sumpt ion from a recent Council of Environmental

PhAse 1...the San Joaquin COOnty Council of Quality (CEO) "Off-Road Vehicles on Public Land"
(;overoments sAid: report can possibly put in perspective the energy

question.
"1r is obvious that off-road vehicles
Are not going to go Away; therefore,
there is a need for more areas where
rho, eAn be appropriately used and
life i, t>. mittimin it

In recent years hundreds of taws, exec-
utive orders, and outspoken environmental
roupu And sympathi:,.ers have brought about
iocreasd restrictions and constrictions on
oRVIlse of federal !Ands. This pressure is
putting a further increased burden on states
And governments to solve existing prob-
lems. States have, forthemost_part, been
j117propared or hove not wished to respond
with responsibility to_this eMoCion-ridden
recrearien activity, Fourteen federal govern-
cbt And offices currently "guide"
And "Nuptlate" ORl's in approximately twenty:-
r-ur arras of concern._ One Department of the

said Of the legislatiVe man-
date,1: In -tiny instances these laws and
directives Arc con flicting. Regulations to
date to implement the laws have not been fully

Enforcement_authorfty his yet Lt,

he Oficeti-Yly dele4hted."

rwo more areas are of vital concern in
shApine, the future of ()RV activity in the
U.S.--the economy and energy.

Snowmahiles:
53 gallons per year per vehicle
4.2million snowmobiles
Fuel consumption = 116,6 Millien gallOnS

Motorcycles:
30 gallonsper year per vehiule
(1;500 miles per year divided by 50 ititIO1l
_ per- gallon)
5.4 million ORV cycles
Fuel consumption 162 million gallons

Dune Iluggies:
33 gallons per year per v-ehilo_
(500 miles per year divided by 15 miles
per gallon).

250;000 dune buggies
Fuel consumption = 6.25 million gallons

F-o-trreA-Drive Vehicles:
500- gallons per year per vehicle
(5,000 miles_per year divided by 10 M111,1;
per gallon)

1.5 million 4x4s used off-road (very
rough estimate)

Fuel consumption = 750 million gallons

Subtotal 1,036.85
& other ORVs 13.15

Prescnt economic moves by federal and Total 1,040 MiIliOrt
e.overnments are shifting the burden of gallons

ruoding From these agencies -to outdoor recre-
Ationist-S thoMseIves. Dr. Douglas Sessoms, I think Mr. Russ Shav's comment is editor
flithriSt and Chairman, RecreationAdministra- in the July Sierra Clob ORV Monitor editorial
tion, University of North Carolina, has said, on this subject best sets a perspective as the
concernirw future recreation funding; "We must situation is today: "TS that less than one
loot- for alternative sources of funding...a percent (of gasoline consumed by all off-road
more diversified Oat-tarn of funding must be vehicles) a terrible waste? People who say
developed, grants, use: fees, all YES usually yield to n prejudinita_jildMient that
of these will he required to sustain our ORVs are non-prOductive and, therefore, non-
efforts." Outdoor recreation enthusiasts essential, and eminently expen0able...5ut, once
themselves scent to concur with Dr. Sessoms, yod start advocating "fuel censorship" by goy-
AS h recent Michigan household study has borne ornment; watch out. It's a Pandora's box.:."
out. To the question, "In general; do you
think Michigan's public recreation_shooId be The high interest in outdoor recreation of
paid for mainly through fees and charges, ORVs over non-motorized_ participants suggests,
thrlingh general taxes, or both?", they re- as does the McCool analysis of the nationwide
sponded with: survey; that motorized vehicle partieiplintS will

Fees and charges 50 percent/households take "shorter trips for outdlior recreation...
General ta:ies 13 and it is likely to lead to higher frequencies
Both 36 of conflict with other recreational experiences
other 1 and land uses."
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h pepart
Hre7it rv_ of I AK) random'
11.ep:eh,.I16 in major metropolitan

I arge maHrite agreed thev would
trequent trier; 1;9.: portent ) and.

...o:atdel locations closer In home (76.6
'pit ) i! ener,,,v sarer.

and
user:: into Inc reas ing

trT :ed programs, the ORVers generally_
at iry their proble,s and needs to be these:

I , colint y or commun i t y

en:, aro developing no visible
ac i I it. IC's.

II it I PS And programs are
: maintdind dud crowded.

Formor ri,linr, areas have been closed
t 1."1:11:It i.rs 111S7,

hl I.: 11'C111',.' ORV policies are either
110110X

trained ORV administrators curren ly
st and ..pe rate lat. it it iOS or pro-

"fldler ddsimunieat:on Oalls e1,:ist hot-woe:1
La,d7er-,-.: and Federal :lied IiiOal land Plan-
ning and ...I.:nog...menu ogencies.

educational programs are in cxist-
en,., t ..bledtiyely teach users, non7
users, administrotors, land

elners and in:111.1,ers about ORVs.

p.tn I inocou r;It L. v perceive
On' S ; users eel ieve those per-

are more emcit ional than reason-

t ioens on ono of this vehicles, the
le, And make some observations. There

,w,,nno nut ,,rycl,s in the 1'.8. today.
ppreciate_that approXimately fifty

of the OYeleS s:Old eah Year are
, and the other fifty percent, or

arc off-road bikes. On -road and off-
annually generate approx-

tely billion in consumer sales and
servi,es, state taxes and liOensing. In 1978,

on estiared 4.7 million off-road capable
oroycics were used y 11.7 million people,

',Mich generated over $3 billion in- consumer
1H.-i and scrylces, state taxes and licensing.

.'ear the sales of off-road hikes to
\..,riodns exceeded 600,000 units.

Oft-road motorcycles accumulated 50 per-
cent of the 4.3 billion miles traveled last
Year by off-rood/off-highway cyclists combined.
u.:f-highwov dual purpose cycles accounted for

perd.-:nt Of the Mileage: and On-highway
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cycles accounted for o3 percent of the mileaSle.
The numhr of cycles (on-road and off-road) re-
tird each veor (est. 1978) is 1.7 million. To

put in perspective the 4.3 billion miles trav-
eled by off-road; dual-purpose; and on-road
bikes, All motorized vehicles in 1978 traveled
an estimated 1,504 billion Miles.

Motorcycle sales arc increasing; in responne
to th_ eurront energy crisis. Tut'il sales
through August 1979 lewd( like this: under 125C0
up 133.8 percent; 125 to 349cc, up 30.3 percent;
350 to 449ce, np =,8.8 percent. The Motorcycle
Industry Coancil says:

"The up-demand for motorcycles is due in
part to some fomilies buying a cycle for
short shopping trips; etc., instead of
buyinz o second car. Fuel cost is a major
factor...cycles con get 80-90 MileS pier
gallon, an important consideration."

Totol sales this year ore expected to increase
about ten porcent. Ftilitorinn_and reereotionol
use of the motorcycle mill likely continue to
promote increosed consumer acceptance as the
present economy and energy situation lasts.

Aoeording to the 1977 National Recreation
Survey, among those who engaged in recreation
activities more than four times during the past
twelve months "driving vehicles or motorcycles
off road" wos more popular Chan:

*Hunting,
*Cnpin in developed or primitive areas,
*Ice skating outdoors,
*Canoeing kayoking: or river running_or
*Cross-country skiing, and was as populor as
*Boating

Cycle Magazine's 1977 subscriber survey indicated
that their readers during the last twelve months
porsonnlly participated iii:

*Camping 49.6 percent
*Fishing 4°,6
*Hunting 40.4

*Booting 39.3
*Bicycling 38.2

Demogranhics

The nm,, ',nor is typienlly a married Male,
avernge age of 29.8 years who has nttended some
college, and_is in a craftsman or foreman pos-
ition: Ills average income is $18928. 8eventy-
seven percent hove previonSly awned a motorcycle;
23 percent of current owners have never owned
one before.

Dr. Keir Nosh: whom we have previously
quoted, says:

"Underneath a surface of similar average
education,. income; family- lifestyle; there
appear to he Important differences--

1.3o



especially in regard to the percentages
of college-educated ORV recreationists
(low, and not increasing_substantially
over the generations) and to the per-
centages dl those in skiLled craftsman
and manual labor occupations (high, as
is also union membership). There are
disproportionately_few_high-status pro-
fessionals among the ORV reereationists,
except for engineers."

Recent_happenings_ in motorized vehicle
sales have brought much speculation about
future direction public agencies should take
in research, planning, and management. Pri-
vate industry is also looking closely at
future_market opportunities and problems that
may arise from the economy, energy, federal
and state laws and regulations.

Off- Road -and Dual-Purpose Motorcvc es Accord-
ing to the Motorcycle Industry

The off -road motorcycle, -as well as the
dual-purpose machine; has suffered from the
new emphasis on the utility aspects, rather
than the recreational aspects, of motorcy-
cling. The off-road cycle decreased 4.3 per-
cent in unit volume during the first half of
1979.

(and)

Dave Sanderson, Executive Director of
the New England_Trail Riders Association, _

says, "ge are viewing the backside of a fad.
We at-, seeing the maturation of a recreation
activity and are witnessing a plateau of new
enthusiasts."

Sanderson continued, "Unlike snowmobil-
ing, whose users are concentrated in rural
areas, motorcyclists in the northeastern
United States are located in urban environ-
ments." He said,."T foresee that users will
seek more recreational trail riding activity
than play areas in the future."

Snowmobiles:

Snowmobiling has erupted from an insig-
nificant activity in the early sizties,_en-
gaged in by enthusiasts mostly within the
upper snowbelt states, to one of the most
popular winter outdoor recreation activities
today.

CurrentIy,_ 1,900,000_(est.) snowmobiles
are in use in the United States with approx-
imately 14,200,000 snowmobilers participat-
ing in -the sport. Snowmobiling and directly-_
related economic activity has reached over 1_6
billion dollars annually and generates in dir-
ect state tax and registration fee receipts
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$77.6 million dollars a year.

The present market appears to_be basically
a replacement one; approximately 85 percent of
all snowmobiles are sold to those who already
own at least one machine. This information is
verified by_A.C._Nielsen Research as interpre-
ted by SnowGoer Magazine, which states, "The
new buyer will likely come from present snow-
mobilers who do not own snowmobiles at the
present time."

The past two sales years for snowmobiles
have been most successful. The apparent reasons
for two growth years back-to-hack have been good
snow conditions; a positive and growing economy,
good positive dealer optimism, new areas of snow-
mobile use opportunities, and exceptional posi-
tive media coverage.

A November 9; 1979 Kiplinger Report_states
that "snowmobile sales are slumping...will be
off ten to fifteen percent this season. Recess-
ion talk scares L)me buyers." Current govern-
ment, industry; and users' comments followed:
currently snow conditions are poor, a question-
able economy, possible scarce energy availabil-
ity, increased machine prices, and fewer avail-
able places to go. All these negatives are
forging early unrest in the consumer's mind for
purchasing snowmobiles in the 1979-1980 year.

Jerry Bassett, editor of SnowGocr Miasaz4tre
states:

"The manufacturers that I've talked to
think that recession, rather than fuel,
will be the biggest determining factor
to_snowmobile sales; usage; etc. Over-_

all, the industry outlook seems extremely
optimistic in light of everything. Manu-
facturing levels are virtually in a
'sold-out' situation. This, of course,
is_a reflection of building_to dealer
orders--plus a percentage of increase."

Demographics

The typical snowmobiler is married and has
2.8 children over ten years of age. His average
age is between 25 and 49 years. He is a skilled,
blue collar worker; whose family income_averages
between $15,000 and $20.000 per year. More than
eight out of ten live in what would be consid-
ered rural areas. He lives where he can use his
equipment on or directly from his homesite.

A study conducted by the Montana Department
of Fish, Game and Parks shows that snowmobilers
have a higher rate of participation in many other
outdoor winter recreation activities than does
the average Montanan. Of the 140,000 snowmo-
bilers in Montana, one out of five also parti-
cipates in downhill skiing, one out of seven in



Nordic skiing, one out cif ten in snowshoeing,
cud mere than one out of three in ice fishing.
Almost half also participate In winter wild-
life observation; approximately one out of
five enjoys winter wildlife photography.

Snowmobile acceptance on public kinds
continues Lo increase; 0.. depicted in a re-
cently released national park policy state-
ment:

"Snowmobiles are viewed as a mode of
transportation which provide an alter-
nate ferm of access when snow cover in-
terrupts normal vehicular access to a
park. Snowmobiles can transport park
users to and from areas which are set
aside for non-motorized forms of winter
recreation, such as ice fishing, snow-
shoeing and cross-country skiing."

Not only is this acceptance increasing with
resource administrators, but with_that_pos
itive image growth, enthusiast solidarity has
grown through their active involvement in
moving legislation and political action; they
have sought improvement of the sport through_
making money available, park development, and
most recently, private industry initiative
to establish destination tourism opportunities.

Trends

Now that we have dissected a number of
elements that make up the off-road motorcycle
experience, let's piece back together what
that information may be telling us. In other

words, let's look at how we might perceive
motorized vehicle trends.

*The future of the off-road experience
will depend on availability of land for
specific ORV activities, the severity of reg-
ulations, and the capability of enforcement
of federal laws dealing with the environment,
resource conflicts, and consumer protection.

*Because of diminishing energy avail-
ability and its increasing costi ORV activ-
ities -will soon move closer to the enthus-
iasts' residences, specifically in urban pop-
ulation areas.

*Federal land management agencies will
gain greater control over regulation ORV use
on public lands; they will support increas-
ingly fewer off-road recreation opportunities
and provide less financial support in land
acquisitions and programs. This leaves states,
local communities,_and_enthusiasts responsible
for increased acquisition, planning, end man-
aging of these facilities.

*As demand for facilities and services
grows because of increased efforts by special
interest groups of the recreating public; so
will conflicts between motorized and non-

motorized recreation activities, Better plan-
ning and ma: :gement by state and local govern-
ment to meet these demands will be needed.
Those activities that financially support their
needs will_enjoy the rewards of their efforts.
Those who don't contribute financially to their
sport will he looking for places to participate.

*As public officials, enthusiasts, and
non-enthusiasts are exposed to credihle ORV
people, information, and programs, adequate
facilities will be identified, planned and
developed. This will enable planners and man-
agers to accommodate ORVs without environmental
and user conflicts taking place.

*Motorcycle enthusiasts in the future will
consider this equipment more seriously as trans-
portation alternatives to the automobile; there-
fore; we will see increased purchase consider-
ation of on-road bikes and dual-purpose motor-
cycles.

*Over the next decade we can expect to see
shrinking of organized and semi-professional
Competition events;_while_those participating
in recreational trail activities close to home
will increasingly enjoy the out -of -doors in
various forms.

*Unmanaged off-road play experiences on
public lands will be increasingly constricted.

*Despite years of ORV research, lawmakers,
resource planners and managers, and enforce-
ment agencies know very little about the be-
havior; needs; and trends of this recreation
group. During the first half of the 80's_; re-
searchers will be necessary by increased Lit-
igations over user and resource conflicts to
take a_more scientific approach to represent-
ing all outdoor_recreators; as well as doing a
better job in planning and managing public rec-
reation lands for this activity.

Summary Brief

Stephen F. McCool seems to summarize what
I want___to say:

"Despite years and_yaors of research, we
really know very little about the behav-
ior and needs of snowm6bilers and off-
road recreation vehicle (ORV) users."

We won't solve the existing problems until we
know who the motorized vehicle user is and
what he wants from his sport.
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NATIONAL BOATING TRENDS'

Albert J. Marm02

Abstract.--This paper examines the characteristics of
recreational boats and boaters in the United States and the
nature and extent of boating activities. The primary
sources of the information presented are the United States
Coast Guard's Nationwide Boating Surveys conducted in 1973
ond 1976. The evidence indicates that _boating is a major
form of outdoor rec,a2ation with a broad base of participa-
tion which hos experienced continuous growth.

INTHODUMON

We do not know when the first boat was
Weil_. We 0 know that primitive men made
dugoof lf,ts and cancws from large logs.
111 NOrth AMeriCaa ifidians bhilt birchbark
c.in0L-4, and the Eskimos built kayaks using
seal shins. In other parts of the world,
wicker and reed boots were_common. While
cues, early boots were built for work, they
served as models for the "Pleasure" or
" re c re at i on ,f craft that began to appear
hundreds of yeor.s later.

Nobedy realty knows when recreational
boating began. Little was recorded about
it until the mid-1600's, when Charles TI
introduced yachting into England;_accordi'ag

Philthe

WOrld Book Encyclopedia, the first
Pilish v.-ht -L-161) was founded in 1775. In

time Gaited States, recreational boating
hegan in the eorly 1800's. The first
Yacht club_was organized in New York City
fa 1844. In the early 1900's it is estiMat-
d that there were not more than 100,000
recreational boars in the entire United
8tates,

'[iii growth in boating hit its peak
stride InamediateI y after World War II.

'Paper presented at the National Out-
door Pecreation Trends Sytposium, Durham NH,
April 20-23, 1980.

-Chief, Policy Planning and Inf-ormation
Analysis Staff, Office of Boating Safety,
V. S. Coast Guard, Washington, D.C.
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Boating industry estimates reveal that there
were approximately 2.4 million recreational
boats in use in the United States in 1947.
This number_had doubled little more than
five years later. There were various
reasons for the rapid growth. As in other
areas after World War IT, technological
advances in materials and building/assembly
techniques permitted mass production of
lightweight boats, and therefore brought
down the cost of owning a boat. Improvement
of the outboard motor, and new inventions
such as electric starters_made boat_opera-
tion easier for many people, including
women. Boat trailers were introduced for
use with the fast growing automobile fleet.
Boat financing and insurance were facilita-
ted. Additionally; a wider variety of boats
became available to meet buyer demands, and
a market opened up for used boats, contri-
buting to the perpetuation of this dynamic
process. The population of the notion con-
tinued to increase, as did its mobility;
Personal income was rising and lifestyles
becoming more active. With longer vacations
and more holidays, about cfe-third of the
year became available to the average worker
for leisure. Boating retail expenditures
were estimated to be 1.23 billion dollars in
1955 for boats and equipment, fuel, insur-
ance, maintenance and repairs; storage;
docking; launching and club membership_
These expenditures increased to $2.68 bil-
lion in 1965, $4.8 billion in 1975, and
$7.5 billion in 1979 (NAREX 1979). There
are currently over 2;600 boat manufacturers
in the United States producing a myriad of
boats, and about 6,000 marinas, boat yards
and yacht clubs providing essential water-
front services.



ITili (11,v;-1. (;t:ARD's REcizEATioNAL
Isom.] Nt: SAFETY Rom:

The hilted States Coast Guard's early
involvement with recreational boating was
prim.trilv search and rescue after a mishap
occurred. There was some involvement;
however, in the preventive aspects of boat-
ing safety. Two Federal laws, passed in
1910 .ald 1918, dealt with motorboat regula-
tion. The Coast Guard's role _grew as
boating grew. The Motorboat Act of 1940;
which superseded the 1910 Act, expanded
coast Guard authority to regulate safety
equipment such as life preservers and fire
extinguishers on motorboats_, also; it pro-
vided for penalties for reckless or
negligent motorboat operation. The Federal
Boating Art of 1958 provided for Federal
and State cooperation in the interest of
onitorm boating laws and enforcement,.
making the states partners with the Federal
Government in regulating recreational boat-
ing.

The Coast Guard was moved organiza-
tionally from the U. S. Treasury Depart-
ment to the Department of Transportation
in April 1967. There was growing recogni-
tion that boating was.becoming a more _

diverse, complex and dynamic recreational
activity. Congressional interest was
running high. In his 1968 message to
Congress on the American Consumer, Presi7
dent Jonnson spoke to desired improvements
in the area of recreational boating. All

of this interest and review of boating
safety Led to passage_of the_Federal_Boat
SafOty Act of t97I. This Act was intended
by Congress to provide, in one statute, a
comprehensive national program having three
main objectives: cooperative Federal/State
programs, improved boat design and con-
struction, and, more flexible regulation
01 boat operators. This is the present
basic authority for the Coast Guard's
Recr,..ational Boating Safety Program. The
objective of the program is to reduce the
risk of loss 01 life, personal injury and
property damage associated with the use
of recreational boats to provide boaters
maximum safe use of the nation's waters.
The program is broad-based, having direct
impact en the states, manufacturers of
boats and associated equipment, dealers,
distributors, importers and the boating
public.

The Need for Data

As the Recreational Boating Safety
Program responsibilities grew and became
more ,autplex, the need for data for the
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Coast Guard to manage the program grew.
The Coast Guard had been assigned the
responsibility for promulgating regulations
dealing with manufacturer requirements for
safe boat construction. In order to deter-
mine where safety problems existed, more
had to be known about the boat population.

Coast Guard had been collecting and
publishing boating accident statistics since
passage of the Federal Boating Act of 1958.
Rates;_ not raw accident data however; are
needed to identify the relative magnitude
of safety problems and to determine effec-
tiveness of safety programs. The Coast
Guard reports annually on the number of
boats registered by the stares. The regis-
tration or numbering data has limitations.
Initially, only boats over ten horsepower
had to be registered. Presently, all motor-
boats are registered, Although some states
go beyond this, the large nonpewered fleet
is essentially not covered in this system.

Education and enforcement are two other
major elements of boating safety programs.
Knowledge about the number, characteristics
and activities of boaters is necessary to
most effectively carry out these program
responsibilities. The boat operator is the
primary target of safety efforts.

ProAt-i_ng S-urvey

A Coast Guard sponsored survey was con-
ducted in the Fifth Coast Guard District
(Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia and the
District of Columbia) in 1969 to determine
the feasibility of collecting boating infor-
mation from the general public. The
regional survey proved successful, and the
telephone methodology utilized was later
expanded to nationwide scope. Based on
cost and time considerations and the capa-
bility for immediate interaction between
interviewer and respondent, the telephone
survey was chosen over personal interviews
and mail survey mediums. The Coast -Guard_
has sponsored two comprehensive surveys _of
the boating public. They were conducted
during the months of April and May 1974 and
covered 1973 boating activities, and April,
May_and June 1977 and covered 1976 boating
activities. A stratified sampling_plan
was employed in the surveys. The Continen-
tal United States was partitioned into 400
geographical strata consisting of one or
more counties. Two telephone central
offices were selected at random for each
stratum, resulting in 800 Primary Sampling
Units. Within each central office, the
final four digits of each telephone number
to be dialed were then_randomly selected
by computer. For the 1976 survey, 28,261
households were contacted by a contractor.
Of these, 6,018 were boating households,



thot is, one in which someone owned and/or
operoted one or more boats in 1976. There
Were 5,507 completed interviews of boating
households.

The survey reports ore compilations
of answers bv individuals, weighted at
the completion of the interviewing period
to give notional estimates. These surveys
were relatively nmdest attempts to gain
some of the dato required to carry out
program responsibilities. We learn from
each iteration and build upon this know-
ledge. The surveys have provided many
valuable indications of the actual situa-
tion. While the Coast Guard surveys
represent the most comprehensive national
boating surve:s known, there are other
boating data developed principally by the
boating industry, States and other Federal
agencies. All provide valuable insights
in the areas they Were intended to address:
This paper highlights much of the varied
data on boats, boaters, and boating
activities contained in the Coast Guard
surveys. Unless otherwise noted, refer-
ence to "the survey'' or "surveys" through-
out the paper will mean the Coast Guard
Nationwide Boating Surveys.

BOATING HOUSEHOLDS

Boat Operators per Household

The Coast Guard surveys looked at
boating households. A boating household
is defined as one in which at least one
member actually operated h boat in the
survey year. The sure:,ys identified 10:6
million boating households in 1973 and
14.9 million in 1976. One out of every
five households in the United States in
1976 had at least_ one boat operator.
Table 1 shows numbers of operators per
household. The share of households with
only one operator decreased by about 10%.
Households with two operators increased
about 5%, and those with three or more
operators increased by lesser amounts.
This attests to a greater active family
involvement in boating.

Boat_ OOnership.

There were 7.3 million households in
1973 and 9.6 million in 1976 in which one
o_r more recreational _boats were owned.
The latter survey indicated that the aver-
age number of boats per boat-owning house-
hold was 1.31, and 21.1% of boat owning
households owned more than one boat. Table
2 shows the number of boats owned per
household.
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Tahlr 1. - -Boat operators per household (USCG 1978)

Number o
0PrY4tPr, Per _boating__

household Year househnlds

Prrcent of
_operator
households

1 1973 5,529,000 52.1
1976 6091,000 42.8

3

6

7 nr mar,

Totn1

1971 2,901,000 28.1
1976 4,945.000 33.3

1973 1,419,000 10.6
1976 1,800.000 12.1

1973 561,000
6.B1976 1.010,000

1971 258,300 2.4
1976 409,000 2.7

1973 116,000 1.1
1976 233,000 1,6

1973 - 43,000 0.4
1976 105.000 0,7

1973 10,613,000

100.01976 14,895,000

Table 2.--Hounrhold boat ownership (USCG 1978)

Numb, of
bories

of
Year

Percent of
Number of boat own Lop Percent
households households chnge

1973 5.093.000 00.f!

1976 7,559.000 78,9

1943 991,000 13.6

1976 1.377,000 14.4

1973
1974

260,000 3.6

390,000 4.1

4 or mor. 1973 165,000
1976 258,000

28.2

38.9

50.0

56.4

There is almost an even division in
the way owners obtained their boats in 1976.
According to the survey; approximately 48%
bought their boats new, and a nearly equal
number bought used boats. The remaining
4% built their own boats, some from kits.

_ Owners of 64.5% of -new boats_indicated
that they hhd no intention of selling their
boats, 5.5% had already ..old the boat they
used in 1976; the remaining boats were go-
ing to be kept anywhere_from one month to
more than five years. About 18% of the
households that operated a boat in 1973,
and 25% in 1976, rented a boat one or more
times. In 1976, 9.2% of these households
rented only one -time; 5,3% twice; 5.6%
three to five times, and 5.0% more than
five times.

A national study of consumer attitudes
toward recreational boating sponsored_bv
the boating industry indicated that the
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taraly size of boat owning household
was members (MAI-CU 1979).

al in BoatinE: Activities

A major tinding of the Outdoor Recrea-
tion Resout.(.,..i; Review Commission's report to

iu Rresident wds that; "Water is a focal
I oint of outdoor recreation - most people
seeking ontdoor 1-ecreation want water to

by, to swim and to fish in, to ski across,
to dive under, and to run their boats over"
(oRgRc 1962), Boating provides a platform
fOr those And other water activities.

'k 'mots of boating households partLci-
Hued in one or more of a variety of boating
Activities. The basic proportions were
iiiii lar between 1973 and 1976. The percent

of households participating in water skiing
,howcd the biggest increase; about 8%.
Caoeing_And whitewater activities were net
separately broken out in the 1973 survey.
dible 3 shows the households participating
And the percent of time ~pent in the various
boating Activities in 1976.

parLicip6tion in hoofing octlyItte5
in 10)1 (USCG 1978)

Knoseholds Percent of PerCent
hoor.cholds6 of Lt..:

spent

par,icLpatinc.

4.:12.000 12.)

5,1:.u0,

roct:onil f:6nInc. :1.,22.000

1,0:1.000

17.7 11.7

In

401.000

1,1.000

206.000

4.6

2.,

7.0

11.0

2.7

1.1

1.9

1.1

1.2

.3

.;

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ' r .

100.0

l, possiOlr for vach of the
ng inch

It is clear from Ono survey that boat-
ing lionseho 1 ,1:-; ore also act Lye in recrea-
tional activities other than hnating, includ-
ing camping, fishing, hunting, athletic
sports, and other nutdoor_recreation. Ninety-
eight And. one-half percent _of boating opera- -

tor hAuseln,Ids participated in one or more of
these activities; 24% were active in all
five. Recreational fishing had the highest
percentage of portictpants; 88.4%.
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BOATS

Number of Boats

The Coast Guard has been collecting
data on numbered or registered boats since
the passage of the Federal_Boating Act of
1958. Only motorboats Of 10 or more horse-
power had to be numbered. Some states ex-
panded bolt numbering requirements in the
intervening years. Federal Boat Safety
Act of 1971 required an motorboats to be
registered. Some states have gone beyond
this and register all watercraft. While
the numbering data has limitations for
trend analysis due to some variances in
state numbering requirements, it does pro-
vide long term data regarding the basic
composition of the motorboat fleet. A
major thrust of the Nationwide Boating
Survey was to provide data en the non-
powered boats as well as powerboats. Over
8.1 million boats were numbered in 1978.
The total number of all boats according tq;-
the 1976 _survey was 12:75 minion. The
number Of boats in the United States more
than doubled in twenty years.

Characteristics of the Boat Population

Boats are generally characterized by a
variety of factors, including type, length,
hull material; engine type and horsepower.

Boat types. There are many terms used
to identify boat type. Broad categories
include open motorboats, cabin motorboats,
rowboats; sailboats; inboard boats and out-
board boats, for example. More specific
classes include runabouts, cruisers, john-
boats, and many others. A long list of
specific boat types was used in the 1976
survey. Some_people had problems placing
their boats within the types. Many people
simply refef to their smll boat as a
"fishing boat". Six major groupings of
boat types are used in this paper. It is

felt that these are most representative
of the many bOat types, and will be easily
identifiable in the mind of the reader.
There is no question that the small open
boats, powered_and nonpowered, comprise the
lion's share of the boating fleet, aoout
three-fourths.

The relative percentage share of_each
major grouping of boat types is ns follows:

Rowboat, Johnboat, Skiff
and other open, undecked
lightweight boats

42%

Open Runabouts (decked 317.

and powered)

rnrY
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sailboats (powered and
noupowored)

Canoes and R,fi. al(s

Cabin Cruisers And
Hou,feboats

Inflatabls;. Rafts and
Ihrill Craft

9% ii-u-14-111-citerlIa+. That material which
constitutes_the majority of the shell of
the vessel Is its_hulI construction. One of

9% the clearest trends available is hull mater-
ial preference. From the ten-year boat

5% numbering lata reflected in Table 5 it can
readily_be_seen that fiberglass has become
the predominant hull material, replacing

4Z wood. Aluminum has pretty much held its own.

it lon15th. Tho simplest and most
direct measure of boat size is length,
Classifteat'on of n,torboats by length ts
esLablished by Coast Guard regulations.
These glasses, set by the Motorboat Act of
1940, aro:

('l ass; Less than
Class 1 1.6 to less
Class 2 26 to less
Clai;; 40 to nut

16'

than 26'
than 40'

more than 65'

2loasure boats over 65' are documented by
the Coast Guard. Numbered boat data pro-
videsa wealth of trend information_
regarding motorboat length. According to
the 1978 data, 622 or the numbered motor-
boats Are less than 16', 97% are less than
26' (USCG 1979). Table 4 shows the per-
con: of boats by length class for the past
ten years.

21 4.--M,torb,at lend!. (USCG 146y-1978)

.-----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-__

Percent by year

1427 :970 1975 1773 1971 III,

eA.ne. 04.31

11.31 32.61

2.7e .1.40

.13

65.58 65.20 04.53 1.6.28

11.1, 11.4. 31.91 2v.).

:.05 3.03 3.14 3.37

.31 .31 .37 .10

The I , survey showed that 55% of all
p.,wered and noeuowercd, were under

ib', and 96:' under 26'. 11,e 1973 survey
contaif,..d similar findings. The following
percentage share o boat type by _length
ere computed by eclading the other or

unspecified typos teported in the 1976 sur-
vey. Tho rowboats, johnboats, skiffs,
dinghys and other open lightweight boats
accounted for 61.4% of beats under 16',
sailboats 8.3Z, canoes and kayaks 7.5% and
open runabouts I9.9Z. The open runabouts
Also Accounted for 49% of boats between 16
and 25' open lightweight boats 18%, canoes
and kayaks 12.7',, cabin cruisers and house-
boats 8-% and sailboats 7.2Z. There were
:.18.000 boats between 26 and 39', consist -
in,( primarily of cabin cruisers; sailboats
and housebOats. These types also account
for most of the 78,000 boats over 40' in

length.
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Table 5.-81111 material (USCG 1964-1478)

1111 material

Saud FiberRlafts Aluminum Steel Other

1928 10.912 47.282 34.802 1.432 3.56.1

1977 12.102 45,62 37.90: 1.472 2.871

1976 13.482 44.5411 36.902 1.472 3.612

1975 14.242 43.072 37.052 1.682 3.062

1974 16.622 41.48: 55.702 2.322 3.88:

ivi 18.664 40.75: 34.582 2.10: 3.912

1972 23.082 38.172 .0.027. ..262 9.262

1971 25.672 37.042 31.640 2.202 3.432

1970 29.042 35.29% 90.270 2.392 3.012

1969 31.38% 33.412 29.502 2.452 3.422

Fiberglass_overtoOk_wood_ns the most
fiSed hUll Material in 1969: New; More
exotic and efficient hull shapes made fiber-
glass' advantage of molding-ease attractive.
Fiberglass is also_lighter; and offers ease
of maintenance. Aluminum is now the second
most used htill material. It has more
strength in relation to weight than fiber-
glass, but it is more difficult to_ form.
The two nationwide surveys bore -out this
trend in hull Material for all boats.
Fiberglass acc,mted for 44% of the hulls
in 1976, 40% in 1973, aluminum 33% and 34%;
and wood__10% and 15% in the two survey
years. Most of the_open lightweight boats,
61%, in 1976 were aluminum; 20% fiberglass.
Fifty-three percent of the canoes were
aluminum, 32% fiberglass. Sixty-six percent
of the sailboats were fiberglass., 14% wood.
Seventy percent of the open runabouts were
fiberglass, 12% aluminum and 9% wood.
Forty-seven percent of the cabin cruisers
and houseboats were fiberglass; and 31%
wood;

Looking at hull material by boat length,
the 1976 survey showed that aluminum is the
predominant material for the _smallest boats;
such AR johnbonts, canoes and skiffs;
accounting for 47% of the boats under IC'.
Fiberglass is second at 32%. Fiberglass
accounted for 60% of the boats 16 to 25',
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aluminum 18%. Wood accounted for 47% of the
boats 26 to 39'. fiberglass 37%. Fiberglass
accounted fur 49% of the boats over 40',
wood 42%.

Lngipetype. Marine engines are basic-
ally either_ inboard or outboard; jet; or
inboard/outboard (outdrive). AS the name
implies, outboards are mounted outside the
boat, on the transom. These are generally
two- stroke engines designed specifically for
boating. The inboards are buiit into the
boat hull. ntese are usually four-stroke
engines adapted from automotive engines.
Inboard /outboards have the power unit inside
the boar and the drive outside.

Most of the early recreational boats
in the country were inboards or auxiliary-
powered sailboats. The outboard was some-
thing of a novelty. The motors were_bulky,
heavy, hard to start, generally unreliable,
and lacking in horsepower. The phenomenal
growth in boating went along with the re-
finement of the outboard motor.

Coast Guard data on numbered boats for
1978 indicates that 84.75% are outboards
and_ 15.25Z are inboards; including_ inboard/
outboards. The share of Inboards has in-
creased about 3% during the past ten years.
The 1976 survey indicated that there were
7.8- million boats powered by outboards,
including jets, 971;000 inboards; including_
lets, 844,000 inboard/outboards, and 123,000
other. Five and one-half percent of all
boats had two or more engines for ase with
them. Ilieseengines were -not necessarily
mounted on the boat simultaneously.

llorseipcme. The surveys showed, as
one would expect, that the horsepower of the
majority of open lightweight boats Is under
30; as ore the engines on auxiliary -powered
sailboats. The majority of engines on the
open runabouts and cabin cruisers were over
30 horsepower. A comparison of horsepower
between the two survey years is made in
Table 6.

Year

Trble b.-Numb', of boat, by horaepower (USCG 1978)

lior,e,over

Over
None. 1-5 6-10 11-30 31-50 51-100 100 Total

1973 2166 1021 1276 1069 1420 1395 1257 9604

1976 1048 1208 1562 1293 1721 1867 2051 12750

Increases in the number of nonpowered
sailboats and canoes accounted for the _

largest shares of the higher number of boats

1j
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with no engines in 1976. The growth of boats
in the higher horsepower categories is high-
er than in the lower categories. Boating
industry data indicates that the average
horsepower of motors sold has increased
steadily. In 1969, it was 33.1 HP, and in
1979 it was 47:0 HP (MAREX 1979).

Ilaat-aae. The 1973 survey found that
the average age of a boat was 8.0 years.
The 1976_survey showed an average age of 8.3
years- Rowboats were the oldest, an aver-
age of 10 years. Cabin cruisers were next
at 9.7 years, open runabouts 8.7 years and
sailboats 8.5 years. The average age of
wooden boats was_11.6_years in 1973. and
13.3 years in 1976; alumanum 7.6 in 1973
and 8.4 in 1976; and fiberglass 6.4 in 1973
and 7.2 in 1976. Fiberglass boats are ex-
pected to last_about as long as aluminum
boats, 12 to 20 years. Fiberglass Is more
easily repaired. Wood boats require more
maintenance and their durability is highly
dependent on the quality of wood used.

Insurance. Both surveys showed that
about 62% of the boats were insured. In

1976, 41.3% of the boats that were insured
had special boat insurance, 48.4% were
covered under a homeowners policy and
10.3% had some other insurance.

BOAT OPERATOR PROFILE

The participation rate of the U. S.
population in boating as determined by
various recreation surveys have averaged
about 25%. _The 1976 Coast Guard survey
identified 50,4 million boaters. _It is

safe to say that at least one in four
Americans participate in boating. The boat
operator is_ultimately responsible for the
safety of his craft and its passengers. He
is therefore the primary target of boating
safety ei't.cation and enforcement programs.
The surveys found that there were 1.8
operators per household in 1973 and 2.0 in
1976. The number of operators was 19.5_
million in 1973 and 30.1 million in 1976:
The various characteristics of these opera-
tors create a composite profile.

Age and Sex

The average age of all boat_operators_
was_34_years in 1973 and 31.5 years in 1976.
Table 7 profiles boat operators -by age and
sex for the two survey years. From the
table it can be seen that the number of
operators grew significantly. The number
of female_- operators almost doubled, increas-
ing by 89%. The number of male operators
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Increas,..d by 43%. In the 20_to 30 age
groups, the increase in female operators
was about 120%. Overall females made up
30% of the boat operator population in
1976, and 25% in 1973, The number of
operators 30 years and younger relative to
the total operators in each survey year
increased from 49.4% to 55.9%. The trend
is toward younger operators, and more
female involvement. TheAndustry- sponsored
study of consumer attitudes toward rec-
reational boating found that, "Somewhat
contrary to the climate that many believe
existed 10 or_20 years ago; women appeared
to be generally supportive of boating as
a recreational activity. Whether this
stems from their recognition that boat-
ing has_dveloped into an attractive and
enjoyable family-centered recreational
form, or is simply one of the corollaries
of femaleliberationsoevident in other
cultural spheres, boating is no longer
viewed as primarily a_means_of male
gratification " (KAREX 1979) The Depart-
ment of Commerce publication, "The Growth
of Selected Leisure Industries", indicates
that; "Sales of almost all types of
recreational goods to women_are an area
of both current growth and future poten-
tial. Women of all ages and all socio-
economic levels are taking up a variety of
sports, many for the first time _" (DOC
1979). The publication also indicated
that, "The surge in the young adult pop-
ulation which will continue for the next
few years is favorable for most segments
Of the recreation induStry, especially for
those selling equipment
and outdoor activities".

for active sports

Table 7.--Boat operators by age and sex (USCG 19787

Age Year Male Female Total

Under 12 1973 324,000 99,000 423,000
1976 561;000 926000

12-15
; 36

956,000
1,695,000

415;000
721,000

1,371,000
2,416,000

16-19 1973 1,561,000 _ 779,000 2,340,000
1976 2,660,000 1,284,000 3,944,000

20-25 1973 2,062,000 839,000 2,921,000
1976 3,626,000 1,857,000 5;483;000

26-30 1973
1976 !,;(4';',gg'0'

604,000
1,315,000 4,057,000

31-40 1973 2,553;000 933,000 3,486,000
1976 3,702,000 1,753,000 5,455,000

41-50 1973 2,604,000 - 627,000 3.231,000
1976 3,021,000 1,118,000 4,139,000

51-60 1973 1,562.000 357,000 1,919,000
1976 1,954,000 513,000 2,467,000

Over 60 1973
11,g3231.gg'0' 1178?1,gg'0' 11,;g69,ggg1976

Total 1973 14,635,000 4,826,000 19,461,000
1976 20,982,000 9;114,000 30;096,000
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Employlvent

The 1976 survey determined the labor
force participation of primary boat oper-
ators over 16 years old. The primary
operator is defined as that operator in
a boating household who had the most
opera,ing time in the survey year. The
employment status of primary operators
as compared_to the U. S. population is
shown in Table 8. /t_shows that the per-
cent of employed and full time student
primary operators is much higher than the
comparable segments of the U. S. popula-
Elon. The percent of houseworker pri-_
miry operators is drastically lower. It

is safe to assume that a great many are
secondary operators, however.

Table 8.--Labor force participation of primary operator,
over 16 years old 111800 19787

Employment status
Primary operator

Number. Percent of Percent
total census datab

Employed 11,162,000 77.6 59.0

Unemployed 270,000 1.9 4.7

Student, full time 1,599,000 11.1 5.i

Nouseuorker 248,000 1.7 22.3

Disabled 92,000 0.6 3.6
(permanently)

Retired 1,025,000 7.1 5.1

Total asked 14,796,000 100.00 100.00

blncludes only those primary operators over 16
years old.

bPercent of U.S. population over 16 years old
falling in each of these categoriea.

Job or Occupation

The 1976 survey obtained information
on the job or occupation of employed
primary operators over 16 years old.
Table 9 shows Chat the percent_of primary
operators in major job categories is corm-
parable to the percent of that segment
of the U. S. population, with the excep-
tion of the Service Worker occupational
field. Census_data_indicate that 13.8%
of the employed U. S. population over 16
years old in 1976 were service workers,
but only 6.4% of priffory boat operators
were There are some significant differ-
ences within the major occupational
groupings. For example, the professional
and managerial white-collar workers
account for 43.5% of the employed pri-
mary operators, while_their share of the
U. S. population is 25.6%. On the other
hand, the clerical white-collar workers
accounted for only 2.5% of the primary

.14
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operators. Census data sowed 17.8%
Hilling in this caregory. Man of these
.fro p rob ab 1 y secondary boat operators in

the household. The industry-sponsored
!rut.vy 03 consumer attitudes found per-
centages in the major occupational group-
ings to he very close to those determined
nv the Coast Guard stuvey fMAREX 1979).
the holusery survey showed 52% of male boat
owners to he white collar wokers, 45%
blue collar/farm workers and 9% retired/
unemployed.

9.- -Job or oceupacion of primary operators (USCG 1970)

r o,:wpation Number^

Percrnt
Percent of ceniol

total data'

aorkers

!lana i..., r administrator
ira,...pt farm) 1.791,000

w,r4,r 701.000

indred

8:,7,01ar woraern___
it a r kindred

. .

..r,n.port)

transport

(ra,rpt :Arm)

Farm 1

Farmer 74:171 manag.,

Fat= laS,rer or faremno

2,000

1,701.000

1.700,000

634.000

:781:=1

474.000
24Z.000
182.000

Table 10.--Higheit grade -o .year of school completed
(USCG 1978)

Primary operators

Grade or Year Numb,.ra

Per eat
Petcenc census
of total data,

Lealthan 0th grade

Completed 8th grade

Some high school

High school graduate

Some post-high school;
no college degree

College graduate, incl.
graduate work

Total

251,000

436,000

1.165,000

3,492.000

2,643.000

3.165.000

11.152.000

2.3

3.9

10.4

31.3

11.6

10.3

15.6

36.2

23.7 12.4

13.9

100.0 100.0
7.8 49.8

26.0 15.1

age
:Idrac,,lud..e:vonlv,,thone.prtn,lary -craters who gave [heir

17.5 10.5

6.8 6.4 ,Percent of U. S._population over 25 year, having
completed chase ca:rgorie.

2.5

36.2

16.7

4.6
2.8

1.8

655,000 6.4

10,230,000

17.8

13.0

12.9

11.4

3.0

3...

7.9

1.5

11.8

100.0 100.0

41,_those prima,. operators over 16 years

V. S. population over 16 years old fstlin,

n.: Services - 191,000 And 'Other'
was ..tear for comparison purpoiel.

A question regarding the highest grade
or year of school completed by primary
operators over 25 years old was asked- in
the 1976 survey. Table' 10 portrays the
results.

Primary operators have achieved a
higher educational level than the_com,
parable U. S. population. Over 502 have
soale educatiOn beyond high school- Almost
one-third are college graduates. The
industry consumer attitude survey had
-,i111ilar findings.

I

The 1976 survey did not include any
question regarding, income. The 1973 sur-
vey provided the_folIowing household
income dato: 28.5% under $10,000 per
year, 32.9% ten to $15,000, 18.4%
fifteen to 520,000, 8.6% twenty to
$25,000; and 11.6% over S25 ;000 -per year.
Nearly 62% of the boating households had
income of less than $15,000 per year in
1913. The boating households had slightly
higher percentages in the income cate-
gories over 510,000 as compared to the
Census data for total U. S. households.
The 1979 industry consumer attitude sur-
veyfound II median income of $23,500 for
boat owning households.

1973 survey found that 10,2% of
primary boat operators had_under_20.hours
of operating experience. Tn 1976, 157.

had under 20 hours, 23.3Z had 21-100
hours, 26.0% had 101 -500 hours, and 35.77
had over 500 hours. There was a slight
downward trend in boat operating ex-
perience.

BOAT USE

Boa t

Determination of the amount of time
boars ore used IS necessary to assess
whether any particular types of boata ore
generally less safe than others.
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Thor, iort.', A major purpose of the surveys
develop these. estimates. Each

boater ','As asked the number of moiths
the boat wa, used dutIng the siii'vev year;
the average number of outings per month,
and the hourly Length of an average outing.

Th. t-0 were 1;428;000;
Or 11.31, of the 12,750,000 boats estima-
ted by the 1976 survey not used at all
during 1976. Of those that were used; 351
were used up .to three months of the year,
79.' were used six months or less. No
particular type of boat stood out as to
!!oatblv use patterns.

itl the boats that were used during
1976, 11.5 were used only one time per
month and 17.3% twice. Almost 70% of the
boats were used six or less times. Seven-
teon percent were used more than ten times.

(19tilmhmi-th. The average number of
hours per outing of boats used in 1976 was
5.1: Forty-six percent of the boat Out-
ings were from two to {Out houts, 22.3%

we re over six hours.

ftoat_,urs. Based upon the monthly
use and length Of 00ting data; the hiiMb-er
of boat hours was computed. The total
number of boat hours in 1976 was 2.26
billion; and 1.55 billion in 1973. The
exposure per boat Went from 190 hours
in 1973 to 199 hours in 1976. The run-
about account ed for the largest single
lilt type percent share of boat exposure
hoorS. 26:77, in 1976: The various types
of open lightweight boats with motors
aecottlted for 29.9 %. and without motors
3.3%. Sailboats without motors accounted
for 7. 1 %; and with motors 3.3%. Cabin_

aeCounted fat 7:7% of the 1976
boat exposure hours.

Boats with motors accounted for 84%
of the 1976 boat exposure hours; and 87%
Of thi, 1973 boat ekposute hour; BentS
without m,tors accounted' for the remain-
ing 16Z of the boat exposure hours in
1976; and 13% in 1973. .The largest
Sihi!le t::!liange between 1973 and 1976 in
the boat type categories that are direc-
tly comparable is a 3% increase in the
sailboat without motor exposure hours.

Passenver The average hiI

o! pas:..airs on board boats was obtained
tl:rough the surveys. These data were used
to convert boat exposure data to passenger
eXpoSai-e infeeMatiOn: There were 7:6
billion possenger hours in 1976. This is
about 3 billion more than in 1973, when
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approximately 3 million boats less operated.
According to the 1973 survey data there
were 3_ passengers; on the- average; for
eVery hour of boat operation. 'MIS ratio
increased to 3.4 in 1976.

The types of boats accounting for the
greatest shares of passenger_exposure hours
in 1976 include: runabouts 27.5%, open
lightweight boats 23.0%, cabin cruisers
13.8%, and sailboats 9.8 %. Houseboats aver-
aged the most passengers _carried per boat;
6.6, however this type of boat only accoun-
ted rcii. 1.7% of the total passenger exposure.
Cabin cruisers averaged 6.1 passengers, and
sailboats with motors 4.8.

Trailering of Boats

Trailering or carrying his boat gives
the boater the flexibility_to choose a
boating area suitable to his purposes. The
range and variety of boating locations
afforded by trailering is appealing, to
great number_of boaters as evidenced by the
1976 survey data. The survey inditnted
that 62.7% of the boats, about 8 Million.
were trailered or carried to a launching
site. Boats under 16 feet accounted for
58.8% of the boats trailered; -and those 16
to 25 f..2et accounted for 40.6%. As to
type of boat, 66.7% of the runabouts, 66%
of the open lightweight boats, 46.4% of the
sailboats, and 34% of -the cabin cruisers
are trailered - or carried. Survey_respon-
dents were asked the number of thiles,
round trip, they normally trailered or
carried their boaton each outing. The
results were that 29:3% trailered less
than 10 miles, 35.9% between 11 and 50
miles, 17.1% between 51 and 100 miles, and
17.7% over 100 miles. Ttte effects of fuel
prices and availability_on the distances
boats are trailered will be an interesting
trend to observe.

BOATING ACCIDENTS

Boating is fun. Unfortunately, the
fun_in_boating can be marred by the conse-
quences of a boating accident. The unfami-
liarity of the water environment whith
makes beating an enjoyable break from the
daily routine, also poses a danger to those
who may be unaware of the possible hazards.
The Coast Guard has_pubIished annually for
20 years statistical ififormation gleaned
from boating accident reports received.
This information, together with the boating
survey and any other pertinent data avail -
able; is analyzed to determine safety
problem areas and program effectiveness.
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The reporting of fatalities is within
the 95 to 100% range. Therefore, fatality
Plata is the mast complete and reliable
source ,f boating safety trend data. The
totality rate per 100,000 boats is one over-
all indicator of booting safety. The rate
of fatalities par 100,000 boats has been
cut in half over the last ten years; going
tram 19.6 ift_1968 to 9 4 iti_7978.. The_act-
uOl number of boating fatalities in 1978
was 1,321. The highest rate computed was
21.4 fatalities per 100,000 boats in 1965.
The major types of boating _casualties are
capsizings, which accounted for 35.5% of
the boating fatalities in 1978; falls over-
board, which accounted for 27.2% of the
fatalities; collisions; accounting for
441'7 Of th.., reported injuries and 356%
of the reported property damage; and fires
and explosions, accounting for 28.4% of the
reported property damage.

The prevalent characteristics of the
boats involved in the largest share of
the fatalities are generally not surprising
having looked at the characteristics of all
boats through the survey -data. The per7
centages_included_in Tabie_11 reflect the
number of fatalities in 197b related to the
particular boat characteristics listed.
Factors referred to as "unknown" were
eliminated._ Only those characteristics
accounting for at least 20% of their part-
icular category were included in the table
with the exception of the manual propulsion
item which in 1976 was under 20%, but is
included for comparative purposes.

Table 11.-1976 itEalities-by-boat characteristics
(USCG 1977)

Primary boot characteristics

7yEL.

Open motorboat

t!'n

Less_thaa_16_feet
16 to 26 feet

Moll material

aluminum_
Fiberglams

Outboard
Manual (oars, paddle)

No engine-
10 HP or less
Over 75 HP

Undrr5 year,
Over 10 years

Percent of fatalities

50.6

58.2
35.6

40.1
38.9

57.7
19.0

30.3
20.7
21.6

54.0
22.5
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Boat Operators

The following operator information was
computed based upon those descriptors which
were specified in the 1976 reports of fat-,
alities. The age of the operator involved
in 28.7% of the fatalities was 25 or under,
50.9% between 26 and 50 and 20.4% over 50
years. The 1976 survey indicated that the
number of operators 25 or under was 13.7%
higher than the number involved in fatali-
ties in 1976, the 26 to 50 age category was
5.5% lower; and the over 50 years category
was 8:2% lower. As for_experience, 19.9%
of the fatalities in 1976 involved operators
with less than 20 hours of operating exper-
ience, 27.9% with 20 to 100 hours, 23.6% with
100 to 500 hours; and 28.6% with over -500
hours. These percentages are within five
percentage points of the comparable categor-
ies of operator experience in the 1976 survey.

Exposure

Going a step farther in accident analysis,
We can look at the_fatalities in terms of
boater exposure. Fatalities per million
passenger hours dropped from .38 in 1973 to
.17 in 1976. Based on the boater exposure
by boat type data_in the 1.976_survey and the
1976 boating fatality statistics; fatality
rates by boat type: were computed. It was
found that the open lightweight boats with-
out motor topped the list with about 1.8
fatalities per million passenger hours.
These are the types of boats on which most
of the falls overboard and capsizings occur,
and these types of casualties account for
the greatest share of the fatalities.

Comment

These are but brief examples_of how the
data collected by the Coast Guard are used
Like virtually all data, these data have
limitations. Reliance on individual report-
ing and_ availability of sufficient funds for
more_extensive data gathering are two_con-
straints. We continuously strive to improve
the Information base using experience gained
in collecting and working with the data.
Other valuable sources of data are sought
out and considered in the interest of deve-
loping the most representative picture of
boating in the United States. The picture
that has emerged is one of a continuously
growing form Of outdoor recreation which
enjoys a broad base of participation.

BEST COP 1 iTiAiii:LILE
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TRENDS IN RIVER RECREATION1

Earl C. Leatherberry, David W. Lime, and Jerrilyn LaVarre Thompson2

Abstract.--Participation in river recreation has been
expanding at a rapid rate. This paper reviews selected phenom-
enon associated with the growing popularity of rivers as
recreational resources. The paper wIII: (1) describe the
river recreation resource (the supply situation); (2) present
selected indicators of increased river recreation use (the
demand situation); (3) present demographic and experience pro-
files of selected river recreation users; (4) describe some of
the environmental and social impacts occurringpfrom increases
in river recreation activity; (5) present selected management
strategies used to cope _with impacts; and (6) speculate some
future trends in river recreatiun.

Interest_in rivers for recreation Is
expanding rapidly. All types of rivers--urban
and rural, placid and fast flowing, polluted
and clean--are being used increasingly for
recreation. And;_people are using rivers_for a
wider variety Of leisure activities. Besides
water activities such as swimming, fishing,
boating, kayaking, and waterfowl hunting,
other activities, such as camping, hiking; pic-
nicking and relaxing are often pursued with
rivers as an important backdrop.

Rivers used for recreational purposes vary
in length and size, and traverse private as
well as public lands. Managemen. respon-
siblility is often fragmented, or altogether
absent. Recreation use often coexists
(sometimes controversially) with nonrecreation
uses such as hydroelectric power production,
irrigation; timber_harvesting, mining; grazing,
and nonrecreational commercial traffic. Many
of America's rivers, however, offer recreation
in a relatively natural or naturally7appearing
setting where there are few human-made features
and the chance for solitude is fairly. high.

The purpose of this paper is to assemble
information_on trends in_river recreation,
especially (1) supply, (2) demand, (3) who
users are and what they are like, (4) environ-

Ipaper_presented at the National Outdoor_
Recreation,Trenda Symposium, Durham, NH, April
20-23, 1980:

The authors are, respectively,
Geographer, Research SociaI_Seientist;
Forester, U.S. Dep. Agric. For. Serv., North
Central Forest Experiment Station, 1992 Folwell
Avenue, St. Paul. MN 55108.
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mental and social impacts, (5) present manage-
ment techniques, and (6) the future. We focus
on those rivers with frequent canoeing,
rafting, innertubing, motorboating; fishing;
and a variety of shore uses such as hiking,
camping, and picnicking. We did not include
recreation on large rivers having substantial
commercial traffic and large_pieasure_craft;
such as the Lower Missiscippi, Ohio, Hudson,
Sacramento, and Columbia Rivers.

Despite the dramatic growth in the amount
and variety_of literature_about_river
recreation (Anderson et al. 1978) in the last
half decade, as well as interest by public
administrators, planners, managers,
researchers; and the public; there is little
information on trends_per ue. _Thus, the paper
is intended to assemble much of what is known
on this subject.

SUPPLY OF RIVER RECREATION

There are more than 3.2 million linear
miles of rivers and streams in the continental
United States (Water Resources Council 1968);
Alaska has another 365,000 miles. It is dif-
ficult Lo delineate those portions that are
utilized for recreation. We do know; however;
that most rivers and streams are too small to
support on-water recreational activities. For
example, only about 700 streams with a com-
bined length of 100;000 miles have a minimum
flow of at least 500 cubic feet per second- -
the minimum flow desirable for on-water
recreational activities (Water Resources
Council 1968).

.14j



Obviously, not an of this is available
for recreation. Much is exploited for
nonrecreational uses, resulting in pollution or
reduced flow. Other rivers are not readily
accessible to the public. Some are far removed
from population centers, and others; although
near or in densely populated urban areas, are
virtually inaccessible because they are bor
dered by private land, or access is limited, or
both.

Because of the lack of "hard" data about
the supply of river recreation resources
nationwide; the Heritage Conservation and
Recreation Service (HCRS) is conducting_an_
inventory of rivers to provide a reliable data
base for the nation's river resource. The
inventory_will also identify the highest
quality rivers for possible consideration under
federal, state, or local river preservation
programs. The national inventory is being con
ducted in two_phases._ The first phase focuses
on the natural qualities of rivers. All river
segments over 25 miles in length are screened
against various criteria, mostly factors
relating to the extent of human intrusions.
The second phase began in_1979 and will iden-7
tify rivers greater than 5 miles -in length with
high recreation and aesthetic values that are
readily accessible to urban areas.

Most national information_comes_from
rivers specially designated under federal and
state programs. The federal Wild and Scenic
Rivers System preserves many of the natikn's
outstanding freeflowing rivers. The system
was established in 1968_with eight rivers;_and
identified 27 additional rivers to be studied
for inclusion in the system. Growth in the
system was slow; a total of 15 rivers were
authorizad by 1975. Then between 1976 and 1978
13 additional rivers were authorized as com
ponents of the system. Currently the system
contains 28 rivers or river segments, totaling
2,318 miles (Table 1). An additional 48_rivers
have been designated for study as potential
components. Other rivers or river segments
including the Current and Jack Fork Rivers in
Missouri and the_Buffalo River in_Arkansas have
been designated National Scenic Riverways.

In addition to federal efforts to preserve
river resources; 23 States have established
river preservation programs (Table_2). The
first statewide program was established in _

Wisconsin in 1965. States passing legislation
jumped from 3 in 1968 to 19 in 1972. Since
1975 no new State legislated programs have been
implenented; but there_are indicators that 40
States are active in -river protection_efforts
(Ailing and Ditton 1979). To date, 19 States
have designated over 200 rivers or river
segments; totaling nearly 6,000 miles. Unlike
the federal program; which is uniform in intent
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and purpose, state programs range from active,
dynamic planning_to merely token efforts_
having minimal adminstrative responsibilities.

DEMAND FOR RIVER RECREATION

An extensive national survey by the U. S.
Coast Guard revealed that the number of kayaks
and nonmotorized_canoes owned by Americans has
grown disproportionately faster than any other
type of craft (U. S. Department of
Transportation 1978). Between 1973 and 1976,
for example; there was a 68 percent increase
in the number of canoes and_a remarkable 107
percent increase in the number of kayaks.
Presently there are an estimated 1 million
canoes and 90;000 kayaks nationwide. In

Minnesota the growth_in_canoe and kayak
ownership is particularly dramatic. Between
1972 and 1978, the estimated state population
increased 3 percent; during the same period
the number of canoes and kayaks registered
with the_Department of Natural Resources
increased 143 percent, from 41,675 to 101,322
(State of Minnesota 1979).

There are substantial regional differ
ences in canoe and kayak ownership patterns in
the contiguous 48 States. Data from the
National Boating Survey in 1973 (U. S.
Department of- Transportation 1974) and popula
tion figures from the same year reveal that _

the number of canoes owned in the New England
and Lake States per unit population is higher
than average; while canoes per unit population
in the Gulf Coast; East Central; and West
Coast regions is lower than average. Kayak
ownership per unit population in the New
England, MidAtlantic; and West Coast regions
is high_compared to the average; while kayak
ownership per unit population in the Gulf_
Coast, East Central, Midwest/Mountain, and
Great Lakes regions is lower.

Some of the most_striking_ownership pat
terns are in the New England, Great Lakes, and
West Coast regions. New England accounts for
roughly 15 percent of the population but 26
percent of the canoe ownership and 29 percent
of the kayak- ownership.- The Great Lakes
region has 30 percent of the canoes but only 5
percent of the kayaks, while making up 21 per
cent of the population. Conversely; the West
Coast region; with 13 percent of the popula
tion, has_omly 4 percent of the canoes but 36
percent of the kayaks.

All data, sketchy as they are, show a
steady upward_trend_in_river recreation from
the Late 1960's on (Table 3). Ot many rivers
the number of visitors increased by as much as
20, 50, or even 100 percent per year. Rivers



Table 1.-- River mileage classifications for components of the national wild and scenic rivers

system as of December 1979
-a

Rivers

in the national system Designated

Administering

agency Wild Scenic Recreational Total

Year Mites

1. Middle Fork Clearwater, Idaho 1968 USFS 54 131 185

2. Eleven Point, Missouri 1968 USFS 44.4 44.4

3. Feather; .California. 1968 UPS 32.9 9.7 50.4 93 _

4. Rio Grande, New Mexico . BLM/USFS 51.75 =h.
1 52.75

(Rid Grande Mgt. by Agency) (BLM) (43.90) (0.25) (44.15)

1968 (USFS) ( 7.85) (0.75) ( 8.60)

5. Rogue; Oregon _ BLM/USFS 33 7.5 44 84.5

(Rogue Mgt. by Agency) (BLM) (20) (27) (47)

1968 (USFS) (13) (7.5) (17) (37.5)

6. St. Croix, Minnesota and Wisconsin 1968 NPS/FS -- 181 19 200

7. Middle Fork Salmon; Idaho 1968 USFS 103 1 104

8. Wolf; Wisconsin 1968 NS _ 25 MEMI1

25

9. Allagash Wilderness Waterway, Maine 1970 State of Maine 95 AMIN
95

10. Lower St. Croix, Minnesota and Wisconsin 1972 NPS 12 15 27

11. Little Miami, Ohio 1973 State of Ohio 18. 48 66 _

12. Chattoogai N.C. S.C.; and GA. 1974 UPS . _ . 39.8 _2.5 14.6 56;9

13. Little Beaver; Ohio 1975 State of Ohio _ 33 .

.414
33

14. Snake, Idaho and Oregon 1975 USFS 32;5 34.4 66.9

15. Rapid, Idaho 1975 USFS 24 24

16. New. North Carolina 1976 State of NC -- 26.5 26.5

17. Lower St. Croix; Minnesota and Wisconsin 1976 States of MN; WI 25 25

18, Missouri, MOntana 1976 BLM 72 18 59 149

19. Flathead; Montana 1976 FS/NPS 97.9 40.7 80.4 219

20. Obed, Tennessee 1976 NPS/State of TN 45.2 45.2

21. Pere Marauette, Michigan 1978 USFS -- 66.4 66.4

22. Rio Grande; Texas 1978 NPS 95.2 96 191.2

23. Skagit; Washington 1978 USFS 99 58.5 157.5

24. Upper Delaware, New York and Pennsylvania 1978 NPS ..
25.1 50.3 75.4

25. Middle Delaware, New York, PA aid NJ 1978 NPS WOO 35 35

26. American (North Fork); California 1978 USESALM _38.3_ IMMI1 06.
38;3

(USFS) (26.3)

(BLM) (12)

27. Missouri, Nebraska, and South Dakota 1978 Interior/Corps

of Engineers

-- 59 59

28. Saint doe, Idaho 1978 USFS 26;6 46;2 -72J

TOTAL 841.15 774.2 702.4 2,317.75

aU.S. Department of the interior, Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service.



Table 2.--Twenty-three state river protection programsa

State

Year

legislation

enacted

Rivers

designated

to date

River miles

designated

to date

Rivera considered

for future

designation

Ownership of

majority of

corridor

Protective features of thexpirm_

Prohibit Management

instream Land use of use

modifications controls and users

California 1972 9 1;030 N/A Both Yea M Yea

Georgia 1969 0 0 115 N/A Yee Yee Yee
Indiana 1973 2 59 N/A Private Yes Yes Yes
Iowa 1970 1 80 0 Private No No _No

KentuckY 1972 -8 110 0 Public Yea Yes Yes

Louisiana 1970 43 N/A N/A Private Yes No Yes

Maryland 1969 9 441 0 Private Yea Yes No

Massachusetts 1971 0 0 _I Private Yes Yes Yes

Michigan 1970 6 641 25 Private Yee Yea __No

Minnesota 1973 4 200 14 Primete _No Yea Yet

New York 1972 70 1;214 60 Private Y Yes Yee

North Carolina 1971 2 36 4 Both Yes Yes Yea

North Dakcra 1975 1 213 3 Private Yee No No
Ohio. 1968 8 415 4 Private Yes Yes Yes

Oklahoma 1969 5 151 0 Private Yea No No

Oregon 1970 8 523 -6 50/50 Yes Yea Yes

Pennsylvania 1972 0 _0 112 Private Yes hlo Yes

South Carolina 1974 2 60 20 PriVate N/A N/A N/A

South Dakota 1972 .0 .0 2 Private Yea Yea Yea

Tennessee 1968 11 350 0 Private Yes Yes Yea

Virginia 1970 2 53 35 Private Yes No Yes

West Virginia 1969 5 205 0 Private Yes No No

Wisconsin 1965 91 0 50/50 Yee Yes Yea3

TOTAL 199 5,872 401

EIAlling and Ditton (1979).
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Table 3.--Recreation veep in visite, of selected 0.S. rivers by region (1965-1979)a

River by Region
Number of visits for years data have been collectedb

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

EAST

Allagash River (Maine) -- 4,141 4,539 3,789 4,820 5,460 6;345 8;260 8;337 ..7;417 9;447 8,619 9,278 9,734 8,932Youghiogheny River NO
-- 17,000 -80;000 ..

St. John's River (Maine)
"" 1;151 1;294 2,408 2;639 2,971

MIDWEST

Buffalo River (Ark;)
.

-- 15,505 18,748 -- aam. .
Current_River4 Oiark

(Ho-Ark) - 40;000 -- -- -- -- -- -164;500 202,857 -242,000 --

_Scenic_Rivervay

Eleven_Point_River (Mo.) .. .-
-- -- -- 7- -- -- -- 10,528 11,128 9,906Pine River (Mich.)_____ -- 13;000 -- -- -- -- 50,000 64,000 -- 80;000 90,000 96;000 76,341 69,836Upper Iowa River (Iowa) -. ..... -- ... -- -- --

_77

1,464 1,795 -- -- --St. Croix River, Upper (Minn-Wis) -- -- ..
-- -- -- -- -- -- - -117,000 118;000St. Croix River, Lover (Minn-Wie) .... -- -356;000 -- -- --832;649 -- -,

WEST

. .

Colorado River, Cataract Canyon,

Canyonlands Nat. Pk._(Utah) -- 585 889 1,670 2,439 4,422 4,096 4;042 4,869 4,809 5,595 5,186Colorado River; Grand Canyon

Nat. Pk. (Ariz..). 547 I067 2,099 3,609 6,019 9,935 10,885 16,432 15;219 14;253 14;305 13;912 11;830 14356 14,576Colorado River, Weatwater

Canyon, (Colo.-Utah) 77 318 -- 500 _77 4496 6586 7;181Delta River, (Alaeka)
-- 356 -- 888 800 1;500 1550 2;511Gulkana River, (Alaska)

-- 500 433 450 500 607

21'011
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Table 3.--Continued

Green and 'Tampa livers

Dinosaur_Nat. Monuments

(Colo.-Utah) -- 2;493 3,755 5,740 9,762 14;145 17,159 16,739 12;874 13,710 13,580 13,114 14;559 12,803

Green River, Desolation Canyon, (Utah) I;600 -- -- 5,189 4;946 5,941 5,793

Owyhee (Oregon) -- 482 557 738 80 989 1;483

Rio Grande River, Big Bend

Nat. Pk. (Texas-Mexico) 926 1,540 2,741 2,389 3,996 4,006 4,478 4,421 4,850 7,651 6,069 4,823 5,421 4,157 3,178

Rogue River (Oregon) .

2,800 4,800 5,885 7,210 8,855 10,836 OWN .4*

Salmon_RiVer, Middle Fork

(Idaho) 1;260 1,260 1,299 1,396 1,624 3,028 3,250 3,972 4,372 4,036 4,682 5,964 3,767 6,904 7,026

Salmon River, Lower Main

(Idaho) -- 4,003 3;057 2;477 3;955 3,817 4;569 6;089

Salmon River, Upper Main

(Idaho) 2;593 2;931 3;201

Selway River (Idaho) 46 194 406 419 439 345 350 359 441 629

Snake River, Grand Teton

Nat. Pk. (Wyo.) 18,000 71,256 73,885 51,906 83,096 77,412 81,210 87,925

Snake River, Hell's Canyon

(Ore.-Idaho) 1,184 1,485 1,797 2,118 2,474 3,213 4,276

Snake Riimr, Grand Cinyon

_ (Wyo.) -- 27;364 30;462 43;576 55;739 60;914 68;959

Stanielaus.River_(Caiif.) -- 25;000 31;807 29;180 34;683

Toulumne River (Calif.) 2;700 596 0 3;330 3;550

SOUTH

Chattooga River (So. Carolina,

Georgia) .. 100 100 300 800 800 7,600 21,000 28,800 22,800 15,200 17,400 29,000 28,800

EVergladee_CAnoe.TraiIs (Fla.) .. ..m. .1.1.1 '' - ''' - 4000 5,000 -- -- memo ....

Nantahala River.(No..Carolias).
,.. n. ..... 1;000 3;000 4;000 -- -- -- -- --

Okefenokee Canoe Trails (Georgia) -- -- -- -- -- 300 500 800 2;000 -- --

Hiwaseee (Tennessee) IMP 800 1,200 -- 2,000 3,000 120,000

Ocoee (Tennessee) - - -
-- 7,000 23,000 40,000

aExpanded from Recock (1977)

bData from various published and unpublished sources.
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showing the greatest increases are_nearest
large population centers in the Midwest, East,
and far West.

The upward trend in river recreation has
led public agencies to restrict use on some
rivers; Rivers_with some use restrictions
increased from 8 in 1972 to 38 in 1977 (McCool
et al. 1977, Utter 1979). As a result use on
these rivers has been stable or has even
declined (Table_3). We suspect, however, that
measures to limit use, while effective at their
intended locales, have caused corresponding
dramatic increases on other rivers where no
restrictions yet exist.

Closely associated with the trend toward
greater regulation of use on rivers has been
the trend toward potential uaers being_denied
access to rivers (Grimm and Wyman 1974). On
many rivers the number of persons applying for
permits has been four to five times the number
receiving them. For instance, on the Selway
River in 1978, only 62 of the 703 persons
applying for a permit through a lottery system
actually were awarded one--a 9 percent rate of
success.

Growing membership in riveroriented orga
nizations, sponsored river events, and the cir
culation of magazines oriented to river
recreation all point to an accelerated interest
in rivers for recreation. For example, mem-
bership in the American Canoe Association was
1,000 in 1965 and is expected to exceed 5,000
during 1980. The number of Sierra Club river_
outings has more than doubled since 1969; up to
47 in 1978. Circulation Of,Canoe Magazine,
which began publication in 1973, jumped from
5,000 in that year to over 45,000 in 1979.

Commercial enterprises in river
recreation have correspondingly increased. For
example, the Grumman RentACanoe directories
(Grumman 1973, 1978) show canoe rental agencies
listed increased 115 percent between 1973_and
1978 (from 427 to 917)._ Enterprises and indi
viduals that outfit or lead river trips also
have increased. The newly formed National
Association of Canoe Liveries and Outfitters
report 168 businesses in 33 States in their
1979 directory. They expect the number of
businesses to at least double in the 1980
directory (Couch 1979). In 1962, the Western
River Guide_Association_counted only 15 mem-7
bets. - -By 1979, the number of members had risen
to 1,374. The companion Eastern Professional
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River Outfitters Association was founded in
1976 with 14 members. Three years later the
organization had more than doubled to 29.

Fulltime lobbyists for several conser
vation organizations with a vital interest in
river protection as well as recreation use
have been established. The American Rivers_
Conservation Council; for_exampIe, was founded
in 1973, and is based in Washington, D. C. A
major national lobby, they call for widespread
river preservation programs and for informing
a variety of interested persons about river
planning; management, and conservation.

The growing number of regional, national,
and international conferences and symposia_
focusing_ specifically on river recreation is
another indicator of the widespread interest
in river resources. During the 1970s, no less
than 10 major gatherings focused on such
topics as river planning and management, the
impact of proposed dam construction on river
resources, instream flow requirements for
recreation and other uses, research on river
recreation, and public programs to preserve
river environments.

The following factors should be influen
tial in keeping demand high: the crowded con
ditions_asenelated_With other recreation
activities; the reduction in pollution on many
waterways (especially in and near urban areas)
resulting from legislation such as the Water
Quality Act of 1965; the increased emphasis on
physical fitness; a surge in,interest by
people in Challenging, even dangerous
recreation activities; the growing number of
books, magazines, films, advertisements by
commercial river outfitters; and television
programs on the outofdoors and rivers in
particular; growth in the number of commercial
outfitters and boat liveries that provide
relatively inexpensive services to a
broadening, inexperienced segment of society;
and, new technology in outdoor recreation
equipment and related industries (Lime 1977a).

THE RIVER RECREATIONISTS: WHO ARE THEY?

As river recreation has increased so have
studies of river recreationists to determine
their social and economic makeup, why they
visit rivers, reactions to encountering
various amounts and types of river users, opin
ions of specific river management practices,
etc. (Anderson et al. 1978). Unfortunately,
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most studies of river use and users have bedd
one- time efforts without follow-up inquiry.
And; most have_been case studies of short dura-
tion using diffeteht survey techniques
(Anderson of 41. 1978). However, there IS
enough evidence from various studies to make
some tentative observations about these
recreationists. Generally; river
recreationists are atypical of the population
as a whole, as frequently reported in analyses
of other outdoor recreationists. However,
there are characteristics of river
recreationists that distinguish them from other
outdoor recreationists.

River recreationists here arl defined as
people who travel on rivers or streams in
rafts; canoes; kayaks; innertubes; or rela-
tiVely small motorboats; but hot lAtge
motorized watercraft or sailboats. Fishermen,
sh.)re users; and riparian landowners are also
excluded.

Most studies have shown that river
recreationists are predominantly young (Hecock
1977): _Data ftom_the 1978 phase_of the Forest
Service's National RiVet Recreation
Study3 revealed that 67 percent of the river
recreationists surveyed were between the ages
Of 20 and 40; and 45 percent were between 20
and 30 years of age. Similar distributions are
found in other studies of river recreationists
(Bassett et al. 1972, deberlein and Vaske 1977,
Seitz 1974; Solomon and Hansen 1972).

Cettaih ages are associated with certain
craft. Tubing enthusiasts tend to be younger
than other river recreationists. On the Apple
River in Wisconsin, for examplei more than two-
thirds of the tubers surveyed were under 25
Ye-eta Of age (Shaffer and MCCOO1 1973).
Youthfulness among tubers is fUtthet
exemplified from a study on the Bois Brule

The National RiVet Recreation Study is_a
nationwide sutvey of river recreationists beidg
conducted by the North Central Forest
E',neriment Station. The focus is to develop
and apply standAtdittd survey techniques for
describing patterns of behaViet, Chatat-
teristics, and management preferences of
recreation_ users across_a.varietY of rivers and
over time (Lime et al: 1979); So far; 39 dif7
ferent rivers or river stretches throughout the
countr) (including Alaska) have been studied:
il_were_studied in 1977; 13 in 1978; and 23 in
1979: FiVe rivers Were Studied in more than
one use season.
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River, also in Wisconsin (Heberlein and Vaske
1977). At least 30 percent of the tubers were
judged to be under 14. In contrast,_youth-
fulness is not_a dominant characteristic of_
whitewater enthusiasts, perhaps because that
activity requires considerable investment in
equipment_and/otcommercialservices (Hecock
1977). On the Colorado River in the Grand_
Canyon; for exampIe,_the_average_age of raf-
ters was 36 (Shelby 1975). Similar patterns
have been reported from other studies (Howard
et al. 1976, Schreyer and Nielson 1978).

As with many outdoor recreational pur-
suits, river recreationists are often students
and more educated than average. Most past age
18 have completed peveral_years-of formal__
training beyond high school. Half of those
over 18 years in the National RiVer_StUdy
(1978 data), for instance, had completed at
least 4 years of post high school training.
Similarly; Schreyer and Nielson (1978) found
that about A third Of the visitors surveyed on
two whitewater rivers in Utah had completed
more than 4 -years of training beyond high
school. And, Leatherberry__(1979); found both
canoe and kayak owners in Minnesot_; on the
average, had completed more than 2.5 years
training after high school.

More river_ recreationists are pro-
fessionals or white-collar workers than
average and have higher incomes (Boster 1972;
Heberlein and Vaske 1977, Howarde-t41. 1976,
Leatherberry_1979; Pfister and Frenkel 1974,
Seitz 1974; Solomon and Hansen 1972). The
National Recreation Survey (Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation 1973) found that canoeists have
higher incomes than most other outdoor
recreationists and the population as a whole.
teatherberry (1979) in Minnesota found that a
Fifth of the State's households had annual
incomes in excess of $25,000 in 1976 While
about a third of the canoe and kayak owner
families had incomes exceeding that figure.

In general, river recreationists begin
participating at_a_later age than others such
as hunters; fishermeni and wilderness visitors
(Hendee et al. 1968; Klessig and Hale 1972).
For example, canoe owners in Minnesota, on the
averagek went on their first canoe outing when
they were 20 years_old; kayak owners were 26
(Uathetberry; 1979).

River recreationists are unique in that
so many are newcomers to -a given river a4 to
river recreation in general. In Hecock's



review (1977) he found no studies where
first-Lime visitors accounted ter less
than a third of the total population
studied. The pattern has remained
constant in studies completed since then
(e,g, Schreyer and Nielson 1978,
Heberlein and Vaske 1977). In the
National River Recreation Study (1978
data), 56 percent of all respondents had
never before been on the river where they
were sampled. However, there was con-
Siderble range in the percentage of
first-time visitors--from 23 percent on
the Salt River, a tubing_ river in Arizona;
to 74 percent on the Colorado River;_a
whitewater stream, in central Colorado.

Many river recreationists are novice.
In the National River Study; we asked
respondents_ to identify other river trips
they had taken by innertube, canoe, raft,
kayak, or other watercraft. From the 1978
phase of the study, nearly a quarter were
on their first river trip.

Partly because of their lack of
experience, many participants rent rather
than own their_watercraft._ _On the_Pine
and AO Sable Rivers in Michigan and the
Current and Jacks Fork Rivers in Missouri,
about 80 percent of all canoes were ren-
tals (Bassett et_al. 1972,- Marnell et al.
1978, Solomon and Hansen 1972). On many
whitewater rivers, particularly in the
West, most participants use rented
watercraft or ride in crafts piloted by
commercial guides. In 1978 on the Snake
River in HeIl!s Canyon, for example, 63
percent of all visitors travelled in com-
mercially outfitted groups (Shelby and
Danley 1979).

Most_river trips involve at tease
some preplanning, and most river
recreationists decide to go on their trip
at least a week in advance. Sometimes,
especially where river camping is
involved, the deciSion is made further in
advance tha, f(e day trips. For example,
52 perceot o. LIie campers in the National
River Study (1978 data)_decided Co go on
their river trip more than a month in
advance. By contrast, day trippers are
much more spontaneous in_their planning.
From the Nationa:: River _Study, 43 percent
of the day users planned their outing no
more than a week in advance--11 percent of
all day users surprisingly planning their
trip within 24 hours. Heberlein and Vaske
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(1977) found most tubers in Wisconsin_did no
advance planning or at most, planned 1 or 2
days ahead. Most canoeists on the Au Sable
River in Michigan were day users and made
plans for_their trip no more than a week in
advance (Bassett et al. 1972)

Although the size of groups can vary con-
siderably_among rivers and types of visitors
(such as_between kayakers and commercially
outfitted rafters), group size tends to be
considerably higher than in many other
recreational pursuits such as hunting_, hiking,
wilderness camping, fishing; and snowmobiling.
In the National River Recreation Study (1978
data), the median group size was 9 but ranged
from 5 persons per group on the Salt River in
Arizona to 20 persons on the Kings River in
California; 11 percent of all visitors were in
groups of more than 30 people. Organizational
groups tend to be larger than groups of family
members or friends (Marnell et al. 1978) and,
in most instances groups that use commercial
services are larger than privately outfitted
groups. In a 1974 study of the Rogue River in
Oregon, for example, 75 percent of the commer-
cially outfitted parties ranged from 16 to 25
people while only 13 percent of the noncommer-
cial parties consisted of that many (PfiSter
1977).

River recreationists take river trips for
a variety of reasons._ The National River
Recreation Study (1978 data) preliminary anal-
ysis suggested that among the most important
reasons for taking river trips are: (1) to be
with other people; (2)_to escape the day-to-
day demands at home, (3) to get exercise, and
(4) to learn about nature. Similar results
were found in other studies (Bassett et al.
1972; Heberlein and Vaske 1977; Solomon and
Hansen 1972).

The reasons recreationists had for taking
river trips are generally quite different than
the reasons for participating in some_other
recreation activities. For example, data from
the National River Study and from urban resi-
dents in three midwestern cities suggest that
people who play sports; visit zoos and
museums, or go to the theatre do so for dif-
ferent reasons than people who take river
trips (Peterson -e-t a-1. 1978). For example,
people who take river trips had a stronger
desire to get away from the day-to-day demands
of life at home.
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River recreationists often pursue activi-
ties far from home. The distance river
recreationists travel may be related to the
site attractiveness or site "demand" of the
resource (Peterson et al. 1979); Data from
the National River Study (1977 data) confirmed
that whitewater rafters and kayakers tend to
travel further from home than do the more
casual canoeists. On the Main Salmon and
Middle Fork of the Salmon Rivers in Idaho,
visitors travelled an average of more than 800
miles (one way) to float those rivers. On the
other hand; visitors to the Mohican River in
central Ohio; a fIat-water_canoe stream; tra-
velled an average of only 76 miles.

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED POPULARITY

Multiple access and egress points,
multiple land ownership patterns, variations in
water flow; and a recreating public in search
of a variety of outdoor experiences have caused
headaches for resource administrators.

Social problems

Large groups of river recreationists often
infringe on the enjoyment of smaller groups.
Groups of over 120 people have been observed on
Michigan's Pine River (Solomon and Hansen
1972). On Oregon's Rogue River, one party con-
tained 38 rafts! Though only a small propor-
tion of total use; they may have a
disproportionate impact on the experience of
others. Many large groups are organizations,
clubs, and fraternal groups, and they float
rivers primarily for a social experience. The
value that large groups attach to their trip is
Often diffretct from -those of smaller groups
(Stankey 1973, Lime 1972). Some studies have
revealed that objection to seeing large groups
is not so much related to their numbers but
rather their inconsiderate behavior; such as
yelling or shouting- (Driver and Bassett 1975;
Bassett et al. 1972). Often, inconsiderate
behavior is related to the consumption of alco-
holic beverages. On many rivers the stream bed
and banks are littered with cans and bottles.
Clean-up crews on the Pine River in- Michigan
reported 1,000 containers within a 1-mile
section; most were beer cans and bottles (Marek
1979).

Congestion is a common problem on many
rivers. Large "armadas" have been observed on
one stretch of river while other stretches of
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the_same river_are nearly deserted (Warren
1977). These large concentrations often_occur
because of the seasonal, weekly, and daily
peaks in use. Most trips are taken between
Memorial Day and Labor Day; during the latter
part of the week and on holidays, and begin in
mid-morning. Since most groups travel at
about the same speed, they tend to create
congestion -at access and egress points; camp-
sites, rapids, and other attractions.

The congested conditions on some rivers
has led to animosity among different groups of
recreationists. A common situation is heavy
competition for_campsites;_often expressed in
open hestility (Warren 1977). Some
recreationists resent others who use different
types of watercraft. Heberlein and Vaske
(1977) found canoeists consistently di5iiked
meeting other_recreationists more than tubers
did. In the Boundary Waters Canoe Area
Wilderness (BWCAW), Lucas (1964) and Starkey
(1973) found paddle canoeists strongly
objected meeting motorboaters. On the
Colorado River in the Grand Canyon,
recreationists travelling in oar-powered rafts
objected to motorized rafts because of their
noise (Shelby 1975).

Research shows that while recreationists
in nonpowered craft oppose meeting motorized
groups; most motorized parties don't mind
meeting nonmotorized groups. In the BWCAW;
for instance, nearly half of the motorboaters
studied said it wouldn't matter how many other
parties they met per day (Lime 1977b).
Significantly fewer motor canoeists (29
percent) and paddle canoeists (13 percent)
felt that way.

Some river recreationists have altered
their participation patterns because of what
they perceive to be unacceptable conditions.
In some areas such feelings have resulted in
significant numbers of recreationists being
displaced. Becker and his associates in
studying the StCroix and Mississippi Rivers
in southeastern Minnesota (1979), for example,
found that recreationists seeking social
experiences tended to gravitate to one section
of the river system while those seeking_ low
density experiences went co another section.
They also found that some recreationists were
purposefully avoiding areas and times when use
densities were highest.



Commercial outfitters and noncommercial
users often compete for the opportunity to
float rivers (Utter 1979). Competition has
been particularly prevalent on western white-
water rivers, but the problem is growing
nationwide. The competition has resulted in
direct and indirect conflicts among
recreationists; expressed in threatened and
actual lawsuits and Congressional inquiry. On
the Colorado River in Grand Canyon, for
example, a battle has been raging since the
early 1970s over the 92:8 split in the alloca-
tion of use permits between commercial and pri-
vate parties. The National Park Service, with
support from private users; proposes to
increase the proportion of private trip permits
while most commercial operators want to main-
tain the status quo (U. S. Department of
Interior 1979). Such intense debate inhibits
management initiative and often results in long
legal deliberations (Jensen 1979; Shelby /979).

River recreation use causes conflicts with
other uses and users of rivers. In Michigan,
for example, there are several rivers with high
quality trout fishing but canoeing on weekends
has_increased to where fishermen have found it
difficult to fish. And, many have had to alter
their regular fishing times or have stopped
fishing those streams (Marek 1979; Bassett et
al. 1972).

On some popular rivers there are conflicts
between riparian landowners and river
recreationists. Some of the most serious
problems center around littering and
trespassing (Countess et al. 1977, Cox and
Argon 1979). Other conflicts arise from van-
dalism, invasion of privacy, and noise (Bassett
et al. 1972). In some areas landowners respond
by posting their land (Cox and Argon 1979) or
have threatened to take or have taken the law
into their own hands.

Ecological problems

Destruction of native ground vegetation is
common along many streams and rivers (Aitchison
et al. 1977, Manning 1979, Marnell 1978). The
most common cause of vegetation destruction is
trampling; but; since recreationists spend a
large portion of_their time on the river;
impacts to ground vegetation does not occur
uniformly throughout the river corridor.
Instead, impacts usually are concentrated at
accesses; campsites; and near other popular
stopping points.
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In areas where use is especially con-
centrated such as at campsites; studies have
determined_ that after the first few seasons
when ground vegetation is fairly rapidly
reduced to some low point, there is a natural
recovery or adjustment in the vegetation
(Settergren 1977). Generally, however, there
is a shift to more recreation-tolerant species
(Merriam and Smith 1974). But under sustained
use, the ground vegetation will be progres-
sively- reduced until_it cannot recover
naturally. On heavily used areas along the
Current and Jacks Fork Rivers in Missouri, for
example, researchers found that the rise in
density of replacement species moderated the
decIine_in original-ground cover vegetation
(Marnell et al. 1978). However, with further
increase in recreation all ground vegetation
was eventually lost.

The removal of trees and shrubs by
recreationists is a problem where impacts are
concentrated. Numbers of smaller seedlings
and saplings decrease_and vegetation_patterns
are affected over prolonged periods (Schmidly
et al. 1976). Recreationists sometimes cut or
remove vegetation to enlarge campsites. in
the BWCAW, Merriam and his associates (1973),
found that newly constructed campsites -

approximately doubled in size during a 3-year
period.

Malicious chopping_ of exposed roots;
trunks; or limbs, and Iive-7tree cutting Iate
in the use season when deadwood becomes
scarce, can reJuce standing vegetation
(Marnell et al. 1978; Schmidly and Ditton
1978).

Loss of vegetation often results in soil
erosion. On riverbanks soil erosion is accel-
erated because of the contour Of_the_Iand _

and/or the properties of the soil. The sandy
or depositional nature of the soil can contri-
bute to the lack of stabilizing vegetation and
erosion often is rapid and devastating.
Hansen_(1975); for example; found on the Pine
River in Michigan that streambank erosion was
dramatic as a result of recreationists sliding
down steep sandy banks. Merriam and Smith
(1974) found in the BWCAW that campsites were
subject to considerable recreation- induced
erosion. On footpaths along the Colorado
River in Grand Canyon, Dolan and his asso-
ciates (1974) found surface erosion up to two
feet deep. The season; duration; and inten-
sity of_use_influences _the extent and nature
of erosion in such arid environments. A site
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y be verydurableduringdrier months, but
vy use during spring_ when the water_table is

Nigher Can result in greater and more pro-
nounced erosion:

Motor vehicle use in river corridors and
in the stream bed also causes soilerosion,___
Tracks left by vehicles roughens_the soil which
accelerates erosion. Such traffic can atter
the natural form and distribution of gravel
deposits in stream beds and affect normal
shifting and development-_ of gravel_bars____
(Marnell_et al. 1978). Riverside campsites
accessible by road also are pr.-titularly
vuinerable to heavy use followed by erosion.
On the_Rio_Grande River inBig Bend National
Park; riverside auto_campsites_were among the
Meat hisaVily used (Dittri et al. 1977); the__
same along Michigan's Pine River (Hansen 1975)

Sedimentation from erosion in turn affects
the Water quality. Increased sedimentation
causes increased Curbidity, n,,:rient enrich-
ment; and the smothering of bottom flora and
fauna. On some high quality; sensitive trout
streal- iet example; sedimentation has
destr,ed the fishery resource. In nest

listances;_however; recreational impact is
localized_(Merriam and Smith 1974)i and_does_
not contribute Significantly to sedimentation
(Marnell et-al. i978).

_Along many recreationalriversi_the_dis7
pOgal Of human waste_io a serious and growing
problet: and a potential public health hazard.
Sanitation facilities are generally not
available. Improper disposal of human waste
can_cause biological contamination or nutrient
enrichment of_rivers. Merriam and his
colleague-a ('973) found that recreational use
of some campsites increased coliform batteria
and phosphate concentrations in lake water to a
point higher _than public _health standards
allowed for drinking water. On_some rivers;
especially those in canyon settings,_the area
available for sewage burial is very limited.
Aitchison and his associates (1977)_report that
on the Colorado River's most popular beaches in
Grand Canyon National Park; it was not uncommon

uncover previous human waste sites. A

number of cases ofinfectiousillness due to
Inadequate sanitation practices occurred among
recreatibniata On the river (Knudsen et al.
1977).
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The severity of the human waste problem
and the attendant healch_halard is_related; in
part, to the character of the Ietal ecosystem.
On the Current River in Missouri, for
1nstancei the warm humid_climate, rich vegeta-
tion; and porous soil lessens the problem
because deco. ;ositioh is SO rapid, Aldo;
periodicfloodingleaches residUal wastes frOM
the floodplain (Marnell etal,_1978). In

contrast; on_the Colorado River; the hot; dry
climate prohibits the proliferation of decom-
poser bacteria. Harmful hOcteria aCCUMUIate
in beach sands, partly because an upstream dam
has eliminated floods that formerly scoured
and shifted beaches. Even after a year; fecal
coliform bacteria of unacceptable levels were
present in beach sands (Aitthidoh et aI.
1977).

Litter or solid waste poses another
challenge to river recreationistO; resource
administrators,_and thegeneral public.
Managers on Michigan's Pine River estimated
20;000 beverage cohtainers_were strewn along a
407mile_stretch (Doehne 1977). RetteatiOhiStS
there are sensitive tothisproblem. When a
sample of canceists_were asked what was "the
low point of your river trip"; litter__was the
most frequent complaint (Solomon and Hansen
1972). Besides being aesthetically
unpleasing; litter or solid waste is a poten7
tiaI human_health hazard because it creates a
potential food supply fOt insects and animals.
The artificial food supply may lead to unnat-
urally_high densitiesofsome mammals which
can lead to poor health among populations and
transmittal Of diseases (Aitchison et al.
1977)

RESPONSE TO RIVER RECREATION POPULARITY

Before the 1960s, active river recreation
management was virtually nonexistent.
However; some federal_agencies and state
governments did_attempt to protect free-
flowing rivers in their natural state; -but
most efforts were rather passive With fet., or
no provisionsfor_recreation management. Any

management that was done was _largely secondary
or incidental to Other concerns such as
watershed protection, irrigation, and
hydroelectric, production. Some State and
Federal agencies that owned riparian lands,
did provide facilities such as boat ramps;
campsites, and picnic tables. State agencies
and the U. S. Coast Guard were responsible for
management; most of which centered on



enforcing compliance to federal and state water
regulations, license requirements, and site
maintenance.

As_river_recreation use grew during the
late 19605 and early 1970s, the need for strong
management became evident. In 1968 the__
national Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (Public Law
907542),was estabtrzhed to preserve certain
selected rivers in a free-flowing condition.
That same year the President's Council on
Recreation and Natural Beauty (1968) recap-
mended a_nationwide protection of natural
rivers through State action. Legal efforts
such as the national_Wild and Scenic Rivers

_

Act, and State programs;_helped focus attention
un_rivurs as recreatiOnaI resources but they
did net Mandate specific actions. These were
left to the field units.

During the 1970s;_management activitieS
proliferated -- especially eatabliShidg manage-
ment objectives: Managers tried to define the
type of recreation experience the river
environment_ would provide by deciding what
kinds and amounts of use to allow on the river.

Mahageffieht ranged from trying to change
behavior by rules and regulations to trying to
change it by suggestion through printed and
spoken media._ Some approaches used to deal
with increased use are presented below.

Use has been restricted where the demand
is judged to exceed supply. An allocation Or
rationing SChdMe is used. Typically, an upper
limit is set on use (1.,., on the number of
people, number of groups or visitor days), Use
opportunities are systematically Alndated to
competing river recreationists. As mentioned,
on some western whitewater rivers commercial
outfitters and private users compete heavily;
so managers must establish use ratios between
competing groups. Ceaerally, ratios have been
determined either by past use in a given year
or are arbitrarily chosen (Elliott 1977). On
the Colorado__ River in Grand Canyon; the current
ratio is a 92.8 commercial to private split,
the SelWaY RiVer in Idaho has a 20:80 commer-
cial to private split. Most rivers under the
control of the Bureau of Land Management have a
50:50 split (Elliott 1977).

mahy rationing mechanisms can be used
(Stahkey and Baden 1977). Most commonly poten-
tial recreationists and commercial outfitters
apply for a use permit. From the pool Of
applicants a predetermined number of permits
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are issued. For example, managers of the
BWCAW established daily entry point Apotas for
overnight campers by travel zones. The quotas
were computer generated using a travel beha-
vior model that predicted the number of people
that could be allowed at an entry point_
without exceeding a predetermined capacity
(Peterson 1977). Recreationists are
encouraged to apply for a permit before their
trip.Whena_zone reaches capacity no other
recreationists are permitted to_enter.
Instead they must wait another day or until an
entry permit becomes available, or select
another entry not yet at capacity '.iiggins

1977).

Managers sometimes prohibit certain uses
to reduce conflicts. When attempts are made
to_prohibit_an activity it often is debated in
the political arena and decided by the
Legislative precesa. These attempts have had
Varying degrees of success. In the BWCAW, for
example, efforts by conservationists and
others were only partly successful in prohib-
iting motorized craft on waterways, and only
After a lengthy legislative process. In
Michigan, the Department of Natural Resources
sought,_among_other things, to reduce the
number, of canoes allowed on the Pine -River by
40 to 60 percent. Opposition by local canoe
outfitters resulted in a 7-year legal battle
over theauthority of the State to restrict
use (Marek 1979).

Zoning techniques have been used to
reduce conflicts amongrecreationists. On a
major portion of the Lower St. Croix River
between Minnesota and_WisconSin, "no Wake
zones" have been established to lessen the
conflictbetweencanoesand motorized craft.
Uorsepower limitation zones have also been _

used;_e.g., 10 horsepower On the majority of
motorized routes in the BWCAW.

Timezoning_is another way to separate
incompatible users. On some trout streams in
Michigan fiShermen are encouraged to use the
river in the early morning and late afternoon
hours when canoeing is prohibited. Another
popular use_of time zoning is the scheduling
of trip departure times from the day dOWn to
the h)ur. On the Chattooga River, for
example, commercial outfitters are limited in
the -,umber of trips they can make on weekends
and are assigned departure times at least an
hour apart (Craig 1977).
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Informing future visitors abcutpast tse
in the BWCAW has been successful in red15,:i,
congestion and crowding. A brochure pointed
out heavily used places so recreationists can
avoid crowded areas and peak use periods (Lime
and Lucas 1977).

SiMUIatiOn modeling is a useful tool for
managing river recreation use. Lime and his
associates (1978) perfected a simulation model
to,predict patterns of river use occurring
under a variety of conditions on_the Green and
Yampa Rivers in Dihedaur NatiOndI MentiMent.
The simulation and actual patterns of use were
compared to test the simulator's validity and
Were found to be in close agreement.

To control ecological impacts, limiting
party size and assigning campsites are widely_
used; ThU assignment of campsites provides an
opportunity for ve3etation to recover from pre-
vious use. On the Middle Fork ofthe_Salmon
River in Idaho. trips are scheduledso_a par-
fiduIar site Is vacant at least 4 of every 10
nights. Ih the BWCAW Only 67 percent of the
campsites in a travel zone are expected to be
occupied at any one time based onthedistribu-
tion system now in use. Other techniques used
to control ecological impacts include the
requirement that recreationists carry_fire pans
and portable toilets (Mak et al. 1977); In
many locales either a ban on cans and bottles
or a_paek7in pack-out policy are in force.
In the BWCAW; the can and bottle -ban has been
successful in rechieing visual blight; On the
Eleven Point River in Missouri, the pack -in -
pack7out policyhas been reported to be sue-
cessfuL(75 to 90- percent of empty cans are
teiii6Ved) (Craig 1977);

Because rivers_havecommonmanagement
problems most resource administrators_recognize
the need for coordinated management among
rivers. In response to this need, river mana-
gers in the West in_1973, formed the
Interagency Whitewater Committee (IWC)i_com-
posed Of repretentttiveS from the Forest
Service, Bureau of Land Management, Park
Service, and Coast Guard. Forthe most part,
the IWC membership is made up of field managers
HOE upper management. The IWC's_primary_func7_
tiOn is to serve as a forum for the exchange of
ideas and experiences and to fetter a Unified
interagency approach to river management. The
IWC has been instrumental incoordinating
western whitewater management activities__
through the deVeItipment_of the Interagency_
Management Guidelihet (Yearout et aI; t977);

The U. S. Forest Service and_the Bureau
ofLand Msnagement are drafting river
recreation management supplements to their
manuals. In additton both_agencies have con-
ducted fact finding reviews concerning river
recreation management activities.

Between the 1960s and late 1970s river
recreation management activities_grew from
largely passive efforts to rigorous innovative
activities. But, much management Qat done by
intuition alone. There is now a generation of
river managers who have_gottentheir_"feet
wet" and who recognize_the need for comprehen-
sive and systematic information to assist in
the decision process. In fact, the Forest
service and Bureau of Land Management have
been given Iegitiative mandates to- manage -in a
more systematic fashion (Lime et SI. 1979);
As aresult, management is now more active and
managers are searching for information from
research and/or public involvement to
establish objectives and solve problems;

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

In the years ahead the "siippIy" of river
recreation will be threatened by our expanding
consumptive_needs,__Government at all levels,
and conservation_and other organizations will
continue their efforts to identify and_protect
river recreation resources. BUt, the inten-
sity_of urban and second home development,
farming; lumbering, mining,_manufacturing, and
energy production along rivers will probably
reduce recreation opportunities.

Opposition to the administrative designa-
tion of- rivers for recreationi_willincrease,
especially from local landowners and_resi-
dents. We suspect that opposition will be
based,_in_part,_on_people's mistrust and
milunderstanding of government intentions in
designating rivers for recreation._ The cry of
7public land grab" will persist and become
louder. Andy -in -areas where private land
adjoins rivers posting will increase.

Management intervention will increase.
In the "near- future, demand for river
recreation will continue to increase at a
rapid_rate. More inexperienced recreationists
wiII_be creating safety hazards for themselves
and for others. Conflicts among different _

river recreationists will increase along with
increased_competitionfor use of the resource.
Some recreationists will probably shift their
use to lesser used rivers while others will



stop participating altogether. Rationing of
use opportunities will become more widespread
and will remain controversial and challenged.

Over the long term-20-30 years--demand
will level off. The leveling off is expected _

because the nation's population growth declined
markedly in the last decade and will continue
to do so. The post World War II "baby-boom"
generation_makes up the bulk of _-..urrent river
recreationistS. As they age and as the effects
of a lower birth rate is felt, river managers
will be serving _a "different" and less rapidly
expanding clientele (Marcin and Lime_1977).
Future research and managemen will be oriented
towards determining and serv);,g the needs and
preferences of the changing clientele.

In the future many management decisions
will be decided through the legal and legisla-
tive process. Managers will be directed to
devise strategies that will insure a spectrull
of opportunities. Regional coordination wilt
become more important so that use can be allo-
cated uniformly and efficiently.

Technological innovations will influence
demand. Although we will not predict what
innovations might occur, some speculation is
possible. Technology will assist managers as
well as create new problems. Computer tech-
nology will be used more_widely to aid mana-
gers. Technology will also cause management
problems by creating equipment that will be
capable of performing beyond current expec-
tations.

Energy costs will affect participation in
river recreation. People will probably limit
their visits to more distant rivers and will
probably stay longer. Day trips to rivers
closer to home will become more prevalent.

Research will become more important to
management. The demands placed_on the resource
necessitate more systematic evaluation.
Pioneer research by academicians and others
will assist in setting policy. Also, research
by field agencies will increase. Field agency
research will monitor the river management to
evaluate its success.
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CAMPING AND RV TRAVEL TRENDS
i

Gerald L. Cole and Wilbur F. LePage
2

Abstract.--This paper summarizes the results from in-
dustry sources and several regional lnd national camping
market surveys conducted between_ 1960 and_1979. Growth of
the industry, together with pricing practices, energy it-
pacts and occupancy data was also examined. By 1978, the
number of inactive campers outnumbered active campers
nationwide with persons less than 30 showing the greatest
tendency_to_become inactive._ Growth of_the industry stowed
in the 1970's, but franchised campgrounds provided an in-
creased share of sites. A decline in campground occupancy
was noted in 1979 and appeared to be correlated with gas-
oline shortages.

INTRODUCTION

The popularity of camping and RV travel
continues to grow. According to a 1979 sur-
vey, camping now ranks third behind swimming
and bicycling among outdoor recreation activ-
ities. The purpose of this paper is to ex-
plore numerous trends, primarily in the 1970's
which have affected the camping market in-
cluding number of active; inactive and poten-
tial campers. We will examine socio-economic
characteristics of the general population and
campers in particular. Trends in changing
patterrs of camper participation are dis-
cussed; including annual days_of participation;
adoption of new activities and new camping
locations. Related to participation changes
are the types of equipment used and prefer-
ences for private and public campgrounds.
Ntrceptions and images_of c.Imping will round
out the recent trends from the standpoint of
the camping public.

tPaper presented at the National Outdoor
Recreation Trends Symposium, Durham, NH, April
2C-23; 1980.

-Gerald L. Cole is a professor of
resource economics at the Univers:,.ty_of
Delaware; Newark; DE. Wilbur F. 1_2'age;
principal recreation scientist with the _
Northeast Forest Experiment Station, Durham
NH.
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On the_supply side; recent trends in
the number of campgrounds and campsites per
campground in both the public and private
sectors will be examined. Closely asso-
ciated is 07^. growth in franchising of_
campgrounds. Trends -in camping fees at_
both private and public campgrounds will
be related to facilities offered.

Energy cost and availability will be
discussed with respect to_camper reaction
during the mid or late 1970'S.

Finally, occupancy data for 1978 and
1979 will be utilized as -an indication of
the economic viability of the industry:

THE CAMPING MARKET

Numerous regional and- nationa L surveys
have been completed since 1960. While direct
comparisons are sometimes ruled out by dif-
ferent methodologies; a clear pattern of
growth in number of campers and camping
househOlds emerges.

The earliest national survey, con-
ducted in 1960 found 3-4 million_acting
camping households in the U.S. (ORRRC; 1962);
The number had increased to Si* Milli-Oh by
1965. A series of three comprehensive
national camping market surveys was_con7
ducted_ in the_19701a (LaPage_1973_;__Kottke
and others 1975, LaPage and Cole 1979).



The first In 1971, found 12.4 million active
households; the second in 1973, 14.3 million;
and the third in 1978, 17.5 million. While
c;nuping participation grew at average
annual rate of 20_percent in the 1960's; _

SIOWed to leSS than 8 percent in the
early 1970's, and to less than 5 percent in
the Lite 1970's, Table 1.

Growth in total numbers of people was
at a somewhat slower rate since average
household size declined from 3.33 persons
in 1960 to 2.79 fa 1979. Three Nielsen
surveys (1979)_ conducted in I973., 1976 and
1979 support this contention. The number
of camping participants increased 7 percent
between 1971 and 1976; but the rate declined
to !, percent between 1976 and 1979:

'pale l.-- Average annual-growth _in_the numbers of setive,_
Inact:ve. and potential camper s. and new households
in-the Vnited Scareva_during the periods 1971-1973
And 1373-1978: in percent

Market _Lane
Average Annual arnyth

1971-1973 1973-1978

Caaper,

active
Temporarily IrAurive
P.,rmanenily Ulactiye

All :ampere

Noncdmper,

high and medium potential
Law and 4er, potential

Al: nondampers

7.6
42,4

. 4.7

3- 4.5
9.3

10.4

. 14.9 7.2

!ley hat:sent:11d, In United Stares 3

5.:
0

:aurie: La1a4e and Cole 1979.

The totql camping market picture is not
complete without looking at the number of
inactive campers and potential campers;
Nationally;_the inactive camper market (for-
mer campers) is growing at almost twice the
rate of the active segment, Table 2. Between
1971 and 1978 active campers only increased
from 19 percent of all households to 23 per-
eent:

In 1971, one-third of all households
hod at leost one adult who had camped; by
1.979 the proportion had increased -to one-
half. Consequently, the pool of "potential
ampers" - in the high and medium potential
category - declined from 12 percent of all
households In 1971 eo 6 percent in 1.978.
Growth in the number of active campers is
redncIng the supply of high potential campers
since the active market continues to increase
at nearly twice the rate of now household
formation in the U.S.

Table 2.6- Sire -of -the American.-camping market 1n:1971,
1973, and 1978, as a percentage of total house-
holds

Market class 1971 1973 1978

Camper:

Active 19 21 23
Temporarily inactive 5 9 12
Permanently inactive 9 11 15

Noncamper:

Lit gh_- poiential_- 3 1 1

Medium potential 9 a 5

Low potential- -4 17 la
Zero potential 51 33 26

Source: LaPage and Cole 1979.

Camping market growth is not shared
among the four major regions in the U.S. in
accordance with population distribution;
Table 3: Over_half of the nation!s_new_camp7
ers entering the market between 1973 and 1978
live in the North Central region. Concur-
rently, there were almost no losses in poten-
tial campers_or increases in the number of
temporarily inactive campers from that region.
Mile the Northeast gained nearly one million
campers during the same period, losses to the
temporarily inactive category were nearly as
great: The pattern in the Western region was
similar to that of the Northeast. Meanwhile,
the Southern region experienced a net loss in
the number of campers even though the largest
supply of prospective campers resides there.

An important concl:nion may be drawn
from the camping market aaalysis. By 1978,
for the first time, the total of permanent
dropouts and tylmporarily_inactive campers ex-
ceeded the number of active campers. There
were two active campers for every inactive
in the late 1960's and early 1970's; by 1973-
74 the two groups were abuut equal and today
former campers outnumber active campers by
over 2 Million households.

Charbcteristics-of campers

Demographic characteristics of the popu-
lation change rather slowly and since camping
is a rather broad based participant activity,
a similar pattern prevails.

Age. Historically, campers have pre-
dominately been persons less than 40 years of
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Table 3.--Distribution of activei temporarily inactive; and potential camping
households; by region; 1973-1978e/; in miMions

Region Total
-htrus-eholds-

Camping market households

Temporarily
Active

1973 1978 1973 1978 1973 1978 1973 1978

Y)rtheast 16.4 17.3 2.3 3.3 1.0 1.8 2.1 1.1
rIrth Central 20.1 3.2 4.9 2.1 2.2 1.2 1.1
South 21.2 24.2 4.8 4.6 2.0 3.0 2.2 1.9
West 12;3 14;4 4:0 4:7 1.2 0.6 04

United StatesSif 68.3 76.0 14.3 17.5 6.1 9.1 6.1 4.5

21 Fur an approximate estimate of total persons (campers), multiply 1973 households by
3.01 persons per household, and 1978 households by 2.81.

/
Temporarily inactive campers have_not camped for 3_years or longer;__If longer; they

said that they had not quit. Tn 1973 there were an additional 7.5 million permanently
inactive households which had increased to 11.4 by 1978.

C1 This includes "high"_and "moderate" potential for camping:_that is; those who plan
to camp or who have a distinct interest in trying it. In 1973 there were an additional
34 million households with little or no interest in camping--by 1978 this figure had
not changed significantly.

11-1 Northeast: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island; Connecticut,.
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania.

North Central. Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri, North Dakota; South Dakota, Nebraska; Kansas.

Sour' DeIaware;_Maryland; District_of Columbia; Virginia; West Virginia; North
Carol:: , South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas.

West: Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizonr Utah, Nevada,
Washington; Oregon; California.

Source: LaPage and Cole 1979

age reflecting in -part the experiences of
young campers, and. camping by young. families
on vacation or weekend outings, Table 4. How-
ever, between 1973 and 1978, a large increase
in inactivity occurred among heads of house-
holds -less than 30 years_of age. The in-_
activity may be temporarily due to formation
of new 1,ouseholds (young children, etc.), but
if it becomes permanent his wilt lend to
support the contention made earlier about
tiro tncrea9 of inactive campers.
Furth.!rn-e, a-,C.itionai survey results in-

deciiri- in the pJ,ticipation of
ildren under i and t..t,us 12-17 between

1976 and 17.):._"1", percent;
respectively (:.=,:;.ien 197!''). This further
adds to unch.r.)sentation of young persons
under 30 vcarr of age in the active market
and s!cew age istriburion in favor of
those over ln.
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Education, occupation and income. These
three demographic characteristics_are highly
intercorrelated and it is difficult to
separate a meaningful cause and effect re-
lationship between one variable and camping
participation. Since 1960_; some trends have
emerged, however- Campers have_consistentiy
tended to have higher than median education-
al levels. For example, A KOA survey (1976)
pointed out that 88 percent of camping heads
of households have at least a high school
education compared to 63 percent of the U.S.
public.

Higher than average educational levels
among campers ,ranscends into overrepresenta-
tion of profesL.onal and white collar occu-
pations among active campers. Conversely,
in 1978, the lar7,est proportion of potential
campers came from the blue collar or semi-
skilled categories.



Table 4.--Age distribution for active, temporarily inactive, and potential
campers in 1973 and 1978, in percent

Head -of- house-

hcld's age
United States _ Active _ _ _Potential_

1973 1978 1973 1978 1973 1978 1973 1978

13-29 27 30 44 41 38 55
.!!-=

39

30-39 19 19 25 28 23 15 26 22

40-49 15 14 12 14 15 14 17 20

50-59 15 14 10 9 15 8 8 14

60 or older 24 23 .1 8 9 8 7 5

Source: LaPage and Cole 1979.

Finally, the educational levels and
occupational groupings for_ active and in-
nerly,. c.ampers results in higher than average
incomes. in 1976, 44 percent of camping
li,usehulds reported incomes in excess of
$15;000; _while nationally only 37 percent of
households reported incomes in the same cate-
gory (K0A):

Families vs. singles: Camp..,g has
primarily been a family_activity and remains
so: however, a new tread began to emerge
between 1973 and 1978. There was a notable
increase in the proportion of single campers
and a decline in married campers; with even a
more pronounced increase in singles in the
temporarily inactive category, (LaPage and
Cole 1979).

Changing patterns of participation

Another dimension on the camping market,
in addition to the number of participants,
is the frequency of participation. Also; a
tread_anaiysis of the frequency variable is
useful in interpreting total growth of the _

market. One national survey reper.s a slight
increase in average days of participation
from 1973 to 1976; while the rate held steady
between 1976 and 1979 (Nielsen 1979). Region-
ally, a gain was indicated in the North
Central states between 1976 and 1979, While
the Northeast registered a loss in average
days of participation.

In the 1978 Forest Service Survey more
active campers said they had recently in-
creased their participation level compared
to_a decrease_or the same level (LaPage_and
Cole 1979). Average days of participation
were 15.98 and very similar to the 1979
Nielsen survey. The 1978 median partici-
palion_rate was only two weekend trips of
:Iree days each. Thus, the heavy half
phenomenon reported previously (LePage 1969)
continues to be important. In 1978, one
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half of the active campers accinted for
78 percent of all camping trips and 77
percent of the total camping days.__The
1979 Nielsen survey reported that 32 per-
cent of the active campers participated 20
or more days each year; accounting for 68
percent of total participation.

Travel-p-atterna. The 1976 National
Travel Survey indicated that camping trips
tend to be longer, in miles; -than other
trips taken by Americans (U.S. Travel Data
Center). In the 1977 NE-100 survey, campers
said they were traveling farther from home
than in previous years_ (Bevins and others
1979a). They were seeking_new types of_ex-
periences or new campgrounds. As of 1977;
energy concerns or costs apparently did not
deter campers.

Equipment and Facility preferences

Tents and recreational vehicles (RV's)
were_equally preferred in_1971; while in -1973
and 1978 surveys, RV's had gained slightly
with motor homes showing the greatest per-
centage change, Table 5. Tents tend to be the
preferred shelter for beginning campers (59
percent in the 1973 study).

RV shipments from manufacturers have
been sensitive to general economic condi-
tions an!' Lo the energy situation. For ex-
ample, the gasoline shortage and the reces7
sion in .arly 1974, both likely contributed
to a 41 percent decline in shipments compared
to the previous year, Table 6. However,
shipments regained_momentum in late 1974 and
the trend continued untii_1976; followed by
a decline in 1977 and 1978. Truck campers
and camping trailers have exhibited a de-
clining market share since 1970, and travel
trailers a slight increase. Motor homes
ave captured the major increase.



Table 5.--Type of shelter used by active campers on last camping trip,
1971, 1973; and 1978, in percent

Shelterll 1971 1973 1978

TOnt. 50 41 42
Camping trailer 13 11 11

Travel trailer 17 17 19
Truck camper 15 15 12

Motor home 3 7 _9

Van or converted bus 6 10 10

Pickup cover 6 5 li

Other 5 4

Unknown 1 1

T.,t.il!4 exceed 100 poreet becaufe some campers use more than one type of shelter
on A camping trip.

Source: LaPage and Cole 1971

1-,0,1e 6. kecre.itional vehicle shipments, 1970-1978

Year CaMtring Truck
camper

Motor
home

Travel
trailer

_Total
shipment

Change_from
preceding year

- percent - th-crus-ands Pe-re-e-rt

1970 31 25 _8 36 380 7- _5.2

1971 21 24 13 42 451 + 18:7
1972 19 18 20 43 583 + 29.3

1973 19 17 24 40 529 - 9.3

1974 19 15 23 43 296 - 44.1

1975 14 13 29 44 340 + 14.9
1976 12 10 35 43 441 + 29:7
1977 13 8 39 41 414 - 6.1

1978 12 6 40 41 390 - 5.8

Source: LaPagc and Cole 1979.

A ROA study (1976) indicares_that RV
owners camp more nights per year than do tent
users. RV users averaged 16 nights per year,
cent users 9 nights. Greater_ convenience
and a grearer_fixed investment may encourage
more use of RV equipment.

Little difference in incomes has been
reported between tent and RV users; however;
a Delaware study concluded that campers
earning more than , per yee $10000 ar preferred
less campsite development than did those
earning more than $10,000 (Brokaw and Cole
1977) _The standard level of clE-elopmmt
included picnic tables, level parking; flush
toilets and showers.
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Although public campgrounds were used
more than private campgrounds In both the
1973 and 1978 studies, the market share for
private campgrounds appears to be growing.
This trend is likely associated with greater
use of RV's since private campgrounds offer
a greater opportunity for utility hookups.

Perceptions and images of camping

-mer1;:ans' perceptions of camping as an
outdoor rcreation activity were utilized in
the 1973 and 1978 national surveys as one
means of assessing the market's growth poten-
tial. A series of word pairs on a 5-point

16/



rating wale ranging from very_faverabIe to
eery unfavorable were used to develop a
composite image. For example, respondents
could rate camping as convenient or in-
convenient; safe or unsafe; etc. The
general_public preceived camping to be sub-
stantially more favorable than unfavorable,
Table 7. Furthermore, there were very few
changes in those images between 1973 and
1978.

A major concern was whether perceptions
of camping might act as barriers to partici-
pation. If potential campers view camping
as_"difficult" or_complelx then they may be
unlikely to try the activity. In 1973,
'U.) percent of all prospective campers thought
camping would he easy but by 1978 the per-
centage had declined to_41__(LaPage_and Cole
1970' Also, "comfortable" dropped from 54
per .0 39 percent and "fun" from 57 per-
cent t o 42 percent for the same group. Per-
ceptionsof crowding increased. from 35 per-
cent to 43 percent. The same kinds of per-
ceptual limitations will likely prevent
temporarily inactive campers from returning
to the active market.

Most importantly, increasingly favor-
able perceptions among active campers could
reflect increased satisfaction and a re-_
duced likelihood of the'ir dropping_out of.
the market. Of the image factors included
in the surveys, eight showed higher positive
images and four higher negative images is
1978; compared to_1973 (LaPage and Cole
1979)._ For example, active campers_in_1978
felt that camping was less c: ded (+10
percent), more convenient (+:: percent), in-
teresting (+5 percent); easier ( +3- percent)
and more confortable (+3 percent) than in
1973. Conversely, active campers felt
it was less safe (-9 percent) and less fun
(-5 percent).

Camper's satisfaction with the last
camping trip was quite stable between 1.973
and 1978, Table 8. The data collected suggest
that the accelerating dropout rate is appar-
ently not due to a decline_in the quality of
the experience. One possible exception may
be the availability of utility hookups
which may not be keeping pace with the in-
cre.ised use of self - contained units. Also;
a minor decline (4 percentage points) was
noted among active campers in satisfaction
with the level of camping fees. However,
reaction to fee levels was more favorable
among temporarily inactive campers in
1973, compared to 1973.

The "cost image" of camping Is appar-
ently changing for the better among all
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market segments except potential campers.
Among temporarily inactive campers, the
belief that camping is_a more economical way
of traveling and_vacationing_was_much more
prevalent in 1978 than in 1973, Table 9.
The discrepancy between potential campers
and those who have actually camped suggests
that an industry sponsored cost comparison
could be a source of market growth.

THE CAMPGROUND INDUSTRY - IS IT
REACHING MATURITY?

and-publi-c sectors

The campground industry was young ae
exhibited rapid expansion during the 196('
In the Northeast region, private campgrcas
increased 800 percent between 1961 and_1967
and_outnumbered_public campgrounds by 4 to
1 (Moeller 1971):

Currently, there is no all inclusive in-
ventory of tent and trailer campsites in
the_U.S, Inventories have been made period-
ically by the National Association of Con-
servation Districts - the most recent
1974. Annually several commercial pub-
lishing firms_ monitor the industry for in-
clusion of public and private firms in
their directories. However, many direc-
tories attempt to maintain certain quality
standards for the benefit of their clientele.
Hence; there is_no intent to include all
campgrounds. Also, in an industry which
has been as dynamic as the campground in-
dustry, it is extremely difficult to be
aware of all firms entering and exiting.

Male there is no agreement on the
number of campgrounds and campsites among
the various potential sources of information.
there_is agreement_that the_industry_growth
rate has diminished in the late 1960's and
during the 1970's. In the Northeast, the
growth rate slowed to 12 percent per year
between 19(,7 :,nd 1971 (Bevins and others
1974); 3 in part due to a conscious
effort by p, is administrators to reduce
the rate of campground expansion.

Two commercial sources indicate that_
the number of private campgronds decreased
by approximately lu ,rcent between 1973
and 197£: (Bevies and others 1979b). There
is a disc-epancy on- public sector data; one
source indicates a 25 percent increase,
another a 27 percent decrease.

Data from Federal resource management
agencies indicate a relatively stable supply



Table 7.--Percentage of camping market households with a positive image of camping,
1973-1978

Camping Market Household

Image.

d-egriptidii
_ All _ Active

Temporarily
inactive

1973 1978 1973 1978 1973 1978

Environment:

interesting 55111 57 86 88 79 77
People_ friendly 59 59 78 79 66 75
Refreshing 44 47 73 71 70 68
Pleasant 52 57 81 84 73 79

Composiry 52 55 80 81 72 75

Conditions:

Clean 34 34 54 52 39 36

Safij 43 42 64 62 60 53
Uncrowded 25 26 29 34 26 30
Inexpon,;ive 37 37 50 52 44 42

Composite 35 35 49 50 42 40

Attraction:

Easy 35 35 55 62 47 40
Fiiii 40 39 62 57 56 46
Convenient 27 32 47 53 40 39
Comfortable 39 39 65 67 56 49

Compass tie 35 36 58 60 50 44

Number of
reapondents 2;199 2,013 450 423 214 238

Permanently
inactive

1973 1978

High and
medium

potential
1973 1978

Low and
zero

potential
1973 1978

65
69
47
63

56
59
41

59

83
64
62

81

74
57
58

81

30

47

21

27

34
44
26

32

61 54 72 68 31 34

40
45
36

41

30

44

25

37

47
45

35

40

49
49
26
41

21

30

19

28

21
27
21
27

40 34 42 41 24 24

36

45

31

43

37

45

36

43

50
57
35

54

41
42

37

39

21

23
15
20

39 40 49 40 20

is

25
16

20

281 318 198 109 1;056 908

a
In 1973, 55 percent of the U.S. public felt that camping was interesting; that is, they assign-

ed a 1 or 2 on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being the most positive; 5 being the most negative).

Source: LaPage and Cole 1979:

situation_in Forest Service and Park Service
campgrounds ant_ a modest increase at Corps
of Engineer opelated facilities during the
1979's (Revins and others 19796).

Utilizing the various sources of infor-
mation, it appears that in 1978 we had approx-
imately 7,000 public cmpgrounds and 9,000
privately operated enterprises.

It is also important to look at the
trend in numbers of campsites. One source
indicates an annual 20 percent increase
nationally in the number of private sites
between 1967 and 1973, and a 12 percent in-
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crease in_public_campsites (Bevies and
others 1979b). Growth slowed between 1973
and 1978 to a five percent increase in the
private sector and less than one percent
increase in the public sector; Figure 1;

The trend is towards larger camp-
grounds. Private campgrounds averaged 88
sites in 1978; compared to only-28 sites in
1967; a 214 percent_increase, Figure 2. In
a Northeast regional. study, private camp-
grounds averaging fewer than 50 sites were
much legs likely to be financially success-
ful than larger units (Bevins_and others__
1974). Public ca,..1grounds exhibit a similar

1



Table 8. -- Camper satisfaction or dissatisfaction with last camping trip;
and 1978; in percent

1973;

Degree
Acti-ve

Temporarily
inactive

Permanently
inactiveof satisfactioni

1973 1978 1973 1978 1973 1978

Overall trip:

Generally satisfied 93 93 89 91 73 78
Generally dissatisfied 4 5 8 8 16 14
Does not apply to my camping style 2 1 2 1 6 4

Campsite availability:

Generally satisfied 78 78 75 83 63 71
Generally dissatisfied _9 11 12 9 13 15
Dues nit apply to my camping style 12 ID Il 8 18 9

Hookup availability:

Generally satisfied _ 53 48 54 54 39 52
Generally dissatisfied 5 8 7 8 7 9

Does not apply to my camping style 38 4 33 33 40 36

Recreation facilities:

Generally satisfied 73 72 71 72 55 66
Generally dissatisfied 11 11 12 14 14 15

Does not apply to my camping style 15 15 15 13 24 13

Cleanliness and condition of campground:

Generally satisfied 78 80 76 76 65 72

Generally dissatisfied 12 9 13 13 15 13
Does not apply to my camping style 9 11 9 8 15 10

Level of camping fees:

Generally satisfied 70 66 70 75 54 65
Generally dissatisfied 9 II _8 6 _5 _8

Dees not anply to my camping style 17 20 16 13 25 16

a/ Totals do not equal 100 percent in most cases because of nonresponses.

Source: LaPage and Cole 1979.

I i 1J
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'able 9.--Attitude toward
of traveling .nd

the total cost-4-1of camping compared with other ways
taking a vacation, 1973 and 1978, in percentb/

Camping group More economical Le::s eo_onomical

1973 1978 1973 1978

U.S. public 43
/46 14

b/14
Active 66 67 13 13
Temporarily inactive 51 72 18 9

Permanently inactive 45 49 18 19
High-potential aeuseh,Ilds_ 51 40 15 _5
Medium-potential households 53 47 9 13
Low-potential nouseholds 36 32 16 15

Zero-potential households 27 24 11 16

a/
Respondents were asked to visualize the total cost of camping as including taxes

on equipment, campsite fees, extra tolls, insurance, and other equipment costs.

b/
Totals for each year do not equal 100 percent due to many respondents reporting

"no opiulon:"

Source; LaPage and Cole 1979.
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Figure 1.--Public and private developed campsites in the United States. Woodall manage-
ment has indicated that 1977 private campsite numbers may be Tow because of changes
In campground inventory procedures and not because there were fewer private camp-
grounds.

Source: Bevins and others 1979b.
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Figure 2.--Average number of campsites per campground listed by Woodall Publishing Co.,

1967-1978,

Source: Bevins and others 1979b.

trend, more than doubling from 31 sites in 1967
to 67 in 1978 (Bevins and others 1979b).

Private campgrounds have grown out of
economic necessity and in some areas due co
zoning regulations that prevented establish-
ment of new campgrounds but allowed existing
businesses to expand. Growth has not occurr-
ed uniformly throughout the U.S. There was
over twice the resident population per
campsite (333) in the Northeast region com-
pared to the Western region (154) in 1977
(Bevins and others 1979b). This ignores
interr.!gLonal travel among campers,_but
illustrates the disparity in available
sites especially if energy concerns in-
crease.

Growth in the private sector was. likely
stimulated by an additional trend which emerged
during tle 1970's - franchising. 'Wile the
number of franchisers decreased from 271n
1970 to 6 ih I977,- franchised campgrounds
grew to occupy an impres:rdve market share
(0ertle 1977). The 1976 Woodall's Camp-
ground Directory indicated that 12.! per-

Cent of the private_ campgrounds were
franchisees, providing 21 percent of
the available private campsites. By

comparison, this was over four times as
many spaces as provided by the National
Park Service and National Recreation Areas
combined.

The franchisers stressed a package of
services and amenities that couldn't be
found in the public sector and that would
appeal to the destination type camper.
Included in the service package by some of
the chains was a nationwide reservations
service similar to that provided by motel
chains.

Pricing practices

Fee structures in the private and public
sectors are not always based on the same
management goals. Traditionally, public
agency managers have adopted the hilosophy
that publit c:Ilpgrounds should -be only
partially supperted from rental fees.
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Recent studies in Oregon, Pennsylvania and
Rhode island suggest that costs per site
per night exceed fees charged by up to
$12.00 (LaPage 1978). A few_states;
notably New Hampshire, have directed state
park managers to adjust fees upward to re-
cover full costs of development and oper-
ation. This is the exception; however. A
Northeast study found that between 1960 and
1971 state park fees barely kept pace with
increases in the prive level, with no allow-
ance for increased development costs (Bond
and others 1973).

Private campground owners have often
criticized the public agencies as a source
of unfair competition when less than full
cost reus are charged. However, it appears
that the private ctor has attempted to
carve out a segment of the market not being
served -by public campgrounds; and adjusted
their fees accordingly. By 1977, more
than three-fourths of all sites at private
campground. had electricity and water,
while only one7fourth of public sites had
electricity and oniy_one,tenth had water
(Bevins and others 1979b).

An analysis of fees in the North-
eastern states indicated that trailer
site fees private campgrounds_were 43
percent higher than public fees for similar
sites in i977 (Bevins am others 1979b).
The basic fee was $4.60 at private camp-
grounds, compared to $3;22 at _public camp-'
grounds. Both the private and public
sectors increased Fees between 1973 and
1977 with a slightly greatar Increase in
the private_sector (30- percent) compared_
to the public sector (27 percent). Fee in-
creases varied considerably among states in
the region. There was no increase at
Connecticut's public campgrounds but_a 95
percent incre;ise occurred in New Jersey.
Private fee increases ranged from 25 per-
cent in Vermont to 40 percent in New Jersey.
The variation in trends noted suggests that
numerous forces were -at work; including
differing public policies concerning fees
and variations in willingness to pay among
campers. The highest fees were recorded
in Delaware and New Jersey; two states
near.to major population centers with
camping available to ocean beaches.

Willingness to pay studies have indicat-
ed_that campers supported higher fees ln both
public and private campgrounds, although _

acceptable increases in private campgrounds
were approximately half the level at public
campgrounds (Bevins and others 1979b). This
probably reflected the higher fees_alreacy
being charged at private campgrounds.
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Energy and economic conditions

The two Forest Service national sur-
veys; conducted in 1973_end 1978; both
attempted to learn of the impact of the
gasoline situation and/or economic condi-
tions on camping trips. Gasoline avail-
ability or_cost; together with the total
anticipated trip cost, were insignificant
reasons given for either cancelling or
shortening -a planned camping trip. While
shipments of recreational vehicles cited
earner appear to_be sensitive to economic
conditions, the above results do not suggest
that camping participation has been affected.

Participation in relation to industry
capacity based on occupancy data

One of the key indicators of the
economic health of the hoteI-motet in-
dustry is percent occupancy. Similar
statistics should be beneficial to the
campground industry. For the first time,
in 1978;_the National Campground Owners!
Association coordinated a nationwide effort
to monitor weekly occupancy data from a
sample of campgrounds. The effort was
successful and was expanded from 94 camp-
grounds in 1978 to Include 259 in I979:__
Consequently, two years of data are avail-
able for the period from Memorial Day to
Labor Day.

Nationally, average daily occupancy
declined from 58 percent for the 1978 season
to 47 percent in 1979, representing a 19
percent loss in business (LaPage and Cormier
1979)_; _While in prior studies campers_said
they had not curtailed trips because of
gasoline cost or availability, it appears
that they were influenced in 1979. The
decline in occupancy was_greatest in the
Western region. Seasonal 1979 slumps
appeared to coincide with the appearance
of gasoline shortages in California. Like-
wise a decline in occupancy in other reg5-ns
appeared_co be correlated with gasoline
availability;

Occupancy levels for both years were
highest in the Northeast; followed closely
by the Western regions. Levels were sign-
ificantly lower in the North Central and
Southern regions. Because of greater
d- iving distances in the West, there was
a smaller proportion of weekend only camping
or less variation between weekday and_ weekend
occupancy rates. In the Northeast, the
smallest of the four regions, higher occup-
ancy rates overall and weekend peaking
reflect lesser distances from population
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centers to tourist attractions. Also, during
1979, seasonal rentals were up in all regions
except the West.

While two years of data are insufficient
to establish a trend, nationwide a 14 per-
cent decline in occupanc':_between 1978 and
1979 was_noted; _Contirwed_moftitoring wilt
be useful to evaluate the impact of energy
and economic considerations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Several national and regional market
surveys and industry sourc%s were utilized
Lo establish trends in camper participa-_
Lion. characteristics of campers, attitudes
about camping, travel patterns and equip-
ment preferences. Growth of the industry,
both in terms of campgrounds and the number
of campsites, was also examined together
with pricing practices, energy impacts and
occupancy data.

By_1978; the number of inactive campers
nationwide outnumbered active campers. Per-
sons from 27 percent of U.S. households had
tried camping and dropped it. Furthermore,
litere are -fewer potential campers as viewed
by the public's image_of camping. Younger
persons (less than 30) have become inactive
in a greater proportion than other age
groups in the population.

Camping still retains a favorable cost
image as an economical means of travelihg
and vacationing among active and inactive
campers; but to a lesser degree among
potential campers. This_may indicate a need
for an industry sponsored cost comparison
campaign to educate potentials.

Camper satisfaction with the last
camping trip remained quite stable in the
1970's. A minor decline was noted in
satisfaction with fee levels.

A noticeable slowdown_in_the rate_of_
campground growth occurred during the- 1970'S;
By the end of the decade, there were in-
dications that the number ,f campgrounds
could even_be declining. How,:ver;_it was
apparent that the number o_,:ampsites_con-
tinued to increase, reflecting expansion
of existing campgrounds into more econom-
ically sized units. The number of camp-
sites relative to population remained
gmallest in the Northeast region and -

largest in the Western region of the U.S.
By 1976, franchised campgrounds provided
over 20 percent of private sector sites.

Fees charged in the public sector often
represented a management philosophy of recovery
of less than full costs. Fee increases were
greater in the private sector during the
1970's, perhaps out of economic necessity.
Private campgrounds provided a greater share
of utility hookups than the public sector.

Prior to 1979, there was no indication
that energy availability or prices had been
a deterrent to campers' planned trips. How-
ever; occupancy data for 1979 compared to 1978
Clearly indicate a decline nationwide among
a sample of reporting campgrounds. Declines
in occupancy appear to be correlated with
regional gasoline shortages. Occupancy levels
were_highest in the Northeast for both years
and lower in the Southern and North Central
regions. There was more weekend peaking in
the Northeast, reflecting shorter driving
distances and the least amount in the West
because of greater distances.__The_question
of energy prices and availability looms as
a major challenge to the industry in the
1980's, particularly in view of a decline in
the growth rate of the camping market.
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TRENDS IN THE MARKET FOR

PRIVATELY OWNED SEASONAL RECREATIONAL HOUSINC1

Richard L. Ragatz,- Ph.D.

Abstract. The market for privately owned seasonal
recreational properties; such as_vacation homes; recrea-
tional lots, and resort condominiums has encountered many
peaks and declines during the past 15 years. While demand
tor traditional types of recreational property has recently
fallen off due to inflation and lack of financing,_ ether_
alternatives such as- resort timesharing are again beginning
to s!Amulate the market.

INTRODUCTION

Siiire the Lite 19BO's this nation has
encountered a great proliferation in the supply
of and demand fur privately owned property_ for
seasonal- recreational purposes. Included in
this market are thc thri tradi.ional commodi-
ties of vacant .i2creatior..1 lots, single family
detached vacation homes, and resort condominiums
and more recent innovative commodities such as
timeshare units, lots sold as camping and recre-
atiOnal vehicle sites, and undivided interests.

While the market has gone_through series
of peaks and declines in the_ 1970's, recent
ivonis indiCato interest is being created anew
b both preducers and consumers. New products
are being created and it appears the market
will continue to be part of the lifestyle of
many Americans.

It is estimatd that somewhere between 12
and 15 million recreational lots and about 3.5
million vacation homes currently exist in this
country, The market for vacation homes is
oriented toward a user prodnct as owners pur-
hase these secondary shelters to enjoy during

weekends and vacation periods throughoat the
year, The larger market for recreational lots

Paper presented at the National Outdoor
Recreation Trends Symposium, Durham NH, April
20-2 1980.

-Richard L. Ragatz is President, Richard
L. Pagatz Associates, Inc., Consultants in
Vacation (lousing and Recreational Communities
and Professor of Urban_and Regional PlannliiA,
riiversity of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon.
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is more complex_in nature, being created by
two major causal factors. The first relates
to those persons who buy such lots for the
immediate or future siting of a vacation home,
The_secondrelates to those persons_who_bnv
such tots for speculative purposes in the
hopes of realizing equity appreciation on
their invested capital.

TRENDS IN MARKET FOR RECREATIONAL PROPERTIES

v

In order to set the market for seasonal-
recreational ;'roperties in proper perspective,
it Is useful to hack up and describe how this
phenomenon has evolved in recent years.

Seasonal occupancy of land and housing
can be traced through the history of the
United States. During the early colonial
period; the land-holding aristocracy in the
South frequently maintained their priMary
residence on the plantation, but owned second
and third homes in other communities or areas
that provided recreational_ amenities. This
multiple home ownership pattern existed_in
the Northern states, where wealthy famIli--
are known to have owned additional homes for
recreation before the Revolutionary War
(Fenton 1965).

During the late 19th_and_early 20tli _

centuries, peaks in vacation home ownership
corresponded with periods of affluence and .

improvements in transportation. Such occu-
panc;y_patterns influenced the development of
traditional recreational _areas such as Newport
Beach, Palm Beach, the Adirondack Mountains,



and the mountains of north and South Carolina
and Virginia.

NJny factors have contributed to a tre-
mendous expansion of the market for recrea-
tionil properties during the past 2 decades.
Although popular for generations, lack of
both publicity and low-cost production methods
seemed to maintain the traditional association
between tHIS type of property aad affluence.

marketing programs were directed at -

middle- income families until the early 1960's.

Historically; there have been 2 basic
tpos of recreational land development occur-
rit: in this country. (Inc was simply the
scattered lot found in a rather secluded area
not too tar fr,m a city. 7.1vorite spots were

around lakes, in moontains and on the sea-
shore. TypieallY purchase of the lot was
made from an individual farmer or rancher
wh, was selling off mayginally productive or
nonprodactive land. Lots were usually small;
density frequently high, with very few if
any, public facilities being provided. HOUEQS
constructed on these lots often were small
and usually were not built for permanent
IiiLn quartrs, e.g , the hunting cabin in
the Maine woods or the lake cottage in the
Adi,ondacks. Scar,:nred lit development is
still occurring today, but the mass market
has shifted to a more organized type of sales
promotion and land development:

A second type of historical development
was a series of platted lots in :.conically
attractive areas. Again; lots were small
(usually at urban densities) and pu1lic_ facil-
ities and services were minimal. For the most

in locations were close to existing metro-
politan areas in an attempt to tap the mass
Market. Many of these areas have evolved to
the point where, today, they are communities
of primary residences. Typical examples are
found on Cape Cod, the Jersey Shore, and St.
Petersburg; Florida.

Recreational land projects

During the late 1950's and early 1960's
mass merchandistrw of recreational land_began.
As noted by one researcher (Burlingame 1973):

Developers found that they could
sell land by direct mail like soap.
All that was required was to tie up
the land by the purchase of options,
make some minimal improvements, hire
a sales force, launch an advertising
campaign; and -start selling. Many
developers got rich on down payments
alone. At first developers were_
selling retirement lots; later tliey
switched from a retirement to an
investment pitch, and the real abuses

began. _By_1970;_ this land merchan-
dising business had become a gigantic
industry selling between four and fiVe
million dollars worth of luts annually.

Probably nothing harmed the land develop-
ment industry and created as negative an image
in the public's eye as did these land merchan-
dising projects. Land was prematurely subdi-
vided; few amenities or services were provided;
promises often were broken, - consumers -have
been frequently dissatiSfied, and buildout has
remained extremely low.

The vacation -home "subdivision" began to
occur in the mid-1960's and has been described
as follows (Burlingame 1973):

Here land is marketed more to-
ward a user market within a certain
distance of metropolitan areas. Often
some recreational amenities were built
such as man-made lakes, swimming pools,
goIf_courses; etc. The general phil-
osophy of developers was to construct
the beginnings of a real community by
making general site improvements, con-
structing_some housing; and providing
some developed recreational amenities,
However, the business was still one of
merchandising land. Every major metro-
politan area in the United States has
at least a few and often as many as 20
or more second-home communities nearby:
This market was essentially a user
market aimed at people who actually
intended to use the property for leisure
time pursuits, as opposed to those
interested merely in speculative land
investment.

The vacation home subdivision has a great
range of quality as a large number of both
good and poor projects exist throughout the
country.

Recreational communities

A development frequently referred to as
a recreational "community" began to occur in
the late_1960's as is described as (Burlin-
game 1973):

While developers are still
making most of their money off of
latd sales; their_time frame is
greatly extended (5 to 20 years) _

and their plans for extensive devel-
opment often include the construc-
tion of housing. The market is
redominantly a user market of home

bilyers, rather than lot bbyers. These
developments are high amenity projects
with developed recreational facilities
such as golf courses; marinas; ski



slopes, and so on Front end invest-
ments in recreational amenities and
sit, improvementsarehigh,andthe
companies either building or_financ-
ing such protects -are generally large
corporate enterprises.

The market group is high incomegroup is_
and often can afford tc fly into _

their project from some considerable
distance rather than get to their
pTop,rtyviaauto.Speculative
investment still occurs; although
often in housing rather than just
land alo.le. These projects exhibit
the greatest likelihood of financial
success In terms of establishing a
lasting and viable community or
real worth.

Csuallv limited only to the very affluent
consumer, commnity-type projects are fairly
complete in almost every public service and
Facility aspect, in addition to Offering a
wide variety of recreational amenities. Many
are advertised as "new towns," and while
usually high in quality; they frequently st II

do not have the coaolete infrastructure
associated with a well developed urban
environment.

Resort condominiums

Resort condominiums started to become
popular_in the late 1960's. When compared
with total acres devoted to recreational land
use and the to- ,I number of vacation home
units, the re.; ,ndominium market is still
relatively siTI dowever,ln many parts_of
the country, (e ., Lake Tahoe, the Florida
coast; the Caribbean;_and Hawaii) they have
becete extremely popular. For the most part,
resort condominiums are found as part of a
vacation home community7type_of development,
along with single-family detached vacation
homes and individually owned recreational
lots, thou;111 some have developed apart from
diese areas.

Timesharing

Other opportunities in recreational land
also have become available to the consumer in
the past___few years including properties of
shared ownership. ft now is possible to buy
a portion of a recreational shelter rather
than the entire unit. Called "timesharing,"
this concept allowspurchasestobcmade
not only for units of space but also for
units of time. Thus; a consumer can pay 1/52
of the total selling price of a condominium
unit and be entitled to its use for 1 week
of the year. This approach opens up the
market to more persons of course since entry
cost is coiliderably lower than for other
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types of recreational real estate.

The timeshare concept is- described in
more_detail as follows (Affieriean Land
Development Association 1978):

_Timesharing is a way for you
to use or own resort accommodatiOnS
When you want them; and ferget about
them when you don't. The term "time-
sharing" is pure- American -- borrowed
from the- computer industry; but the
concept is European -- and Mote than
a decade old.

Thousands of Frenchmen; Germans;
Italians; and EngIightilen vacation in
their places in the AlOS, Or along
the Mediterranean coast for a week,
two weeks, or more each year; then
return home comfortable in the know-
ledge that when they come again not
time, their condominiums, hotel units
or vAlas will be clean, well cared
for and ready for them to move into.
Each owns the right -to exclusive use
of anything frolii 300 Sqiiare ftiot
efficiency apartment to a luxury
villa for a certain period of time
each year; for anywhere from 20 to
50 years:

In the early 1970's, two things
combined to open the gates in the
United States to this European
immigrant timeshating
for sale at major resort areas
threatened to become so expensive
as to Preclude purchase by any
except the well heeled; AffietieAng
began to realize that one did not
have to own a condominium or other
lodging to be able to depend on
having it available to use when
they wanted it -- just What the
Europeans, who had long been limited
in their real estate purchases by
scarcity and high cost; had known
for years.

In this realization lies the
central clement of the resort time-
share: it is a means for the
guaranteed_use of_regort ateommo-
datiOliS and faeilitieS and not an
investment in real estate.

Types of timesharing fall into
two benad categories:

Where you may buy an owner-
shlp interest in real estate
(Lie building and ebiliffied area)

Where you may buy a right to
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use the living space for a spec-
ified number of years but you do
not hive an ownership interest
IP real estate

As a timeshare owner, you would
generally he !roe to sublease or
allow !I iuds or family to use your
timeshare in your absence. Or you
can trade use informally, or form-
ally thr,c!h trading networks or
exchaug,. nit

Ekchange programs are attrac-
tive for many reasons. Especially
popular are the external exchange
ervices, which_offer maximum_
flexibility, and variety of choices,
plux the help of an operating ser-
vice in making arrangements.

. As pirt of an exchange program,
without selling your timeshare, you
may spend time in various kinds of
resorts from the seashore to the
mountains to foreign_countries.
You could, conceivably, go to a
new place each year.

Undivided interest

Another recent concept being emPlOyed in
the recreational property industry is undi-
vided interest which refers to a system of
conyeying_usufructuary_rights wherein all
members share equally in the use and owner-

of the entire properly.

Closely related -to timesharing; _theuse
of 1, ,divided interest as a_means of_divid-
mni nro:/crty on a share-and-share-alike hw-lis
Is not a new phenomenon. it has been util-
ized in intentional communities, collective
agriculture endeavors, hunting and ski groups;
and as a_common basis_for partnership arrange-
ments. What is new, however, is the applica-
tion of this form of ownership to the develop-
ment and marketing of large-scale recreation
properties. Unfortunately, the newness and
uniqueness of the, concept makes it practically
imp.u4sible to undertake a productive analysis
of the state-of-the-art. Several undivided
interest- projects directed to the RV camper
were initiated in the early 1970's. For the
mast part they were unsuccessful due to an
economic recession, gasoline shortage, and
probably the newness of the co- mt. During
the past two years; several sm... !rojects -

have been attempted With varying degrees Of
-uccess.

The main difference between timesharing
and undivided interest is :hat In the latter
altcruativ4 , the buyer has un1lMited access
to the 1,:reational property (whether it be

actual shelter -or a_campsite) while the former
alternative only allows access during a
specific tithe period. Also, undivided inter-
est always gives the consumer shared ownership
of the whole (land and improvements) while the
opportunity of ownership may or may not he
applied to timesharing.

Au example of a recent undivided interest
prolect is being implemented fn Idaho. Here,
500 buyers will share equally in the ownership
01 a 4,000 acre ranch, cattle, an extensive
set of recreational amenities, and 40 cluster
:lousing units. For $40,000 apiece they re-
ceive 1/500 ownership in addition to unlimited
access to the housing units throughout the
year, on a first-come-first-served basis.

SummarY of market trends

As indicated by the wide variety of p
ducts brought onto the recreational land
market in the late l960's and early 1970's;
It once appealea that the_demand for such__
items was almost insatiable. Between 1967
and 1973, millions of properties were created
and purchased.

However, in tate 1973 the market for
recreational. properties encountered a plethora
of problems and went into a severe downturn
for several Years. Causesincluded such items
as extensive negative publicity about consumer
rIpoff,.a national economic recession and the
tightening of financial resources, the energy
crisis, environmental concerns, and a mass of
new public regulations imposed upon the
private land development process.

During about the middle of 1976, the
market began to again beccHe more active (hie
to:

1. more discretionary income;
2. more faith on the part of the buyer

that the many new consumer and envir-
onmental regulations assured a safer
and more usable product;

2. availability of additional alterna-
tives such as timesharing and undivid-
ed interest; and

4, traditional motivational factors such
as status, famism, desire to parti-
cipate in outdoor recreation, desire
for ownership of real property; the
frontier fantasy With open space and
scenic areas, desire to escape urban
disamenities, opportunity for equity
appreciation, and it variety of other
reasons.

While demand for privately owned recrea-
tional properties (especially vacant lots)
may never again reach comparable proportions
as during the 1967 to 19/3 period; the ftwirkot



iinlY dlways exist in il.in Table .--(Continued)

Sidi,
1'clql..'11-4 Alj-c' -1A-it-

l'Illln AND LorAiloN of' 12.il.i1NI New lLmipshire 53 14;756
. rt.; 73'8319i

Nevada 39 70;527

19..CIM \ I loNAI. l'Ittiln I. id 1.]:l New Jto-sev 16 12,031
eNw Mexico 94 39(;),:l)1-53 42',477

l,, rs olonal Tots New York 17 9,150 17;321
North Carolina I51 69;409 87;301

1Lihle figures .or the number rd recrea- ohio 40 15;652 19,35/
t ional prop.rt les are sot available. Frogmen- Oklahoma It 3,983 8603

howecer, .1IbL C.111 be 11,;Cd to provide NOMC 1'01111tiy 1 V:1111 1 1 3 , 1 35

21,676
t .41 est iriites di e t ound in se I' e r . I 1 ! lt I I' e t S 0 r e }; 0 II 79 50,639

.ximate base i igures. SOU* car!Inn
18-J;1(''1

157;680
20;855

South Dakota

III

198
.,ilue 1n6)i, .ill recreational land projects Tennessee 63 30,956 59,701

in rho trilled States containing more Hiatt 5)1 Texas 510 269,679
et.; Ind t hat .ire ddvert i set! outs id 0 or the 72

531,465
32;031 28,329

start. in Wb1C11 they are locaten, save to be
reg i s t . rr sl with the Office of titer ;tate Land

15iltisirrilont 26

(1',7)(1)

8,319
Virginia III 93,072

Sdlos Ucgistrarion WITS11); in the U.S. Washington 117 41,824

Wisconsin 64 ;523;,l3;i11

nepirtment e: Hensin,,, And Urban lIvelopment. West Virginia 23

thdt almost 5 million lots were registered in ._________________
21,1("lif; 3,070

In reviewing the 1111 SR data, IL is found Wyoming 16

',. 4'38 Prejects during the II) years from 1968 Source: US Department of Housing and Urban
to .lade 1977; Contained in these projects Development_;_ Office of interstate
ai About 4.4 million acres or subdivided 1:and Sales RegistratiOn, Washington,
[Ind. Table I shows the location of these D.C. Unpublished material obtained
re."isteved projet on a state-by-state basis. from the office.

l .--Oistribution of Projects, Aeres,_ and
Lots
1968

Registered
to 1977

Projors

With OIL-R; Ilv State,

Lots

Fuited State , 4,388 4;363;620 4;862,478
Aldharld 28 12;812 14,601
Aldskd II 2,789 2,494
2.; i;:ona 464,745 392,136
Ar1;ansas 72 90,270 149;451
California 199 415;130 287,652
Colorado 256 399;679 190,929
ronneet tent 5 2 747 2,079
0lawdr 34 3,067 7,140
Florida 665 1 ;426;065 1.;716,898
(;c0I-11 59 30-,8(2 32;859
Idaho 47 10,175 9,192
Ill iii II 22,657 27,'.5
Hawdii 57 26,668 27;152
Indiana 45 16,741 32;515
iowa 20 3,429 12,357
Eansds 18 7,434 16,238
entail. 11,493 23;680
1.!lii.Ind 1) 10;451 11,811
Miise 10,517 10,814
Mar...land 40 12,992 21,680
Md4s.611usetts
lli,bidit

3)1

36
8,29

41,141
II, tr,

:);099
-IIIITIC.4ct I 17 9;634 11,978
Mississippi 55 28;172 52,067
Misonri III 33,294 63,015
Montana 22 5,89(1 3,716
Nebrdska / ..l 693 7,21S
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It is found that a very significant con-
centralion of projects occurs a small
number of states. Almost 1! percent)
of the 4,388 projeel:_s are ,erl 01.Y
4 .status. (Florida, Texas,_Ar! .osd. !

California). Over 1/4 (26.I", are
located in Florida and Texas al

Table 1 also provides information on the
distributiOn of lots and acres in these pro-
jects. The 6 states of Florida, New Mexico.
Arizona Texas, Colorado, and California
contdis /7.; percent of all the acres and
73.: perc -1t -of all the lots. In absolute
figures, we find that in these 6 states alone,
about 3.3 million acres and 3.5 million lots

been subdivided in the past 1.0 years for
receatiow.1 use.

When analyzing the location of recrea-
tional land projects rertirtered with cfLSR on
County -by- county basis, it is found that

1,111) counties have such prelt.rs. This
represents about 1.13 of all tr

(3.11 In the United States.

Some 682 counties contain either: (1) 5
or more recreatioar1 land project,' regist-ed
will 0.1.RR; /2) 1,000 or more lots in such
project. and/cr (3) 1,000 or more acres in
such project:. . st noticeable locations For
reereatioual subdivision acCvity Ire counties
either: (I) along the major coast lines



iPacitie, Atlantic, Culf_. and Croat lakes);

(.::) in moun:ain ran; c (Poconog, Ozarks,
Rockie,, Cascades, and Sierras). (3) through-
out the southwestern states 01 Colorado, Ptah;
xew mos i I and Texas; (4) In rad 1-

tieual recreation-oriented states such as
lorida, Vermont, New Hampshire, California,

etc.; and (5) surrounding major metropolitan
areas and containing some type of natural
recreational amenity.

5:hile the precodlnh discussion Indicates
that leereatt mal land development was very
ra:lant between 1968 and 1977 as measured -by
Ili ,arge number o 00lcits filed_with_OILSR;
it e::timated that only 2/3 of all
recreational land i,/ons in the country

bee. cey.w.ered. Lf these non -

i:"tii pro] ects were included; the totals

woo t probably be close' to 6;000 projects,
:.5 .Millen lots, and 6 million acres.

It a/so known that only a portion of_
all ricereati- OtS are fOttind in subdivided

recreational to projects. Many more are
found as scattered lots sold off by individual
land owners during the past many decades.

A national opinion survey b' Opinion
Research Corporation ;tC Plineeton, New Jersey,
Coot.i thot s.5 percent of all households in
:973 ui,9tod : recreational lot. in absolute
terms, this repre,ants some 5.4 million lots.
It is ,mpossible to accurately esttn.ate the
total numhr of both sold and unsold recrea-
tional Lots. However; some surveys indicate
that Only btWen I/3_and 1/2 of all sub-
divided rcrcational lots have been sold. if

[HIS is true it would mean that somewhere
between L2 and 15 million rucreat-._onal lots
currently oxist in this country; which is
pr,I-anIy a conservative estimate.

Vacat -1-aornes-

For vacation homes; -the most reliable
tigures on existing stock are available tr.=
the 1970 United States Census of P3using.
Frequent estimates Itavebeenmad(by other
researzhers; but they represent tely fragmen-
tary, educated guesses. _Unfortunately; not
even the Census has provided a we.I-defined
count of vacation hcmes.

_Within the rast array of information from
the Census are 2 sbts_of data that relate
directly to v: ation housing. tin., Eir: r.

is cmcc?..ad di ii the -aeatton hom-:s them-
eletts. The second .c;: is concerned with the
numuer90t 1auseolds which own vacation
homes.=/ Thus, no second sc. of -data shows
numbers of households (i.e., families), whit:
the tirs:: set shows a physical count of lous-
ing units.

In Looking at the two Censuses, we find
that the count_ for the physical_units them-
selves LS only 2,143,434 (U.S. Bureau of the
Census 1972). On the other hand, the count
of households owning vacation nomcs is
2;889;771 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1972).
It is the autoor's opinion that the latter
number more closely approximated the true
extent a! the existing market in this country
as of 19'0 since it compares favorably with
previous estimates from- other surveys; in-
cluding; (1) 1,897,882 "vacation'_' bomes_from
the 1060 Census of Housing; (2) 2;350;000
hoseholds owning "second" homes from a L964
Michigan Survey Research Center Stud,/ (Lan-
sing 1964); and _(3) 2;970;000 households
owning hom es"Vacation" from an AMerican
Telephone and Telegraph Company Study in 1965;
It assuming an approximate increase of
150;000 new homes during the past few years,
it appears the total standing stock of
vacation homes in the United States is now
about 3.5 million. This would mean that
slightly over 5 percent of all households own
a vacation home, and that this type of unit
accounts for slightly less than 5 percent of
the total housing stock.

As shown_ in Table 2; over 50 percent of
the vacation homes era found in ttly 10
states, wirh almost L/3 being in to five
states of Texas, Michigan, New York, Wiscon-
sin; and _California. Fe.: the most part,___
states with large numbers of vacation homes
have some major cecreationa) ac.cnities, con-_
tai or are in close proximity to establIShed
mt Tolitan are:1s, or are very large in area.

Table 2.--Distribution of Vacattan Homes,
By State, lc.'7'J

Percent

State

Total
Housing
Uhits

Vacation
U6Tii0s,11

Percent
of To:al
Housing
Units

of Total
Vacation
Homes

2;143,4341

u.l. 68,418,094 2,143,434 3.] 100.0

1;120;219 52;663 1.9 1.5

AR 88;428 / ,C05 7.6 .3

AZ 584,116 li ,380 2.8 :8

AR 675,597 27 '58 4.1 1;3

CA 6;994;533 06;63t 4.5

CO 757,053 35;467 4.; 1.7

cr 980,849 15;725 1:6 .7

DE 180,212 2,134 4;5 .4

FL 2;526;536 51,735 1.7 2.0

GA 1;471;132 _3;b83. 2.3 1.6

HI 216 166 _3;053 1.4 .1

ID 244,681 15;335 6.3 .7

IL 3,701,866 38,722 1.1 1;8
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PcrCcHt,

1,1 TI,(.11

St.,
Hottsin,t.

Unit,;

1;7;'),071)

0,8,560

tV2cat ion
HoOlt,, 1.

45,167
29,192

I'. -.gent

ICLil

d

roll.

2. I,

1.1

Varnt

Homes
011

;143;414,

2:1

1.4

KS /91,022 20,724 2.6 1.0
KY I ,l)(1' '. 16 12,212 3.1 1.6
LA 1;1)0;311 39,811 2:7 1:4
15. 197,140 73,562 18:5 3.4
MD 1,248,747 28,014 1.2
MA

II

I,89o, 119
:;') CI :4 ) I

51,746
188.804

'2.7

6.4
',...4

8:11

MI: 1,270.082 83,8 6.6 3:9
Mu 009,108 20,364 4.1 1.3
15m 1,":2 64,130 2.8 3.0

MT 240,601 16,225 6.6 8

N). 513,01-, 18,521 3.6 :9
NO 172,558 4 ,277 2.5

280,962 4 3,908 i r r 2.1
NJ 2,387,515 61;113 2;6 2.9
oM 325;715 14,527 _-.7

Ni 0.298,W, 181,138 8.5
NC 1,041,111 06,811 o.; 3.1
ND l't001 . _.7

H 1,4t, , ; I 61 47;936 2.2
al: 925,238 27;758 3. 1.2
011 744,602 20,946 2.8 1.))

PA 1,924,503 92,813 9.4 4.3
RI 317,192 9,974 !.1 .5
SC 812;148 Y.:2,, 4.3 1:7
SD 2 5,I81 '15,000 6:7 :7

IN 1,301,181 22,680 2.5 1,5
T:7: 12(,):587,(: ,.:, 6.1

115, / 14 .4
lt,',L., 27;291 16:5 1:'

VA I,492.17 46.525 3.1 2.2
WA 1,220,447 43,01') 3.7 2.1
IS 597,266 26,230 4.4 1.2
WI 1:472;2')/ 100;336 6.8 4;7
WY 116.223 5.-.11 4:9 :3

a7,
'Vocation Homes" are enumerated by combining

tie United States Bureau of the Census
:to:egori,.;;_"Rural ScaSonal Vacant" and

Cher Rilial Vacant, " This combination
Ds ically includes housing units which are
intended fot- occupancy during only certain
seasons of Lh year

.

:'ource: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census. U.S. Census of Hous-
ing, Detailed Housing Charac-
tyrists;(1shington; D,C; U: S:_
(:oVeinMeht peihtihg Office; 1972),
Finol Rvport HC(1)-B1-52, Table 32.
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At the other end of the spectrum are 18
:1111es_which contain less than 10 percent of
the total vocation homes. For till-, mosr hare;

either: (1) isolated in location or
very sparsely populated (e.g.. Montana, Idaho,
Utah, Wyoming, etc.); (2) void of none out-
door recreational amenities (e.g. Kanttias,
Nebraska, Nevoda, etc.); (3) small in land
area and highly urbanized (e.g., Connecticut,
Rhode Island, De:aware, etc.).

Al1 of the top 20 states contain some
outstanding attractions important for the
location of vacation homes. Only Missouri and
Colorado do not have frontage on an oca ni, the
Gulf of Mexico; or the Great Lakes. Eight
have Mountains to provide year-round recrea-
tion, Ond most have a good climate. Also, :iii
top 20 states are located fairly close to
large metropolitan areas. When combining
these factors; it becomes apparent than popn-
latiOn diiSity is not the only location deter-
minant. Of course, many of the same amenities
which rtt ,ct vacation home buyers also
attr t ;.ermanent_rosidents. When considering
this fact, it is interesting rt, note that most
of thc 20 states im the absolute ranking

.,,nsidera'. more in total popula-
tion J Id 1970 than did the lower
30 r

;her wa ,I analyzing the distribution
of vacation homes ,s to calcul to the per, l-
tage of total housing units corw)rised_of
vacation homes 3)1 each state. In lookim at

relOtiVe comparisons between vacation
homes total housing unit; in Table 2, it

1s noted that only 3.1 percent of all housing
units_in the Unitl_State., are classified in
the 1970 Census as "vacation homes."

On an indiv:dual state basis, the throe
New England states of Maine; Ve4lont; :1(1 New
Hampshire had rates more than '.wire au high
as any other state. Here, yeir-round popula-
tion density Is low, and vaation homes have
been accumulating for decaes due to a com-
bination of outdoor rLerenflothil affienitieS
0nd close proximity to :large metropolitan
areas, Infa-t except I: r Michigan, the top
20 states are ger,2rally rumol and have rela-
tively small populations.

The 1970 Census of Population included_
for the first time extensive data describing_ -

the owners of vacation homes. These-data are
"histor2-al" in naturc in that thc I.c70 Census
count reresets ears of accump n y u atioi. In

other words, the data describe persons al-
ready owning_vocation homes instead of those
who are currently Ini;ing or even; more impor-
canclv; those who plan to icily in inc. futu:e.
:hus, tue counr represents thousands ot
families who Dave owned vacation homes for
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.1.11e: years. Sicjii(icant eariotions most
.....ued I ', 11.1111. IP-''ii ! I.' 111! .1.11t 1'1(.1 S

1'1 !,11:11 1., 1,11! !! 1:1 111,! ! 1I,.!
11111 ! di!! erenees Iii ill'.' iim'tiIi

')/1) ,.1110; mil Asked ytestions
:.'lit ion I H His , and neglected

I n c 1 t : d c any t 1 : i eerea iona I lot it

thtt l'ew lit it' e available on

p it t 1011.11 I

Is Cnstn, dal .11ov. that the vast
owners ((8:: ,,...rcnt) reside within

..47.1SA::, and I pirconl. ro!: II w I L't I n

1111t1.111 it i. over, :1:e rate of owner
( net -; lower for contr.:I city

WV other area. This, ot
.o :s :he fact that central v

pee'll 11'11:1 1.1.! 17'.. 1:reat number of
es who art' :It'll-Hirt 11:111.1n,

H lita :1,111,q.
t y!

i1i-
ill housebolds in the l'hited :"taces

live in ccuLrol wherea.; anlv 11.4
1.ereent of aIl caeocion Lome owners do.
H ,:wevei, it :amlIc income were cross-tabulated

',cation, it would probably show that the
rate ownership amon,,,. higher- income families
livfn:. in .:entral cities is considerably
Liy'a,r than tar :rabic inc<wie lamiiies

RAIL. it vacation home ownership is
hiliest (4:8 percent) in the urban balance
which caused liv the hi,C.1: percent of

;diluent families I Ill in suburb.; n

comparison with the overall populat n in

those areas. The rate of vacation hump
ownership outside PISA; (5 / percent) also
is higher than the iii iii av-crnc,e. II

tIll reason is not desire Co es:are the urban
disamenities HUI., more Importantly porhap,:,
I he c I o r v ;11111 c;c:;... 01 I r:Ivc I

between primar%, home and vnratieu home. Iii

ami:,es living hILUId 1-..NSA

iii cormint cr

. , ! :nd It

in ),,rth tt, L-1!1 htnt),.

The cencentration of vacotion home
u!,thft few states is quite evident

as idiewn in Tahl, 3. The top five stAtc
(New York, (:ilifiwnia, Michigan, TeXas, and
P:ainsvIvania) contain ov,:r 1/3 (36.7 percent)
of 01 hoi:scholt::: in thc country who own

homc,;. The Lop 10 states (addinC.
Florida, !'lassachusetts, lItinots,_Ohlo and
New Jersey) contain over 1/2 (56.7 percent)
of the vacation home households. On the
'ither end of the spectrum, the botton, 5
,:tares contain only /.5 pet-et:NC of the total
and the bottom II) states only 1.8 percent.
For the most part, there is a direct rela-
tionship between population si,:e and number
of vaeati,n home owl, -Y..

--II istributionof Households0wnin a lilt, '''Ii Home,

11v State;. Uniid

:-.Late

rnite.1 States

Tot al

Househdlds

61,446,641

',I ihama 1;014..13
'1 ::11.:-: ?";::5q

r..olia 5,19,157

..a..-:n:-,as 615,424
f.':' i.ornia 6;571;861

Colorado 690;928
Connecticut 933,269
Dclaware 164,804
District o: 262,518
_Columbia
:16rida 2..111:,786

Ctor .,. I 1/1,;225

IH.... , ! i .103,088

Id :Ho 218;960
1 I Hiiii ; , 502; 1 18

Ind fan.: 1,6, :19.'1

Pcrccnt i i I 1 6 1 1 I

How:choI,!:, Fermat .,1 11.,usohold.-: ft...Ting

km I:6'; t lotal l'acat iOn HOMO i:I/
V-aeation Y,1,...- douseholds (: or 2;889;771)"

',889,'71 100.0

43108 1.5

8;189 10:h :1

16,674 I I

19,861 .7

264,142 9.!

j4.77 1.2
I 1.o

9,51: .8 .1

12,905 . . 9 .4

146.0:o , I
50,1,10 1.7 1.7

P,461 2 3

12,641 5.8 .?:

110: : '1 3. 1.8

1.7

896,111 , ': 1.0

LC.e,as 727,36:.: .8

k,ntucky 9'..)3J)5 H, I . 1 1.1



lable i it into d,

P0)0 of iota!
llotincho I di, Pei ..eilt i,f Households r)wnin3y,

Tot .11 Own in?. .1 Total 3.'acat ion 110 tie
t Households ion Home llotiseho 1,13; of 2;889;771)

Tou in iaua 1.052;038 46,877 1.6
!`l.ttlic 103,923 33,666 11.8 I .1'
: 1 . 1 : I mul 1 , 17 5 .073 42,290 3.7 1.5
!±1..,;.1. hti t t : 1,750;071 , , . ; 062 6.4 3.9
!3i,Iii,.. in ." ; 653; 059 14 ".. 7/8 7.1)
!.! mutei ot a I ; 153, iR'lli i : 099 6.7 2.7
Minsissinpi 636,7'.',', 20,154 i.' .7
Missouri 1,"5(1,5(,/ 55:750 3.7 1.9
..1,,!,t Au i ; 1:)4 15;98) 7.4 :6
;,.1)t .1' I .i . i , 014 15,207 3.2 .5

i,lii 160,0'2 8,139 5.1
Haii.psh i re ;;5,378 17;345 7.8 .6

2 ; 2 i 8 ;183 101;680 4.6 3.6
. )lc,: i co 1:89.389 18 -,671 6. 5 .6

..,,,,,-: V. -i.l.. 5,911,861 289,164 4.9 10.1
,.rt 1, C.tlo 1,509, 364 56,265 3.7 1.9
.:-,- ibikt 181,613 10;5(32 5.8 -.4

oh ii. ;289 ;4 -32 105,129 3.2 '3:6
otilahoma 850;801 31, !it 3.7 1.1
orenin 691,631 311,032 4.3 ..0
PenusyLvania 3,702,304 15'1, 11 1 I: . 1 5.4
Rhode Island 201;965 13.337 4 . b :5
Sour i; Carol inn 714.373 34;829 4.7 1.9
!itlith Odkot a 200;807 9,410 ..7 .3
lennessee : , 213, 187 38,451 3.2 1.3
1',N1ti 3, :713,996 167.785 4.8 5.7
rtdh 297;934 12.222 4:1 :4

137.098 11,835 9.0 .4
1,390,636 53,133 1.8

it ..,,,m 1,105,587 65,376 ...:.3
.ir,,,inio 547;21Z, 23;999 ..,. 4 .8

....i ,n,sin 1; 128;804 76,21_6 'i.7 2.6
iii.4 1(4,6(0 340 7.0 .3

/ "!'ac's ion home" is considered ::ynonymons with the lin i toil States But-0th'
f the census catgory "second winch is Jelin d as, ". .a sing12.

t drill 1 y house, vacation cottage, hunt ing cabin, ski louge, et -2, , which
oimcd and held for use sometime d..ring the year by tile owners or

((hers of his ootts,hold.

Source: If .0. Oepartincnt of Commerce, bureau of the Census, 11.5. Census
of ilous inc, 1970, Detail-eel licars-in-g-Charact-e-r-i-stA-c-s- (Washington,

, U.S. Government Print ing Office, 1°7 Final_ Report 11C(1)-
B1-52, Table 37.

ol ,.,. top 10 states in terms of absolute
numner ot home owners, only Michigan

::;a it s in thc op 10 fur rate of vacat ion
of the top 20 in terms o;-

.15,-;1111( t n, .91,..r of vaz-ari ion home ot.ners, only
5 (Mich i,,. , husetts, Florida, Washing-
ton, .-;CW York) reappear in the top 20.

The nr imar_v_ reason for this it 101) Ls
ite 1 e. pnpu 1 ou st;, es havt

the .roat,na vacit ion home owners
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simply because there are more people to par-
t icip;:t e in !The market. At t he same_ tine;
howeve-; t. ese densely_ populated_ statas
ttsaal-12., contain several large urban centers.
()tie to pupul, Lion shifts and economic oppor-
tunit ism no t urban center s contain high
propor!-Toos f low- to middy -income
ho: '7 that normally iire iminzited from
IL.; . pat i, the ion home market.
Al _ of these households are ine 1 th d when
calculating ownership rates and explain lie

18.1



I owe': nankin):, for I:10SL of the (lentil.] y iMplA I a-
t 1,1

it es rank lin; high. .t to term:; of vaea-

t ion lu," ownersh i p tend to he conel.riLrrtted
11 n t region. the country. Specifically,

these regions are: (I) Northern New England;
where vacation home ownership has tradition-
ally h,cn A cultural occurrence; (2) the Great,
Lahs statea: and (;) the Rocky Mountain

On II, other end of the spectrum are
,t the .o.thern and mid - western states
aver.i,. incometi are rel i ye y low and

,ew natural recreationa' a-, ibex exist.

If iltF it,t1,11 propc ...

,e t, eithca tne:r recentness and/or
it is almo:t impossible to estimate

t -:-. I t magnitude Of the markets for
re-,01 condominiums, _timeshares; and undivi-
ded iiitf,;f. According to most reliable
escimates, as will he expanded ur on in the
t,llowang.soction, it est Dcated that roughly

n1) o,000 wholly owned resort cnduminium
exist in tliiri collni.ry. AL the same_time, it
is known that p,nliaos a handlnll of
andivided inure 't p!Hok's exist; probably
net in ..olvi,)g more than 1O0.000 owners.

ihe timeShare market l'AS burgeoned Cretuen-

d,u,I: nine is initiation in the late 1970's.
0emand for timeshare is evidenced

!he icllowin,, gross estimates:

E:-:isting Annual

Timeshare Dollar l",dsting

fear PrPFcts Valame Consur.,ars-

1 i77 175 $125 million :'_i,..:;000

11)7 .75 $3(111 Mil 1108 :50;00o

::n) 875(1 millio, 710,000

FUTCRE DE:IAID FOR RECREATIONAL PRtTERTIES

MetliodolarI

Any numerical projections fo, recreation-
al pror--jes are ce nulHeet to question.
Since recreational property Li, not a irisic

necessity siv:h as food, cl hing, ap primary
lidini:; it is open to majcr change, in
demand. Most_eortainly, e ,;Ind decreases

durm.g economic recessions and increaxes
Burin , eriods of OconoMie -stpansion.

As noted earlier, 6'-m :-td for new recrea-
tional praercy has decrccled tramendously
since 197, ouc- co negative publicity; market
aerat fon, negative status, environmental

. public reotlat ons, the energy
cris's, etc. While it appears that -i has

again since 1°6; it see; uhl-kely
thnt wil: ever again teach the rtt
rea'izod between 1967 o.-1 1973. At any rate,
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all numerical projections made in 1980 Will

be subject to many unfor:secn parameters in
the future. The reader is cautioned to
remdmber these limitations in applying- the
tollowing projections for the three major
submarkets of recreational lots, detached
vacation homes, and resort condominiums. No

attempt is mode to project demand for the
timeshare and undivided Introst protects,
although it is quite possible that in future
years, demand for these commodities will far
outstrip the other three.

Steps involved in making the projections
include the following:

1, The estmated number of households
for the 4 Census regions in 1980 and 1985
were derived from the Bureau of the Census
(U.S. Lureau of the l.cinsus, 1973).

2.. Propensity for future ownership of
recreational properties was ,.tained rrimar-
Ily from a nationwide opinion cey con-
ducted by the Opinion Research Corporation
of Princeton, New Jersey. The survey was
conducted 0- a_personal_interview basis in
the homes of the respondents. It involved
a weighted sample of 7,190 househoids
throughout the United States.

3. These numerical projection3_were
then reconsidered in light of several other
nationwide projections of future demand for
recreational- properties. These projections
were less detailed in regard to type -of-
property or future data and were used simpl:,
as benchmarks to ascertain whether the pro-
jections derived .n (2) were reasonable.

4. The 4 sets of projections were then
integrated with subjective interpretation
based up" itaxdledge and insights gained
from :,pparting research. Though the dis-
crepancies between the various sets of
projections were surprisingly small, the
final projections are somewhat more conser-
vative than those in the 4 mentioned set. of
projections. It is felt that persons tend
to be overly optimistic about their future
plans for purchasing recreational properties.
Ia many Instances, sue plans are never real-
ized and the discret: try income is alloca-
ted to other househo items. Recent
literature published seeming the mark, .

also was reviewed.

Numerical projections

Table 4 presents demand in the United
States for various types cf recreational
propel (as an aggregate), vacant recrea-
tional s_pp- .based for the purpose of
building futurc vacation-home, recreational
lots occupied by a sirgle-family detached
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vacation hOme, and resort condominium units.
both absolute and relative figures are includ-
d ht the table. Table lepresents absolute
projections for the four types of recreation-
al properties on a regional basis, while
'fable' 1 presents the sonic material with
relit iv figures,

1 101, 4.--flemand for Recreational Prhpertlos
by ye of Property, United States,
Es,imated for 1980 and Projected
fir 1985:

Tcpe of Property 1980 1985

Nomhr of Households 77,000,000 84,000.010
Nu:nbii' of Iloiinelu,lds

ouina, Recreational 8,085.000 10,080,000
Propertios

Percent 01 iota' 10.5 12.1)

Households
Number of Housol101
Owning Vacant Re.
reatn.nal Lot for
Spe, lation/Invest-
mient

p,rcent of rot.:1 7.9 2.5
Householdj:

Number of househol
Owning Vacant Ret
roational it for
Fotor boi!diug

1;694;000 2;100;000

Nu

Pc: wation
ilc...

Percent. of Tot01
Households

Number of 110tiscoldt,
Ownint R0sort Condo

rulL
Percent of total
Households

Is 1,109,000 1,680,000

..7 2.0

"Ids 4,40L,d0o 5,375,000

5.8 6.4

610;000 92;4;000

1.7

(-6e 19H), it is estiiiitted that ahoht
8,085,000 houL;eholds (or about 10.5 percent
of the total) in the United States own one of
the 4 primary tjpes of recJeational property:
Most of these yroperties (nlmot-o- 4 million;
::.present a recreational lot occupied
single-family detached vacatioh tome. the
type with the lowest frequency wah the r,sort
condominium (about 400;000).

It is projected th,t by 1985, the numher
of recreational properties will i'crease to
over 10 million; whichalleans_that about 12
percent of all honsPhoIds will etch such prop-
erty. 51gnificant increases will occ
between 1980 and '985 as the post World War
II baby hootrrea,:hes the Lima in the family
life cycle when propensi"y Cor purchase of
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rucrealii al property Is yreatest.

In terms of the type of recreational
properties to be demanded; it appears that
least increase will he realized in the demand
for vacant recreational lots, especially
those purchased primarily for speculation
investment purposes. MoSt significant iu,

es in domain will he for recreational
sho tr, both single-faMily detached vaca-

wes and resort condominiums. In
lot ,.:%!3; the greatest increase will

Jpoom the detached units; front about 4.5
to about 5.4 million. In relative

terms, the greatest increase will occur for
resort condominiums, increasing from .8 per-
cent to 1.7 percent of the households.

On a regional basis, as shown in Table
5, p wider dispersion will occur, partly due
to yegional shifts in popul:Jtion and house-
hold formation and partly due to changing
regional propensities for purcItise Of recrea-
tional properties.

It is anticipated that relatively little
increase in demand will occur in the North-
east for recreational lot. purchased only for
speculation or investment purposes. At the
same time, the most significant growth for
thincommodity_will occur in the West. Such
conditions reflect availability of land,
sato-ntion or the market, etc. Similar
renional trends ai. projected to occur for
recreational lots purchased for future build-

of a vacation home; although_the varia-
tions are less_severc. For the latter zype
of recreational property, most siy,nificant
Increases in absolute terms are anticipated
in the 'ljnith and fewest increases in the
orth.ast.

For single-family detached vication
homes, I ii greatest absolute gro,:::11 will
occur it the South ond West. The anticipated
regional growth_patzerns for resort condo,
mia,um units will be even more exaggerated,
with very significant increases to occur in
the South and West. Such pattatals again
rof'Yct market saturit'.on; availability of
land, lack of consuma: opportunity, etc.

Tahle 6 presents changes L the percent
of total household: ,n rho region which will
own the-v: rious types of recreational proper-
ties. Th2s fiures were dr2rived from the,
previh sly mentioned surveys and were
utilizLj in the prtnaraJ on of Table 6.
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Table 5. Demand for_Recreationat Properties; By Type of
Property, By Region, United_Sta,:os; Estimated
for 1980 and Projected for 1985.

RegiOit
A. Number of Households (Percent of Total in Parenthesis)

1980 1985

Northeast 16,600,000 (21.5) 17,500,000 (21.0)
North Central 20,500,000 (26.0) 22,000,000 (26.0)
South 25;000;000 (32.5) 28;000,000 (33.0)
West 16;500;000 (20:0) 17;000;000_00;0)
United States 77-,000:006(100:0) 84,000,000(100.0)

Region
B. Number of Households Owning Ryer.. tional Properties

1980 1985

Northeast
North Central
South
West
United States

1,726,400 (21.6)
1,827,200 (22.6)
2;482;100 (30.7)
2-029-300 05-r)
8,085,300(100.0)

2,16l,..00 (21.5)
2,318,400 (23.0)
3;255,600 (32.0)
2;683 ;800_(23 :5)
10,080,800(100:0)

C. Number of Households Owning Vacant Recreational Lot
Region Ccr_Speeulation/Investment___

:1984 1985-

Northeast i;;,200 (20.5) 336,000 (16;0)

North Central ".`4.,,00 (24.0) 420,000 (20.0)

South
WeSt

457,400 (27.0) 703;500 (33.5)
482-800_(28;5) _ 640;500_(30.5)

United States 1,694,000(100.0) 2;100;000(100:0)

0. Number of Households Owning Vacant Recreational hat
Region for Future_Building of Vacation_Home

-1980

Northeast 255,600 (18.0) 285,000 (17;0)
North Central 4.900 (21.0) 369,600 (22.0)
South 432,000 (33.3) 571,200 (34.0)
West 'WA; ;00 (28.0) _ 453;600.(27.0)
United States ;l00:0) 1,680;000(100:0)

Region

E. N:moi- of Households
Owning Single Famil% Ootached Vacation Home

11980 1985

Nor hwest 1.0j6,100 C23.2) 1,236,500 (23.0)
North Central 1;107,600 (24.8) 1.290;20., (74.0)

South 1;357;600 (30 :4) 1;585,900 (29 :5)
West 964-700 (21:6) 12163,400 (23.5)
United States 4.466,000(100.0) 5.376,000(100.0)

F. Number of Hou.;vimlds Owning Resort Cond.)minium Unit
1980 19:15

Northeast 129,400 (21.0)
NOY:, Central 163,200 (26.5)
South 194;000 (31.5)

129;400 C21:0)
United States 6;6,000(100.0)

194,100 (21.0)
240,200 (26.0)
300;300 (32.'0
189,400- (20 :5)

924,000(100.0)
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Table 6. -- Dement for Recreational Properries, By Type of Property,
By Region, Unites States, Estimated for l''.10 and Pro-
jected for 1985.

Region

A. Percent That Househoulds Ownins!
1teenat4on-a-1--P-ro-p-e-.rrtes- Are-of-Total Nousehold3

1980 1985

Northeast
North Central
South
West
United States

10.5
8.9
9.9

12.3
10.5

12.4
10.5
11.5
139
12.0

B. Percent That Households Owning Vacation Recreational Lot
For Speculation/Investment_Ar of TotiA HousehcIds

1980 1985

Northeast 2.0
N.,r(111 Central 1.9
South 1.8
West 2.9
United States 2.2

1.9
1.9
2.5
3.8
2.5

C. 112rcent_Thae_Households Owning Vacant Recreat onaI LotS for
Future Building of Vacation Home Are of Total Households

Region 1980 1985

Northeast 1.4 1.6
North Central 1.3 1.7
Seiiith 17 2.0
West 2.2 2.7
United States 1.7 2.0

D. Percent 'rapt Households Owning Single Family Detached
-Va-,.-."-t-i-on-Biartie-s-Are of Total

1980 1985

Northu,.0Z

North Central.
South
West
United States

5.2
5.4
5.4

5.8
5;P

5.9
5.7
7.4
6.4

E. Percent That Households Owning Resort Condominium
Units Are of Total Households

Region 1980 1985

Northea.;t .8 1.1
North Central .8 1.1
South .8 1.1
West .8 LI
1-1ited States ,8 1.1
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lulluencing_Fnetors

ii Hilo ti preceding ctiort, it is

dill ieult to derive agy concrete conclesier.
about tutu rc demand for reereat ten.
tie::; It s that the rcali/.. of
short-tali a.:11 be del inftely al tee-
ted le , us 0 iasues which may or may
not !. t neo several years from now.
fhieb f etises facing the recreational
land ,attion housing industries as
bad p u b l i c Image, unavailability of f inan-

bot I I Level epee and consururr ,
Liu exorbitant costs of building supplies;
etc:; ni. nline to exist in the futere.
However, ii., no items all appear rather
ificofeatquential when as.-ium,ng ti long range
persp,o.tivit of the markets. For iastance,
financin,t rates and availability have
traditionally changed drastically within
saoit pe.ht.h, of Lime; the negative image
could hi, reversed if and when the industry
hvains Lo ,-,nitor its members; and cos .s
of huilding supplies and labor have always
Ilucluated according to the economic
climat. of the country.

However, when stepping back and con-
f;idoring the long-range future of the
morketa; tor recreational properties, a
somewhat more complicated picture is
potiraved, 1asically because the influen-
ing porametera become more hazy and con-

tusing and simultaneously more critically
influenfial.

Many long-range indicators portray
an optimistic future for increased demand.
l'or instance, it is anticiated that
ndiiiiio at discretionar Income will be-
come available not only in greater amounts,
but a.so for a larger proportion of the
popillation, Leisure time also will
increat:o and, most sigcificantly, will to
available ,n larger ag.;:regations such as
three-dav w(2kends oc for extended weeks
or even months. Retirofent will be
posslble carLier, older people will
live longer. They also will have more
monetary resou rec., ,tailable ti, toem,
be healthier; and more acquainted with
recreational and travel experiences from__
past participation. The post-Wortd War ll
Laby boom will be reaching ti "" agi in the
1980's when propensity for pucchose of
recreatio-al propertles is highect
Intecest in nature, ecology, the natural
environment, and participation in so-
called "oealthy and youthful" outdoor
recreational activities will continue to
increase for wider segments of the popu-
lot fon. Thus, most predictions for the
so-called .-yporturity and facilitating
tators portny a Atuation where more
and mire families will be able to pur-
chase lc. reatiOnal properties.

Wile these variables are relatively easy
to project into _the future, at least In numer=
[cal terms based upon past treridS, a series of
other variables also . '11 be very influential.
For the most p:,rt, variables ere more
subjective and thus_ difficult_to_ quantify:
Their influences wi'l a more subtle but per-
il:11w more critical 'ff-range future
demand for recrc -o,rties.

For insta e. The cancer' antics of the
international ,,,ioath,n coral' :cote projections
for future per-rano] ieone i the United
States, if t li::!. dL.velor,d nations of the
world beginA,, demand a morc equitable. dis-
tribution of weo:fli and rasources, either
through political ei economic coercion, nega-
tt e effects will most certainly be realized
on the GNP of this country. An increasingly _

larger segment of the population in the United
States may perceive the work ethic in a dif-
ferent lie.ht in the future and be loss motiva-
Led_toward. higher incomes and associated
availability of good~ and services. Thus,
fewer persons may actually have the antici-
pated discretionary income to buy a second
home just for seasonal-recreational nurpot;es,
at least in the manner in which many lei -nave
homes are being pro-laced today,

The concern with ecology and preservation
of a quality environment does not appear tc he
it passing fad, but_rather_one that will con-
tinue to increase in the future. More and
more eommunitfes and states will consider no-
growth or limited-growth policies. More and
m decision-male' will become more sophis-
t ted about the t development proc,is,; and

ome criteria determine what type of
nc icrt Jevelopmen -.Ail prove beneficial to

co- uuniLy in tha tong-range Future. No

longs. wl 1 th-1 only criterion be the possi-
bili-y of increased contribution to immediate
return.. to the property tax base., but rather
more subtle criteria will be used such as
cic;tQ and benefits related to social; environ-
mental -,(1 long-term economic imdaCts,

lity land in apropriate proximity to
pooulacIon_centers_wi; become less :available
and much .sorc expenslve, More_of_Lhis lind
will be maintoinitd la the public domain or
placed ander ma,,, stricter and more rational
public control. More land in marginal pro-
ductivity might ha at' to he us -. for the
Supp:xt of agriculture ana_,ther_primnry_
indu3try In otder to satisfy world demands
for a more equitable distribution of wealth
and resources.

_ The..2.nergy crisis most certainly will
effect the future of the market for recrea-
ticnal properties. In the foreseeable future,
it FecMS likely that certain segments of
society including 1 gtslators and the public
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at.latze viii question the morality and ration-
ifty cif allowing some persons to own and

dcclop plopertv simply for ,i,nna:-recrea-
ti.wl purposes. The pi- a i:. _

certainly h. , ,c a select
gtoiip of L,10, .. iord two rola-
tivelYexpensivu much larger
segment of society has no .r been able to
realize the government's ,9-year old goal. of
1 "safe and decont" living environment.

Related to the inequitable distribution
of wealth in_chis country are the current
:ucume tax practices- which In :40M0Ahtitances
;Hake owning a condominium or rental. vacation
none a very profitable venture. It would
aPPUa that public pressure will influence
dditionalrosfrictions tuhe made in regard
ro those allowed tax benefits and write -offs:

A Whiilo seCies of additional change,-
iii our in the cultural context of our

-=,ciety which might affect the. future marketS
for recreational properties: It AplibatS that
a growing segment of the population is less
motivated by status attainment and the fee
imply ownership of real property. Although
'ore ups currently restricted to the youth,
['ere A-0 indications that such changes
slowly arc penetrating other age-groups.__
At the Same time other subtle factors appear
to he gaining in popularity. Included r-o
such difficult to define items as sense of
community, togetherness, sharing, family,
concern with nature, etc. These factors_
do not necessarily imply changes in demand
for recreational properties; but perhaps
a chnnge in the type of property whici is
of interest to the isumer.

Related to these COMMentS; is the fact
that ouc society seems to be ever-Icreas-
ing in its demand for variety, flexibility,
titre foe no experiences, c:c. wore

attractions are becoming s',ailable for the
ntilizatiou of leisure !-1 7"e, and the public
ems to be responding in terms 0' buying

Londe now concept; and commodities. Travel
clubs, Camping clubs, new concepts in lane
ownership, citc.,ali appear to be_increas-
iugIn popularity. lhe
experience of -,!c,2atIonal
activities At eel itively :r..);,ensive c. .ts
haS definite implt,iLtions for Ile recrea-
tional lan. induscr\ as we it today.
It would appear that the sin.,olar_alt.T.r-
native of the
di..(:tied house on n half-acre lot in a_
leeation with one Jimlizd5c.LPir recrea-
tional nct:vities will enccvnnter ,ore
and more co.. ntm c,,mpetition the
...tin...! from 00- fiif;ns en recreational
*..CSUitS:

,In sum the future ''or recreationa'
properties is omplex. TLf continuatlPr
of past treedS and the converging or time,

muuey_andHittitude seem, to suggest a growing
market. However; certain unpredictable,
long-tan,le faetors, such as redistribution
Oi WOalth And a heightened energy crisis;
may dampenthe_ possibi.ity for an ever-expand-
ing, high-volume market.
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U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Census
of Housing; 1970; Dot-,1,6 rousing
CharacteriS:itS. CCv.-nment Pilot-
ing Office Washington,

1 /According to the Bureau of
vacation home (called second In the
Lenses); "...may be a 0ingle,tami. niuse,
vaz.ation_cottage, hunting cabin, ski lodge,
etc ;; Which is owned and i;eld for use some-
time during the year by the owner or members
of his household." Second homes may also be
owned_ in partnership with members of a dif-
ferent household. The figures indica'e
Setend homes are sometimes rentc.:
leased on a sh rt-term basis to other per-
sons but are Tr nciPailY held for_tho owner's
occasional use during the frt. The StatiS-
tics tefer to the numher of Eouseholds that
O0 (one or more) second homes. The data
therefore, do not rcil.,cc the number of
owned second homes,

the count for vacation Loin, hous,OOIdS t60-
resents undercount Arid OVerCenint due
t (1) the fict that while a household could
own more thei one yc'cation home; ihe actual
number docr not app,a1.: and (2 fact_ that
while mar( than one household may ,jointly own
the Zitit. home, each family could
claim ft as their own fotplirrasesof the Cen-
.1us cult It is Impossible 'Ai determine from
the di'a whether the underepoat or Wercednt
is more significant be Whether, in fact they

193 come close to balanzing aut one another.
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TRENDS IN HIKING AND BACKCOMNTRY

Edward 1.. Spencer
Herbert E. Echelberger

Raymond in Leo9ard
Craig Evans

USE

Pedestl'an movement in backcountry settings
has increased dramatically in the past 20 years.
But the rate of increase seem:- to_be levelling.
Some - indicators of this [rend include tne
publishing business, the number of equipment
manufacturers and outlets, the number of back-
country outfitters, and consultation with entrepreneurs.

For nro than a decade there has been an
increAse in _the number of people hiking and

mapingin b;:ekchuntry areas. Are there
really more people hiking and backpaCking or

tic <.::W number of people hike and camp
Mere Oft,..6? Is the trend continuing upward
otis it changing? Each vear backcountry
managers record the use that these areas

This data IS,useful as a guide-
lino tor the next year's operational pro-
e,Ittres, budgetary concerns and staff assign-
ments. Rarely, however, does the opportunity
1''i s. for managers to compare darn and esi

islc long-term trends fiir the use of a
rigiaual area. Such a comparison could

provide ::.luable information for backcountry
managers in anticipating their Future needs.
-hts paper addresses the 158110 of trends in
iLick,otinr. use in the northeast, identifies
some Hdicators of national hiking and back-
pLenugtrends, and speculates on possible
tuture pedestrian activities. As was the case

i7-1,E of the other papers, it was very
,o assemble comparable and meaning-

ful data ,n hiking and backpacking trends.

A puhli, survey condtiCted in 1965 by the
Us.Stircau of Census for the BOR showed that

1 Paper presented at the National Outdoor
ReerationTrends Symposium; Durham NH; April
20-23.; 1990.

-Edward L. l-'encer, Chief, Park Planning,
Adirondack Park Agency, Box 99, Ray Brook N'.'

Herbert F., Echelberger; NErES; U.S. For.
erv._; Durham Nil

Raymond E. Leonard, NEFES, U.S. For.
S,re., Inirham Nil

Craig EVA9S, American Hiking Society;
Washin,t:on; D.C.
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9.9 million Americans hiked or backpacked. A
similar survey; done 'n 1977 by Opinion Research
Corp. under contract to_the RCM (BOR'S SOC-
e0SSOr) revealed that 28.1 million Americans
hapack, I or hiked--nearly a threefold in-
crese.

Similat InereaAbA ata teflee.ted in
visitor-use statistics. For example, fn the
White Mountains of New Hampshire, records of
visitors Lo backcountry f:.ilities are main-
tained by the Appalachian Cliff, (AMC).
in the 19-Yeat period from 1960 to 1974, AMC
but use quadrupled, increasing from approx-
imately 7,000 visitor nights to approximately
78;000 vistor nights -per year (Table _1). in

chat_period, ovatoi htitAittO increased by over
1,000 pe-dOe per veer. Part of this increase
is due to an extended hat season and AMC off-
icials feel that the ,eneral increase in but
use may have begun to plateau. Comparing use
ihetbaSeS for the past ten yeats with use in-
creases for the rast four years shows thllt use
has increased at a much slower rate in the past
four than the past ten years.

Records of shelter and tentsite u:te for the
months of July and August in the White Mount-
ains go back -only to 1974. Shelter_uSe_has re-
mained relatively stable and it is difficult to
establiSh any trends. in 1974, shelter use raa
unusually high and was then followed by lowc1.-
use. Now use is fluctuating around an average
of 7;500 visitors._ Most of the drop in the 1979
SheItet 050 oCeiited dittihg the month of July:
it is speculated that gasoline uncertainties
accounted for most of this decrease.

The Attaga8h wiidnenowaidtway in Maine
haS reCerds dating hack to 1966; Visitor use
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this area 1nercai-1 rapidly compared to
other northeastern areas such as Baxter State
Park, White MOuntains, and Green Mountains.
How,':er, there was a drop in use in 1974. The
rapi 1 increase in use during the early seven-
tis' mAV have been due to the stat acquis-
ition of the Waterway in 1966 resulting in
'treater publicity. Btarting in 1973, however,
the Allagash Advisory Committee suggested that
publicity agents not puhlici4e the Allagash;
thAt .1 1,) system he established in 1974 to
discouraac large group use, and that restrict-
ions he imposed to limit party size to twelve
persons or :ewer. This led to the leveling
And decline in use during 1973 and 1974. How-
eve:. in the nest four years, an upward trend
wA; .wAin o,tabllshed. Despite this recent
increase measures taken by ,he Allagash Ad-
visoro Co--iitee appear not only to have jo-
lt decreased visitor days; -but also to
have deereatied the rate of the following in-
, reuse.

iials feel that this trend may be the result of
new_camping_facilities that were added to the_
Club's total shelter system. They do not notice
a drop in day use, but agree that the rate of
iniased hiker and backpacker traffic has level-
ed comAderably, They observed a distinct esten-
siJr 01 the hiking season into the foliage
sca'6in.

At the national leyel, the U.S. Forest
Service has kept records of national forest
recreation use by types of activities. This
data is summarized in Table 2. As an activity,
hiking and mountain climbing has increased
steadily from 4 to 11 million visitor-days be-
tween 1966 and 1979: As a portion of total
recreation use on all national forests, it
seems to be increasing in popularity. In 1966,
hiking and mountain climbing was 2.8 percent of
the total use; by 1970; it had gone up to 3.2
perce--; in 1975, it was 4.5 percent; and by
1979, was 5.1 percent of total forest rec-
reati use.

'Tagil, .--Visitor iisc. of bockrowitry areas.

Sear White Mountains
Sc Uampshire

Igro) 6,927
1965 I 1,176
1 9,16

196/ 12;861
1968 11;501
Is6V. 14,.411

197D 17,299

1971 H;856
1972 21,691
1973 1,5h7
1974 71

7. ."7!,71"'

1976 28;426
1977 2(1,915

19;8 28,0)2

(JCL h AI'G)

8,187

7;196
6,983
7,705
7,435
,250

Allagash Waterway Baxter Sate Park
Maine }twine

4;539
1;786
4,820
5,460
6;345
8;260
8,337
7,477
9,477
8;619
9,278
9,734
8,912

r ;tate Yark in Maine. use de-
ically between 1971 and 1977.

. ,It result of management re-
strictions. S,sisonal t:se_decreased at a rate
-I approximately 1'10 potpie ;Jon year. How-
evor, in 1978 tim trend :hanged and instead
of the expected decreise of 9C.2 ure increased
by 2,231 compred to I417.

!o Vermont. records for eight of the
Green Mountain Club's (GC) she:ft:a for trio
months of July and August show use peaking in
1975. Then a downward trend began. GMC off

I96

11,684
10,811
9;683
8.983
7,988

10,221
10,082

Green Mountains
Vermont

8 GMC. -ST;(117-rs

( & AUG)

4;726
5,053
5,765

6.391
5,138
5,067
4,816
4,449

The only (Aber activity that has captured
this increasingly large share of the total
national forest !=istela recreation use market
is winter_sports: It increased from 1.5 per-
cent in 1966,'to '3.8 percent in 1970, to 4.7
percent in 1975, to 6.6 percent in 1979.

Projections indicate that snow-based activities
wi.l_continue to dominate the growth scene in
the 1980's, frillowed closet,: by water and then
land-based activities.

The overall long-term trends seem to ion-
firm the folk wisdom that hiking and hackcountry
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use have been increasing over the past decade,
but that they may be stabilizing._ Tt is clear
that year_to year trends do not show any con-
sistency from one recreation area to another,
but that over the long-term, most areas have
experienced this growth and leveling-off.

_ The causes for the levelS of use and
their changes over time are not at all clear.
It is a complex interaction of available
leisure time, money; accessibility; faddism
and more. Each Individual processes these
variables and makes hiS deciSion to go hiking
or not. Moreover, this long-term pattern of
growth and its more recent leveling-off does
not in itself presage_future_use levels. The
levelhig-off may continue, dip into a long-
term downtrend or merely mark a hesitation in
longer term growth. One year does not make a
trend. Even two or three years do not. The
year -to -year changes are as likely to be in
one direction as in the other.

Table

One of_the shops in this marketplace is the
publishing business. Magazines and books about
this subject can be found in almost any book-
store. This was not so a decade or two ago.
Publishers such as Scribnars; Funk and Wagnalls;
Harper and Row,_and many_others are_ answering
the demand for bookS on hiking and backpacking.
Perio.licals such as Appalachia Bulletin, Sierra
Club Bulletin, and Living Wilderness have -been
joined by Backpacker/Wilderness Camping;_Mariah;
New England Outdoors and Nordic Skiing. Tote
books, walk books, and hike books describe
thousands of hikes people can take in just about
every state in the Nation.

Other shops in this marketplace are the
equipment industry and outfitters. Where once
hiking and backpacking equipment could beob-
tained only_ in large cities or through a few
mail -order houses, now many hardware stores
carry equipment, many small towns have a sport-
ing gocds store and the long-established mail-

2.--National forest_recreation use by activity
(thousands of visitor-days)

Activity 1966
USO Percent

of Total

1979
Use Percent

of Total

Camping_ _ 39;564.5 26.2 54;780.3 24.9
ROcreational travel (mechanical) 31;301:1 20:7 49,536:5 22:5
Fishing 14,709.1 9.7 16,776.0 7.6
Hunting 13,118.6 8.7 15,327.9 6.7
Recreational residence use 7;960.5 5.3 6;651.6 3.0

Picnicking 7,887.5 5.2 8,874-.2 4.0
Winter sports 5,219.6 3.5 14,485.0 6.6
Hiking & mountain climbing 4,277.8 2.8 11;176.9 5.1

Organizational camp use 4;287.2 2.8 4;086.8 1.8
Boating 4;006:5 2:6 7;072:1 3:2

Viewing scenes & sports entertainment 3,926.8 2.6 8,321.1 3.8
Resort use 4;003.5 2.6 4;308.9 1.9
Swimmin& scuba diving 3;076.9 2,0 4;632.3 2.1
Horseback riding 2;065:9 1:4 3,166:4 1:4

Visitors information services 2,058.8 1.4 4,121.8 1.9

Gather forest products 1;241.7 .8 3;916.1 1.8

Nature study 796,4 :5 1;210:9 ,5

Waterskiing & other water sports 641.0 .4 888.0 .4

Games & team sports 585.5 .4 832.8 .4

Total t50;728.9 99,6 220;165,6 99,6

So how does one find indicators of nat-
ional hiking and backpacking trends;_accur-
ately assess them, and meaningfully interpret
what they tell us? One way might be to check
the marketplace--the place that might profit
from an increase in hiking and backcountry
interest.
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order houses are under severe competition from
hundreds of newly - established businesses._ Sim-
ilarly, perusal of any hiking or backpacking
magazine invariably provides one with numerous
opportunities for signing up with backcountry
and wilderness outfitters. All these entre7
preneurs have recognized an expanding market
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and, in the American tradition, are here to
satisfy the demand for these goods and set-

Vices.

A third way to conjure hiking and back-
packing trends is to consult with a panel of
people "in the_know", If nothing more, this
techni446 ShOii/d tell us how much agreement
or disagreement there is about the future.

James -Kern; president of the American
Hiking Society;- recognizes that the bloom is
off the hiking fad. that Membership in hiking
organizations is not increasing at the same
rate it was a few years_ago, but that pe6ple
joining clubs_these days are probably doing
s6 afief Making a_ more sincere appraisal of
their interest in hiking and the individual

club.

WillinM Kemsley. editor_of Back-
packer/WilderfieSS Camping magazine also sees
only a slight yearly increase in the number
of hikers and backpackers. But he foreseeS
a definite increase in snowshoeing,

and family backpacking. As we get more_
and more into the 1980's, he sees greater in-
terest in "group" camping i.i the backeenntry
and use of_leantos, shelters, and White Moun-
tain-type "hots".

David A. Richie, project manager of Ehe
Appalachian Trail for_theNPS, sees an expand-
ing Mile ft-A- volunteers in protectionand man-
agement of trailS and an increase in the re-
sponsibilities of trail clubs. He sees them
helping decide where trails will go, what land
will be bought; and monitoring activities of
Visitors and latidOwters_to head off conflicts.
Ho also sees them expanding their presence on
trails to educate and influence hikers and
backpackers on compatible_behavior, and taking
on added maintenance_and construction work,_
even offering to replace government crews in

national parks and foreStS.

William__E,__Rennebohm,_thcTrails Coordin-
ator of the IICRS sees greater use of urban__
trails, multi- purpose traiIS._and_health or
exercise trails. He also feels that Iow7cost
public transportation_todistant trails is not

beyond the realm of possibilities.

There seems to be general agreement that
hiking and bachcountry use has experienced a
Short-term shot in the arm, that the immediate
effeetS Of that shot are wearing off, and that
the growth rate in thiS adtiViEy will be much
less dramatic for the next few years. In sUm-

Mary;_we_see the American_ experience parallel-
ing the EdrOpeaft experience in pedestrian_act-
ivity. We see More day hiking and more fam-

ilies hiking. We see more general awareness
of walking in our lifestyle, even a trend to-
Ward Walking as a legitimate mode of trans-
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C:..

portation for short commutes. We see more of an
emphasis on development of the 50- to 250-mile
trailS rather than on the 1000-mile and over

,trails. and lesS emphasis oh trail studies and
more on-the-ground trail developments.

It seems clear that management policies
which are designed to thahage cise;_do in fact

have that result. For example, the AMC Hilt

System; where it has become more and more
important to make 2 reservationtoassureone-
self a bunk, does hoE exhibit the_dramtie
year to_year shifts in use that the AMC_shel-

ters show. Likewise, Baxter Park's policy
restricting use and the AllagashWaterway's
policies fbe discouraging overuse.

Managers and recreationists, for the past
decade_, have had to cope with the probleiris
posed by rapid increases in use. This has

forced diffieUlt decisions;_ sometimes nec-
essarily made without much data. The_prob-

lem has been to protect the resource in the
fade of this increased use,__The_opportunity
now is at hAhd to review these decisions in

the light of experience Without the problem
of immediate increases and to take stock.
Which policies have been successful; which
leSS So? Whar_options should bepursuedto
make the next decade a successful one for
both managers and recreationists?
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1
TRENDS IN EMERGING AND HIGH RISK ACTIVITIES

2

Robert White, Rithatd Sthteyer and Kent Downing

AbSi,ract.--NeWiy emerging and high risk activities have
inereaseo markedly in the last generation; yet Tittle is known
about trends in participation. Factors such as technological
innovation anr! creative experimentation with traditional
attiVitidS appear to pray a major_role in the development of
new activities. Christy's criteria for mass demand in_rec-
rent:ion are used to examine the growth potential of different
emerging activities. The participation histories of three
characteristic activities -- skydiving, sport_ballooning,_and
haag glidingate dRpIered in_detail. _Trends in activity
growth are also seen to be influent-0d by activity and risk
sport image, and by potential for government regulation.

New recreational activities appear to be
emerging at an exponential rate; particularly
those involving an element of risk. Yet;

Little is known about either their participants
or the activities. Where and how do new
activities Originate? What determines their
popularity? What trends are evident? What
special problems do they have?

THE EMERGENCE OF OUTDOOR
RECREATIONAL ACT-MIES

The origins .of new activities can be
traced to tWOdifferent, though related

1
Paper_presentedattheNationalOutdoor

Recreation Trends Symposium, Durham, NH,
AptiI 20-23; 1980.

Robert G. White is a graduate research
assistant at Utah StateUniversity. Hete-
ceived his B.A._degree in psychology from
Rutgers University,_and his M.S. degree in
outdoor recreation from Utah State UniVer-
sity. Richard Schreyer is an Associate Pro-
fessor at Utah State University. He
received_his B.S- degree in forest recreation
from Utah State University, and his M:S. and
Ph.D. degrees in resource planning and con-
servation at University of Michigan. Kent
Downing is an Associate Professor at Utah__
State University._ He received his -B.S. and
M.S. degrees in forest management from
Colorado State University andhis Ph.D. in
forestry from the University of Missouri.
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sources: innovati,-ns in equipment or experi-
mentation with participation.

Several activities owe their entire
existencetothe development of a specific
type of equipment or toa breakthroughin
equipment materials. In most casesi_the_
critical technology has come_from_outside
the recreational industry. The first hang
gliders were adaptations of the Rogoilo pare -
wing; a design developed by a NASA engineer.
SCUBA diving resulted from the invention of
the aqualung, a piece of equipment originally
intended for scientific and military purposeS.
For some activities, the right material was
the essential missing ingredient. The kayak
and the hot air_hallooft, for example; have
existed for well over a hundred years; yet
were rarely used for recreation. Nylon and
fiberglass can receive much of the credit
for changing that situation. New activities
can alge result Etat combining or modifying
existing equipment. Sutfihg and skateboard-
ing together with sailing have yielded board
sailing and wind skating, respectively.
The addition of motors_to hang gliders has
spawned the sport of tittdlight aviation;

Not all activities originate from equip7
ment innovations; though specialized equipment
tends to fellow if aft activity generates
enough ihterest. Rathet, a few indiVidUAIS
will explore new techniques and new environ-
ments; simultapeously opening the way for
new specialized patterns of participation.
Retk tlitbetS are making progress with solo
ascents; skydivers are jumping from cliffs;
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and_SCUBA divers are seeking underwater caves.
It is difficOlt_to predict_at what point these
experiments will create Sptri-Off activities;
though the potential for growth likely para-
llels popularity for emerging activities in
general. Three examples of currently emerging
Spin-bliS Ake enA-of-bounds skiing; speed
skiing, and freeclimbing

DETERMINANTS OF POPULARITY

Christy (1974) outlined fiVe eleffientS
that he felr. were important for predicting the
popularity of a recreational activity, par-
tteiilaely thoge that would stimulate mass
d,miand. The following sections will apply
t.se criteria to e,aluate the potential

several emerging activities.

F.11.71-C- of t ion

A_humber of factors are subsumed under
thiS eleffibiit, including initial costs; oper-
ating costs, training, and enVironmentaI pre-
requisites. Although many of the emerging
activities require expensive equipment relative
to tennis or cross country skiing; they
are fairly inexpensive When compared Co
activities tLat offer similar experienCeS.
Before hang gliding_, the only gliding or
soaring aircraft were sailplanes which sell
fbe $10;000 to $35,000 The upper_end of
the price range for today's hang glider is
around $1500. The modern day hot air balloon
is one-fourth the purchase price of a gas
bAtiorni (the traditional sport balloon) and__
costs approximately $50 to operate as opposed
to $2000 per flight far gas balloons.

The subject of operating costs and hid-
den costs deserves further discussion. For

some activities (hang gItditi g; board sailing;
and rock climbing) the primary expense is
equipment, followed by transportation to and
from the recreational site. For others such
as skydiving;- there are additional expenses:
aircraft fuel and pilot fees:

As Christy noints out, the nature of
the necessary training can be an important
variable for an activity's popularity,_ Is

short and pleasant or lofig and difficult?
Board involves little or no forma-
lized training. Prospective enthusiasts cnn
.1fteri rent a board and practice_on their
oum at their On speed. WOOId-be Skydivers;
on the other hand, must adhere to a rigid
training program that can be long and costly.
To eliminate some of these difficulties,_
commercial SehboIS (similar to the success-
ful ski schools) haVe been establishes to
streamline instruction and make it as
comfortable as possible.
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Environm.Intal prequisites also
affect_capacity_for_growth. Board sailors
Can use a variety of water resources unsuitable
For larger sailing craft; and hang glider
pilots can fly almost anywhere without
worrying about paved landing strips. A: the
other end of_the spectrum,_cave_explorers and
rock climbers_are faced with the relative
scarcity of adequate resources.

Desirable Image

It is no accident that Madison Avenue
has capitalized on the eye catching qualities
of hang gliding, river rafting,_sport_bal-
iboning, and skydiving. In contrast to
everyday life, they portray adventure; excite-
ment, and challenge. The transatlantic bal-
loon crossing, the man powered flight across
the English Channel, and the conquest of__
Everest without oxygen were prime_examples
of individual achievement. Today's reerea-
tionistscanlikewise experiment with new
activities in unfamiliarenvironments,chal-
Ienging their own frontiers. Undoubtedly;
these pursuits can have a powerful- effect on
self -image as well as on one's public itage
The_quality_of_thatimage,_however, may
range from_envy to bewildermentto charges of
being foolhardy and irresponsible. Percep-
tion of risk is Often a focal -point of these
images. The influences of safety concerns
and perceptions of risk will be discussed
subsequently.

AlriLity-f-or Strong Idetr..4fIcation

_ According to Christy_ (1974:103),
"there must be some paraphenaIia; costume;
badgeortrophy that identifies its holder
as a participant in that activity." Nearly
all emerging would score_high on this
element,_given_the proliferation of t- shirts;
hats, belt bUckles, patches, and decals
sporting slogans and manufacturers names.
Distinctive_equipment_(large_and small) can
Serve the_same_purpose._ Hang gliders, kay2ks,
and hot air balloon baskets are difficult
to miss on car racks and trailers. On a
mailer scale,channel locks hung from belts
usually_identify whitewater_rafting_guides.
Certainly, many participants use these
symbols to demonstrate their uniqueness,
which becomes a problem when nonparticipants
purchase such items as souvenirs or to be
fashionable.

Opportunities for Demonstro-tIng Skills

There are considerable differences among
activities on this element. Sport ballooning;
skydiving, and hang gliding are highly visible;
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especially when close to public areas. They
also lend themselves quite readily to exhi7
bitions and demonstrations- Likewise; board
sailors, jet skiiers, and Hobie Cat sailors
are almost always: found near high use areas:
beaches, lakes, and reservoirs. Cave explor-
ers, rock climbers; and SCUBA divers are not
so fortunate. More so than other activiitcs,
they have to depend on the media or on fellow
participants for demonstrating their skills.

Comfortable and Efficient Use
Of Leisure Time

.Jew designs and materials have had an
enormous effect on comfort and effidiency.
However, there are some factors beyond the
scope of technology, as recreationists who
depend on weather are painfully aware._ _

Beginners, in particular, are susceptible to
weather since they are the least able to
handle even marginal conditions. Where
weather tends to be unstable; they can expect
to spend_much of their training time waiting
for conditions to improve. For those
reluctant to invest precious leisure time
for future rewards. the training period can
be extremely frustrating. This feeling_may
be further compounded by a sense of social
isolation that frequently accompanies hegin-
ner status. Experts tend to be possessive
of their activity; especially when forced
to share resources,_putting beginners in the
uncomfortable position of intruders. Where
weather and social isolation combine, the
popularity of an activity is likely to suffer.
Although it.is hard to generalize; skydiving
and hang gliding tend to fail in this cate-
gory.

ACTIVITY TRENDS

Now that we have examined those aspects
of various emerging activities pertaining
to mass demand; let us take an in-depth look
at the past, present, and future of three
activities: skydiving, sport ballooning,
and hang gliding. These particular activi-
ties were chosen because of 1) their popular-
ity, 2) their adventure/excitement image;
3)_ their growth curves; and 4) the availa-
bility of relevent background information.
Board sailing was to be considered due to
its recent phenomenal growth,' but was
dropped due_to an almost total Tack of hard
historical data.

1-
The spokeswoman_for Windsurfer brand

sailboards, the world's oldest and largest
manufacturer, predicted they would sell 30,000
sailboards worldwide in 1980 compared to
125;000 sold since 1969.
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Source of Data

Since data on actual patricipation is
simply not available, an alternative appraoch
was taken--the national organi....ations for
the three activities were_contacted and
questioned about the participation of their
membership. When pressed about previous
years, however, most were reluctant to make
retrospective estimates. Therefore; the
growth curves_presented in Fig. I represent
organizational membership and not total
participation. Yet, according,. to the offi-
cials of all three organizations, these
figures do reflect_what was happening
yearly to the total community of participants.

Skydiving

A spokesman for the United States Para-
chute Association estimates that 35,000
individuals will make a total of about two
million jumps this year. Included in that
number cre_first time parachutiSts--less
than 10% of which will make a second jump.
Further, only about 1% to 2% will go on to
become experienced skydivers. Currently,
the USPA has a_m,mbership of approximately
16,000 to 17,000 skydivers2 or about one
half of the total participants. The turnover
rate (50%_Ter year)_ indicates that few sky-
divers_remain active for very tong; either
in USPA or in the sport.

Skydiving dates back to the early barn-
storming days, but it was not until the late
1950s that the sport caught on_as a general
recreational activity. In 1956, the Para-
chute Club of America was founded with sixty
members. (In 1967, the PCA became
the United States Paracbute_Association).
Growth was gradual until 1960 when it
increased rapidly(Fig. 1). Between that
year and 1973, membership rose from 1417 to
17;624 individuals. This_period of growth
Can_be traced to three related factors:
equipment, mass media exposure, and skydiving
schools. Although surplus military equip-
ment was in widespread use in the 1960's;
it was either being modified or replaced;
resulting in safer and more reliable para-
chutes. This period also saw its first exten-
sive exposure to skydiving, including the
television program--Rint.oLd. Concomitantly;
commercial schools and independent clubs
began to multiply, making skydiving readily
accessible to thousands of potential customers.

2
The figures since 1975 are approxi-

mate because membership is on a revolving
basis; i.e.; members renew the month their
membership expires rather than for the cal-
endar year.
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Figure l.--Membership growth in three activity organizations:

Between the high point Of 1973 and 1976;
membership declined, A combination of an
increase in dues and a general disenchantment
With USPA was probably_ responsible._ There-
fort,. the amount Of this dip may not have
been indicative of theentire skydiver pop-
ulation. By 1979, membership was again
above 16;000. _USPA officials believe that
meMberShip Will Ste,' around this figure for
the next few years and that the total number
of participants is stabilizing.

Spor-t BallooniAg.

Fifteen hundred balloon pilots currently
belting co the Balloon Federation of_America.
According to the membership- director, this
figure represents 85Z Of all balloon pilots
in the United States. In 1978, there were
1162 thermal or hot air balloons and 12 gas
balloons registered_ with the BFA. During_

the same year, 35,791 hot air balloon_ flights
were made by members, averaging 13.6 kil-
ometers and about one hour per flight. In

addition; the twelve gas balloons made 18

flights.

\

1

-

\
'

I 7

ar 01

Sport ballooning in the United States
began in_the early 1960s with gas_balloons,
but the hot air balloon soon became more
popular, As mentioned earlier, the hot_
air balloon is considerably cheaper to buy
and operate, In 1967l_theBFA was founded
with 58 membersThree years lat,r there
were still only 66 Members (Fig. 1). That

slow rate of growth continued for several
more :3arsuntil1973. From then until
the present, membership has increasod marked-
ly. As with skydiving,- better equipment,
media exposure, and ballooning Schools have
all contributed to its growth. CertainlY,
the media exposJre surrounding the successful
transatIantie balloon flight (as well_as the
previous attempts) can be credited_with much
ofhallooning's popularity. Ofiicials of the
BFA, in facti_believe that the number of
participants will increase for some time to
come, thoUgh the tate and time frame are un-
certain.

Although the sport_ofballooning is
increasing in popularity; it is unlikely it
will ever become a mass demand activity.
Beside; the initial cost of a balloon and
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auxiliary equipment,_it requires_a sup7
port crew to aid in launching and retrieving
the balloon. to apply for a private bal-
loon pilot's license, a student needs ten
hours of free flight with at least six
flights under the supervision of an
instructor--that training can cost between
$I000 and $1500.

Compared to -sport ballooning and sky-
diving, hang_gliding is_a new activity_(barely
a decade old). The national organization
for hang glider pilots is the United States
Hang Cliding Association which claims 8600
members for 1979, Actual participants, how-
ever, maybe as high as 40,000. Beyond that
estimate little is known. The problem with
estimating participation is that hang
gliders are easy to transport and can be used
in a variety of.environments--from backyard
hills to beachside Cliffs to mountain ridges.
There are even portable, power winches that
will pull hang gliders airborne for those
without -on elevated launch_site. Wills
(1979:20) summarizes the situation wen:
"No one can or will ever know that figure
(the number of hang gliding flights) until
every pilot on_the planet punches in on a_
computer when he launches ... We can't even
say how many pilots there are in a country,
or even state, in a given month. Association
and club membershipis only a rough index.
Some.members fly, some don't. Some pilots
are joiners, some anti-organization. Some
fly--and die--all by themselves in remote
areas."

Despite the inherent_ difficulties_ in cal-
culating paiticipation, the staff of the

A-ir Catalog collected some interesting
data from their readership. Using this data,
they estimated that 1;300,000 flights were
made lit 1978_with the majority of pilots
making 9 to 15 flights per month (Johnson
1978a). They also discovered that the
highest percentage (24.5%) of pilots still
flying today began in 1976 (Johnson 1978b).

Ihe growth curve of the USHGA is truly
astounding. In its fisst three years, member-
ship increased_from 25 to 10,000 individuals
(Fig. 1). In September of 1974 alone, -4000
people became new members. Two years later
it dropped to 6000 and then rose gradually
to its present level of 8600.

3
he original organization was the

California hang Gliding Association.

- There are several possible explanations
for this_curve. In the early years of_the
sport (1971 to 1974), the majority of hang
gliders were built at home from plans that
cost between five and ten dollars. Entire
gliders could be built for under $100._ _

As one would_expect, the combination "man's
oldest dream" at an affordable price
attracted everyone from the merely curious
to the serious recreationist._ By 1974;
designers began to turn away from selling
plans to manufacturing pre-built gliders.
Asa result, prices rose to around $500.
Today, plans are all but absent and prices
are in the $1200 to $1500_range. Undoubtedly
this change was responsible for weeding
out many would-be flyers. At the same
time, new designs were cropping up so
rapidly_that many became obsolete soon
after they -were released - -a discouraging
situation for someone who just invested
several hundred dollars. By 1976, most
of the radical design changes were over, and
manufacturers turnad towards_refining the
hang glider. According to USHGA
thc chaotic days.of hung gliding growth are
in the past. The curious and the thrill
seekers_have_dropped out and are being
replaced (albeit at a slower rate) by dedi-
cated pilots. In fact, they predict that
the present level of participants will remain
much the same for the decade ahead.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS

Many of the emerging activities and
high risk activities find themselves -faced
with two problems that could affect future
trends: safety and the perception of risk,
and government regulations.

The very term--high risk recreation --
implies that the activities themselves are
inherently unsafe. Many outsiders who might
otherwise become participants believe that
hang glider pilots, skydivers, rock climbers,
etc, are at the mercy of fate, probability,
or the elements. Few recognize that the
majority of accidents are the result of
participant error; not faulty equipment or
factors related to the actl ity itself.
For instance, a study of hang gliding
accidents (Tongue 1977) found that those
most susceptible to_fatal injury were pilots
with a cavalier attitude towards their par-
ticipation. Freak accidents do occur, but
these are rare. Unfortunately, the mass
media tends to overplay the risks involved,
giving many_ activities an- undeserved bad

Southern
image. While the potential for serious
injury or even death does exist, the risks
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(Schreyer and White 1979). The image may
nevertheLess discourage many while encouraging
others attracted out of a sense of bravado
or thrill seeking. These persons often become
the stereotypes reinforcing negative images
(and often become through carelessness the
accident statistics that maintain those
images).

The other factor that may influence future
trends is the proliferation of government
regulations. Generally, these are of three
types: 1) to protect participants from
injury; 2) to protect nonparticipants from
injury; and 3) to protect the environment.
In some cases; national organizations have
headed off government intervention by- either
instituting seLf-regulations or by lobbying
against regulations that could severely cur-
tail participation. Such battles emphasize
that there are factors_affecting_an activity's
future which may have little to do with its
actual potential for growth. The current
use limits on many of the nation's wild
rivers is a good example.

CONCLUSION

White the novelty and excitement of new
recreational activities, particularly those
involving an element of risk, have captured
the interest of the mass media, there is an
amazing lack of solid information about
participation in these activities. Much
more is known about the backpacker than
the skydiver and the balloonist. In a world
governed by priorities,that is perhaps
understandable--there_are more backpackers
than skydivers and balloonists combined.
However, if public and private planners are
to provide a diversity of opportunities for
satisfying different recreational pref-_
erences, emerging activities will have to
receive the attention they deserve.

The need for information is underscored
by the fact that certain emerging activities
may he the answer to potential future con-
straints on recreation participation. Many of
today's more popular activites are highly
consumptive of precious natural resources.
As these resources become scarce; recreational
activities will have to change. That change,
however, can be as exciting as it is needed.
Activities such as hang gliding, board
sailing, and free climbing not only use
simple; functional equipment_that is rela-
tively nonconsumptive; but they are challenging
and stimulating as well.
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TRENDS IN DAY USES OF

PARKS AND FORESTS1

Joseph T. O'Leary2 John Peine3 DaI6 Blahna4

Abstract. -- Trends for seven day use activities were com-
pared from national recreation survey data collected in 1965,
1972 and 1977. General increases in involvement of the total
population was found for the 1965-1977 period. Little change
in participation was found for racial and sex characteristics,
but shifts in participation were found for age and education
groups that cuuld have significant impacts on the future of
outdoor recreation.

INTRODUCTION

The United States is a nation that main-
tains almost a demonic interest in collecting
data about just about everything. Participa-
tion in outdoor recreation has not escaped
this gaze, vith several national and many
regional; state and_local surveys _being done
since the 1950YS. Of all the outdoor Involve-
ment that has been measured, day use activities
done in parks, forests and other recreation
places represent one area that has received
substantial attention perhaps because they
are pursuits that can be done both locally
and regionally and impact almost every
facility level.

Unfortunately, it has often bean diffi-
cult to monitor changes over time in
participation because the data needed to do
it were not available or exactly comparable:
The_Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, now known
as Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service, has been involved in several
national surveys of outdoor recreation.

1Paper presented at the National Outdoor
Recreation Trends Symposium, Durham NH, April
20-23, 1980.

2Joseph T. O'Leary, Associate Professor,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
47907.

3John Peine, Project Leader, HCRS, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48107.

_Dale Blahna, Research Assistant;
,Iniversity of Michigan; Ann Arbor; Michigan;
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Leisure scientists have found it difficult
obtaining the data to allow secondary analysis,
This tendency appears to have been changed
with the 1977 national survey. Sev2ral
scientists acquired actual copies of the
original data tapes or participated in pre-
paring an assortment of papers that explored
various relationships of other data with the
1977 survey results or exclusively con-
centrated on the survey itself. As the
research community learned more about this
national data, there was an increasing
interest to gain access to actual data tapes
of some of the other original national
surveys. Beyond initial reporting in the
official publications describing results;
very little additional study appears to have
been made of this information and there has
been an absence of comparative analysis.
HoWever, three of these national surveys(1965,
1972 and 1977) have become available to
researchers at Purdue University and the
University of Michigan. Since the surveys
contain much information about day use involve-
ment and can be compared for selected_questions;
this paper will examine seven selected
activities and the manner in which involv,L,-
ment is distributed within the population for
1965; 1972 and 1977. The orientation of the
paper concentrates on using activity involve-
ment to examine day-use of parks and forest
because use has normally been measured in
most studies via the activity route. Similarly,
the nature of the variabler., in the data
available could be compaled most satisfactorily
in this way. The material is seen as being
exploratory in that no explicit hypotheses
are tested, yet becaus2 of the absence of
previous comparative_uork; this effort can
set the stage for subsequent in-depth
secondary analysis.
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PROCEDURE

Copies of the_data tapes for the 1965
Bureau Of OUtdeet Recreation National Recre
ation survey, the 1972 AUdita ad Surveys
National Recreation Survey and the 1977
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation National OutdoOr
RetteatiOn Survey were_obtained for_analysis
of the day use activities; bicycling; oener
boating, fishing, huhtiag, pienitking, _

sailing and swimming (pool and other outdoor).
Information describing the features of the
three surveys is presented -in Table 1.
Computer analysis Of the 1965 dad 1972 surveys
was done at the University of Michigan and
analysis of the 1977 survey was done at
Purdue University using !imilar BPS8
statistical package programs. For each year;
the activities were examined to obtain the
total percent of those who had reported
participating. Then five socioeconomic/
deMegtatihie variables (income; age; race,
sex, and education( were used to examine the

percent distribution of participation by
Categories that were common to the three
surveys.

In the 1977 survey respondents were
asked whether or not they participated in
the activities during the previous year and
a yes /no response was - obtained. _However, in_

both the 1965 and 1972 surveys the respondents
were queried about their activity invelVe
tient using several different questions. To

obtaih an aggregate measure of participation
in an activity tinting a year; each question
was searched. If there was a positive
response to any of the questions, then that

respondent was identified as a participant
for calculation of percent of the population
that was participating in an activity.
There should be no double counting.

It is iMportant_to note this strategy.
After considerable: thOUght this procedure
was selected. It appeared to be the logical
way to examine the data for the aggregated
teaSUre of involvement we needed. However,

when the Ethel tesUIts are_examined; none
of the final results are the same as_those
reported, in_ the "official" 1965 and 1972

publications. In most cases, the data
rek=eitted here is siightly_hi-,;her. Thought

was given to why thead differences might
exist, but in the absence of dOcumehtation
about procedures used in the original
tabulations it was impossible to do any type
of compleMentaty analysis.

Comparabili-t-yto,SttrveyS

°he of the key_issues that needs exami
nation in any use of different data_sets
is the comparability of the material. In _

the case of the three national surveys used

706

in this paper there are at least two sources
of information that have been conSdIted._
KirschnerAssociates (1975) prepared an in
depth review for_the thenBureauof Outdoor
Recreation of five nationwide citizen surveys
dealing with outdoor recreation. Included
in this discussion was a comparison of the
1965 BOR_Survey and the 1972 Audits and
Surveys survey used here. In addition,
Blahna (1979) has reviewed_and compared the
1972 survey work with the 1977 Outdoor
Recreation Nationwide survey.

The Kirschner Associates_document_is_an
extensive review (close to 300 pages) that
makes comparisons, provides copieS Of
questionnaires and makes recommendation for
subsequent work in the citizen surveyarea.
In their comparison of the 1965 and 1972
surveys, a basic finding was that beCaUSe of
the nature_ofthe1972 instrument the reportihg
of participation would probably tend -to -be
conservatiVe or underestimated because of the
redesign for use in demand equatieta; Based
on_their_review it does appear that groSS
comparisons (% of people participating) and
types of persons participating in specific
activities are por,sible.__ Since this was
the goal of the "dayuse" activity Otienta
tion in this paper the comparisons we made
seemed reasonable.

Blahna's (1979) review of the 1972 and
1977_surveys also pointed to areas of concern;
First; the activity_participation reported
in the_1977 survey appear to be_high_based
on reviews of other surveys done between_
I973and 1978. This may be teIated to the
low response rate encountered in the telephone
interviewing and the tendency of_this procedure
to include those who are most interested in
the subject area.

Of the activities that_were examined, the
phrasing of the wiestion for swimming_created
a problem. In the 1977 survey the question
linked the activity "sunbathing" to swimming
thus_identifyingtwo activities and confoundihg
the issue of involvement. We would assume
that ChiS WOUid inflate the response to the
question.

Finallyi_to construct a participation
percent for_eacIt activity in the1972_survey,
the data had to be accumulated from four
questions. The fitst three questions addressed
the threesummermonths of 1972 and inquired
about activity involvement on vacations,
overnight_ trips; recreational outings that
took the better part of a day; and finally_for
other short ._ ecreatieh outings. Then another
question was posed to ask about a nine month
period from September to May and the activities
done in that period.
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Table 1. Features of the 1965; 1972 and 1977 Survey Samples

YEAR

1965a 1972
b 977 b

1

Type Of
Interview Personal Personal Telephone

Time Period
Coverage 3 summer months 3 summer months

plus rest of year
entire year

Number of
Respondents 7194 4029 4029

Response rate 91% 54% 51%

Respondent Age 12+ 12+ 12+

Sample Selection persons from 1 person/household random systematic_
CPS households in a systematic

cluster sample
of households

sampling of counties
and random digit dial
technique (up to 4
callbacks for no
answers

aKirschner Associates (1975)

b Blahna (1979)

Table 2. Comparison of 1972 and 1977 survey questions about swimming.

YEAR

1972 1977

Outdoor pool swimming Swimming or sunbathing in

an outdoor pool

Other swimming Other outdoor swimming or

sunbathing
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The subjects in the 1977 survey were
read a list of activities and asked whether
or not they had done any of those in the last

12 months. This was done on the_first
page of the survey instrument while re-
.,-;pondents were still N- h. The complexity
of the 1972 questions ma have caused those
not parcicularly_interested in the survey
to respond negatively simply to get the
whole process over with.

RESULTS

Analyses of the overall percent of the
population reporting involvement in the
period 1965-1972. These decreases are rather
dramatic, in some cases indicating that
there was a drop in participation of almost
51r. Of course, this is inconsistent with
contemporary gospel about recreation use
Yet even in the published material that
provided summaries of the 1965 and 1972 data,
decreases or relative stability in the
amount of use was reported (Kirschner, 1975:
Appendix_D). There are at least two expla-
nations for these apparent changes. One

is that there actually was a downward
change in the nation's involvement in out-
door recreation. This is a difficult_
hypothesis to accept since most on site
visitation data suggests continuing
growth. Perhaps the more likely reason for
the changes is related to the methodological
changes that suggest an underestimation of
involvement. Yet the differences are still
somewhat unusual.

_ It is important to note that two of the
activities - fishing and hunting_- showed
mild increases in the same period that the
other activities were decreasing. The subtle
upward change found for fishing (30% to 31%)
in -our analysis is in opposition to the
information that_was published describing
a decrease from 30% to 24%.

While the analysis done here points
toward questions about the original analysis
of these two data sets, there is at Ieast _

a general observation to be made. A1t7s,_.kh

the absolute numbers are not the same, the
tendency to report decreases from 1965_to
1972 is consistent for five of the seven
activities examined.

In light of the 1972 data, comparing
it to the 1977 data is somewhat easier. In

every case, participation reported from the
1977 survey shows a dramatic to moderate
increase. For example the portion of the
population involv-ed in bicycling went from
about 21% in 1972 to 50.4% in 1977; Boating
involvemen: doubled; fishing increased 237
over the 1972 level; picnicking rose to a

Table 3. Percent involvement_ln ill
activities, 1965, 1972; 1977:

Activity
YEAR

1965 1972 1977

Bicycling 29.4 20;9 50:4

Fishing 30.2 31.2 54.2

Hunting 13.5 14.8 18.7

Other Boating 30.4 17.4 36.3

Picnicking 62.2 52.4 73.8

Sailing 7.1 3.0 13.2

Swimming 51.3
Pool- 21.2 66.7

Other outdoor 36;4 49;2

level 20% higher. One of the most_ intriguing
changes is inci,silmlu at a pool which showed
300% growth. A companion activity - other
outdoor swimming - increased about 137 over
its 1972 level. _The_swimming changes are
particularly confounding because sunbathing
was included as part of the activity descrip-
tion. The changes reported suggest measurement
of two activities and it is impossible to
disaggregate the results to reflect the
contribution of each to the overall number.
Finally, hunting is the only activity demon-
strating a subtle upward meovement from 14.8%
ih 1972 to 18.7% in 1977.

Again an earlier point should be reem-
phasized. The change in the manner in which
questions were asked about participation
(one question in the 1977 instrument vs.
several questions in 1965 and 1972)_and the
location of the question right at the begin-
ning of the 1977 instrument may have had a
significant effect on response. Similarly,
the response rate for -the 1977 survey may
show some selection of respondents most
interested in outdoor recreation.

Participation and
Zharatteristica

Tables 4 thru 12 provide descriptive
socioeconomic_and demographic information
for those individuaIS reporting involvement
in the day use activities being examined.
An initial observation that can be made about
this data is that in every activity there are
persons from every socioeconomic/demographic
category involved. The number of_character-
isties provided make summary difficult. In

addition; -the income categories that are
used in each of the three surveys are difficult
to compare. First, $6000 in_1965_is valued
much differently than it is in 1977:

Descriptive Population
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Similarly the 1972 (15,000-24,999;>25,000)
and 1977 (25,000-50,000; >50,000) surveys
added additional categories to the >$15,000
figure used as the upper level in 1965.

Comparison of the data appears to show
that non-white involvement in these activi-
ties has changed little in the_12 year period;
In some activities there actually appears to
be a minor decrease (e.g., hunting, other
outdoor swimming, pool swimming, boating
and sailing). Small increases or no change
in non-white involvement are apparent in
bicycling, picnicking and fishing. Similarly,
there are significant differences between
some activities by sex, but within activities
there appear to be_few shifts (an exception
to this Ls in hunting).

Age and education appear to be the
most complementary categories that_can be
compared in the three surveys. While there
are differences within each group over
time, the general shape of these distribu-
tions is similar. It is interesting to
note that the 1977 data appears to show lower
levels of involvement for the younger age
groups for virtually all the activities.
It also shows higher levels of involvement
than ever reported before in the_25-44 age
groups for all the activities. This latter
observation is especially true for bicycling.
Involvement by persons in the 25-44 age
group has almost doubled since 1972i and
shown a sizeable change since 1965.

Sailing appears to have been a parti-
cularly volatile activity (if you can use
the word to describe the process) decreasing
in involvement for every age group except
for those 25-44. Other boating demonstrates
a similar tendency.

When_ involvement in the activities is
compared by education levels, the results
from the 1965 and 1972 surveys are quite
similar. Sharp peaks are apparent in the
percent of those with a high school
education doing an activity; The 1977 data
shows evidence that those reporting a
college education are more involved in these
day-use activities than ever before. The
distributions are_rather_similar in their
general shape. Almost an of these changes
represent 100% increases over either the
1965 or 1972 situation. Sailing is an
interesting activity in that the 1972 and
1977 data for those with college education
and above virtually coincide.

DISCUSSION

The trends in the seven day-use activi-
ties provide a point of departure for
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discussing longitudinal data examinations. It

is interesting to consider that we were not
able to replicate the exact results that had
been officially published._ Although a _ _

number of attempts to duplicate the original
fundings were made, none of these seemed to
work. While the results from these analyses
appear to be close; it has_taken this
retrospective review to raise questions about
possible differences. The Kirschner Associates
report suggested some other considerations
that would also lend themselves to possibly
clarifying the survey results and making them
more useful (exploring selected differences
between variables; changing the weighting
scheme; evaluation of preferences, etc.). It

seems clear that more adequate documentation
is necessary for these date sets, something
which goes beyond a listing of variables and
their column locations.

More research (and secondary analysis at
that) should be directed at the surveys to
explore in greater detail the complexity of
the relationships in the data. For example;
the observation that for aImost_all_the_day-_
use activities younger persons (12-17; 18-24)
are not participating as a group at the same
level as they did in 1965 or 1972 is rather
intriguing. Even if_ we were to disregard
the 1972 survey, a change in the 12 years from
1965 to 1977 appears to have taken place.
The immediate question to be asked would be
if this pattern is the same for_all the other
activities that could be compared. It would
be possible to explore some of the possible
reasons for change based on additional
questions asked in the 1977 survey. It is also
interesting to speculate on what will happen
to this group as they become older since some
literature appears to suggest that early
recreation experiences will impact involve-
ment later on in one's life.

Perhaps one of the more interesting
observations from the trend data is the
increase in the proportion of the population
with college education participating in dav-
use activities. The change is so dramatic
that at least some consideration should be
given to the alteration. We would anticipate
that this group would maintain an above
average income_with more of it available for
leisure expenditures. Therefore, we might
anticipate that there would be greater
interest in the acquisition of accoutrements
associated with the activities. Similarly we
would anticipate a more knowledgeable group
of users pursuing the activities under
consideraZion. This would potentially impact
the view of the participating public on the
management activities undertaken to provide
the activities. Managers may find that_they
will be increasingly questioned about their
activities because of the increased involvement
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Table 4. Socioeconomic/demographic characteristics for Bicycling,
1965, 1972, and 1977 outdoor recreation survey.

Characteristic
YEAR

1965 1977

income_
<6000 44.9 16.4 7.6

6000-9999 31.0 27.7 15.6

10000-14999 17.2 28.3 25.1

>15000 6.8 15000-24999 20:6 34.2

>25000 7.0 25000-49999 14.4

>50000 3.0

Age
12-17 35.0 43.1 25.3

18-24 14.9 18.6 19.8

25-44 28.4 26.6 39:4

45-64 16.1 9.4 12.2

over 65 5.6 2.2 3.3

Race
White 88:4 82.6 86.1

Nonwhite 11.6 Black 12.6 10.8

Other 4.8 3.1

Sex
Male _ 46.9 44.1 49.0

Female 53.1 55.9 51.0

Education
Grade School _7;2 6.9 3.6

Junior High 21:4 18.1 11.1

High School 55.8 50.4 44.7

College 14.1 19.9 33:4

Gradaate 1.4 4.7 7.3

Table 5. Socioeconomic/demographic characteristics for Fishing,
1965; 1972; and 1977 outdoor recreation survey.

YEAR
Characteristic

1965 1972 1977

Income
<6000 42.5 21.2 9.5

32.6 16.7

10000-14999 17.5 27.9 26.1

>15000 7.2 15000-24999 13.7 32.0

>25000 4.6 25000-49999 13.1
>50000 2.6

Age
12-17 23.2 19.6 19.0

18-24 15.3 16.0 15.9

25-44 33.4 36.7 37.7

45-64- 22.7 22.8 19.4

over 65 5.4 4.0 7.6

Race__
White 92.8 88.3 88.5

Nonwhite 7.2 Black 8.8 8.8

Other 2.9 2.7

Sex__
Male 57.6 61.2 58.1

Female 42.4 38.8 41.9

Education _ _

Grade School 6.8 6.3 3.9

JOnior_High 18.2 16.1 10.9

High_School 57.1 55.2 48.1

Collegs 15.7 18.9 31.1

Graduate 2.2 3.6 6.0
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Table 6. Socioeconomic /demographic characteristics for Hunting,
1965, 1972, and 1977 outdoor recreation survey.

CharacteriStid
YEAR

1965 1972 1977

Income
<6000 49.7 18.5 8.4

6000-9999 30.8 37.0 14.5

10000-14999 14.5 27.7 24.9

>15000 5.0 15000-24999 12.6 35.3
>25000 4.2 25000-49999 13.7

>50000 3.2

Age
12-17 23.5 15.9 17.0

18-24 19.7 17.9 18.5

25-44 35.8 39.8 40.1

45-64 19.6 21.2 18.7

over 65 4.4 5.3 5.6

Race
White 92.7 91.4 94.1

Nonwhite 7.3 Ma& 6.7 3.8

Other 1.8 2.1

Sex
Male 87.8 81.8 79.9

Female 12.2 18.2 20.1

Education
Grade School _8.8 5.7 3.8

Junior High 17.2 15.0 9.6

High School 57.7 58.9 52.7

College 14.4 18.3 29.8

Graduate 1.9 2.2 4.1

Table 7. Sociocconomiciaemograbh1,: characteristics forBoating (Other),
1965; 1:72, and 1977 outdoor recreation survey.

YEAR
Characteristic

1965 1972 1977

Income
<6000 37.8 13.0 6.7

6000-9999_ 33.8 26.6 14.9

10000-14999 20.2 31.7 23.1

>15000 8.3 15000-24999 22.4 34.5

>25000 6.3 25000-49999 16.9
>50000 3.9

Age
12-17 20.9 20.6 18.4

18-24 17.7 17.8 17.0

25-44 33.4 37.1 40.7

45-64__ 22.5 21.1 17.1

Over 65 5.6 3.2 6.8

Race
White
Nonwhite

95.5
4.5 131.1ck

Othet

93.3
4.8
1.9

92.6
5.1
2.3

Sex
Male_ 54.1 49.8 55.3

FemaIe 45.9 50.2 44.7

Education
Grade School
Junior High
High School
College
Graduate

4.8
16.1
56.9
19.9
2.3

4.3
11.7

52.2
26.0
5.9

2.6
8.2

45.0
36.0
8.1
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Table 8. Socioeconomic/demographic characteristics for Picnieking;
1965, 1972, and 1977 outdoor recreation survey.

Gh3ractetiatie
YEAR

1965 1977

Income_
<6000
6000-9999
10000714999

>15000

Age_
I2 -17

18-24
25-44
45-64
over 65

Race
White
NonWhite

Sek _
Hale _
Female

Education
Grndc School
Junior High
High School
ColIbg
Graduate

44.4
33.0
16.7
5.9

18.3
15.4
17.7
21.6
7.1

91.4
8.6

15000-24999
>25000

20.4
32.8
26;8
15.4
4.6

16.0
16.9
36;0
24;2
6.8

86.2

Black 10.1

Other 3.6

46.0 43;9

54.0 56.1

5.7
17.2
c7.1
17.2
2.9

5.8
14.3
54.4
20.4
5.1

25000-49999
>50000

10.3
17.2
24.8
32.1
13.1
2.4

14;9
14.7
40.0
21.3
9.1

87.4
9.7
2.9

47.5
52.5

2.7
9.6

46.2
33.1
8.3

Table 9. Socioeconomic/demographic characteristics for Sailing,
1965, 1972, and 1977 ouLdoor recreation survey.

Characteristic
YEAR-

1965 1972 1977

Income_
<6000 36.8

6000-9999 31.5

10000 -14999 20.0
>15000 11.8

Age_
I2 -17

18-24
25-44
45-64
over 65

Race
White
Nonwhite

Sex
Male _
Female

Education
Grade School
Junior High
High School
cone&
Gtaduate

19.5
16.2
33.7
21.4
9.3

15000 -24999
>25000

7.2
10.6
31.7
26.1
24.4

22.9
23.5
31.5
18.9
3.2

25000-49999
>50000

4.6
11.9
15;9
35.2
26.6
5.7

19.9
19.2
43.8
14.4
2.7

93;7 97.5 91.3

6.3 Black 2.0 6.5

Other 0.5 2.1

51.9
48.1

7.1
18.9
46.8
23.8
3.5

54.3
45.7

52;2
47;8

3.2 2.3
10.0 7.1

29.2 33.4
44.9 43.9

12.7 13.4
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Table 10. Socioeconomic/demographic characteristics for SwiMmin8;
1965, 1972, and 1977 outdoor recreation survey.

Characteristic YEAR

1965 1972 1971-

Income
<6000 38.2
6000-9999 34.3

10000-14999 19.1
>15000 8.4 15000-24999

>25000 25000.749999

>50000

Age
12-17 25.1
18-24 19.4
25-44 36.0
45-64 16.7
over 65 2.9

Race
White 93.3
Nonwhite 6.7 Black

Other

Sek -
Hale_ 50;1
Female 49.9

Education
Grade School 4.2
Junior High 15.3
High School 57.7
College 19.7
Graduate 3.1

Table II. Socioeconomic/demographic characteristics for Other Outdoor Swimming,
1965; 1972, and 1977 outdoor recreation survey.

Characteristic YEAR

1972 1977

Income
<6000 15.8 7.2
6000-9999_ 29.3 15.9
10000-14999 999 28.1 25.3

>15000 15000-24999 18.9 33.1
>25000 7.9 25000-49999 15.5

>50000 2.9

Age
12-17 25.3 19.3
18-24 21.2 18.5
7-44 38;5 42.9
457-64_ 13.5 15.7
over 65 1;6 3.7

Race
White 89.1 91.5
Nonwhite Black 6.5 5.8

Other 4.4 2.7

Sak _
Hale_ 46.8 50-.1

Female 53.2 49.9

Education
Grade School 3.6 2.0
Junior High 12.9 9.1
High School 54.9 44.1
College 23.0 36.0
Graduate 5.6 8.8
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Table 12. Socioczonomie/demographic characteristics for_PooI Swimming;
1965, 1972, and 1977 outdoor recreation survey.

Characteristie
YEAR

1965 1972 1977

InCOMe__

<6000
15;1 7.4

6000-9999 29;1 15.9

10000714999 28.4 24.0

>15000 15000-24999 19.4 33.4

>25000 8.0 25000-49999 16.1

>50000 3.2

Age-
12 -17

31.2 19.6

18-24
20.5 18.1

25-44
32;4 40.9

45-64
14.2 17.0

over 65 1.8 4.4

Race__
White

87.3 90.3

Nonwhite Black 8.0

Other 4.7 2.6

Sex
Mild_

47;9 49.0

Fetale
52.1 51.0

Education__
Crack School

5.0 2.7

Junior High
13.4 9.3

High School
51.7 44;9

Collegt
24.1 34.6

Graduate
5;8 8.6

of this group. _These are issues that at this
point can only be speculated upon; More
specific investigation within this group may
provide better understanding of the process.

CONCLUSION

The examination of the_seven day-use__
activities suggests both increases in overall
recreation iiiWO1Wethefit in 1965 and shifts
within the population of those inVOlVed in the

activities. However, because of the
differences between some of Cie results
reported here and the "official" published
data care must be exercised in the inter-
pretation. A helpful clarificatibn of this
analysis could come from within group studies,
especially where significant shifts _appear
to have occurred. Additional secondary_
analysis of other data may provide further
insight into these changes and assist
planners -and managers in understanding the
future of day-use activity involvement and
the subsequent resource impacts.
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TRENDS IN OUTDOOR RECREATION

ACTIVITY CONFLICTS1

John J. Lindsay2

Abstract.--Conflict caused by outdoor recreation activity
groups competing for the same physical and psychological space
has given rise to recreation resource planning, allocation and
management problems. Research has shown recreation managers
can expect certain types of users to be involved in significant
conflict about 25 percent of their occupancy time. Well
planned and managed outdoor_recreation space can significantly
reduce or even prevent conflict.

DEFINITIONS

Outdoor recreation conflict is defined
as any physical, social or psychological
obstruction arising within or between partic-
ipants and their recreation goals.

Conflict may be inter.._or_intra- group
in nature and can be identified with cause
and effect relationships.

Conflict is directly related to the
quality_of the outdoor recreation expert- _

cnce and sets dynamic parameters on the social
and psychological carrying capacity of an
outdoor recreation environment.

Outdoor recreation carrying capacity is
defined as the physical, biological, social
and psychological capability of the outdoor
recreation environment to support recreation
activity without_ diminishing user satisfaction
or site quality (Figure 1). It may be further
conceptualized as a function of the quantity
of the recreation resource, the tolerance of
the site to use, -tire number of users; the type
of user, the design and management of the site
and the attitude and behavior of users and
managers (Figure 2):

_ A second type of physical conflict, occurs
when participants' use of a recreaticn. site

'Paper. .presented at the National Outdoor
Recreation- Trends Symposium, Durham, NH, April
20-23; 1980.

2_Social Scientist and Outdoor Recreation
Research Specialist, Recreation ranagement Pro-_
gram, School of Natural Resources, University of
Vermont, Burlington, Vermont.
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RECHEnTOOM
C&PRVIMO
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INVOLVES THE PHYSICAL
AND BIOLOGICAL COMPONENTS
OF THE SITE AS WELL AS
THE SOCIAL AND PSYCHO
LOGKAL ATTITUDES AND
BEHAVIOR OF THE RECREA
TION USERS.

igurc I.--Outdoor rvcreatIoa carrying capa-
city - a definition.

results in various kinds of impact on the
natural environment.

A third_type of_confIict which may be
termed political, takes place between opposing
factions of outdoor recreation vested interests
and involves land use allocation decisions.
These conflicts are greatly complicated when
non-recreation groups such as timber; water;
cattle, and mineral interests conflict over
the use of the same acreage sought by recre-
ationists.

Finally, a fourth type of conflict exists
between the philosophies and practices of
natural resource owners and managers and the
attitudes and behavior of the recreation seeping
public:
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CARRYING CAPACITY IS A FUNC-
TION OF QUANTITY OF THE
RECREATION RESOURCE, TOLERANCE
OF THE SITE TO USE NUMBER
OF USERS USER TYPE, DESIGN
AND MANAGEMENT OF THE SITE,
AND THE ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR
OF THE USERS AND MANAGERS,

i;;Iire 2.-7A functional defintion for outdoor
recreation carrying capacity.

This paper will deal only with encounters
of the fir!-:t kind: those that involve inter-
or intrj conflict occurring when partic-
ipants in recreation activity.

The Problem

The conflict problem simply stated, is

that reereationists tend to compete for the
same physical; social and psychologicrl space
during the Sate time period:

Its causes are many but perhaps the most
serious is that the supply of_outdoor recre-
ation Spade, particularly in the eastern_
region of the UOited States is diminishing
(primarily because of urbanization) while
recreation demand for that same ,pace is in-
creasing both in the number of participants
and kindS Of activities which are ofteo_incem-
patible with one another. Shafer (1975)_
states in his paper, Impact of Human NeedF. on
the Natural Environments for Recreation, that
Uthan sprawl may consume 19.7 million more
acres of potential recreation land by__2000 an

area equivalent to the states of New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, and Rhode Is.Uuld.
Three and a half million acres may possibly go
to highways and airports; 5 million acres of
hunting and scenic areas from agriculture tc
public facilities and second homes and in 17
years 2 million more acres will be allocated
to power_line right-of-ways. At stake in this
land reallbeetiOn are our recreation resources.

The second major cause of outdoor recrea-
tion conflict is the differencein perception,
attitude and behavior between motorized and
pedestrian users of recreation environments.
The growth in the numbers of users of each
type is Impressive.

The Countil of Brivironmental_Quality esti-
mates there are now (1979) 10 Million off-road
vehicles and snowmobiles being used in the

United State§ by some 43.6 Million Americans _

Seventy percent of the snowmobiles in the United
States are used in the northeast region which
has the highest population density and the least
amounc of public land (Figute 3).

OFF-HIGHWAY MOTORCYCLES

M1LE5
OFF oIGNWAY 100%

BILLION
MILES

1q77

DUAL PURPOSE_ MOTORCYCLES

MILES

OFF
HIGHWAY

54%

MILES
ONHIGHWAY

46%

figure travele-! by off-highway and
dual purpose motorcycles in 1977.

There were 670,000 motorcycles sold in the
United States in 1969 and 1,050,000 more sold in
1976 accounting for a 57 percent_sales increase
in 7 years; Motorcycle registrations for these
same two years intreaged_from 14 million in
1965 to 5 million in 1976 (about a four fold
increase).

Pedestrian recreation_activity shows simi-
lar growth. The National Park Service reports
that backcountry use in eastern Natiohal Parkt
has_tripled_sioce 1967. The Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation estimated there were 10 million hikers
12 years of age and_older in 1965_._ or about 7
perce..,t of the population of the Milted States:
Lucas 1971, quotes a "walking for pleasure"
Statistic Pf_68 million people or 48 percent of
the population. He then sums the occasions of
nature walla; wa/king for_pleasure and hiking
and estimates that 1.4 billied pedestrian recre-
ation occasions occur in 1 year in this count*:
The_Bureeu of Outdoor_ Recreation statistics for
1970 estimate 30_million people in the United
States have participated in nature walks: The

Department of the Interior estimates in the 1974
National Outdoor Recreation Plan Draft that there
Were IA billion walking activity occasions in
1965 and projects 2.8 billion in 1980 and 4.4
billion in 2000 (U.S.D.I. 1974).

It is possible to conclude_from these pedes-
trian and vehicular recreation statistics that
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based on numbers of participants; limited space
and competing activities, the potential fen-
outdoor recreation conflict both within and
between recreation groups is substantial.

A Btiof History

In their haste to bring the imbalance be-
tween demand and supply to the attention of
the American public, the Outdoor Recreation
Resources Review Commission (1962) did not deal
with cu,iflict or potential conflict between
activity groups over the Use of_recreation re,
sources except for a- -limited reference in their
Report 05 entitled the Quality of Outdoor Rec-
reation as Evidenced by User Satisfaction. In
a study uf participants using 11 selected_out-
00Or recreation areas_in the country ranging
from ski areas to National Parks, the Commission
reported that respondents indicated under de-
velopment and overcrowding as problems they
felt needed attention.

The next conflict references in the liter-
ature dealt with crowding in wilderness areas
and conflicts between backpackers and horse-_
back campers; and motorboaters conflicting with
canoeists (Stankey 1971; Lucas 1964).

Lucas's 1964 Quetico-Superior repor con-
tained accountsof_conflict between motorboat
and canoe UAO of this wilderness waterway. He
reported that canoeists "usually wanted no
motorboats on the waterway" and felt crowded
by them (Lucas 1961). Lime and Stankey (1971)
state that the perception of the recreation
environment is different between user types and
what is a quality recreation experience to one
may be entirely undesirable to another (Lime
and Stankey - 1971)._ Also, Lucas, Hendee and
others (1964, 1968) report that what the recre-
ationist perceives as acceptable or desirable
may be quite different from what the recreation
manager perceives.

Prausa stated in his 1971 paper on Multi-
ple-Use Management for Recreation in the East
that besides multiple-use conflicts there is
another conflict much more difficult to_resolve.
It is the people vs. people conflict and con-
cerns the conflicts brought about by growth
and diversity of various recreation uses of
wild lands.

Stankey's Ph.D. thesis dealing qith wild-
erness recreation carrying capacity reported
that "Over half of the hikers in three western
wilderness areas preferred not to meet_horse-
men and that loss of solitude at campsites
because of crowding, reduced satisfaction for
his study participants" (Stankev 1971).

Wagar_(1964)_concludes in his Carrying
Capacity of Wild Lands for Recreation report
that 'recreation management procudures may
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allow both high-quality recreation and high rates
of use if they: a) reduce conflicts between com-
peting uses, b) reduce the destructiveness of
people, c) increase the durability of areas; or
d) provide increased opportunities for enjoy-
ment";

The next group of noticeable conflict ref-
erences in the _literature came with the surge
in the_sale and the public's use of snowmobiles,
trailbikes and other off-road vehicles. I have
previously stated selected statistics on their.
use and you_ have heard Carrell Nlchole's dis-
cussion of them; Suffice_ to say that the fre-
quency and magnitude of the social, legal, and
environmental impacts caused by off-road
vehicles has been cataclismic and that it is
only in the last_decade that recreation managers,
governments and industry have begun to control
theiv use within acceptable social standards.
But the problem is far from solved.

Federal land management agencieo have dif-
fered in the rate and nature of their response
to Presidential Executive Order 11644 dealing
with ORVS and their use and impact on federal
land; but all arecurrentlYimplementing_regu-
Iations resuitinEi from the Order (CEQ 1979).

In a well designed effort to bring to light
current knowledge concerning the recreation
resource_carrying capacity problem, Stankey and
Lime in 1973 released an annotated bibliography
entitled Recreational Carrying Capacity con-
taining 208 citations related to the subject.

Finally in the histotical mode, outdoor
recreation researchers have recently come under
some criticism form sociologists and psycholo-
gists for not using established precepts from
those_disciplines. Bryan (1979) has just re-
leaSed a study report entitled Conflict in the
Great Outdoors which is a conceptual framework
of outdoor recreation behavi)r based on socio-
logical and psychological principles;

Concepts From The Literature

In this section of my paper I have annotated
key_postuIates and concepts from the literature
to familiarize you with current thinking on the
conflict problem.

- in order to manage an area under the carrying
capacity concept, managers and the public must
set recreation use and environmental impact
objectives prior to area utilization. Unless
this is accomplished;_ carrying capacity be-
comes enmeshed in a sliding scale of uncon-
trolled use detrimental to site quality and
user satisfaction (Lindsay 1979).

- Recreation_space_demand may be thought of as
a sphere whose diameter is set by the greatest
space demanding factor associated with that
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activity such as noise, speed, distance traveled,
solitude or numbers of users per unit area
(rigure 4) (Lindsay 1979).

RESOURCE CONSUMPTION SPHERE

FACTOR CREATING THE GREATEST

DEMAND FOR SPACE

Figure 4.--The outdoor recreation space consump-
tion sphere.

- Recreation activity space demand spheres may
be completely compatible and concentric_on_
the same Site SUCti_as those created by nature
observers and fly fishermen, or partially
compatible and partly overlapping such as
those created by sailboaters and boatfisher-
men. et they May be totally incompatible -and
demand separate space spheres such as those
created by trailbikes and backcountry hikers
(Figure 5). Such activities involve single
use resource allocations. When the various
activity space Spheres fill the entire re-
creation space site sphere, the Site Is said
to be at its point of carrying capacity for

a Specific period in time (Figure 6) (Lindsay

1979).

- Recreation encounters or path intersects can
be_measured_predicted and managed Colton

and Pitt 1979);

- Outdoor recreation space occupancyandutil-
ization May be managed by using_electronic
monitoring and data systems (WcCurdy and
Wilkens, Shechter and Lucas 1979).

- Activity displacement; for example trailbikers
displaCing hikerS in h_recrention management
unit, may take place Withetit the area
managers' knowledge (CEQ 1979):

- Outdoor recreation plans and objectives must
bewritten for target areas or visitor des-

areas (NPS 1976).

COMPATIBLE
PARTIALLY

COMPATIBLE

INCOMPATIBLE

ACTIVITIES CAN OCCUPY THE SAME,PART,
OR TOTALLY DIFFERENT SPACE.

THEREFORE SPACE DEMANDS DIFFER BE-
TWEEN ACTIVITIES.

ri!we 5.-Compatible, incompatible and parti-
ally compatible outdoor recreation space
demand spheres.

VERMONT S TOTAL RECREATION
RESOURCE ENVIRONMENT

Figure 6.--The outdoorrecreation space resource
at capacity.

- Recreation managers are being compelled;
often unwillingly, to perceive man- environ-
mental relationships as complex ecological_

entities. It is becoming too costly and too
dangerous to perceive them any other way

(Schafer 1975).

- Human spatial behavior must he understood
before a recreation planner allocates acres
to recreation use. The diffusion or circu-
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lation of humans td space in order to gain
a,Tcess_to recreation facilities or experi-
ence spaceis_a majr_part of this Under-
standing (VanDoren 1975).

- Two major ski areas in Vermont have Limited
their sale of weekend lift tiets because
Lift Lines were constantly exceeding Lift
capacitieS re!-bating :.if dissatisfied and
666-retUrning customers (Lindsay 1975).

- Recreationists must lower their threshold
of s,nsttivtty to Other users (Stankcy 1973).

number_and type of recreationists that
can use a recreation area at the same time
without dOsttuin user satisfaction or
area quality is a basic management decision
(Tibe 1972).

- How people pereeiVe Oiitd6Or recreation exper-
IVHCCS and environments ts haste to their
Levels of actual enjoyment, frustration or
conflict (Lime and Stankey 1971; Moeller et
al. 1974).

- Users will accept regulation of conduct and
movement if (1) they -don't know they are
heing regniated;_or (2) if they are edneated
through sound information and interpretive
techniques (Lime and Stankey 1971).

- De) ining what is acceptable outdoor_ recreation
behavior is a value choice rather than a
techntcal issue (Lime and Stankey 1971).

- Rorearlon use can he rattsned through
pricing; moving; reservations or Tottery
(Lime and Stankey 1971).

- Recreation use may be separated by space and
time (Lucas 1971; Tribe 1972).

- Depreciative behavior desci .es behavior
that violates institutional 1,:strictions,
accepted social norms or both. loo many
people on a recreation site may he worse
than a ittered campsite (ciiiek 1971)

- Undesirable (high conflict) uses may be pro-
hibited through closure (Hetherington 1971).

- Outdoor recreation conflict intensity is
greatest on urban fringe areas because of
Limited space, dense populations and a greater
diversity el outdoor recreatioa interests
(Lucas 1971);

Through direct regulation of where visitors
may go, how long they may stay and when_they
may enter the area; management can attain a
desired intensity of a use ror a particular
site. Implicit in these techniques is a
trade -off between the loss in the recreation-
ists' freedom of choice and the gain in
ability of the site to more hd6e19 Meet visitor
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needs and objectives (Lime and Stankey 1971).

- Use zoning and experience level zoning become
critical tactical tools in the effort to man-
age for high qua/ity_recreation experiences
Nagar 1964; USFS 1970).

- Signing (the proper use of signs) can be
effectively used to reduce or prevent_outdoer
recreation conflict (BrOWri and Hunt 1969).

Differential fee charges may be used to shift
use of off-peak times (LaPage 1968),

- COnflictitig Uses must be physically separated
by distances that depa 1 on the nature of
the activity (Lucas 1964; Hendee et al: 1968);

- Some uses ShOilld be concentrated while others
dispersed over the recreation management
unit. This depends on user numbers;_ facili-
ties needed and potentiai_impact on hardened
or natural sites (Lucas 1964).

Users concepts of crowding are important for
managers to understand if they are interested
in providing environments ij vshiCh duality
recreation experiences take place (Lucas 1964).

- Managers ,Aust decide on the quality of tin
recreation experience planned for_an area
and then consCiousIy manage for that exper-
ience leVel (Anon.).

and finally...

- Trophy recreation experiences are legitimate
management objectives to which managers must
be committed (Anon.).

The Vermont Conflict Study

Even though there are ample- references to
conflict and carrying_ capatity In the litera-
ture very few researchers attempted to
iii&juse6 its frequency and magnitude, Over the
past 5 years we have attempted tJ do this at
the University of Vermont with .:he following
results.

Our 1974 exploratory study entitled Out-_
door Recreation Conflict in_Vermonti revealed
that (1) conflict was a_problom in Vermont;
(2)_mogt recreation aetIVity groups experience
conflict but some more than ochers.

Of the 15 recreation activities studied;_
6 were_identified as "high COnflittOrS" found
t6 he itiVelVed iii -tint-de-or recreation conflict
at .Agnificantly higher rates than tae other
activity groups. These were snowmailers,
trailbikers, motorboaters, hikers; hunters and
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fishermen. erivate landowners, as a_separate
study -onp, incurred the higlieSr rate_of con-
flict as recipients of otitdoor recreation 050

impact:

our study showed that eortain User groups
can be predicted to conflict and that the type

and cause of their conflict can be forecasted.
Based On our findings we were able to recommend

conflict solaitiOn and prevention measures.

Forty percent of all the recreati;mists
inierVieW0,1 in our stud-' experienced_some
sort of outloor recreation conflict during the

1972773 season. Twenty -seven percent expert,

elICOt! fliet_as recreation perticipantS ark'
13 percent experienced conflict as landowners
conflicting With recreationists using their
land.

Recreation participants living in urban

areas experienced a slightly higher rate of

conflict (297) than participants living in
rural areas (247). Fifty-eight percent 2f the

confl',t occurred in rural areas tempered to

42 percent in urban areas.

Sbsequeiii stUdieS of Snowmobilurs; trail-
_

bikers, and motorboaters revealed the follow-

ing information. Snowmobilers did not believe
they 1.:ere much of a problem to other user

groupS. 0,:er half (53%) of the sampled snow-_
mobilers said they had eXperionced_no problem;
white using their snowmobile in 1975: neat
One-quarter of the respondents cited poor trail

and trail-side facilities as being their only

complaint. Only 4 pere,tit Cited conflicts
with other recreation groups and these were

mostly with cross-country skiers. If you com-

pare these results with our base report, how-

ever, other recreation groups and landowners

had a much more signifidat tennict_with
snowmobile.s than the snowmobiletS felt they

hau with these other groups. Lucas, in hiS
1964 Quetiee-Superior study refers to this

same phcnonemon When he fou,4 that motorboaters

did not mind having canoeists on the waterway;

but the opposite was true for canoeists who_

did not wish to have motorboaters on "tii-nir"

waterway and cited many conflicts with their

form of mnto.-ized recreation activity. The

other explanation (3r the lOW eenaict_incid-

enee reported (41) by Vermont snOwmObilers may

be that at the time of the study, there had

been several [WIS.:n-1d miles of approved trails
constructed by and for SnoWtObilers in Vermont

and When such a single use, sanctioned facility,

is built; conflict tends to decrease appreciably:

Thirty-One percent of Vermont trailbikL.rs

reported conflict with other groiips;_ 19 per7

Cent cw,flicting with equestrians>, 8 portent

with let enforcement officials, and 4 percent

with hikerS and hunters.
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TWenty-Sik pereent_of Vermoat motorboaters__
'tudiedexperienced conflict While boating in our

state during 1977. Most of their conflicts were
With water skiers and other motorbOaters, but in-

claded ether water_recreationists, landowners and

law enforcement offiCidIt.

_If you crferage the number of Vermont snowmobile;

trailbike and motorboat participants_thatex7erienced
conflict, abOut 25 percent acknowledged conflict

serious enough to report. Data from Vermont hikers

is just being analyzed, but at this point in the

study it -looks safe to say that based on the "high

conflict" sports St'idied, one out of_fourpartici-

pant:_ experience conflict daring their activity

season.

We fiitther conclude th.at the_intenSity,fre-
quency and type Of conflict varies coasiderably

with the_activity, participant Characteristic.

and the time and place the activity takes place.

Conclusion StatF2tefic

Outdoor recreation planners and managers not

only haVe the responsibility to provide high

quality natural environments for recreation_
activity,_but perhaps more importantly; they_must

control or prevent conflict betWeen participants.

It is only by such dual objective effort§ that

high leVelS Of user satisfaction and site quality

can he maintained and that managers can feel_

confident that the recreation product consumed

Oft their lands will be of a superior nature.
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TRENDS OR METHOD1LOGICAL DIFFERENCES? 1

Daniel J. Stynes, Malcolm ;. BevLns
and Tommy L. Brown-

Ahstract.--Inconsistency in data collection has con-
founded attempts to identify and forecast outdoor recreation
:rends. Problems are highlighted through an evaluation of_
the methods employed in national outtioor recreation partici-
pation surveys and projections. Recommendations are advanced
for improving data collection, trend measurement, and fore-
casting within outdoor recreation.

INTRODUCTION

Forecasting is___an exciting and_chal-
tonging endeavor. This is especially true
in an environment as dynamic and complex as
that which surrounds outdoor recreation in
North America, _For some; forecasting is
merely fun and interesting while for others,
it is an integral part of the decisionmaking
and planning process.

Planners may he ciassified_into three
groups haled upon their views of forecasting.
Incrementalists do not try to forecast, gener-
ally reacting to events instead of trying to
anticipate and guide them. For comprehensive
rationalists forecasting is essential. Their
view of planning is based upon an ability to
identify goals, formulate alternative courses
of action, forecast, and evaluate the alterna-
tives_within a changing environment. Trend
identifiers assume a compromising stance
recognizing both the difficulties of fore-
casting as well as its importance., They
typically monitor changes over time; extra-
pointing from these ohservations to produce
short-range forecasts on which to base planning
decisions.

1Paper prescated at the National Outdoor
Recreation Trends Symposium. Durham NH, April
20-23. 1980.

2Department of park and Recreation
Resources, Michigan State University;
Department of Agricultural and Resource Eco-
nomics, University of Vermont; -and Department
of Natural Resources. Cornell. University;
respectively.
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We shall ignore the incrementalists based
upon a belief that there is no such thing as
"nct forecasting" (Mendell 1969). A willingness
to observe and explain outdoor recreation _

systems leads to an ability to predict their
behavior. This may take the form of trend
identification or forecasting by means of
formal or informal models.

Recent attempts to identify outdoor recre-
ation trends and to forecast the future provide
some guidance for planning and decisionmaking.
These efforts_a/so_raise_many questions; sug-
gesting thOt both historical trend data and
forecasts of outdoor recreaticn be interpreted
and applied with considerable caution.

Those who use trend information and fore-
casts must be aware of the underlying methods
in order to evaluate the quality of the infor-
mation and its applicability to a given
decisionmaking situation. Our purpose here_
is to provide guidance to users of trend infor-
mation and to make recommendations for improving
the quality and applicability of outdoor recre-
ation trend monitoring and forecasting efforts.
While the focus is upon methods, the final
objective is to contribute to the proviSion
and utilization of better information to aid
decisionmakers who must cope with and plan
for a changing outdoor recreation system.

The title of our paper embodies several
questions, some related to data collection
and measurement and others related to the
selection of a forecasting method or model.
For trend identification, the basic question
is whether the outdoor recreation participation
data collected in the past is indicative of
trends or merely reflects a_wide range of
differences in data collection methods.
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For.ating inVOIVS the application ota
omit. 1 to anoxiStAng data baSe
ating Forecasts one merit be concerned with
both- the quality of the data base and the

tonabilit of the assumptions underlying the
forecasting model.

Our ability to predict where we will be
in the future depends significantly on knowing
where wit Were in the past_and_wherc we are
today. Thus, we begin with a diSCUSSiOn of
trend identification and trend measurement
helot- delving into the more complex field
ef,forecasting.

TREND IDENTIFICATION

Frond identification is based upon past
meilsuremenis of outdoor recreation partici-
p;Ition (and related events) and preSent_moni-
to-ing of these same variables, as a guide
to predicting future participation rates.
Attempts t6 identify outdoor recreation
trends from secondary data sources have met

with numerous problems.

Trend identification is dependent upon
reliable and valid data collected in a con-
sistent manner over time. For outdoor r0Oi-0-,

at ion most basic data is either not colleeted,

is inaccurate due -to poor measurement tech-

niques, or is collected inconsistently over
Limo using non-comparable methods: Much-

historical data is not documented suffiCieritIy
to permit evaluations of its quality or

applicability.

le state of existing outdoor recreation
data bases suggests that trend identificatititi
and forecasting have not been the primary
purpOSOS Of most data_ collection efforts.
Must data collection is aimed at solving
current problems. Potential use of such data
for trend identification and forecasting is
largely accidental. A good case in point is
the series of nationwide outdoor recreation
participation surveys.

Trend identification fromNatIenvIde-Partici-
ffitiOh SUrVevs

Bevins and Wilcox(1979) haYe examined
22 national outdoor recreation participation
sutVeyS conducted between 1959 and1978in_
an attempt to identify trends in American's
participation in a variety of outdoor recre-
atioN activities. The surveys examined
include the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review
Commission (ORRRC) -studies; five nationwide
surveys sponsored by BOR (now HCRS);-three
national camping market surveys (USFS), four
surveys of hunting and fishing (USFWS) and

SeVeh_tarket surveys conducted by private

organizations.

Trend data for 28 different activities
were examined, revealing_some trends and a
host of trend_ identification problems. The

difficulties involved in discerning trends
fromnationwide surveys may be illustrated by
an example. Figure 1 graphically depicts
trend-data for bicycling participation from
13 different surveys.__Ciries connect those
surveys employing similar methods: The sponsor
and methods for each survey are summarized in
Table 1.

uli 1,111,

11O 1O9 1.11:

Yeir

Cr

J.
L

ORRRC
pro,ection

ChsracreclitiCs of survey

Recreslmo ge of Position in

Symbol Contsct res.onoenr -Household

Personal Year la. Individual

Telephone Year All Individual

_
Personal S. is Individual

A. 11. C. letters refer to surveys ss Identified in Table I.

Figure I. BiCycl-ingtrend lines connect tot surveys mith similar

methodologies. 1990.

',Yin, 4M1 ,112 fr.7

No clear trend emerges for bicycling.
Participation_ rates range from a low of 9
percent in the 1960 ORRRC survey to a high
of 47 percent in the most_reeent SOR (HCRS)
telephone survey. Some Of the dieftrences
are partially_explainable by differences in
methods,_suryey populations, or the period

fiat which data was requested. We expect
participation rates from surveys of year-
round activity to hehigher than for surveys
restricted to the summer months. Studies

including younger age groups should yield__
higher participation rates in youth-oriented
activitiesthan surveys of adults. Other

differences in_measured_participation rates
over time may reflect_legitimete_trends.
Sorting out which differences are due to
methods and which are the result of trends
is a difficult, if not impossible, tagl.i
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Table 1.-- BICYCLING- participation rates according to nationwide recreation surveys; 1960-77.

Code Year Name
Type_of
bieycIing

(A) 1960 ORRRC All
(111) 1965 BOR All
(S2) 1965 BOK All
(c ;) 1970 BOR All
(D) 1921 BOR All
(E) 1972 BOR All
(F) 1973 Nielsen All
(G) 1974-75 TGI All
(U) 1925 Nielsen All
(I) 1975 TGI All
(J) 1976 TGI All
(K) 1976-77 BUR All

(L) 1977 AEI All

Characteristics Of survey

Percent of
Recreation Age of Position in population

Contact period respondent household participating

Personal Summera 12+ Individual
Personal Year 12+ Individual
Personal Summerb 12+ Individual
Mail _ Year 12+ Individual
Personal Year 10+ Individual
Personal Summera 12+ Individual
Telephone Year All Individual
Personal Year 18± Individual
Telephone Year All IndiVidUal
Personal Year 18+ Individual
Personal Year 18+ Individual
Telephone Year 12+ Individual
Personal Year 18+ Individual

9

19

16
19

25

10
32
24

36
28

27

47
26

aThe summer period is June-August.

bThe summer period is June-Labor Day

SOURCE: Bevins and Wilcox (1979)

Privately sponsored market surveys have
shown greater consistency in methods than
those_sponsored by BOR. Nielsen measured .an
upward trend in bicycling between 1973 and
1975. Studies by Simmons Market Research
Bureau(TGI) and the American Forest Institute
(AFT) indicate a sIighC downward trend since
1975. The BOR surveys illustrate a rather
amazing variety of methods and results, Pro-
viding little guidance for trend identification.

For selected other activities long term
trends are more readily identified. Camping
exhibits _a gradual upward trend in aIl.data
series (Fig. 2) and hunting shows a fairly
consistent gradual decline since 1960 (Fig. 3).
Bevins and Wilcox (1979) report similar graphs
for participation in 28 activities and sales
of selected recreation equipment. The inter-
ested readers should consult that report for
further details.

Influence of Survey Methods on Results

Examination of these nationwide studies
may tell us more about the effects of alterna-
tive survey designs than_about trends in par-
ticipation. Unfortunately few users of the
data produced in these surveys carefully
examine the underlying methods in order to
accurately interpret and evaluate the results.
Participation rates are_often reported without
specifying the time period represented, the
age groups included, the data collection method,
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the sample size, and other pertinent infor-
mation. The resulting figures are thus prone
to misuse.

Although we know that the methods employed
will affect survey results, methodological
research to date does not yield conclusive
information on the magnitude of these_effects.
In comparing surveys conducted on different
populations at different points in time, it
is impossible to separate methodological effects
from trend effects. A clearer picture of the
potential_ influence of methods upon results
is best obtained through controlled experi-
mental designs. Little such research has been
carried out with respect to recreation partici-
pation surveys, although some guidance is
available in the general survey research liter-
ature.

Lacking controlled experiments, some insight
may he gleaned by comparing surveys with similar
meth6ds conducted during the same year. This
opportunity was provided in 1977 when both IICRS
and NE-1003 conducted surveys_of outdoor recre-
ation participation. Stynes (1979) addresses
questions of survey comparability in the two
studies.

3NE-100 is a Northeastern Regional Research
Project examining "Recreation Marketing
Adjustments in the Northeast."
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The NE-100 survey included persons 18
years of age and older living in the North-
eastern United States, while the HCRS survey
was national in scope and included indi-

viduals 12 years and older. _By selecting only
those national survey respondents 18 or older

and residing within the Northeast, a subsample
comparable to the NE-100 populationwas
obtained. Allowing for sampling errors in
the two surveys we Would expect (at a 95%
confidence level) that the estimates of _ _

participation in outdoor recreation activities
from the two surveys would be within from
two to four pereen5 of each other. Table 2

shows this to be thL case for activities
that were defined in a similat Manner (those

above the dotted line).

Of the 22 activities included in the NE-
100 survey and 30 in the HCRS study, Only 12

are directly comparable. Of these dozen
activities; -only picnicking reveals differ-
ences signifi-c-ahtly greater than sampling

error tolerances. The variation in the
definition and grouping of activities below
the dotted line (Table 2) illustrates a common
problem in Comparing the results of_two sur-
veys. When defihitions 0t groupings of
activities change even slightly ftom survey
to survey or year to year, few clues about

recreation trends for these activities can
be discerned:
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Differences in retail periods; response
rates; question wording, queStiOn sequencing,

timing -of the survey, and a variety of method-

related variables will also affect survey
.results Examination of the variety of nation-

wide methodologieS- suggestS that many
differences in survey findings over time are
dUe to methodological differences and are not

necessarily indicative of outdoor recreation

trends.

This means_that those who Use survey data
must exercise caution in their interpretation

and applicaribh. As a guide_we offer a check=
list of factors to considet in comparing or
evaluating outdoor recreation survey results
for the purpose of identifying trends (Table 3).

In using a given survey result for a
planning or management decision both the quality

of the survey methods and the generalizabilitY
of the results to the situation at handmust
be evaluated. In trend identification it is
importantthat each survey employ Comparable
Methods on comparable populations- Differ-
eneeS in outdoor recreation participation___
measured in two surveys May_result from differ-
ent survey populations, different contact
methods; or minor differences in question
wording or_recall periods. Differences may
simply reflect sampling error; may be due to
non-sampling errors, or may be indicative of

a trend.
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FORECASTING

Inconsistencies in data collection have
made trend identification difficult. Since
trend dnta_is a basic input to forecasting
modelS outdoor recreation forecasting has been
similarly constrained. The lack of time
series data on recreation participation and
explanatory variables has limited the types_
of forecasting models that might be used. In

evaluating a forecast one must evaluate the
accuracy of the data inputs (the base period
figures, for crimple) and the validity of the
forecasting model assumptions.

Given a set of historicaL data, different
models applied to this data may yield differ-
ent results. Differences in forecasts will
he due to the different assumptions of each
model. An understanding of these assumptions
Is essential to evaluation of the forecast.
ideally one evaluates the tenability of the
various assumptions for the situation under
study in order to evaluate the applicability
of alternative models. Practically, questions
about the quality or availability of data
inputs for_outdior recreation have often pre-
empted evaluation Of forecasting model assump-
tions themselves.

Recreation Forecasting Methods

There are a variety of both qualitative
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Moeller and Echelberger (1974) review the
forecasting techniques most often applied in
outdoor recreation. These tend to be middle-
range forecasts. For predicting future levels
of outdoor recreation participation, two basic
types of forecasting models dominate: (1)

trend extension mode's and (2) structural
models relating participation in outdoor recre-
ation to explanatory variables that are more
readily forecasted. Each method has advantages
and disadvantages.

Trend Extension

Trend extension follows naturally from
trend identification and monitoring, and is
highly dependent upon the quality and consistency
of trend data. As its name implies, the method
simply involves the extension of trends as
revealed in historical measurements of use or
participation. The method works well as long
as the underlying forces producing a given
trend do not change significantly. This
assumption is generally valid for making pro-
jections one to three years into the future
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and when the system under study is reasonably
stable.

EVen In trend extension; ono must
consciously or unconsciously make assumptions.
Figure 4 illustrates several distinct pro-
jections based upon observationsfromthree
HMO periods: With data for only three
jircviniis yeatS, assumptions of a linear;
exponentini orlogistic (S-shaped) growth
pattern all seem reasonable. These different
assumptions yield quite different projections.
SelectiOn Of the [OM of the_equation must
he tinged upon logical as well as statistical
considerations. Do we expect the trend to
exhibit a lineat,exponential, or logistic
growth pattern during the years for_which
We are prOjetting? Too often linear models
are selected baSed upon statistical
eonvesionce or ignorance of alternative
growth curves.

1965 1970

YEAR

1974 1980

Figure 4. Trend Extension - Alternative Growth Equations

In fact, very few processes grow line-
eatly. Logistic and exponential growth -are
muciimore chatatetiStit of popu/ation_and
diffusion_ processes. Product life cycle_
curves often exhibit logisticpatterns of
growth; usually with a decline_ towards the
end of the life cycle: We expect the
adoption of outdoor recreation activities
to exhibit similar patterns of growth.
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The advantage of trend extension methods
is their Simplicity. _However; these methods
do not address the underlying forces that are
producing the trend. Clearly an understanding
of_these forces should result in much better
and much wore useful forecasts; especially
within a changing environment:

Structural Forecasting Models

More complex models are generally required
to forecast further than five years into the
future. In this case the assumption that the
pattern of causal forces_behindthetrend
remains unchanged no longer holds and an_under-
'anding of these forces becomes an important

component of the forezasting model.

The most widely_applied_outdoor recreation
forecasting model_(other than seat of the pants)
is the two step linear regression technique.
The method was applied in the ORRRC studies
(Report 1126) and has subsequently been refified
and further expounded by Cicchetti (1973) among
others.

For a person with a given set of chatae-
teristics and recreation opportunities his or
her probability of participating in a given
recreation activity is estimated in -the first

step. Then in the second step the frequeny
of participation is estimated for those who
participate. Both steps employ linear
regression techniques to estimate coefficients
in an equation of the form:

y = f(socioeconomic characteristics,
recreation opportunities;...)

where y is the probability of participating
in the first equation and the frequency of
participation in the_second. Recreation survey
data is used to statisticaIly_estimate the
model parameters and the resulting equations
are_applied to forecasts of each independent
variable in order to forecast future partici-
pation.

The independent variables are selected
based upon their influence on participation
and the ease with which they may be measured
and forecasted Age, income; and gender have
proven to he the best predictors of_outdoor
recreation participation in such modelS. Thege

variables are convenient for forecasting since
predictions of future age -sex structures, and
income levels are generally available. More
recent_ applications have incorporated supply
and price variablesi although- measurement and
forecasting of these variables are more problem-
atic.

The merits of these models, their problems,
and the underlying assumptions will be discussed
using the ORRRC projections as an example.
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Although accuracy should not he our prime
criterion -for judging forecasts4, the evalu-
ation of how_clos, these forecasts come_ to
predicting 1976 participation rates will
shed some light on the two-step linear fore-
casting model.

Evaluation of the 1976 ORRRC Projections

Brown and Hustin (:979) evaluaLed the
ORRRC projections by comparing them with
participation rates measured in the 1976
HCRS national telephone survey. A comparison
of- projected versus measured participation
rates ids that the ORRRC study grossly
underetimated participation in virtually
all activities. For many activities the
measurfd 1976 participation rate is more
thap_aouble the rate projected by ORRRC

Pro1..ntni

t 'PPP

ran-t.:IpAtin4

tr. 1,17.: ,rtry

692 28.68

55 TO 31.3e

5,n:AIng 37 68 67.51

LT 62 37.76

rinnicaLng 57 73 33.1.5

Fisnizg 32 '5 51.33

11 122.04

27 61 81.26

Dost1ng -snon1ng ,r
aatL

vnlAs

PB

16

35

49

15.73

91.24

Hunting 14 20 18.23

7,861n; 11 17 88.67

dqrarns, rilng 8 15 24.5.

,ntrr 1411, 9 17 29.1.:

11110. a 28 78.15

Atzendin.g o8tnor concert.,
.1.,. :2 40 90.89

Prom 088PC nc,o4 Fnnrt 26, 88. 27.

2 approxinaIlcn or binumls: proportion. corr.ntri tor continuity
450c4ecor 484 Cochran, I971L nu11.8y7.15,s1s or 1831 rroPc,t18n
prolecte.1 vs. surveyrd eon 1. rrjretnd p .91 at I 2.33.

non., 1,nvn an.1 1,otin (1,1n)

The ORRRC projection model was based
upon six independent variables: (1)

income, (2) education, (3) occupation, (4)
age-sex, (5) urban-rural residence, and
(6) leisure time. Relationships between
participation in each activity and the_six
variables were estimated based upon a 1960-
61 survey of outdoor recreation partici-
pation. A linear model was assumed.

4Forecasts should be judged on their
usefulness in decisionmaking, not their
accuracy (Martino 1972)
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Projections to 1976 were then made for each_
of the six_ independent variables and_the model
was applied to those projections to derive the
1976 estimates of participation for each acLivi-
ty.

Three types of errors are involved in his
forecasting process.

1. Measurement, sampling and other errors
in the 1960 and 1976 surveys.

2 Errors in the_ forecasts of the inde-
pendent variables.

3. Model specification errors.

The accuracy of a forecast always depends
upon the accuracy of base period fugures (1960
in this case). It should he noted that the
model parameters were determined solely from
a single survey conducted in 1960-61, This
survey is subject to measurement and sampling
errors. In evaluating the accuracy of the fore-
cast, we also assume that the participation
rates measured in the 1976 HCRS survey are
accurate.

A more subtle difference between the 1960
and 1976 surveys is easily overlooked. The
ORRRC projections are based upon a_survey of
activity between June and August 1960. Pro-
jections are therefore participation rates for
the summer months of 1976. The 1976 HCRS survey
measured participation over the entire year.
It is not possible to separate out the summer
months and hence any comparison of the ORRRC
projections and the 1976 survey must be based
upon assumptions about differences between
summer and year-round participation rates.

We should expect summer rates of partici-
pation (i.e. the proportion of the population
participating at least once during that period)
to be less than_year-round_participation_rates.
The magnitude of these differences will be
greater for activities with substantial non-
summer use_(eg,_fishing and hiking) and rela-
tively insignificant for predominantly summer
activities like swimming and boating. In the
following we assume no difference between
summer and year-round participation rates.

The second source of error is in the pro-
jections of each independent variable. Com-
paring the ORRRC projections of these variables
with actual estimates for 1976 reveals that
Income, education, occupation, and age-sex
distributions were projected fairly accurately.
iZo comparable 1976 estimates are available for
residence or leisure time, making the pro-
jections somewhat suspect.

Model specification errors are the most
serious in this case. A principal assumption
of the two step method is that the relationship
between the explanatory variables and



participation, as estimated from 1960 data,
continues to hold in 1976. Specifically,
this assumes constant participation rates
by demographic segments over time. Any
change in partielpatiOn rates predicted by
the model must be due solely to changes in
the explanatory variables. The increasing
participation of women in many outdoor recre-
ation activities (Bevins 1979) is one ?sample
of a direct centradietIon to the model
assumptions.

Mode] formulations that include supply
and price variables are an hnprovement, but
introduce additional measurement problems.
The linearity of the relationship might be
questioned; but lo:;it and probit forms of
the participation equation do not yield
mudh improvement (Smith and Munley 1978).
the use of these types of models for fore-
casting involves six common problems.

(1) substitution

ffccts. Separate and independent equations
are generally developed for each outdoor
recreation activity. A few of the models
that inelnde a price varia -le also include
prices of closc substitutes or complements,
but this are rare (alhelm 1973). Recent
research into ,lbstitution among outdoor
reccation_activities does not yet provide
much help for forecasters.

(2) Difficult' of incorpo-radjml
factors. One's likelihood of participating
in a given recreation activity is clearly
related to the quality, quantity and price__
of available opportunit!.es. Ciccheni (1969)
and Beaman (1976) discuss the inclusion of
supply variables and the accompanying
problems-

(3) Relianceonc-ros-ssve/41-trial data.
Cross-sectional surveys are clearly not the
blot wav to measure change -or the forces
prodiwing change. Projecting Lo years into
the future based upon observations during
a single year is clearly suspect. Brown

and (1975) demonstrate_ that more
accorate forecasts can be developed using
structural models estimated from time series
data; when this data is consistent and
accurate and corresponding time series data
is available fel- the explanatory variables.
Unfortunately such data rarely exists.

(4)._ Other missing explanatory vari-
ables. The identification of explanatory
variables continues to be a subject for
research. For long-term forecasting a varie-
ty of social and economic variables seem
relevant- _Changing value systems; energy
polleiC!, family structures. and leisure
time patterns are seldom included in recre-
ation forecasting models. West (1977) suggests
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the addition of variables related to fad and
fashion in leisure activity.

(5) _Awegation problems.__Selecting the
appropriate aggregation level continues to
trouble recreation planners and forecasters._
Regression models are generally estimated using
data about individuals and then applied to
aggregate_populations, The ORRRC and most
other stmilar_projections apply the resulting
equations to forecasts of the means of the
explanatory variables.

The,parti ipation rate of a person -with
average income, verage age, and an average
amount of leisure time will not necessarily
be a good estimate of the partfcipation rate
of the population as_a whole. A more valid
technique is to deve/op rates of participation
for various population subgroups and apply
these to the forecasted numbers of people within
each subgroup. This requires future distri-
butions of the population over all_explanatory
variables rather than just the projected popu-
lation means for each.

(6) Statistical rather than process models.
The structural mcidels developed to date are
for the most part statistical rather than process
models. They do not capture the underlying
decision processes that determine outdoor recre-
ation participation. An individual clearly
does not take a weiglted sum of his income, age,
occupation, and leis.re time in deciding whether
or not to participate in an activity. These
models therefore yield little incite into the
dynamics of outdoor recreation participation
decisions.

Systems and simulation techniques are
better the_ identification of feedback
effects, timelags and other dynamic character-
istics of recreation systems. An examination
of activity adoption, participation, and dropout
decisions in the light of changing fr.ntily
structures and recreation opportunie.ii-: might
yield a better understanding of the dyl.aMics
of recreation participation. Models relating
participation to equipment sales also seem
promising.

CONCLUSIONS

The stimulus for this paper was the
question of whether outdoor recreation partici-
pation data collected in the past is indicative
of trend!: or_me-.ely_reflects differencesin_.
data collection methods. We must conclude that
some data series indicate changing patterns of
participation and others are the result of
measurement errors or methodological differences.
'rime problem is that the task of- telling which
is which is not an easy one, and in many cases
is imi:ossible.
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Those attempting to divine trend infor-
mation arum published research must_c-ercise
considerable caution. An understanding of
data collection methods and an ability And
willingness to dig into documentation of
survey results -in order to- evaluate the rouility
and applicability of the findings is advised.
Better data collection techniques and do.:u-
mentation of results are also needed.

Multiple sources of trend data should
be sought and compared before drawing con-
clusions. Consistency and comparability of
findings from different sources increases our
confidence in the conclusions. This is
especially true when distinct methods Inde-
pendently yield similar results.

Many of_our recommendations for improving
data cotIecrion, trend measurement and fore-
casting have been made before. The need for
more consistent and comparable data collection
effort,- over time is clear. Before this can
liaprn the importance and utility of trend
inf,rmatior and forecasts must be recognized.
Time have been few systematic efforts'to
collect outdoor recreation data for the purpose
of identifying trends.. Available data has
been collected primarily for other purposes.
The data requirements for trend identification
and forecasting are somewhat unique. Unless
data is collected_for_these purposes the
chances are that it will he inadequate or
useless for forecasting.

Given the costs of data collection and
the_vast.amount of trend data that might be_
collected, a systematic examination of trend
information needs is required. This must be
based upon an identification ,f the kinds of
planning decisions that trend information
might contribute to, and an assessment of the
likely improvement in planning decisions as
compared with the costs of data collection.
Institutional frameworks must be established
to ensure periodic and systematic collection
of the data and to develop appropriate infor-
mation systems to facil,tate its wise use.

:lesearch_is also needed; (1) to develop
clear standard definitions of recreation
terms. (2) to improve measurement techniques
and develop acceptable measures for variables
that are difficult to- quantify, (3) to identify
variables that may help explain changes within
outdoor recreation, and (4) to experiment
with forecasting models that more fully capture
the processes that are taking place within
outdoor recreation.
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THE TREND OF MEASURING PUBLIC USE

OF THE NATIONAL PARKS1

Kenneth E. Hornbeck; Ph;D2

INTRODUCTION

Since the outburst of interest in out-
door recreation travel in the period follow-
ing World War 1I; measurements of outdoor_
recreation have been made in many wnyg. The
measurement of outdoor recreation is decentra-
lized activity being carried out by a large
number of private and federal agencies with a
variety of goals -and purposes. Future
improvements in-federal statistics will
partially come from the emergence of a com-
bined strategy for statistical data gather-
ing. Partially due to decentralization; such
a strategy has not emerged even though the
need for trend data is wide-spread. To
envision the characteristics of a more co-
ordinated and cost effective program of
outdoor_recreation measurement, it is helpful
to consider the history of outdoor recreation
studies. Changes in studies conducted for
the National Park Service (NPS) illustrate a
trend with several periods.

Travel and Tourksin

_ _From the early 50's to the early 60'S;
the Federal Highway Adininistration (FHA)
engaged in cooperative programs with state

Prepared for publication in the pro-
ceedings of the Outdoor Recreation Trends
Symposium; April, 1980; Durham; N.H. Forest
Service; Department of Agriculture.

The views expressed here are those of
the author alone. These views are not offi-
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office of the Department of Interior. I
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reviews provided by Dr. Don Field; Pacific
Northwest Region Chief Scientist; NPS; and
D. William Key, Consultant to the Chief
Scientist, NPS, Washington.

2 Kenneth E. Hornback_; Ph.D Chief;
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National Park Service, Denver.
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highway departments to co/Iect specific
measurements of travel and tourism activity.
The primary concerns of these studies were
to gather basic data for economic and high-7
way planning. Major national parks were sites
for many of these studies.

Because of the relatively narrow applica-
tions intended for these studies_; the scope
of inquiry was limited to a few bas-c issues.
The information collected usually included
vehicle type, home town, trip purpose, trip
mileage; overnight stays; duration of stay;
and trip expenditures- As a result of the
narrowness of focus, the comparability between
travel studies is surprisingly high.

These travel and tourist studies used
entrance Station interviews or mailback
questionnaires. The brief sets of questions
could be completed by the visitor in a few
minutes. Appendix A contains information
about how field operations were carried out
(Cape Cod study of 1963). Appendix B shows
several questionnaires used in the Grand
Canyon Tourism Study (1953). Several of the
studies used identical interview schedules
(Gradd Canyon and Yosemite studies in 1953).

The findings of the travel and tourism
studies were generally reported -as- descriptive
statistics in various tables and figures. The
focus was on the market area served by a
particular park, the forecast cf future use
which could be expected from that market area;
and the economic benefits Of visitation to
surroundihg areas. The reports vary in quality
and tend to assume that the usefulness of the
results is self-evident. Descriptive findings
are typically presented -with expressions like
"it is of interest that". . . "interesting
to note", and as reasonably could be expec-
ted. . ." (Shenandoah Travel Study, 1952).
There is no record of any raw data -ever being
Centrelly_stored for later use although in
one case findings were compared to eight other
travel studies (the 1963 Cape Cod survey).
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The travel and tourism studies reflect
several advantages and disadvantages of
measuring outdoor recreation. Advantages
Included the narrow focus, general compara-
bility between studies, cost effectiveness
of acquiring data; -and the use of client
particiPatida in the Collection effort (FHA
funds enabled State highway departments to
collect data or hire local people to d6 the
work): _'_tsadvantages included the failure
to pr6Vide fOr the common storage of_raw_
data and the failure to document applications
of data to planning and management problems.
These studies were one-shot studies and were
not concerned with the problem of learning
about trends.

Travel and tourism studies received
cower priority beginning in the early 60's.

As planning for the inter-state highway_
system neared completion, the Week Of the FHA

concentrated more on the problems of urban
area transportation planning. But as this

particillae type of study_declined in frequen-
cy, a now type of study began to appear:

Visitoe Use Studies

The study of travel and tourism had many
beneficial effects for the NPS. Among the
benefits Was the interest stimulated in the
visitor as a fatter to be treated in both
planning and management. The benefit; hOW-
ever;_did not come directly from the original
travel and tourism studies but from the great
variety of "visitor Use studies" which were
sponsored by diverse interest feoffi Many
different parts of the agency. These studies

tended to be exploratory and responsiveto
the new curiosity Of park staff_about the
visitor, visitor attitiideS and behavior. The

visitor use study appeared in several distinct
forms.

The user satisfaCtion Study was conducted
to gather information needed to evaluate
interpretive programs and to gather basic per-
foeMatiCe data on how_well the park was doing

Its job. TheSe studies often concentrated on
the things which visitors liked, found useful;
or judged to be of value to them. To the

6:.trent that they _focused on manageablecondi-
tions, these Studies discovered that people
were more s,:tisfied when the Titter was con-
trolled and the trails and facilities were
maintained. Often; however, the focus of
these studieS WAS vague_and they often identi-
fiedcircumstanceS i4hiCh Were beyond the realm
of manageable conditions, e.g. campers were
satisfied when other campers were pleasantto
be around. Stich studies_often attempted_to
measure the peeeeptiOn of environmental quality

or determine the meaning Of the visiting

experience. To this extent; indicators were
developed to capture differences in the ex-
pressions of feelings, experiences, and per-
ceptions. These types_of_studies did not lend
themselves to comparison_ because they used a
great variety of definitions; concepts; and
methods of measurement.

Closely related to_the "satisfaction" type
study was the attempt to_measure sociological

"carrying capacity." Emerging in the early_ _

seventies,_thesestudies attempted to parallel
natural_- science studies of resource wear and

tear. The sociological_measurementprohlem_
was to determine when visitor density itself

prompts_ changes in the quality of the visiting

experience. These studies_were plagued by a
variety of_confounding conceptual,_ theoretical,
and operatiOnal problems. Some visitors; for
example, valued having others around while others
wanted to avoid people. The "sociological
carrying capacity" type of study, however, did
serve to sensitize managers to the varying
needs of user groups.

- The "visitor profile" was yet another form

of visitor use study: Characterized by their

taxonomic style, these studies grouped_people
according to various types or styles of behavior;
e.g. backcountry users, straight and counter-
culture users; famiIy_nsers; etc. These studies

served to refine statistical generalisations
such as emerged from the tourism stildieS by
demonstrating that _while the "average visitor"
did not exist; there are patterns of behavior
that distinguiso people from one another in ways
thatbear_onmanagement actions. The focus on
differences between visitors is important betause
it suggests that there can becorresponding
differences in management actions. Such studies,
for example, contributed to thinking about ways

to control_potentialconflict among visitors by

zoning activities. Knowledge of seasonal changes
in types of visitors enabled changes to be made
in the content of interpretive programs.

One of, the most distinctive types of visitor
study was the regional; interagency transportation
study. These studies attempted to bring the
accumulation of many earlier styles of inquiry
to bear on outdoor recreation behavicr at one
tite _Mile few of these were completed (Great
Smoky Kountain National Park study in 1975 and
Yellowstone-Teton National Park in 1978); they
played_a_key_role in the spread of interest in
the visitor and impacts of visitation on parks
and the surrounding communities.
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However, because of the broad focus; the
large variety of participants,_and wide areas
of geotraphic.interest, the_voiume of survey
data collected by these stddies grew to enor-
mous proportions. In contrast to the brief
tourism studies, the regional visitor use
studies pursued answers to scores of ques-
ttons ranging from general recreational
activities to social attitudes. A major
result of this type of study was the sensi-
tivity it created about cost_ effectiveness
(time[ and monetary cost to the agency as well
as reporting burden on the participating
public). It seemed evident that if inrorma-
tion about the_public us a consumer group
was to be applied routinely to national park
management, it would have to be timely and
through a more limited, cost effective
method.

Throughout the sixties and into the mid-
seventies, various forms of visitor use
studies have been conducted on behalf of the
NPS. Thrnughout.this period, unfortunately,
an integrated body of organized knowledge
failed to emerge even though great effort
was invested in the task. If anything; the
great diversity of effort suggested the need
for establishing some centralizing control
to insure economy of effort.

Research Studies

The proliferation of adhocstudies
during the 60's_served to bring the need for
a-more systematic program of studying the
visitor and visitor behavior to the attention
of NPS management. In the early 70's,
efforts_were completed to_establish_severaI
regional centers of social-scientific
research in the NPS.

The Cooperative Park Studies_Units
were crented_at_various universities for the
purpose Of blending the intellectual power
of academia with the apparently intractable
difficulties of resource management.

. Centralizing the expertise for social
science work served a variety of purposes.
At last there were places where consultation
could be acquired; where research coordina-
tion could be made; where quality control
over stiff ti' design could be exercised, and
where findings and raw data could be
assembled for later use. The institutional
formalization of social science activity
prompted greater research coordination and
indirectly contributed to the assembly of
interdisciplinary perspectives. _These cen-
ters e.erved as a focus of communication
between the academic and governmental
communities and achieved some degree of
reorientation of effort for their mutual
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benefit: In addition,_the monumental task_ of
inter-agency coordination was carried out by
these centers, eliminating some redundancy and
improving the transfer of social science tech-
nology to NPS_unniugement at minimal cost, e.g. the
computerized backcountry perMit system developed
by the Social Science Program in the Pacific.
Northwest Region, NPs.

Throughout the period of growing experience
and mobilization of effort, Lowever, a persistent
problem served to confuse the establishment of
more viable social science goals; who was to be
served by the application of social science to
management and planning, and how? Was the level
of application to be at the site, within the
region, or at the national level? Nowhere is the
conflict of_applications more evident than In
various public opinion polls which were conducted.

Public Opinion Polls

ThiS type of work differs from other visitor
studies in that the population studied is the
general rather than the visitor population.
The methods; therefore;_tended to be_off site
telephone and personal interviews. Such studies
were needed because studies done for research
purposes or on behalf of unit managers did not
yield information needed about broader problems.

From 1968 to 1972 a variety of national
and regional_ public opinion polls were_designed
and carried out for the_purpose of expanding
knowledge of participation in and opinions
about outdoor recreation, a purpose which was
not being served by other studies. From these
studies valuable perspectives about the rela-
tionship between visitors_and nonvisitors Wag
gathered and made available to upper level
management. In addition, a series of short
"People in the Parks" reports were prepared
Co explain the general usefulness of the data
to- planners and managers. Theoretically,
information would "filter down" until it found
an application. The reports were propagated
because they "may also be useful to other
divisions for_any number of purposes. . . How
it may be useful to each division will, of
necessity, be decided within the division."

Unfortunately the expected integration of
general survey fihdings into planning and
management documents did not spontaneously
happen, possibly because there were no experi-
enced social scientists available to help other
professionals find the meaning of general find-
ings for specific actions. On the other hand,
social scientists themselves may not have had
sufficient experience in the work_of planning
and resource management. Although much effort
was put into the task of delivering findings
to other professional groups, social scientists
often stopped short of saying exactly how infor-
mation was to be used:
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Discussion

The preceding account of studies dOne fot
the National Park Service represents one view-
point on how social science work was carried
Oa and what was accomplished over the years.
While many subjects hdY6 been explored and
a varietyofstudy tactics have been tried;
the cumulative impact of the findings on
Planning and management is less than might
haVe been eXPettdd judging by the effort
(time and cost) invested. The failiire to
communicate bettor could be due to a variety
of problems such as the delays necessary to
;ie-c6iiiiiliSh the studies theMSeIves; lack of
general experience of scientists And plannetS
In working together on managerial problems,
the artificial "freezing" of data in_the text
of a written report; faiIUte to focus on _

comparative and trend data, and MiSMatthed
expectations_of what studies can and cannot
do While studies can make crucial impacts
on thinking, Stiidy findings too often were
applied cosmetically if at all:

Up to the present both the scientific
and Managerial communities have been learning
about the role of social and economic data
in natural resources management. While the
period of learning is far from over, a period
Of applications needs Co be started. The

tactic of gathering datd by StUdies_may _

itself be a problem. While scientific sttidieS
will_continue to be essential sources of new
knewlddge; studies may not represent the tools
needed to effettiVely bring information to
planners and managers. Other ways of gather-
ing and communicating the use of information
need Co be explored.

The coming decade promises to bring
revolutionary changes in the economy which
will alter previous circumstances in which
oilt-doot recreation has occurred. The context
of planring Will Seen be Unlike what it has
been in the past. The rate and degrees Of
change may be so fast and extreme that con-
ventional Studies will be inadequate to
a6-emble requited data for planning and
management. In the future, natural resources
planning and management will rely more
heavily on limited programs to monitor public
use and an improved System of federal statis-
tical reporting about out-door recreation;

Monitoring Public Use

From the limitation of studies as a
method of collecting information for park
management, a complementary method was
developed in the late seventies: continual

monitoring of public use While not An
evolutionary step beyond the aA hoc study,
continual monitoring serves purposes which
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cannot be as effectively served by conventional
studies. While monitoring must be an activity
Whin is_reStricted to collecting a_few variables,
the benefit Of monitoting is that it yields com-
parable data on a continuing basis. The focus_

of monitoring is on change and, more importantly,
Comparative change. This is_animportant develop-
ment in the effort to bring social science to
bear on park planning and management because with
this type of information it is possible to focus
on the_trends of public use and_the_questionof
What diffetendes eXist between types of areas,
geographic 16-cdtiOna; and forms of management.

_
The content of the current public use

monitoring program under development by the NPS
is limited to a few items which can be quickly
gatherea using a free-form interview schedule.
Questions include (1) where peopleentered the
park; (2) when they entered; (3) how often they
come, (4) Whete they live, and (5) what other
places they have visited on their trip. In

additior, the visitor is asked "on your first
day ift_the parki_(61 where did you_go, and (7)
what did you do ?" This last question is a
general probe designed to recover thd details
of the visit using a notational coding methOd.
For the purpose of reducing costs,_this_typeof
interview is designed to be conducted by members
of the park staff whO are specially trained by
the NPS Statistical Office. Seaa-rinal Or per-

manent staff members gather the_data in the
context Of their day-to-day contacts with___
visitors; The interviews serve to_give visitors
an opportunity to ask questions and give comments
(both positive and negative) about their visit
and to give_park staff a systematicway_to learn
abOUt the ViSitet_arid the pattern of park use.
All data are carefully edited and errors ate
returned to the interviewer for training
purposes.

The major source Of Coat effectiveness;
however, is the entry of data into a data
base management system (DBMS) which is accessed
by conventional English commands (INQUIRE).
The timeliness Of data collection and editing
creates a "live" foundation of statistical data
for planning and management. Rather than rite-

pare reports on findings, park service statisti-
cians prepare a library of- graphic and tabular
outputs which is made Available Co clients of
the system as needed (Computer Assisted Manage-
ment Program - CAMP). Parks_draw_data_inter7
actively using conventional computer terminals._
Use of the system and its application to various
kinds of work are explored in "Applications
Clinics" conducted at the parks by members of
the agency statistical office.
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One of the major limitations of the
monitoring type of activity is the question
about the quality of the data. If such
programs are to be successful in terms of
financial cost, they must take advantage of
every opportunity to economize. Asking the
unit manager to administrate the task with
existing staff is a shortcut which eliminates
one of the major expenses of this work.
Although NPS field staff are not primarily
assigned to conduct interviews, most have
shown a genuine interest iii _gathering this
kind of information. One of the major reasons
for strong field support is the dedication' of
the monitoring effort to gather basic infor-
mation commonly recognized_as essential to
routine park management. The availabilitY
of data within tun days of collection also
serves to stimulate interest in the quality
and utility of the findings; To the extent
that active interest in the findings can be
maintained by timely production of findings
and to the extent that training and careful
editing_of data can be completed;_the
monitoring program can result in data of
reopectable quality for the purpose to which
it is applied.

As the concept of monitoring as a tool
of park administration spreads, more areas
will be added to the system and comparative,
aggregate; and time series studies will be
conducted. As interest in data based_manage-
ment grows, new applications will be found.
Program and policy evaluation will become
easier and more timely as actions are reviewed
for effects which are detected by the monitor-
ing of public use.

By monitoring public use on a limited
basis;_the_Park_Service engages the active
participation of visitors in the park manage-
ment process. However, to insure the applica-
tion of data to the largest number of manage-
rial problems faced by the_federal government;
the data collected by the National Park Ser-
vice needs to be a part of an integrated
statistical effort.

Federal Statistical Policy and Outdoor

the current federal activity in out-door
recreation measurement suffers from a variety
of problems. Standardization of procedures
and documentation of methods have not been
fully completed._ Training and quality control
over field practices needs to be- improved,
particularly in areas where staff resources
are minimal and conventional sampling is
difficult to carry out. The frequency of
"estimates" as a basis for determining certain
figures is much greater than is desireable.
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At the same time, the breadth of the current
statistical aecounts (generally visitor hours
and_visits)_is of slim utility_for any sort of
realistic planning and of little use for site
management.

A major element of the problem is more or
less common to all federal: offices working with
minor statistical programs. A situation of
perpetual negative feedback tends to exist: (1)

lack of resources (staff and money) requires
shortcuts in statistical procedures; (2) short-
cuts in statistical procedures lower validity
and reliability of data; (3) data low in validity
and reliability cannot he used to solve managerial
problems; (4) data which do not solve_probIems_do
not receive priority for resources; (5) lack of
resources. . . Although all agree that good
public use data are essential to planning and
management; the negative feedbaek_cycle creates
a situation which tends to maintain statistical
systems at subsistence levels.

_ _ The_problem_._ however; is widespread. In

July, 1978, the U.S. Department of Commerce
issued A Framework for Planning U.S. Federal
Statsti-ca, acknowledging the various problems
of decentralization generally;_and specifically
the numerous difficulties of minor statistical
programs such as the general efforts to measure
trends of outdoor recreation.

It seems safe to predict that increases iti
resources for out-door recreation statistical
programs will not change without improving
the programs themselves. Fortunately, this can
be done. To the extent that a voluntary division
of labor is accepted by various agencies, the
combined efforts to cover segments of outdoor
recreation statistics can be made cost effective.
In the past an agency might look into_a problem
and report certain findings which would have
limited utility for or be at odds with the
immediate objectives of another agency. The
typical response is to launch an additional
study/counter-study tendency is enormously _ -

costly. Redundancy of effort can be reduced if
agency social science professionals guide their
agencies toward better coordination. This
requires; however; that the same professionals
take greater interest in what is being done
around them and act to influence the work of
other agencies to adequately meet the needs of
their parent agency as well.

The National Park Service's effort in this
direction include both sharing data it produces
and depending more on data produced by other
participants in the measurement of out-door
recreation. The U.S. Travel Data Center, for
example, conducts monthly surveys of travel
froma random sample of peopie_in_the nation_
which promises to yield valuable data which is
not available elsewhere. Combined with the
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surveys of national recreation and travel
conducted by the Heritage; Conservation;
Recreation Service and the Bureau of Census, a
formidable body of data for new area and
existing site planning is available. National
Park Service -data are already shared with the
Department of Commerce, Federal Highway
Administration, and Department of Energy.
Current planning work is especially sensitive
to the need for information exchanges such as
near areas where boundary land exist. Here
again, the NPS Ccioperative Park Studies Units
at various universities have played a key
role in improving interagency exchanges by
easing the problems of information access._
ideally, creating better access to statistics
at the federal and state level, including
distribution to places of higher learning,
writ have a positive influence and_will
unable basic improvements Co be made is

higher demand justifies better support for
programs to measure outdoor recreation.

Gon-c-lusion

Viewed as_a series of changing tactics of
measuring public use,_outdoor recreation
studies sine_! WWII reflect a variety of
accomplishments and shortcomings. Travel
and tourism studies served to stimulate and
broaden the interest of planners and managers
for iniormation about people. ViSitot studies
served to satisfy curiosity about a large
variety of interesting questions ranging
from visitor judgements to attitudes and
opinions. Research studies- brought methodical
thinking to conceptual problems of measuring
out-door recreation and sharpened the tools
of study. In spite of obvious progress in
the ability to contribute to,planning and
management, the actual adcption of public
use data as a factor in planning and
management has_ been limited. Until a better
strategy for gathering -data about out-door
recreation can be deveI0ped, the desited _

impact of p,:hlic use information on planning
and management will not take place.

Studies may not be sufficient to
communicate the applications of data to the
problems of management and planning. An
improved strategy will also involve the idea
of Continual monitoring of public_use. The

resulting statistics can -be merged into a
system which is both useful to the site
manager and useful to the managerial concerns
of those working at regional and national
levels. _M:ny improvements; however; need to
be made in the quality of existing,statiatical
programs. These improvements may be made
without substantial additional investments if
a productive voluntary division of labor can
occur among agencies participating in the

measurement of outdoor recreation.

_ These views are offered in the belief that
important work has been accomptished_but is_
undervalued. Suggestions are offered in spite
of the liklihood that, here too, every solution
has a problem.
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APPENDIX A

CAPE COD TOURIST STUDY

1. Station
2. Date
3: lidut

4. Vehicle - Sedan( ) Station Wagon( )
Trailer -Camper( ) U-Haul( ) Boat( )

5. State of Registration
Mass.( ) R.I.( ) Cenn.( ) N.Y:( )
Other

Specify
6. Car Occupancy

COLUMN CODE

2-3
4 5

6

7-8

Adults Male Female
Children under 16 Male Fenole -9-14

7. Where is your permanent residence? 15-20
Town State

If on the Cape If_not on the Cape
(A) Do you have a summer residence on

Cape Cod? Yes( ) No( )-

_

21
Where 22-23

_.T_._.T_ Town
(B) What is the purpose of your trip?

Business and Pleasure
( )

Personal Business ( )

Shopping
( )

Serve Passenger ( )

Recreation ( )

Vacation
( )

Medical, Dental, Education, Church ( )

Social
( )

Work
( )

Other
( )

Specify .--_--

(C)-EZTIThd you arrive on the Cape? 26-30

24 25

I today
If oriar to today
(1) Where did you stay?

No: Day Time

31-32
T600

_ (2) At a motel( ) hotel( ) cottage( )

tent( ) private home( ) other 13 34
Specify

(n) What was the pu<pnse of_this_trip?_
( )vacetion, ( )recreation, ( )work; other 35-36

Specify*
What was your major recreational activity?
( )beach,_( )boat; ( )fish
( )scenery ( )other 37-38

(C) Is this rented car? ( )Yes ( )NO 39
(F) Now for my last question, approximately how much

did you spend on the Cape? $ 40-43

The questionnaires were filled in by the interviewers and coded later
in the office. 17,404 vehicles were interviewed out of 62;312; an overall
sample of_28.4_percent,_ In addition to serving the requirements of the
study_, the stations were selected to_insure the safety of the motorists
and the interviewers. Wherever possible, sites were so chosen that inter-
views could be conducted off the road. One station was located at a rest
stop. When the interview was completed, each driver received a formal
note of thanks explaining the reason for the interview.
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APPENDIX B

GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK TRAVEL SURVEY

I. Auto
2. Bus
3. Truck
4. Motorcycle

A. Residence:
I. City or Town State

2 State of VehiCIe Registration_
B. Is this trip for 1.Pleasure 2.Business_ 3. Both

C. Was your trip to the Grand Canyon the principal purpose for your
trip from home? Yes No

D. How many persons in your party?
(Don't forget the babies and other children)

E. Where were your last two overnight stopping places before enter-
ing the Park? If more than one night in either place, then, please
write the_number of nights:
a. Last Night
b. Night Befor,-

c. What type of accommodations did you use tinting these stops?

1.Hotel 2.Auto Court(Motel) 3.Trailer Park

4.Camping_ 5:_Friends or Relatives 6.Home

7.0ther (Specify)
F. Overnight stops while in the Park:

a. How many nights did you stay in the following accommodatiOnS?
I.Hotel 2.Cabin with Bath 3.Cabi'n without Bath

4.Camping _5.House Trailer 6.0ther (Specify)

b. CIRCLE your first preference above, if type desired was not
available.

c. If you are not stopping overnight, are you leaving the Patk
beCause_accommodations we.e not available? Yes No

G. For the ENTIRE TRIP;_please .stimate:
a. How many days will you be on from home?_

b. How many miles will you travel on the entire trip?

c. How much will you spend on your entire trip?

H. For that portion of_your trip in_Arizona, please estimate:

a. How many days will you stry in Arizona?
b. How muchwill you spend it Arizona?

I. During your stay in the Park and while enroute to and ftOM the
Park; Please estimate how much you and the members of yo:.t. party

Will spend in this GENERAL VICINITY for the items listed below:
(Outer limits of this "general vicinity"_includes_such places_as
Prescott, Ashfork, Williams, Flagstaff, Cameron, St. George; Cedar

City and Panguitch)
(NOTE: Include Credit Card Purchases) TO NEAREST DOLLAR

Food
Lodging $

Gas and Oil or Transportation
Other(Park Entrance Fec,souvenirs,etc.) $

TOTAL
J. Where do you plan to make your next overnight stopping place after

leaving the Park? NO of days

a. Town and State this stop

b. Pledge Check the type of accommodations you expect to use:

1.Hotel 2.Auto COurt(MoteI) _ _3.Camping
4. Trailer Park 5.Friends or Relatives
6.Home 7.0ther (Specify)--
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APPENDIX B (continued)

K. Show order Of preference with a 1, 2, 3, for the THREE features
which appealed to you most in the Park:
a. Enjoyment of_Scenery f. Horseback_Rtding
b. Mule trip into Canyon_ g. Ranger Talks
c. Climate h. Indian Dances
d: Hiking I. Wild Life
e. Camping j. Evening Entertainment
k. Other Attractions (Specify)

L. Have you visited or do you plan to visit the other Rim of the
Grand Canyon on this trip? Yes No

COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS REGARDING YOUR VISIT TO THE PARK WILL BE
APPRECIATED:
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DATA BANKS FOR RECREATION SUPPLY AND PARTICIPATION'

E. M. Avedon & S. L. J. Smith2

Data arehives and data bankS have become increasingly important
as more researchers begin to examine trends. Characteristics
of data banks; _sources of bias in secondary data sources and
important trends in data banks are described. The paper con-
cludes with advice about using data banks.

INTRODUCTION

Studying outdoor recreation trends pre-
sumes a source of historical information upon
which description and forecast of trends can
be based. In the -past; forecasters relied on
private sources of data, on access to private
and public agency records, and on published
tables and statistical documents archived in
research_Iibraries for these purposes. A
relatively new source of information (primari y
but not exclusively quantitative) has become
more accessible to recreation researchers in
the last decade; namely; machine readable data
and data arehives.

Since World War II, the social sciences
have undergone an "information explosion".
This explosion_ is usually_evio, 7)ced by the
dramatic growth in the publication of books and
journals. As great as this growth has been it

does not tell the full story. The social
sciences; like the physical sciences have be-
come more quantitative,_and_behind every
scientific publication in the social sciences
there are quantitative findings upon which the
report is based._ However, in the social
sciences_more_data are often collected than
ever find their way into published reports.
This is common practice in many contemporary
surveys and historical studies. In fact,

------------------

'Presented by Dr. Smith at: OUTDOOR
RECREATION TRENDS - A NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM,
Elliott Alumni Centre, University of New
Hampshire; April 20-23, 1980.

2A0thors are Director and Research Assoc-
iate, respectively, of the Leisure Studies Data
Bank/Banque de Donnees sur les Loisirs,
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada.
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many elaborate and costly primary data gather-
ing projects are undertaken without a clear
plan for analysis of aIl data collected in
the project.

In the past; such "excess data" would
have -been destroyed, but today such "excess
data" represent a valuable storehouse for
future research and planning and policy
analyses. Information is stored without
analysis or interpretation on punched cards;
magnetic carts, paper tape, magnetic disk,
magnetic tape. microfilm, and other mechani-
cal or electronic media to facilitate re-
trieval, Unlihe_ information stored in pub-
lished form, such as the familiar printed
tables of a national census, emphasis in a
data archive is on rapid retrieval, custom
rearrangement, processing, and summarization.
Such flexibility is a boon to the myriad of
potential users of any data set; Academics
planners, management consultants, entrepre-
neurs and others can examine and use the same
data set for widely differing purposes with
equal ease. Although there_may be different
missions and policies in different machine
readable data archives, and although infor-
mation may vary. from bank to bank, usually a
data bank does not direct or control_the
types of information_a user_seeks. The secret
of success and usefulness of data banks, if
there is a secret, is to emphasize technology
over teleology.

The concept of a data bank took hoId in
many facets of industrial society over the
past thirty years. Airline reservations
systems, department store accounting records;
warehouse inventories, banking statements --
are just a few well known examples of this
phenomenon. However, industrial and commer-
cial data banks are designed for single-



purpose use, by highly trained users, based
ppon rigidly efficient and economic systems.
Within the social sciences; it was recognized
that data have mu.tinle research uses, and
although some potential users may be skilled
methodologists, many are relatively un-
sophisticated users_-_particularly in academic
settings. _Thus social science data banks
could not be designed as a single purpose
entity, but rather had to be designed as
"hanks" with multiple functions. Furthermore,
data elements. destined for industrial and
commercial data banks were collected and
prepared within the objectives of their single
purpose systems. Social science data on the
orher_hand continues to be generated through
a variety of sources, and -each source has its
own research "perspective ".

Data hanks developed as a practical re-
spous CO the need to handle a flood of infor-
mation. One major contributor to this was the
rapid development and expansion of computer
technology. icpcial science data in the 1950's
and 1960's paradoxically rendered the inform-
ation generally irretrievable to the unaided
researcher. To overcome this, scholars and
decision-makers began to cooperate to pool
information resources. They found; however;
that such a project easily became time -con --
suming, costly, and involved grew, practical
difficulties. If an individual did not have
personal knowledge of a particular inform-
ation source, the research literature often
had to he scanned to track down possible
sources. Once the required source of the data
had been identified, it was necessary to
determine if these data-were still in exist-
ence, and how accessible they were to the re-
searcher's computing resources. Often it was
found that the source had not been sensitive
to the possibilities of further analysis on
the data collected; and as a consequence; took
no pains to store the information in a manner
as to allow universal retrieval and re-use.

When such data were available, they were
often stored in an idiosyncratic fashion,
accessihle only to the source, and after a
whiLe, not comprehensible even to the source.
Coding may have_heen ambiguous, or worse,_un-
documented,_rendering_the data - useless: For-
mats, definitions, and terminology often re-
flected local, arbitrary conventions. Data
documentation might contain mis-codes, missing
records; and labels in_a foreign language. To
Clarify; clean; and edit these records re-
quired more time, money, and technical
expertise and sophistication than most indivi-
dual researchers have. It became evidenti not
just to individuals., but also to nniversities,
governments, and other agencies that retaining
archivists and related personnel would he nec-
essary to acquiret prepare; store, and retrieve
machine readable social science data on a con-

tinuing basis. This recognition lea to the
estahlishment of the specialized data banks for
the social sciences that exist throughout the
industrialized world.

Characteristics of Data Banks

The parallel between data banks and re-
search libraries is obvious, but there is a
divergence more important than any similarit-
ies. Data banks do not attempt to archive all
available information related to their specific
mission. Each bank has some identified theme,
and collects data in keeping with that theme.
Sources of information are diverse, to the
point that an "outsider" may not immediately
recognize the relevance of a particular data
set to the archive's mission. For example,
the Leisure Studies Data Bank at the
University of Waterloo primarily acquires
machine readable data concerning leisure-
related phenomena. This perspective normally
includes survey and administrative data re-
garding facility or resource use, expendi-
tures; tourist origin and destination infor-
mation; performing arts audience information;
park attendence information, and the like,
Some information is donated by expected sources,
such as the Ontario Ministry of Culture and
Recreation; but data are_also sought from
less obvious sources such as the_FederaL
Ministry of State for Science and Technology.
In this example, we obtained a survey of the
impacts_of science on Canadians that included
useful information about attitudes toward
television viewing. Another social science
data hank may acquire data only regarding
political attitudes, such as the Roper or
Gallup poll data; and the_extent of leisure-
related information in that data bank would
be minimal. Some data banks acquire data for
specific geo-political areas only, rather

than for a specific theme. When the holdings
of a bank are examined; new perspectives on
both themes and data sources-are possible.
Collecting information on different aspects
of leisure not only creates new perspectives
and research possihilities, it creates a
collection of skilled personnel. Data banks
become the loci for contacts among people
trained in data collection, data management,
and data analysis. Exchanges among techni-
cians, scholars, and policy-makers provides
a rich environment for all. A data bank is
more than just a warehouse of numeric infor-
mation, it is a source of assistance, insight,
and inspiration for the researcher.

Data are initially obtained in a variety
of forms and structures, from simple tab-
ular reports through decks of standard punch
cards, complex multi-punched formats to edited
and labeled variable spanned matriX system
files. Most hanks in archiving a data Me;
store information in a single medium (commonly
magnetic tape), that can be read easily and
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worked efficiently. Generally, data banks do
not place restrictions of the size of a data
tier that can be archived, and although most
data sets are of a manageable size for research
or re-analysis, storage can become a problem
when a collection grows large. Large_data
sets are more often a processing problem for
the researcher, than an archiving problem for
a data bank. Tape storage is usually in a
central computer tape library under climate
control and access is protected by a stringent
security system. The former is to prevent
physical decomposition of the tapes, the
latter to prevent unauthorized use of a data
file, or the inadvertent destruction of a file
by an unsophisticated user. Because data are
machine readable, physical distance from the
tapes, or for that matter from the computer,
is not a problem. Access is accomplished
through electronic communication; and all a
user needs is a small computer terminal, a
communication link, and a telephone number.
For example, although we are hundreds of miles
from the Leisure Studies Data Bank -- with a
terminal, a coupler, and_a tel-,,..Thone we could
access and process any of the Bank's holdings
from this room: This is not unusual. At the
Central Social Science Archive at the Uni-
versity of Cologne, users are in a building on
the campus in Cologne, but the computers and
the tapes are in the city of Bonn, kilometers
away. At the University of Odense at the
Danish Data Archive; on the island of Fyn, one
of their computers and its adjacent tape
library is on the island of Zeeland, in a town
nnrth of Copenhagen. At this time many re-
searchers have access to a network of inform-
ation from a number of data banks, and such
practice is becoming easier as technology is
developed.

Although stored numeric data form the
heart of a data hank, these would be useless
witnout supplementary documentation which ex-
plains, for example, that the fourth through
the ninth columns in each record gives the total
population of a region; or that specific con-
centrations of magnetic oxides at a certain
location on a tape indicates that information
concerns swimming. Documentation may be in
print or may also be machine readable. In_
fact; the latter is becoming more common place
to permit greater access to data by users from
a distant terminal.

At a minimum, documentation orovides the
following types of information:

1. description of data structure;

2. description of data format;

3. examples of both structure and format;

4. size of data set;
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5. definitions of data elements;

6. explanation of abbreviations and cndes used;

7. description of sampling design and technique,
substitution procedures; etc.;

8. non-response rates and weighting procedures

9. source statements that generated data; in-
strumentation; tests.:

10. bibliographic citations for publications
based on use of the data set;

11. list of related data sets:

12. names and addresses of personnel or the
agency responsible for collecting the data;

13. special information regarding access or
processing.

To provide_data_and documentation to
users,_data bank staff-members are called upon
to perform a variety of tasks. They must pro-
vide enough information about the availability
and contents of holdings and how to retrieve
the required dhta set._ Behind these obvious
taSks are many hburs of effort that are in-
visible to the user. The process of archiving
a data set so that it can be used has become
a highly technical and exacting skill. As a
bank gains visibility and its staff matures;
they are expected to serve as consultants to
potential users not only with respect to re-
trieval of data sets they have archived; but
with respect to computer software; statisti-
cal procedures, and eventually even research
design. In time, they are called upon to make
recommendations about the process of primary
data collection and storage for eventual
deposit in a data archive.

SiatITT:-e-S of Potemttal-Bias

Because of the wealth of data available,
and the pressure on archival staff to provide
ever greater detailed and technical advice,
data banks specialize and refine their official
Mission. Specialization produces am inherent
bias through the type of data available, who
donates data to a bank, and who would likely
use a hank. Although "leisure" as a subject
is a specialization within social science;
some archives have close; continued relation-
ships -with certain donors, Or have continued
experience with certain types of users, and
consequently specialize within the field of
leisure studies. One bank may_become stronger
in the area- of-the sociology of leisure,
another might become more skilled in the
economics of leisure; sone collect data only
on user patterrs and visitation, still others
might focus only on subsets dealing with sport.
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Banks may also specialiZe 10 the scope of

their data. Some are dePosipities of national
uid international studies. Others in igh t

serve a national clientele, but limit hold-
ings to provihcial Or State data. Often;

this is not the result of a single, conscious
decision_by administrators, but rather the

result of responses to opportunities and__
requests. WhatevOr the cause; banks generally
become more spocialized over time.

In .addit ion to bias arising from object-
ives and specializations of a data hank, there

is bias imposed by the arChiViStS' decisions
about the quality of data and dottiffientatiOn;

A oecision not to include a particular data
Set is based on a number of reasons. Data may

be ofquestionable value. Reterda May be miss-

ing. There may be coding errors; biased_
sampling, ambiguous questions, or problems
With instrument_desIgn. On the other hand,

qualities of a file might be adequate, at
least for the original purposes of research;
hut documentation may be inadequate or missing,
and this prevents further use of data by
Other researchers. A decision to archive or
not archive is a technitaI One, made on ob-

jective grounds. However, the evalnatiori of
whether a data set or documentation meets the
objective criteria is often a subjective
decision made by data hank personnel; and the
quality of that decision depends upon the
knowledge, skill, and ability of the specific

staff.

If a data set is archived and Made avail-
able for use it is not guaranteedte be ftee
from eiror or distortion. The purpose of a
primary data gathering project, the wording of
questions, the sampling frathe and deSign..
definitions of words and terms and lieW anti-
stitutions were made for non- respondents, the
basis upon which a test has been standardized,
interpretations or shifts in Meaning by the
original coder, all can cause bias in reit-
ability and generalizability. This is why doc-
umentation is so important as a part of a data

bank'S holdings. As a user, you should he able
to assume that the data bank staff has acquired;
cleaned. s-torcd, and ret-rIeed- data properly.
You cannot ma , , however, about

the inherent quality or characteriStics_of the
data set Without examining the associated
-doeumemtation.

Access rights are anothersource_of_
possible bias; not so much as a_distortion in
the interpretation of a particular data set as
it is a distortion in the information available
from a data hank. The Leisure Studies Data
Bank does not accept any file that is restrict-
ed to only certain users. For example, we
were given a copy of a survey Of violence in
specific sport. Shortly after receiving the
file we were advised that this information

could not be released to all_classes of

potential users, and that only "approved"
researchers could have access to these data.
It was therefore decided to de-archive this
file: The detiSion te_incIude only puhlicly
available information limits the data that
can_be archived, but it does ensure all po-
tential users of availability and access.
'this is net always the case in other social
science data banks.

The source of possible bias is
that of the donor. Here we refer not only to
the types of information or questions_that a
collector gathers, but to the original treat-
ment of these data. Some data are distorted
before being released. In other cases data
are "laundered"; The process of "laundering"
alters the validity and accuracy of a file:
The level of aggregation of observations is
another reflection of each nation's political
COheerhS and its perceptions_of_privacy;
social responsibility and individual- rights.
In North America, as in many parts of the
world, it is not possible for the ordinary
data user to identify_specific individuals
by name or address. Normally disaggregation
is poSsibleonly to _a subgrouping short of the
individual case level. Privacy extends to
protecting the identity and responses of cor-
porations as well as individuals. Protection
of identitiea means more than just eliminating
names, addresses, case numbers, and some geo-
codes, it can also mean aggregating responses
from small or lightly populated areas to

attempts to deduce the_probauly_identity
of a person or corporation. For example, if
you were studying private campgrounds, and
had the responses of an owner in a specific
lotnl region; !=ltate, or province that reported
gross income and expenditure, you may be able
to narrow identity to one or two campgrounds:
To prevent this, disaggregation to a local
region may he limited during the archiving
process.

There is substantial variation among
banks indifferent c2untries with respect to
data availability. In one European nation re-
searchers can only obtain the most generalized;
averaged figuresfor most social statistics of
their population; whereas in a neighbouring
country; data_files are so specific that it is
possible to link individual income tax re-
turns with responses on other social surveys to
check on_thevalidityand reliability of re-
sponses concerning income and expenditure on
the social survey. _Many governments retain
registries Of diSabIed persons whith_are avail-
able for research purposes from public agencies;
this is generally not the case in North America.
Some data hanks regularly receive official
government data for permanent archiving with
the intent of providing wider access of data
to researchers. Some banks have no liaiSea



with government and have- access only to academ-
ically generated data; Still OtherS may only
have access to commerefally produced data
Still others may only have access to commerc-
ially produced data Availability of social
science data for research thus differ:4 frbo
nation to nation; and this biaS influences the
sedOe of data a researcher has for analysis.

Trends in Data Banks

Oht_of the most impurtant trends is the
apparently contradictory tendency to become
both more specific acid more general. The grow-
ing specificity of a hank i.. the result of con-

reintionShips with certain donors and
users. A hank that develops a good working
association with particular agencies, tends
over time, to specialize in the information
these agencies_ provide and heed, A Anbtle,
but important force dins slowly influences
the mission of each archive. Growth of other
data banks into related subjects also en-
courages specialization.

At the same time, there is a broadening
in the perccction of data files useful to re-
searchers in a specifit_Siffijet, In past years.
only data files obviously related (as indicated
by title of a file) to the mission of a bank
would be archived. There is now a recognition_
that data files from unlikely Seiii-COS can -be rif
great value. For example. We haVe recently
Obtained a copy of projections used by the
local public school hoard for educational
planning, This file contains information on
the number, gender; and ages of children ex-
pected in the regional population in years to
come. Although this information was collected
roe educational planning; it is also valuable
for doing feasibility studies and needs aSSeSS-
ments for public recreation facility planning.

Another trend in data banking is toward use
0 more efficient and generalized technology.
The newest genention of computers, and the
availability of new memory technolOgy Will
speedthe time_necessary for data processing,
reducecomputing costs, and increase available
storage. Software packages; such no SPSS-, SAS;
BMD; OSIRIS; and ()then haVe been improved to
match improvements in hardware and operating
systems, It is now possible to work with files
that would have been considered tonStrOUS Only
a few years ago. The LOi;:dr6 StUdiCg Mt-6
Bank, fbr example, regularly assists users in
working with files that contain over 1,000
variables or that have as many as 50;000 cases.

In addition to greater power and
efficiency, there is a trend to greater flex-
ibility and compatibill.ty. Work is proceeding
to develop a universal interchange file that
will facilitate iihking data Sets or the output
of one system with any Of several software

packages.

Just as data banks were developed to help
researchers cope with data; archiViSts are be-
ginning to see a nixed f.r providing assistance
in helping potential users cope with the grow-
ing number of data banks. The first step is
the development of a system_to A- potential
user to query a bank's holdings for information
about a specific topic, geographic region, or
other characteristics of a data set. Be7
cause of the kind of specificity inherent -in
different thematic research approaches; effetto
are underWay to deVeltiO hierarchical_ modes
Of inquiry that may be shared among several
cooperating data banks. A user at the Leisure
Studies Data Bank for_exemple, will one day be
able to hitiie hbt only LSDB holdings, but
lei-Sure-related data that IS part of the hold-
ings of other universities in other countries.
The significance of this system_of bier-
arChiCaI study descriptions Or file precis is
not only to allow an efficient search to be
made, but to provide for common terminology
and descriptions among several archives.

ThiS growing Cooperation is international
in scope, and thus there is a trend in_the
polylingualization of archives. The inter-7.

national language of_computers_may. be English,
but file precis; variable labels, Catalogues,
and the like will need to become available in
all the major languages of the world. Several
data archive organizations have been establish-
ed to encourage system and file exchange, tb-
operatihn and consistency among member
archiVeS. In 1965, as one example, the
Council of Social Science Data Archives_wds
established to further these goals among two
dtiZen United St-at-a§ arehiVeS, Unfortiiately.
the differene6S of opinions among members was
so great that the council collapsed. This is
a problem and a challenge to data bank, in
the United scateo;_ In Canada; data arChiyeS,
goVOthitiCht; Jtthietiiit and private are members
of the Canadian Data Organization Committee of
The Social Science Federation of Canada.- A
similar organization exists for We_gtern Europe.
One of the most important organizations pro-
moting inter-archival cooperation today is the
International Federation of Data Organizations,
an associate member of the International
Social Science Council - a UNESCO organization;
MeMber arehives are From hod east and west
Europe, the United States, and Canada.

Perhaps the last major trend to cite is
the growing importance of data bank personnel
as research consultants. Because of familiar-
ity with different problems in research design
and analysis, they acquire an overall per-_
spective Oh fhb production-and use of hei4 data
tniieetiono; nue own staff haVe provided con-
sultation to a number of government and pri-
vate organizations on the design of data gather-
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ins; project~; oh coding and weighting_of_data
atter collectiOh; and on other related matters.
hatahanks also have the potential to Organize
groups of individual users to pursue new

lines Of inqiiiry. Because of the potential to
serve as "spokespersons" for both data and
computer users, these personnel can help to
provide the impetus tor developidk computer
software systems; and can become effective
spOkespersons for social scientists to the

computer industry.

Usituf a Data Bank

Users of data hanks fall into a number of
relatively well identified graOps: the un-

sophisticated new researcher who has not
heen a data user, and knows almostnothing_
about computers; tho researcher who has had
some primary research eperience and some
familiarity with data, but little computidk
experience: the experienced researcher Whci
has considerable methodological skill,_and
computer literacy; the sophisticated re-
searcher and computer user. Eath of theSe
types of users require differenttypea of
assistance from a data bank staff. The more
unsophisticated a potential user is; the more
likely the first few visits to a data b5hk
will be a "fishingexpeditieh" The more

Sophisticated a user is, the morespecific
and technical is the use of a data bank.
Preliminary visits to a data bank by any user
concern documentation rather than data re-

_

gardless of the level of sophistication.

In order to etiSre_that_users have access
to the archiVed data that wilt be of most use
to them, documentation is usually organized
on five levels.

File Identification -- a user maydis-
cover that A data file exists from au

entry in a libretY catalogue;_ an_in-

ventory of data sets, a data batik

catalogue of holdings. These citations

are often cryptic; and will oftenin-
clude only the name of a file; and
some general identifying infOrMation.

File Precis -- a user, upondiscover-
ing a data file that may meet research

needs, then proceeds to eXamine_more
detailed iniormatiou about a file.
File precis are available in some
library reference rooms, in data bank
offices, and many are available in -a
hard copy fetiii that can be mailed from
it data bank to a potential uset; Some

hanks offer machine-readable precis
that can be- examined on-line through
an interactive computet system at a

CRT terminal. A file precis describes
the data presents sampling and
weighting information; indicates types
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Of variables in the file, lists published

reports based on these data, and provides

a summary of the research which generated

the data.

3. Source Documents -- after examining the

file precis, a user may wish to consult
some of the sources cited in the_precis.

Depending upon the practice of the bank,

some data archives in collaboration with

libtarieS have catalogued data files in
the same mannet 55 related source docu-,

ments. Thus a user can examine related
sources documents within a libtaty or

through inter-library loan by using the
Came catalogue classification codes.
In many instances, a data bank will also

have copies_of 1.1.Lse source dtitUffiehts

but these are usually for on-site use.

.
Variable Lists -- gerRrany_these are
available for in-depth examination of a
data file for use when designing a to
search plan. Hardcopy lists are usually
available for each file and can be mailed

to apotential user. Sometimes these

lists include the source statements -

(from a questionaire or psycological
test, etc.) which generated the variables

in the data set.

5; Codebooks -- offer the user Who lida de-

veloped a_research plan for use of a
spetific data set detailed information
regarding the chateeteristics of the file

structure, a complete listing of code
elements specifying the variables and
all vaIues_for each variable. Uni-

variate tables in a codeboOk SP ecify the

frequency for each Value within_a
variable;_precise informatiOn about
codes needed_for processing, matrix in-

formation; CPU_ requirements and the like.
Codebooks may be in hardcopy and sent
through the mail, or may be machine_
readable and available on-line locally

or can be used at a distance from the

bank with the necessary hardwareand_
software, and software systems documen-

tation.

A word should be said about the nature
of the files that are usually available within

a bank. There are three baSit types of_files:

raw data files; edited system fileS; and pro-

cess produced files.

1. Raw data files are files that have been

cleaned for errors, wild codes, etc:
These files are stored in theit cleaned

"raw" farm;_ Generally they are available

to a potential user -that wishes- -to

write a special analysis programme for

these datp;and does not wish to use a

package programme.
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2. Edited system files arc files that have
been put through the archive process
and been prepared to be used with a
package analysis programme such as SPSS,
SAS, OSIRIS, BMI), etc. There are often
different versions of these files, such
as simplified editions for new student
researchers that may have -some of the
ordinal data grouped and labeled for
simplified analysis, or the file might
be reduced to a sample of cases lo en-
hance useability when_there are large
numbers of records. Or a special file
might have been created with an inverted
matrix for use in certain factor analy-
tic programmes by experienced research-

3. Process produced files are computer-gen-
eratod files, based upon a researcher
designed programme. Input for these
tiles will be variables trom-a number of
different files. The final file will be
a "raw" data file, distinguished from
researcher - collected data because data
collection is actually internal to the
computer used.

The p_rocess of using a data bank is
generall:: the same in most locales. First a
user needs to haven computer account number
in order to access the required data. Access
in many places today can be either through
batch mode or through an interactive system.
A user can either do all of his own computing
or can seek assistance from data hank staff.
In effect, the process is analogous to de-
signing any research project; the only differ-
ence is that after designing_the project (in
this instance with the use of the data doc
umentation) and instead of going out to collect
data from households or on-site, or from some
administrative reports or documents, the re-
searcher writes a_computer programme and
collects the required data from the computer--
data that have been stored by the data hank.
Although this seems somewhat oversimplified,
any working researcher knot:s just what all ,hat
simple formula can invr:ve.

In many instances, there really is no
need to expend the time and money to- collect
new data particularly concerning leisure-
related topics because there is a wealth of
data available today that has never been sub-
jected to analysis. Perhaps the biggest
problem leisure researchers face today is
identifying where useable_data reside._ Be-
cause Finding these data is So difficult, the
tendency for researchers is to develop re-
search designs that include new data collect-
ion._ This_is not only a common practiee with-
in the field of leisure studies, but throughout
the social sciences. However, as data banks
become more common in universities, and are

used more frequently as laboratories in the
teaching of social science research;_ there
will he a greater tendency for new re-
searchers to think about analysis of
secondary data before embarking on new data
collection.
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